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CHAPTER-1 
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
It is time’s demand that education should be provided to all kind of 
students of the country and no student should be deprived from the benefits of 
it. In this context, many steps and efforts have been taken to improve the 
educational system and class room teaching. One of the most important 
innovations in the field of education is that of the unprecedented advancement 
and enhancement in the use of educational technology. This change has 
influenced the classroom teaching and learning process. 
According to Kothari commission report, “In a modern society, 
knowledge increases at terrific pace and social change is very rapid. This 
needs a radical transformation in the educational system. Education is no 
longer taken as primarily concerned with the imparting knowledge or the 
preparation of a finished product, but with the awakening of curiosity, the 
development of proper interests, attitudes, values and building up of such 
essential skills as independent study and capacity to think.”1 
We all know and most of the educationists, philosophers and 
psychologists have accepted that the ‘learning’ is the most important process. 
We should make the child learn and the whole education system should be 
self-learning oriented. The Mudaliar commission has rightly pointed out that 
“the contemporary education system has failed to influence the students”. 2 
What we find today is the difficulty value of the syllabus is higher than 
the level of the students. The school in the remote place, away from town or 
city must have the dearth of excellent teachers. The classroom interaction 
between teachers and students may be faulty. The content of the syllabus is 
above the level of the pupils and may not be based on the previous 
                                                 
1 D. S. Kothari, Report of Education Commission. New Delhi : Government 
of India Press, 1964-66, p. 614. 
2 P. D. Pathak, Problems of Indian Education. Agra : Vinod Pustak Mandir, 
1976, p. 206. 
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knowledge possessed. The teaching has been mechanically dominated 
by verbal exposition and written work much less has been done to involve 
them to participate into arriving at a solution by discussing various axims and 
logical sequence. To support the above point of view, the opinion of the 
Kothari commission has reported as under: 
 “In the average school, today, instruction still adheres to a mechanical 
routine, continuous to be dominated by the old besetting of verbalism and 
therefore remains as dull and uninspiring as before”.3 
 The overcrowded classes always affect the students’ teaching process. 
In country like India, the proper learning method is the only solution. Methods 
of teaching in classes of fifty pupils and more can not be satisfactory. We do 
not, however, support those educational theorists who contend that a class 
should not have more than twenty or twenty-five pupils. It would be extremely 
unrealistic for our teachers to think in terms of this idea. In our country, 
classes of a somewhat larger in size than what may be strictly considered as 
desirable can not be avoided for a long time. The teachers should reconcile 
themselves to the acceptance of this inescapable necessity. 
New methods and techniques in education are having an increasing 
effect on the traditional approach to teaching and learning. Among the new 
approaches and innovations that have gained great acceptance in recent 
years are Work card and Programmed learning. Today, we need such self 
learning methods and techniques in education that the students can learn 
independently even without the help of teachers and others. Work card and 
Programmed learning are such types of self learning techniques that the 
learners can study with their own speed and pace. The physical presence of 
teacher is no essential in these strategies. The hard and difficult topics of the 
subject like English, Science etc. can be presented effectively before the 
learners using the self learning methods and techniques like Work card and 
Programmed learning. 
Hence in the present study the researcher has conducted the various 
experiments to examine the effectiveness of Work card and Programmed 
                                                 
3 Kothari, op, cit., p. 224. 
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learning as self-learning techniques with reference to teaching of English 
grammar. 
2.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The title of the present study is as given below. 
 Effectiveness of Work card and Programmed learning as a self 
learning technique with reference to teaching of English Grammar 
 In the present study, the researcher has constructed the Work card 
material and the Programmed learning material on English grammar taking 
the three units like Active & Passive Voice, Tenses and Clauses. The 
researcher has implemented the self-learning materials on the students of the 
9th standard in Gujarati medium schools to examine its effectiveness on 
English grammar achievement. Using the proper experimental design, the 
researcher has conducted the various experiments with reference to the 
achievement level and sex of the students.  
3.0 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
For the present study the researcher has decided the following 
objectives. 
3.1 To prepare the Work card material on the three units of English 
grammar like Active & Passive voice, Tenses and Clauses. 
3.2 To construct the Programmed learning material on the three units of 
English grammar like Active & Passive voice, Tenses and Clauses. 
3.3 To develop the teacher made test as a research tool. 
3.4 To study the effectiveness of the Work card material and the 
Programmed learning material on English grammar achievement with 
reference to the achievement level and sex of the students. 
4.0 AREA OF RESEARCH 
Many areas and directions have been developed to conduct the 
research. To lead the research in education, there are many areas available 
for selection. Before conducting the study of research, the investigator thinks 
on the area of research, which is related to the problem of the study. 
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Fifth Survey of Educational Research (1988-92)4 indicates the following 
areas of research. 
(1) Language Education  
(2) Philosophy of Education 
(3) Sociology of Education 
(4) History of Education 
(5) Economics of Education 
(6) Psychology of Education 
(7) Mental Health 
(8) Cognitive Processes 
(9) Social Processes 
(10) Motivation 
(11) Creativity and innovations 
(12) Guidance and counselling 
(13) Curriculum Development 
(14) Pre-Primary Education 
(15) Primary Education 
(16) Secondary Education 
(17) Higher Education 
(18) Social Science Education 
(19) Science Education 
(20) Mathematics Education 
(21) Physical and Health Education 
(22) Moral, Art and Aesthetic Education 
(23) Educational Technology 
(24) Teaching strategies 
(25) Teacher Education : Pre-service and In-service 
(26) Vocational and Technical Education 
(27) Special Education 
(28) Open and Distance Education 
(29) Adult, continuing and Non-formal Education 
                                                 
4 M.B. Buch, Fifth Survey of Educational Research. New Delhi : National 
Council of Educational Research and Training, Sri Aurobindo Marg, 2000. 
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(30) Education of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and 
Minorities 
(31) Education of Girls and women 
(32) Demographic Studies in Education and Population Education 
(33) Ecological and Environmental studies in Education 
(34) Comparative Education 
(35) Educational Assessment and Evaluation 
(36) Educational planning and policy research 
(37) Organization, Administration and management of Education 
(38) Correlates of Achievement 
In the present study, the researcher has constructed the Work card 
method material and the Programmed learning material on the units of 
English grammar. So the study was included in the area of language 
Education and curriculum development and teaching strategies. 
The main aim of the study was to find out the effect of the Work card 
and the Programmed learning method. In comparison of the lecture method, 
the effectiveness of Work card material and Programmed learning material 
was examined using the proper experimental research design. Hence, the 
problem of the study was more related to the area of the educational 
technology. 
5.0 TYPE OF RESEARCH 
There are three kinds of research, (1) Basic research (2) Applied 
research and (3) Action research. In the present study, the experiments were 
conducted using theoretical knowledge. So the study was considered as an 
applied research.  
In another way, there are two types of research, (1) Qualitative 
research and (2) Quantitative research. In the present study, the data in terms 
of the scores of the post-tests was collected and analysed. The result of the 
study was found out with the help of the proper statistical techniques. Hence, 
the present study was classified under the quantitative research. 
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6.0 HYPOTHESES TO BE TESTED 
Hypothesis is the presumptive statement of a proposition or a 
reasonable guess, based upon the available evidence, which the researcher 
seeks to prove through his study. A hypothesis is a statement of what the 
investigator believes will be the relationship between two or more variables in 
a study. 
In the present study, the researcher has constructed the following 
research and null hypotheses keeping the objectives of the study in mind. 
6.1 Research Hypotheses 
A research hypothesis states what the researcher believes that he or 
she will find as a result of the study. The researcher has formulated the 
following research hypotheses. 
6.1.1 There will be significant difference in the mean scores of English 
grammar achievement of the high achieving boys taught through Work 
card method, Programmed learning method and lecture method. 
6.1.2 There will be significant difference in the mean scores of English 
grammar achievement of the low achieving boys taught through Work 
card method, Programmed learning method and lecture method. 
6.1.3 There will be statistically significant difference in the mean scores of 
English grammar achievement of the high achieving girls taught 
through Work card method, Programmed learning method and lecture 
method. 
6.1.4 There will be significant difference in the mean scores of English 
grammar achievement of the low achieving girls taught through Work 
card method, Programmed learning method and lecture method. 
6.2 Null Hypotheses 
The null hypothesis is merely the statistical and logical equivalent of 
the opposite of the research hypothesis. Like the research hypothesis, the null 
hypothesis always identifies the population and comparison group involved, 
the always specifies the nature of the difference to be tested and how it will be 
measured. The researcher formulated the following Null hypotheses.  
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ugh Work card method, Programmed learning method and lecture 
method. 
6.2.1 There will be no significant difference in the mean scores of English 
grammar achievement of the high achieving boys taught through Work 
card method, Programmed learning method and lecture method. 
6.2.2 There will be no significant difference in the mean scores of English 
grammar achievement of the low achieving boys taught through Work 
card method, Programmed learning method and lecture method. 
6.2.3 There will be no significant difference in the mean scores of English 
grammar achievement of the high achieving girls taught through Work 
card method, Programmed learning method and lecture method. 
6.2.4 There will be no significant difference in the mean scores of English 
grammar achievement of the low achieving girls taught through Work 
card method, Programmed learning method and lecture method. 
7.0 VARIABLES INVOLVED IN THE STUDY 
Variables are the conditions or characteristics that the experimenter 
manipulates, controls or observes. The following variables were involved in 
the present study. 
7.1 Independent variable 
The independent variables are the conditions or characteristics that the 
experimenter manipulates or controls in his or her attempt to ascertain their 
relationship to observed phenomena.  
In the present study, the Independent variable was ‘Teaching method’. 
Three levels of the Independent variable were: (1) Work card method (2) 
Programmed learning method (3) Lecture method. 
7.2 Dependent variable 
The dependent variables are the conditions or characteristics that 
appear, disappear, or change as the experimenter introduces, removes, or 
changes independent variables. 
The Dependent variable of the study was English Grammar 
achievement. 
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7.3 Controlled Variables 
The following variables were controlled during the implementation of 
the treatment. They were namely: 
(1) Standard  
(2) Unit 
(3) Area  
(4) Medium 
(5) Subject 
7.4 Moderator Variables 
In the present study, the following variables were considered as the 
moderator variables. 
(1) Sex  
(2) Achievement level of the students 
7.5 Intervening Variables 
It was assumed that the following variables might have been affected 
during the study. 
(1) Interest and enthusiasm towards the subject 
(2) Novelty (innovative aspect) of the study 
(3) Other’s help 
(4) Inter process among the groups 
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8.0   DIAGRAMMATIC PRESENTATION OF VARIABLES 
1. Sex 
2. Students’ 
achievement 
level 
Moderator 
variables 
Boys 
1. High 
achievers 
2. Low 
achievers 
Girls 
1. High 
achievers 
2. Low 
achievers 
Teaching 
Method 
Independent 
variable 
Teaching 
Method 
Independent 
variable 
Work card 
Three levels of 
Independent  
variable 
Programmed 
learning 
Lecture 
Method 
Work card 
Programmed 
learning 
Lecture 
Method 
Dependent  
variable 
English Grammar 
achievement 
 
English Grammar 
achievement 
 
FIGURE 1.1 
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
9.0 OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
The researcher has defined the terms used in the study. The 
operational definitions of the terms used in the present study are given below. 
9.1 Work card 
 Work card is such a self-learning method or technique through which 
students can learn without the help of teachers and others. With the help of 
this method, students can learn the difficult units effectively with their own 
speed and pace. In this method, the small unit of the topic is presented very 
effectively in form of the Work card. The students study the Work card one by 
one completing the exercise given at the end of the Work card. In a separate 
answer sheet, students give the answers of the questions given in the 
exercise of the work card. 
9.2 Programmed learning 
Programmed learning is one kind of self-learning method or technique. 
In this method, the subject matter is arranged in form of small steps are called 
frames. Each frame presents some information and has some blanks or 
questions. The answers for the blanks or questions are provided on the top of 
the next frame. Each student has a response sheet, which provides a space 
for answers to a frame. The student works through a frame and writes his 
answer on the response sheet. The student then turns the frame and checks 
his answers. If his answer is right, he works on the next frame. If not, he reads 
the same frame and corrects his answer. In this way, the student completes 
the programme. 
9.3 Lecture method 
Lecture method is a very traditional way of teaching. It is very common 
method in which teacher teaches through verbal skills and black board work is 
done frequently. Hence, this method can be called the chalk and talk method. 
9.4 Self-learning technique 
In self-learning method or technique the learner studies independently 
without the help of others. Students learn with their own speed and ways. In 
absence of teachers, this method can be very helpful. In the present study, 
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the Work card and the Programmed learning were considered as the self-
learning methods of teaching. 
 
9.5 Effectiveness 
Significant difference in mean achievement scores of the post-test of 
the students taught through the Work card method, the Programmed learning 
method and the lecture method was considered as the effectiveness of the 
teaching methods. The method or technique with the higher mean score was 
considered as an effective method. 
9.6 High achievers 
The students who obtained more than 75 marks out of 100 in the 
subject of English in the annual exam were considered as the high achievers 
or high achieving students or students having high achievement level in 
English. 
9.7 Low achievers 
The students who got 75 or less marks out of 100 in the subject of 
English in the annual exam were considered as the low achievers or low 
achieving students or students having low achievement level in English. 
9.0 IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
· In the present study, the researcher has constructed the Work card 
and programmed learning material on the three grammatical units of 
English. The units of English were, (1) Active & Passive Voice (2) 
Tenses and (3) Clauses. The self-learning material was implemented 
on the students of 9th standard of Gujarati medium schools. The self-
learning material can provide the opportunities to the student to 
make progress at his own speed and pace. 
· The Work card and Programmed learning material can be helpful to 
the students in learning the English grammar units like (1) Active & 
Passive voice (2) Tenses and  (3) Clauses. 
· The Work card and the Programmed learning material can perform 
the role of a substitute teacher in absence of a class-room teacher. 
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· The students and learners can study with their own speed and 
can easily understand the difficult topics of English grammar 
with the help of these self-learning methods or techniques. 
 
 
· To create the innovations into the class-room teaching the Work card 
and the Programmed learning can be very useful strategies. 
· Teachers and researchers can use these self-learning materials in 
their schools, colleges in the presence or absence of teachers for the 
effective class-room learning and teaching. 
· The Work card and the Programmed learning strategies can be 
helpful to the teachers and schools for creating the learning or 
learner centred education and environment. 
· The study can probably give the guidelines to the English teachers 
and researchers to construct the Programmed learning material and 
the Work card material. 
10.0 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
The research findings of the study can not be applicable in all the 
conditions. Then, it becomes necessary to know the scope of the study. 
The researcher conducted the experiments of the study in the area of 
Rajkot city. The present study was carried out taking the three units of English 
grammar like (1) Active & Passive Voice (2) Tenses and (3) Clauses. The 
present study was for the 9th standard students of Gujarati medium schools. 
The experiments were conducted on the students of the two schools. One 
School was the Virani boys’ high school and the other was Shree Kotecha 
girls’ high school. The sample for the study was selected from these two 
schools. 
11.0 DELIMITATIONS 
Due to limitations of time and resources, the present study has been 
delimited to the following aspects. 
· To measure the English grammar achievement, the  teacher made test 
was used as a research tool. 
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· The researcher has selected only the Gujarati medium schools. 
The research findings of the study would be different for the English 
medium schools. 
· The present study was conducted only on the 9th standard students of 
Rajkot city. 
12.0 FUNCTIONAL OUTLINE OF THE STUDY 
The aim of the study was to find out the effect of Work card and 
Programmed learning as a self-learning technique with reference to teaching 
of English grammar. So the researcher selected the three units of English 
grammar like (1) Active & Passive Voice (2) Tenses (3) Clauses. In the 
beginning of the Study, the investigator formulated the objectives and the 
hypotheses of the study. Then, the researcher took the help of the guide, 
subject-experts, teachers and students to develop the Work card and the 
Programmed learning material. To measure the English grammar 
achievement, the teacher-made tests were constructed. Population of the 
present study was the 9th standard students of the Gujarati medium schools of 
Rajkot city. The researcher selected two schools purposely. One was the 
boys’ school and the other was the girls’ school. The experiments were 
conducted using ‘Counter Balanced design’, which was experimental research 
design. The researcher selected randomely the experimental groups and the 
control groups. The experimental groups were treated with Work card and 
programmed learning methods and the control group was taught through the 
lecture method. At the end of the experiment, the achievement post-test of 40 
marks was given to the subjects of the experiment. 
13.0 ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINING REPORT 
The researcher classified the present study into seven chapters. The 
brief outline of the remaining chapters of the present study was given here. 
The second chapter contains the review of the related literature and previous 
studies done in this field. The innovative aspect of the present study was 
given in this chapter. 
The third chapter is based on research setting and research design. 
This chapter presents the description of the study employed, population and 
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sample selected, tools used, procedure adopted for data collection and 
statistical treatment carried out. 
  The fourth chapter throws the light on the construction of the Work card 
material. 
The fifth chapter presents the information about the construction of the 
Programmed learning material.  
The sixth chapter provides the information on the presentation, 
analysis and interpretation of the collected data. 
The seventh chapter reflects summary, findings and implications of the 
study and recommendations for further researches. 
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CHAPTER – 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 One of the most indispensable part of the research is reviewing the 
literature. This helps a researcher in many ways like knowing quantum of 
works done in the field, knowing how to tackle his own problem and avoiding 
the risk involved in duplication of research. Besides, it gives an understanding 
of problems related to this field. Essentially, review economizes time and 
energy of the researcher. 
 The survey of related literature may provide guiding hypotheses, 
suggestive methods of investigation and comparative data for interpretive 
purposes. In order to prepare a base for defining the problem precisely, for 
making interpretation of data meaningful and for making comparisons among 
similar studies, the researcher studies the related literature extensively. The 
review provided an insight into various dimensions of the problem and related 
issues at different stages. In this attempt, the researcher reviewed 
researches, which have direct bearing on the present study. 
 This chapter has the details of related literature for the present study. 
The chapter is divided mainly into two broad sections, (1) Theoretical 
discussions and (2) Review of related researches. 
2.0 THEORETICAL REVIEW 
 For theoretical review the researcher studied many reference books, 
journals and other research studies. The detail of the theoretical review of the 
literature is presented here. The researcher has classified the theoretical 
review into four sections. They are as follows. 
1. Educational technology 
2. Self learning material 
3. Work card material 
4. Programmed learning material 
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2.1 Educational Technology 
 With recent development and advances, technology in education is 
virtually a new source of concern for educators, teachers and students. 
Technology is being successfully utilized in resolving many of our problems. 
Hence, its success is generalized to the teaching-learning situations. H. J. 
Leavit defines technology as problem solving inventions.  
 The concept of ‘Educational Technology’ has developed during last few 
years. It is a new area in the discipline of education like : educational 
Psychology, educational philosophy, educational measurement and 
evaluation. It makes a functional analysis of teaching-learning process and 
locates the various components that operate from the stage of input to that of 
the output. Recently, National council of Educational Research and Training 
(NCERT) realized its importance in the area of education and has established 
a ‘Centre of Educational Technology’ (CET). 
 “The scientific inventions have influenced every aspect of human life; 
even our kitchen has been mechanized. That is why our education process 
could not remain untouched by it. The computer and language laboratory are 
now being used frequently in our teaching process. These machines are 
employed in all the phases of human knowledge: preservation, transmission 
and advancement. An effective teacher can benefit a large number of 
students sitting at distant places by using media, radio and television in the 
teaching process. This mechanization of teaching process has emerged new 
area of educational technology in education.’’ 1 
G.O.M. Leith has given a comprehensive definition of educational 
technology : “Educational technology is the systematic application of scientific 
knowledge to teaching – learning and conditions of learning to improve the 
efficiency of teaching and training. In the absence of scientifically established 
principles, educational technology implements techniques of empirical testing 
to improve learning situation.” 2 
                                                 
1 R. A. Sharma, Educational Technology. Meerut : Surya publication, 2004, 
p. 3. 
2 Ibid, p. 6. 
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Educational technology involves input, output and process aspects of 
education. It stresses upon development methods and techniques for effective 
learning. It is an application of scientific knowledge to education and training. 
It includes the organization of learning conditions for realizing goals of 
outcomes. It emphasizes designing and measuring instruments for testing 
learning outcomes. It facilitates learning by control of environment, media and 
methods. 
Educational technology implies a behavioural science approach to 
teaching and learning in that it makes use of pertinent scientific and 
technological methods and concepts developed in Psychology, Sociology, 
communications, linguistic and other related fields. It also attempts to 
incorporate the management principles of cost effectiveness and the efficient 
development and use of available resources in men and materials. It involves 
media, methods, equipments and resources. 
2.2 Self learning material 
 In terms of Madam Montessori, “Self education is the best educational 
method by which the child learns in his own way and at his own rate”. 3 
The students have to learn at their own pace by themselves with the 
help of previous knowledge at their convenient time and place. During the 
self-learning process, they have to develop the habit of reading, writing and 
integrating material. To achieve this objective, they can use reference books, 
textbooks and other instructional materials from the library. According to the 
Encyclopedia of education. 
“Educators have long maintained that the ultimate goal of education is 
to make each person thinker, life long learner. Those who really believe each 
child should become increasingly responsible for his own education, as he 
grows older must focus their attention in that direction. Boys and girls can not 
learn independent study habits in school unless they are given appropriate 
time and space.” 4 
                                                 
3 R. C. Das, Educational Technology. New Delhi : A Basic Text Sterling 
Publishers pvt. Ltd., 1993, P.5. 
4 L. C. Deighton, The Encyclopedia of Education (vol. 9). United State of 
America : The Macmillan Company and The Free Press, 1991, p. 91. 
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In an open university, the students are guided and directed in such a 
way that students can learn by self-efforts. The basic motivation to study can 
only be produced by the proper quality of the course materials. Education is 
communication of knowledge through an effective transmission of ideas so 
that the idea can be translated into clear understanding. A ‘lesson’ is an 
important form of course material and an important channel of communication 
for open University students. But a lesson is not a substitute for a book; it is 
also not a book. 
In fact, “The author of a ‘lesson’ is a silent teacher. He is a guide in air. 
He talks, but talks to an audience, which is not present before him. He thinks, 
explains, analyses, examines, reviews, discusses, evaluates, illustrates, 
appreciates, criticizes, sums-up and concludes.” 5 
A good ‘lesson’ for Open University students needs the following 
consideration from its authors:  
(1) Ideas must be presented in a logical manner. 
(2) The language should be simple to understand. 
(3) One should be more practical in his approach by giving multiple 
examples from the daily life. 
(4) Point should be brief and relevant. 
(5) Ask questions as frequently as possible. 
(6) The reader should be fully involved in the discussion. 
(7) The major points of the material must be identified distinctly. 
(8) Main points should be summarized in the conclusion. 
(9) The whole analysis should be under different headings and sub-
headings. 
(10) Continued confusion has to be avoided by explaining the basic 
concepts. 
(11) What has already been studied must be linked up with the 
discussions to follow. 
(12) Complicated ideas should be simplified by answering why, how, 
when, what and who. 
                                                 
5 T. P. Maintin, “Production of course materials in Open University system”, 
University News , Vol. XXIV, May-1991, p. 7-8. 
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(13) The reader should be trained to apply his knowledge to practical 
situations independently. 
(14) The discussion should be closed at a point when the reader is best 
involved. 
(15) Questions should be anticipated and answered. 
All the above points leads us to the structuring a good work card which 
can be synonymous to the ‘lesson’ of an open university. According to 
Rowntree Derek, 
“Self - instruction depends on materials specially written or at least 
specially selected and modified with particular course objectives in mind. 
Furthermore, they will be structured in such a way that learners can do most, 
if not all, their learning from the materials alone. The materials must carry out 
all the functions a teacher would carry out in the conventional situation, 
guiding, motivating, intriguing, expounding, explaining, provoking, reminding, 
asking questions, discussing alternative answers, appraising each learner’s 
progress, giving appropriate remedial or enrichment help and so on.” 6 
According to Sindhu Kulbirsingh, 
 “The students should be made to understand that independent self-
study is most rewarding of all studies. It is the only method, which will pay in 
long run. Let the child work and learn by himself as far as possible. The 
teacher should with hold his own self in order to allow the child’s self to 
develop and grow by his self-effort. 7 
 “The presentation of contents is such that one can understand without 
the help of teacher is called self instruction”. 8 
 Through the self-learning material, a student learns in the absence of 
the teacher. In this method, the content is presented in a simple language with 
proper examples. The content is arranged and presented in small steps and 
units. The material is prepared keeping the importance of individual 
                                                 
6 Derek Rowntree, Teaching Through Self-Instruction. London : Kogan 
Page, New York : Nicholas Publishing Co. 1986, p. 11 
7 K. S. Sindhu, The teaching of Mathematics. New Delhi : Sterling 
Publishers Pvt. Ltd. 1986, p.188. 
8 K. L. Kumar, Programmed Learning, Educational Technology. New 
Delhi : New Age International (p) Ltd. p. 22. 
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differences. Now a day the importance of self-learning material has been 
increased and the emphasis is given on the construction of self-learning 
material. 
2.2.1 Importance of self-learning material 9 
In many schools, the students are taught through the self-learning 
material. The self-learning material indicates its importance in the following 
points 
1. It provides the double roles like the direct education and 
textbook. 
2. It creates the situations for the students to concentrate on the 
study. 
3. It creates the situations through which students know 
immediately about their self-progress. 
4. Content is arranged in a fixed sequence so that the learning 
content stays for a longtime in the cognitive structures. 
5. The guidance is provided in the beginning of the study on how to 
learn the given content or self-learning material. So the student 
learns without any hesitations. 
6. It provides the chances to the learner to study in his own speed 
and way. 
7. It also provides the chances for the brilliant students to utilize 
their skills and competences up to the higher level. 
2.2.2 Kinds of self-learning material 
 There are many kinds or techniques of self-learning material. Some 
techniques of it are mentioned here. 
1. Exercise method 
2. Workcard method 
3. Simple learning material 
4. Programmed learning 
5. Language laboratory 
6. Teaching machine 
                                                 
9 N. S. Donga, Teaching Psychology. Rajkot : Nijjijan  Psycho Centre, 1995,  
p. 256. 
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Self learning material is not an educational tool or test. But it is one 
kind of teaching method. In the present study the two self learning techniques 
were used. One was the work card method and the second was the 
programmed learning method. 
2.3 Work card material 
 According to Dunn Rita and Dunn Kenneth, “A Curriculum work card is 
a single unit or topic initially outlined by the teacher and selected from a pre-
determined course of study. It is expanded or restricted for use based on the 
teacher’s diagnosis of each child’s academic strengths, weakness and 
learning style. 10 
 According to Rowntree Derek, ” Each work card would represent the 
minimum amount of material a learner might usefully tackle at a single study 
session. This notion is useful both to learners in scheduling their learner 
sessions and to the developers of materials in planning their teaching.” 11 
 According to the book, “Educator’s self-teaching guide to 
Individualizing Instructional programmes”, a work card is a self contained 
outline of study that clearly indicates to the student in the following way. 
1. What he is required to learn and how he may demonstrate what he 
was required to learn after he has learned it. This is called a 
‘behavioural objective’. 
2. The multisensory ‘resource alternative’ through which he may learn 
what he is required to learn (books, magazines, manipulative 
materials, etc.) 
3. The ‘activity alternative’ through which he uses what he has learned 
in productive ways to provide reinforcement and retention. 
4. The ‘reporting alternative’ through which he may share and discuss 
with others what he has produced. 
A workcard, therefore, includes behavioural objectives, resource 
alternative, activity alternative and reporting alternative. 
                                                 
10 Rita Dunn and Dunn Kenneth, Practical Approaches to Individualizing 
Instruction. New York : Parker Publishing Company, Inc., 1972, p. 79. 
11 Rowntree Derek, Teaching Through self Instruction. New York : 
Nicholas Publishing co., 1986, p. 37. 
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According to the Educational Dictionary, the content in the work card is 
developed in such a way that students can study independently. During the 
teaching through work card method, work cards are given to the students. At 
the end of each work card, the questions for evaluation are provided. 
Students give the answers of these questions. If their answers are correct, 
they study the next work card. If their answers are not correct, they try to 
study the same work card. Moreover, the content is presented on the work 
card in a proper sequence. 
Work card material means the self-learning material prepared in the 
simple and meaningful language. During the construction of the work card 
material, the objectives, content points and the level of the students are kept 
in mind. The sub-units of the topic are presented through different work cards. 
In each work card, the content is presented effectively. At the end of each 
work card, the questions for self-learning are given. Each work card is 
prepared in such a simple language that the students can give the answers of 
the questions without taking the help of others. 
In the present study, most of the work cards have been developed 
through the Inductive method. In this method, the content is presented 
through the examples, then, the rules, principles, definitions etc. are 
explained. In other words, the work card is constructed in such a way that at 
first the examples are given, then the definitions, rules, principles etc. are 
explained deeply.  
2.4 Work card as a method of self-learning 
 A work card provides many opportunities for a student to learn 
independently and build on his potential abilities. As a result, the student 
begins to develop interest in his accomplishments. Frustration and anxiety are 
minimized because the student is given: 
(1) An exact list of items that he must learn. 
(2) An exact method for showing the teachers that he has mastered the 
required learning. 
(3) A clear indication of how well he must do before he will be permitted 
to end one work-card and begin another. 
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(4) A choice of many activities through which information can be used 
and reinforced so that it becomes knowledge. 
(5) A choice of many ways in which he may share what he has learned 
with others. 
Students who are working on work-cards actually learn how to teach 
themselves and become independent learners, capable of progressing as 
quickly or slowly as their individual abilities permit. Motivation is increased 
because the youngsters are actively involved in the learning process by: 
(a) Assessing their learning requirements. 
(b) Choosing the activities in which they will engage to reinforce their 
learning. 
(c) Determining how they share their knowledge with others. 
(d) Assessing them. 
(e) Deciding when they are ready to be tested. 
(f) Contributing to the formulation of a subsequent work-card. 
Individual learning styles are identified and utilized effectively because 
youngsters are given the freedom for learning and they will pace themselves 
and change activities as they progress.  
Success in work-card learning is assured for motivated, self-disciplined 
students who want to learn. These students can focus on what they must 
learn, determine how they will learn, select reinforcement activities that appeal 
to them and display their achievements to others – when they are ready. They 
need not to be fearful that they, 
(1) Cannot learn what the teacher requires. 
(2) Will not learn as quickly as other students in the group. 
(3) Will not score as well on tests, for they will be tested only when they 
believe that they know the required information. 
According to Rita Dunn and Kenneth Dunn, “there is no single teaching 
technique that works effectively with every student, but curriculum work cards 
are a powerful means of helping the motivated self-disciplined youngster 
(bright or slow) assume responsibility for his own learning. Through this 
method, a bright or superior student can ‘fly’ intellectually, while a slower 
youngster can learn the basic curriculum requirements with reduced pressure 
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and deeper involvement in the learning process. Work-cards also offer new 
hope of reaching non-motivated, apathetic and ‘turned off’ students through 
their gradual acceptance of responsibility for learning that which is relevant to 
them in substance and process. 
Moreover, the use of work-cards will tend to change teacher behaviour 
as well as students‘ attitude. Teacher will abandon reciting and lecturing once 
they observe that work cards generate students activity and self-motivated 
participation in the learning-process”.12 
2.5 Programmed learning material 
 Programmed learning is highly individualized instructional strategy for 
the modification of behaviour. It is used for instructional purpose but it can 
also be employed as a mechanism of feedback device for improving teaching 
efficiency. The origin of modern programmed instruction is from the 
psychology of learning and not from technology. It is an application of ‘operant 
conditioning’ learning theory to teaching learning situations. It has got a 
historical momentum only after the publication of’ “the science of learning and 
art of teaching” articles by B. F. Skinner in 1954. 
 In terms of Susan Markle, “It is a method of designing a reproducible 
sequence of instructional events to produce a measurable and consistent 
effect on behaviour of each and every acceptable student.”13 
 In programmed learning the student is active and proceeds at his own 
pace and is provided with immediate knowledge or result. The physical 
presence of teacher is no essential in this strategy. 
2.5.1 Principles of programmed learning14 
 There are five fundamental principles of programmed learning. 
1. Principle of small step 
2. Principle of Active responding 
3. Principle of Immediate confirmation 
4. Principle of self-pacing 
5. Principle of student testing 
                                                 
12 Rita Dunn and Dunn Kenneth, Op, Cit. p. 80. 
13 R. A. Sharma, Educational Technology, Meerut : Surya publication, 2004, 
p. 307. 
14 Sharma, Loc. Cit. 
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These principles are functional in nature and explain the procedure of 
programmed instructional strategy. The brief description of these principles 
has been given here. 
1. Principle of small step : The subject matter is broken down into a 
sequence of small step. A student can take a step at a time. He has  
to read a small step by being active. 
2. Principle of active responding : The student learns that if he 
should actively respond as he learns. The learner has to construct 
the response. It is an integral part of learning. 
3. Principle of Immediate confirmation : The student learns the best 
if he confirms his response immediately. The confirmation provides 
the reinforcement to the learner. 
4. Principle of self-pacing : In programming, each student can work 
each step as slowly, or as quickly as he can. This is known as 
principle of self-pacing. 
5. Principle of student testing : A student leaves the record of his 
study because he has to write a response for each step on a 
response sheet. This reminds the principle of student testing. 
2.5.2 Types of the programmed learning method 
 There are three types of the programmed learning method. 
1. Linear programme 
2. Branching programme or Intrinsic programme 
3. Mathetics 
The linear style is associated with the name of B.F. Skinner, who 
suggested a model of the learning process, which he believes, is accurate 
and general enough for practical educational use. This method postulates that 
inducing and then reinforcing the desired behaviour can best bring about a 
desired change in behaviour. This is achieved by developing small learning 
steps, technically called frames. The subject matter is presented as 
incomplete statements with some blanks or questions. The correct answers 
for each blank are given at some convenient place away from the frame. The 
learner is required to read the frame and construct a response for each blank. 
After he has formulated his response, he is required to compare it with the 
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correct response. In this method the frame is written in such a way that the 
learner more often gives the correct response. In this style, every learner is 
required to complete every frame with least occurrence of errors. According to 
Gunvant B. Shah (1997)15 Linear programme is based on the three main 
characteristics. 
(1) Active response  
(2) Minimum errors 
(3) Knowledge of results 
The branching style emerged out of the work of Pressey, who 
suggested that the student’s choice of an answer to a multiple choice question 
can be used automatically to direct him to the learning of new material. The 
detailed systematic procedures followed in this style were later developed and 
advocated by Crowder. In this style, we develop learning steps called 
exercises. Each exercise contains a short discussion of the material to be 
learnt followed by a multiple choice question designed to test the point just 
discussed. If the student’s answer is correct, he goes to the exercise which 
contains the next unit of material to be learnt and the next question, and so 
on. If he has chosen an incorrect answer, the exercise to which he is directed 
contains a discussion of why the answer chosen is incorrect and following this 
discussion, he is given an instruction to return to the original question page to 
try again. In this style of programming, the student is not to construct a 
response but merely choose a response. His choice of response serves a 
diagnostic purpose and the basis of this technique is that this diagnosis can 
be promptly utilized to furnish a specific remedial material to the student. 
Thomas F. Gilbert developed the mathetics style. This style in fact, 
follows the linear model suggested by Skinner. The unit of learning in a 
mathetics programme is an exercise. The teaching exercises are designed 
according to the estimated operant span of the learners. They follow a 
consistent pattern of trios-demonstration phase, prompted phase and release 
phase. In the first exercise, the learner is demonstrated the response or 
product of a response. In the second exercise, the learner is required to emit 
                                                 
15 Gunvant B. Shah, The Landmarks of Learning in Educational 
Psychology. Ahmedabad : University Granth Nirman Board, 1997, p. 369. 
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the response with the help of prompts and in the third exercise to do so 
without prompts. 
2.5.3 Types of frames 
 D. B. Dadhaniya (1999)16 has mentioned in her dissertation that there 
are fourteen types of frames. The list of these types of frames is given here. 
(1) Lead-in frame 
(2) Augmenting frame 
(3) Interlocking frame 
(4) Review frame 
(5) Rote Review frame 
(6) Restarted Review frame 
(7) Delayed Review frame 
(8) Fading frame 
(9) Generalizing frame 
(10) Specifying frame 
(11) Discrimination frame 
(12) Skip frame 
(13) Copy frame 
(14) Key frame 
2.5.4 Patterns of the programmed learning material 
 A constructor of programmed arranges the frames and answers in 
certain patterns. Popular patterns of arranging frames are given below. 
1. Vertical pattern 
 In this pattern, a sequence of frames is arranged from top to bottom 
and after attempting the first page; learner is allowed to attempt the next 
page. Correct answer of the frame is given on the same page and on the 
same frame. Sometimes answer is given to the right side or left side or on the 
top of the next frame. 
                                                 
16 Dimpal B. Dadhaniya, A study of Effectiveness of the programmed 
learning method in teaching “Parts of speech” unit of English Grammar. 
Unpublished M.Ed. Dissertation, Saurashtra University, 1993. 
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2. Horizontal pattern 
 In this pattern, a learner has to turn a page to check the answer. First, 
a student has to write the answer, and then only he is allowed to turn the 
page. 
3. Programme book 
 In this pattern, the content of the textbook is prepared in the form of 
frames. Each step will be on one page. The student will write his answer on a 
separate response sheet. 
4. Pattern of transparent paper 
 In this pattern, the answers are printed in black letters on which red 
printing is done in such a way that a learner has to put red transparent paper 
on the answer, so that answer can be seen very clearly. 
2.5.5 Presentation devices in programmed learning method17 
 Different presentation devices may systematically affect the learning 
outcomes. Programmed instruction materials discharge the function of 
presenting the content of instruction. The content is presented by the use of 
different stimulus modes and media. A stimulus mode is the kind of stimulus 
presented to the student. Thus written symbols represent one mode, pictures 
another and spoken words still another. The vehicle carrying the stimulus 
mode is the medium. The written symbols and pictures may be presented 
through printed books or slides, films or T.V. The spoken words may be 
presented through Tapes. Books, slides, films, T.V. and tapes are the media. 
Today, computer can be included in it. A presentation device is the 
combination of the stimulus mode and a medium. 
2.5.6 Objectives of programmed learning18 
 The objectives of this strategy have been summarized as follows : 
(1) To help the student to learn by doing. 
(2) To provide the situation to learn at his own pace. 
(3) To help student to learn without the presence of a teacher. 
                                                 
17 S. P. Mullick, Strategies in programmed Instruction. Delhi : Sunday 
press, 1985, p.5. 
18 R. A. Sharma, op. cit., p. 308. 
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(4) To present the content in a controlled manner and in logically 
related steps. 
(5) To study by himself and assess his own performance by comparing 
with the given answer. 
3.0 REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCHES 
 The researcher studied the past researches related to the present 
study. In this section the researcher has reported review of the previous 
studies. The review is presented here under the following titles. 
1. Foreign studies 
2. Indian studies 
a. Studies on work card material 
b. Studies on programmed learning material 
3. Significance of the present study 
3.1 Foreign Studies 
 Many studies under the areas of Educational technology, Curriculum, 
Educational psychology and Language teaching have been conducted the 
world over. However, it was not possible for the researcher to study these 
researches in the primary form of sources. The researcher has faithfully tried 
to review the literature through secondary sources as were available within 
the range of his study, capacity and time. The review of these researches are 
presented here. 
 Dodson (1967)19 of the university college of wales Abersywyth 
conducted a number of scientifically controlled experiments at the primary and 
secondary levels. His experiments showed that the systematic use of mother-
tongue by the teacher was not detrimental in the progress of acquiring 
language skills. On the other hand, it made for (a) correct imitation responses, 
(b) efficient learning and consolidation of new foreign language materials, and 
(c) the availability of greater amount time for further practice thereby giving 
the pupils more active contact with the foreign language. 
                                                 
19 J. Dodson, Language Teaching and the Bilingual method. London : Sir 
ISSAC Pittman & sons Ltd, 1967. 
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 The findings revealed that the best results in terms of speed and 
quality were obtained when sentence meaning was acquired by means of the 
mother-tongue, equivalent spoken by the teacher. 
 Scotish Education Department (1972)20 held an experiment in group 
teaching in modern languages. This work came as an appendix to Rowland’s 
group work in modern languages, materials department unit, language 
teaching center, university of York. Ten schools took part in this experiment 
that ran for a little less than two terms in most cases. The schools represented 
a reasonable cross-section of Scottish secondary schools. 
 Before schools embarked on the experiment, teachers were provided 
material on group techniques. They were given considerable freedom in the 
way they organized the work. Stress was laid on the need for the gradual 
introduction of a group system and a careful assessment of what was being 
achieved. In most cases, schools decided on a limited application of group 
methods. 
 A wide range of activities was provided. They included simple activities 
like listening to recorded material and working out answers to questions 
based on them, to really challenging ones like writing short stories. 
 The main advantages of this project as reported by the teachers were 
as under : 
(1) Increased participation by pupils in their own learning. 
(2) Considerable improvement in the discipline of a difficult class. 
(3) A high level of motivation and interest on the part of the pupils. 
(4) Weak students being able to undertake work with a real 
expectation of success. 
Aziz (1984)21 in his study titled ‘communicative error evaluation : A 
study of American Native speaker’s evaluations and interpretations of deviant 
utterances written by Arab EFL learners’, tried to establish and investigate the 
difference between judged intelligibility and naturalness. 
                                                 
20 S. Natraj, Group Method Techniques. Vallabh Vidyanagar : Sardar Patel 
University, 1989, pp. 34-35. 
21 K. Aziz, ‘Communicative Errors and Evaluation : A study of American 
Native Speakers’ Evaluation’; Studies in Linguistic Science, Vol. 22, No. 2. Urbana 
: Department of Linguistics, University of Illinois, 1984, pp. 161-62. 
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Following were the objectives of the study : 
(1) To investigate the difference between judged intelligibility and 
naturalness. 
(2) To investigate the extent to which error type (grammatical or 
semantic). 
(3) To provide validation measures for judgements of intelligibility. 
The tool of the study was four-point scale of intelligibility and 
naturalness. Sample of the study was 240 American under graduates. The 
study was carried out using two factorial designs. Statistical methods like t-
test and ANOVA were used. 
The findings of the study reveal that there was no association between 
the students’ performance and intelligibility. 
 Long and Porter (1984)22 presented a paper at the 18th annual TESOL 
convention in Houston, in March 1984. Both the authors had detailed 
arguments on the use of group work in classroom for second language 
learning. A Psycho-linguistic rationale for group work based on the 
communicative approach has emerged from second language acquisition 
research. There have been many more pedagogical arguments for the use of 
group work in second language learning. The authors presented them with 
logical arrangement. 
 Finally they have provided research findings to support the following 
claims.  
(1) Students receive significantly more individual language practice 
opportunities in group work than in lock step lessons. 
(2) The range of language functions practiced by individual students is 
wider in group work than in lock step teaching. 
(3) Students perform at the same level of grammatical accuracy in their 
SL output in unsupervised group work as in ‘public’, lock step work 
conducted by the teacher. 
(4) The frequency of other correction and completions by students is 
higher in group work than in lock step teaching. 
                                                 
22 M. Long and P. Porter, Group work, Interlanguage Talk and Second 
Language Acquisition, TESOL Quaterly, Vol. 19, No. 2, 1984, pp. 207-25. 
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(5) Students engage in more negotiation for meaning in the small group 
than in teacher fronted, whole class settings. 
Berns (1985)23 held a study in Prague and British linguistic traditions. 
The study had the context of India, Japan and Germany. The title of the study 
was ‘functional Approaches and communicative competence : English 
Language Teaching in Non-native contexts’.  
Findings of the study were : (1) The communicative methodology does 
not offer any solution to pedagogic problems, (2) It provides means by which 
such problems may be solved. 
Spada (1986)24 of McGill University, Toronto-Canada investigated 
instructional differences with the relationship of process-product study of 
communicative language. 
Basically the study investigated possible relationship between 
instructional processes and learning out-comes in three classes of an adult 
communicative programme of English as a second language. 
Results of the study revealed that there were differences in the ways in 
which outcomes of three different classes were received. Results also 
indicated that learners in the communicative class improved more on three 
tests. 
Nunan (1987)25 in a follow-up study demonstrated that it was possible 
for teachers to foster more communicative language use. The study 
demonstrates the importance of validating theory against what actually 
happens in the classroom. 
The investigation took place to determine the extent to which genuine 
communication is evident in communicative language classes, and whether 
strategies can be developed to encourage such communication. 
                                                 
23 M. Berns, ‘Functional Approaches and communicative competence : 
Language Teaching in Non native context. Studies in Linguistic Sciences,  Vol. 22, 
No. 2, Urbana : Department of Linguistics, University of Illinois, 1985, pp. 115-16. 
24 Nina Spada, Relationship Between Instructional Differences and learning 
outcomes : A process-product study of communicative language Teaching. Applied 
Linguistics, March 1986, pp. 107-10. 
25 David Nunan, Communicative language Teaching : Making it work, ELT 
Journal, Vol-41/2, Oxford University Press, 1987, pp. 136-45. 
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The study was undertaken in order to investigate the degree to which 
features of genuine communication were present in language classes. For this 
purpose five communicative language lessons were recorded, transcribed and 
analysed. 
The results show growing evidence that in communicative classes, 
interactions may, in fact, not be very communicative after all the efforts. 
At the university of Nebraska-Lincoln, USA, Speth and Brown (1988)26 
held their study using a series of factor analyses of items and sub scales. A 
sample of 383 students in educational psychology classes at a large 
American University Completed the inventories based on the communicative 
approach. 
The purpose of the study was to compare inventories from three 
theoretical perspectives: cognitive process, approaches to learning and 
autonomous study. 
The findings of the study reveal that the students at large preferred 
learning through the communicative approach. They had attraction and liking 
for student centred nature of the communicative approach. 
White (1989)27 launched a programme on the communicative 
approach for students who had a traditional orientation to language learning in 
China. The study was carried out with the purpose of motivating students to 
learn English through a more communicative approach. It is important to note 
that the study was undertaken taking into account the habitual learning styles 
of the students. 
The results of the experiment reveal that the attractiveness of this 
approach from the students’ point of view arose largely from the fact that they 
had expressed desire for such an approach. 
Activities provided opportunities for fluency in which students were 
constantly challenged to express their understanding and develop it in new 
                                                 
26 C. Speth and R. Brown, Study approaches, Process and Strategies. British 
Journal of Psychology, Vol. 58, 1988, pp. 247-57.  
27 Cynthia white, Negotiating Communicative language learning in a Traditional 
setting. ELT Journal, vol. 43/2, Oxford University Press, 1989, pp. 213-19. 
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directions. Students could become autonomous users of the language they 
had acquired. 
Gale (1958)28 held the experiment to investigate the effectiveness of 
the film method and the traditional method for the teaching of the subject 
Physics. 
The results show that both the methods (Film method and the 
traditional method) were found to be equally effective in teaching of Physics. 
The film method was less effective in the absence of the classroom teacher. 
John and William Russel (1962)29 investigated the effectiveness of 
T.V. lessons and the traditional way of teaching in the subject of Biology. 
The result shows that both the methods were found equally effective 
for the teaching of Biology. 
Bin Donald (1962)30 conducted an experiment to examine the 
effectiveness of the linear programmes and the Branching programmes 
prepared in the subject of Geometry. 
The result shows that the linear programmes were more effective than 
the branching programmes. 
3.1.1 Analytical review of past foreign studies 
The descriptive review of related past studies in foreign countries led 
the researcher to prepare some review questions. Following were the 
questions prepared by the researcher. 
(1) Who were the researchers and during which years they conducted 
their studies? 
(2) Which type of research method was used in a particular study? 
(3) Which approach or method did they select under their studies? 
(4) What were the results of the studies? 
The detail collected through the questions discussed above is 
presented in Table 2.1 
                                                 
28 R. B. Sakhiya, Construction of the work card material on the unit 
‘Active and Passive voice’ in the subject of English and to examine its 
effectiveness on English achievement and retention with reference to the 
achievement level and sex of the student. Unpublished M.Ed. Dissertation, 
Saurashtra University, 2001. 
29 Ibid, p. 19 
30 Ibid. 
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It is evident from table 2.1 that the researcher could review twelve 
studies. The studies were conducted from the year 1958 to 1989. There was 
only one study in the period of 50s and 70s each. Three studies were 
conducted during the period of 60s. The other seven studies had been 
conducted during the period of 80s. 
Four studies out of twelve had survey as research method. Other 
seven studies were conducted using experimental method. Only one study, 
out of twelve had both the research methods – survey and experimental. 
Out of twelve studies, the three studies compared the communicative 
approach with the conventional approach. Two studies had group techniques 
under communicative approach. Another two studies were conducted to 
examine the effectiveness of the Film method with the traditional method and 
T.V. lessons with traditional method. One study was a survey of grammar 
translation and structural approach, whereas two surveys were conducted to 
inquire position of the communicative and the structural approach. The only 
one study out of twelve was conducted using linear and the Branching 
programmes. The study based on experiment and survey was to compare 
bilingual approach with the conventional approach. 
It is further clear that the communicative approach proved to be 
effective in four out of five studies. In one study, it was noticed that the 
communicative approach is not the only solution to the pedagogic problems. 
In two studies conducted under group method techniques the communicative 
approach proved useful. In the survey conducted by Aziz (1984) on grammar 
translation and structural approaches, no association was found out between 
students’ performance and intelligibility. Bilingual approach proved effective in 
the study conducted by Dodson (1967). Studies conducted by Gale (1958) 
and by John and William Russel (1962), the film method was compared with 
the traditional way of teaching and T.V. lessons were compared with the 
traditional method and they were found equally effective. The linear 
programmes were found to be effective than the branching programmes in the 
study conducted by Bin Donald (1962). 
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3.2 Indian Studies 
 The researcher had studied and reviewed the related studies carried 
out in India. These studies were reviewed under the following sub-titles. 
(1) Studies on work card material 
(2) Studies on programmed learning material 
3.2.1 Studies on work card material 
The researcher reviewed the studies conducted on work card material. 
The review of these researches is presented here. 
Bhanubhai B. Patel (1993)31 has conducted the research on the title 
‘Comparison of the achievements of Pupils of standard XI learning through 
work-cards and taught through traditional teaching in the subject of 
Mathematics. The objectives of the study were: 
(1) To analyze the content of the course into its meaningful elements 
along with the activity of learning and drilling. 
(2) To prepare the self-learning material in the form of a work card in 
the subject of Maths-I for the pupils of std. XI of higher secondary 
schools. 
(3) To know the achievement of pupils of Std. XI of Science stream 
studying Mathematics with the help of work-card. 
(4) To try-out the efficacy and efficiency of the use of work cards as the 
method of learning in terms of the achievement of pupils. 
(5) To compare the achievements of pupils learning through work cards 
and those taught through the traditional teaching. 
(6) To know the method of work card learning as the proved solution of 
self-learning. 
He selected 70 students as the sample of the study. One group pre-
test post test Design was used. The teacher made test was developed as the 
research tool. The researcher analysed the data using t-test. 
                                                 
31 Bhanubhai B. Patel, Comparison of the achievements of Pupils of 
Standard XI learning through work cards and taught through Traditional 
Teaching in the subject of Mathematics. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, South Gujarat 
University, 1993. 
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According to the findings of the study, the work card method was found 
more effective than the traditional method. 
Mala C. Kundaliya (1996)32 held an experiment on the title 
‘Effectiveness of self learning technique with reference to the educational 
achievement of the unit ‘cell division of Biology of the 11th standard’. The 
objectives of the study were: 
(1) To construct the linear programmed learning material for the 
teaching of the unit ‘cell division’. 
(2) To develop the work card material for the teaching of the unit ‘cell 
division’. 
(3) To compare the programmed learning method and the work card 
method in respect of the educational achievement of the students. 
In the experiment, fifty-two students were selected from std. XI. Two 
randomized groups only post-test design was selected. The data was 
analysed through ANOVA and concluded that both the methods were equally 
effective on boys and girls. 
 Ila Kumari C. Zala (1997)33 examined the effectiveness of the work 
card material as the self-learning technique with reference to the unit statistics 
of the subject Maths of standard 10th. The objectives of the study were: 
(1) To construct the work card material. 
(2) To compare the effectiveness of the work card method with the 
traditional way of teaching on boys & girls for the teaching of the 
unit ‘Statistics’. 
The researcher selected 179 students as the sample. The teacher 
made test was used as the research tool. ‘Two groups randomized subjects 
post test only design’ was used as the experimental design. 
                                                 
32 Mala C. Kundaliya, Effectiveness of self learning technique with 
reference to the educational achievement of the unit ‘cell division’ of Biology of 
the 11th std. Unpublished M.Ed. Dissertation, Saurashtra University , 1996. 
33 Ilakumari C. Zala, Effectiveness of the work card material as the self 
learning technique with reference to the unit statistics of the subject maths of 
standard 10th. Unpublished M.Ed. Dissertation, Saurashtra University, 1997. 
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 The major findings of the study revealed that the teaching through the 
work card method and the traditional method on boys & girls were found 
equally effective with reference to the educational achievement. 
 Kirti M. Dedaniya (1998)34 conducted the experiment to examine the 
effectiveness of the work card material prepared on the unit ‘Trigonometry’ of 
the subject maths of standard-10th. The objectives of the study were: 
(1) To construct the work card material. 
(2) To study the effectiveness of the work-card material and the 
traditional way of teaching on the educational achievement of boys 
and girls. 
(3) To study the retention of the teaching occurred through the work 
card method and the traditional method on the educational 
achievement of the boys and girls. 
Researcher included 196 students as the sample in the study. The 
teacher made test was used as the research tool. The work card method and 
the traditional method were compared. ‘Randomized two groups, pre-test post 
test Design’ was used as the experimental design. The obtained data was 
calculated and analysed through t-test and f-test. 
The findings of the study were : 
(1) Teaching through the work card method and the traditional method 
was found equally effective on boys in respect of the educational 
achievement. 
(2) Educational achievement of the girls taught through the work card 
method was higher than the girls taught through the traditional 
method. 
(3) The work card method was found more effective than the traditional 
method for the retention of the educational achievement of boys 
and girls. 
 
                                                 
34 Kirti M. Dedaniya, Effectiveness of the work card material prepared on 
the unit ‘Trigonometry’ of the subject maths of standard 10th. Unpublished M.Ed. 
Dissertation, Saurashtra University, 1998. 
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Trupti C. Surani (1999)35 held an experiment on the title ‘to construct the 
work card material and to examine its effectiveness for the teaching of the unit  
‘set process’, of the subject Maths of standard 9th. The objectives of the study 
were as given below. 
(1) To construct the work card material for the teaching of the unit ‘set 
process’. 
(2) To examine the effectiveness of constructed work card material in 
comparison of traditional method in respect of the educational 
achievement of the boys and girls. 
The researcher selected 196 students as the sample. The sample was 
selected with the technique of randomization. The teacher made test was 
used as the research tool. Work card method and the traditional method were 
selected in the study. ‘Two groups, randomized subjects post test only design’ 
was selected as the experimental design. The data was analysed using t-test 
and f-test. 
The results of the study were: 
(1) The effect of the teaching occurred through the work card material 
and the traditional method on boys was equally significant. 
(2) The work card material was found effective on the girls. 
Rajbala R. Singh (1999)36 had conducted an experiment on the title – 
‘to construct the work card material on the unit ‘set introduction’ in the subject 
of Maths of standard 8th and to examine its effectiveness on achievement of 
Maths and retention. The objectives of the study were: 
(1) To develop the work card material for the teaching of the unit ‘set 
introduction’. 
(2) To compare and examine the effectiveness of the work card 
method and the traditional method with reference to the 
achievement level and sex. 
                                                 
35 Trupti C. Surani, To construct the work card material and to examine its 
effectiveness for the teaching of the unit ‘set process’ of the subject maths of 
standard 9th. Unpublished M.Ed. Dissertation, Saurashtra University, 1999. 
36 Rajbala R. Singh, to construct the workcard material on the unit ‘set 
introduction’ in the subject of Maths of standard 8th and to examine its 
effectiveness on achievement of Maths and retention. Unpublished M.Ed. 
Dissertation, Saurashtra University, 1999. 
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(3) To study the effect of the work card method and the traditional 
method on the retention of the educational achievement of the boys 
and girls having high, middle and low achievement level. 
The researcher selected 310 students in the sample. The sample was 
selected from the two schools of Rajkot city. The teacher made test was used 
as the research tool. ‘Two groups, randomized matched subjects, post test 
only design’ was selected as an experimental design. The data was analysed 
through t-test. 
The results of the study reveals that, 
(1) The work card method was more effective than the traditional 
method for the high achieving boys, high achieving girls and for the 
middle achieving boys. 
(2) Both the methods were equally significant for the low achieving 
boys, middle achieving girls. 
(3) The traditional method was more effective than the work card 
method for the low achieving girls. 
(4) The retention of educational achievement of the students taught 
through the work card method and the traditional method was 
decreased. 
Ramesh B. Sakhiya (2001)37 conducted the experiments on the title – 
‘Construction of the work card material on the unit Active & Passive voice in 
the subject of English and to examine its effectiveness on English 
achievement and retention with reference to the achievement level and sex of 
the students’ The objectives of the study were: 
(1) To construct the work card material for the teaching of the unit 
Active & Passive voice. 
(2) To develop the teacher made test for the unit Active & Passive 
voice. 
                                                 
37 Ramesh B. Sakhiya, Construction of the work card material on the unit 
Active & Passive voice in the subject of English and to examine its effectiveness 
on English achievement and retention with reference to the achievement level 
and sex of the student. Unpublished M.Ed. Dissertation, Saurashtra University, 
2001. 
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(3) To study the educational achievement of the students in respect of 
the teaching methods for the unit Active & Passive voice. 
(4) To study the retention of the educational achievement of the 
students in respect of the teaching methods for the unit ‘Active & 
Passive Voice’. 
The researcher selected 116 boys and 112 girls in the sample of the 
study. The sample was selected with the help of randomization. Two groups, 
randomized subjects, post test only design was used as the experimental 
design. The traditional method and the work card method were compared with 
reference to the achievement level and sex of the students. The data was 
analysed using t-test. 
The results of the study indicates that, 
(1) The work card method was found to be more effective than the 
lecture method for the high achieving boys and girls, for the middle 
achieving boys and girls, and for the low achieving girls. 
(2) Where as both the methods were found to be equally effective for 
the low achieving boys. 
Vikram C. Patel (2001)38 conducted the experiment on the title – ‘To 
construct the work card material on the unit “Euphonic coalition of letters” of 
the Sanskrit subject of standard 9th and to examine its effectiveness on 
students’ achievement. The main aim of the study was to examine the 
effectiveness of the work card material for the teaching of Sanskrit grammar. 
One hundred and twenty students were selected from the standard 9th 
for the sample of the study. Two groups, randomized subjects, post test only 
design was used as an experimental design. The teacher made test was used 
as a research tool. The work card method and the lecture method were 
compared. The data was analysed using t-test. 
The result of the study reveals that both the methods created the 
similar effect on the students’ educational achievement. 
                                                 
38 Vikram C. Patel, To construct the work card material on the unit 
“Euphonic coalition of letters” of the Sanskrit subject of standard 9th and to 
examine its effectiveness on students’ achievement. Unpublished M.Ed. 
Dissertation, Saurashtra University, 2001. 
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Alka B. Pandya (2002)39 conducted the experiment on the title – ‘To 
construct the work card material on the unit of English – ‘Direct and Indirect 
speech’ and to examine its effectiveness on English achievement and 
attitudes towards the subject of English with reference to the sex of the 
students’. The study was aimed to examine the effectiveness of the work card 
material for the teaching of English Grammar. 
 Sixty students of standard twelve were included in the sample of the 
study. Two groups, randomized subjects, post test only design was used as 
the experimental design. The work card method and the lecture method were 
compared with reference to the sex of the students. The data was analysed 
using t-test. 
 The result of the study indicates that both the methods created the 
similar effects on English achievement and the attitudes towards the subject 
of English in respect of the sex of the students. 
 Dipak M. Vadhel (2002)40 conducted the study on the title – ‘to 
construct the work card material on the unit of Sanskrit of Standard 12th ‘A 
figure of speech’ and to examine it’s effectiveness on Sanskrit achievement 
and attitudes towards the subject of Sanskrit with reference to the sex of the 
students.” The study was aimed to examine the effectiveness of the work card 
material for the teaching of Sanskrit grammar. 
Sixty boys and girls were selected from standard twelve as the sample. 
Two groups, randomized subject, post test only design was used. The work 
card method and the lecture method were compared. The data was analysed 
using t-test. 
                                                 
39 Alka B. Pandya, To construct the work card material on the unit of 
English – ‘Direct and Indirect speech’ and to examine its effectiveness on English 
achievement and attitudes towards the subject of English with reference to the 
sex of the students. Unpublished M.Ed. Dissertation, Saurashtra University, 2002. 
40 Dipak M. Vadhel, To construct the work card material on the unit of 
Sanskrit of standard 12th ‘a figure of speech’ and to examine its effectiveness on 
Sanskrit achievement and attitudes towards the subject of sanskrit with 
reference to the sex of the students. Unpublished M.Ed. Dissertation, Saurashtra 
University, 2002. 
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 The result of the study shows that for boys and girls the work card 
method was found more effective than the traditional method for the teaching 
of Sanskrit grammar. 
 Parul C. Dave (2005)41 conducted the experiment on the title – 
‘Effectiveness of work-card and computer assisted learning with reference to 
‘Journal Entry’ unit of Accountancy Fundamentals subject.’ 
 The main aim of the study was to examine the effectiveness of the 
work card material, computer assisted learning and lecture method with 
reference to the educational achievement and the sex of the students. 
 Sixty boys and sixty-six girls of eleven standard were included in the 
sample. The teacher made test was used as the research tool. Three groups, 
randomized subjects, post test only design was selected as the experimental 
design. The collected data was analysed using f-test & t-test with the help of 
SPSS programme through computer. 
 The result of the study reveals that the educational achievement of the 
boys and girls taught through the computer assisted learning and the work 
card material were found equally effective. Whereas the educational 
achievement of the boys and girls taught through the lecture method was 
found more effective than the boys and girls taught through computer assisted 
learning and work card material. 
3.2.2 Studies on Programmed learning material 
 The researcher studied and reviewed the researches conducted using 
the programmed learning material. The reviews of these researches are 
presented here. 
 Bhal (1974)42 studied the effectiveness of the programmed learning 
method in std. VIII for the unit ‘Gender, Number and Case’ of Gujarati 
Grammar. The objectives of the study were as given below. 
                                                 
41 Parul c. Dave, Effectiveness of work card and computer Assisted 
learning with reference to ‘Journal Entry’ unit of Accountancy Fundamentals 
subject. Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Saurashtra University, 2005. 
42 Arun kumar Bhal, to construct the programmed learning material on 
‘Gender, Number and case’ in Gujarati Grammar for Std. VIII and to test its 
effectiveness. M.Ed. Dissertation (Bhavnagar University, 1974). Ref : D. J. Modi, 
Sansodhanoni Madhukari, Bhavnagar University. pp. 14-15 (First edition June, 1995). 
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(1) To construct the programmed learning material for the unit ‘Gender, 
Number and Case’. 
(2) To test the effectiveness of the programmed learning method. 
(3) To test the co-relation between academic achievement and 
intelligence level and between academic achievement and the 
programmed learning method. 
For the sample, sixty students of std. VIII were selected. Experimental 
group was taught by the Linear programmed learning method, whereas 
control group was taught by the traditional method. The obtained data was 
analysed through critical ratio. 
 The result of the study indicates that there was no significant difference 
between academic achievement of the students taught by the programmed 
learning method and the academic achievement of the students taught by 
traditional method.  
 Pandya (1975)43 constructed the programmed learning material in 
Gujarati grammar for the unit ‘the Adjective’ of std. VIII and tested its 
effectiveness. The objectives of the study were : 
(1) To construct the programmed learning material in Gujarati 
Grammar on the unit ‘The Adjective’ of std. VIII. 
(2) To test the effectiveness of the constructed programmed learning 
material. 
Seventy-two students of std. VIII were selected as the sample. 
Experimental group was taught through the programmed learning method and 
control group was taught by the traditional method. The collected data was 
analysed through critical ratio. 
 The study concluded that the programmed learning method was more 
effective than the traditional method. 
 Patel (1980)44 constructed the programmed learning material on 
‘Waves’ of Science for std. IX. The objective of the study was to prepare the 
                                                 
43 Mansukhlal Pandya, To construct the programmed learning material on 
the unit ‘The objective’ of Gujarati Grammar in std. VIII. M.Ed. Dissertation, 
Bhavnagar University, 1975, Ref: D. J. Modi, Sansodhanoni Madhukari, Bhavnagar 
University, pp. 15-16 (First Edition June, 1995). 
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programmed learning material on ‘waves’ of science for std. IX and to 
examine its effectiveness. 
 Forty-five students were selected from std. IX as the sample. One 
group pre-test post-test design was used. Students of the experiment were 
taught through Linear programmed learning material. The data was analysed 
through mean and ANOVA. 
 The study concluded that students scored higher on post-test than pre- 
test. That means the programmed learning material was found effective. 
 Bhatt (1982)45 prepared the programmed learning material on ‘Power 
and Indices’ of algebra for std. VIII and tested its effectiveness. The objectives 
of the study were: 
(1) To construct the programmed learning material on ‘power and 
Indices’ of algebra. 
(2) To examine the effectiveness of the constructed programmed 
learning material. 
Two groups of std. VIII were selected. These two groups were 
equivalent. One group was taught through the programmed learning method 
and the other group was taught through the traditional method. The data was 
analysed through critical ratio and concluded that the mean achievement 
score of the experimental group and the control group were found equally 
effective. That means there was no significant difference between the two 
methods. 
Sharma (1986)46 constructed the programmed learning material in 
Physics of std. XI. The objectives of the study were as given below. 
                                                                                                                                            
44 Narendra Patel, To construct the programmed learning material on the 
unit ‘Waves’ of science for std. IX and to test its effectiveness. Unpublished M.Ed. 
Dissertation, Saurashtra University, 1980 
45 Hemangini, Bhatt, To construct the programmed learning material on 
‘Power and Indices’ of Algebra for Std. VIII. M.Ed. Dissertation, Bhavnagar Uni., 
1982, Ref. : D. J. Modi, Sanshodhanoni Madhukari, Bhavnagar Uni., pp. 246-247 
(First Edi.). 
46 Dinesh Sharma, To construct the programmed learning material on the 
subject Physics and to examine its effectiveness. M.Ed. Dissertation, Education 
department (Modasa), 1986. Ref: Dr. G. G. Chaudhary, Dr. M. M. Joshi, Sanshodhan 
Sarsanchay, Education Department (Modasa), pp. 23-24 . 
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(1) To construct the programmed learning material on the unit ‘vector’ 
of Physics for std. XI. 
(2) To compare the educational achievement of the students taught 
through the traditional method and the programmed learning 
method. 
Sixty students were included in the sample of the study. Students were 
divided into two equal groups. One was experimental group and the other was 
control group. Experimental group was taught through the programmed 
learning method and the control group was taught through the traditional 
method. The data was analysed through t-test. 
 The study concluded that the programmed learning method was found 
more effective than the traditional method. 
Jani (1988)47 developed the programmed learning material on 
‘Variation’ in the subject Maths for std. X and tested its effectiveness. The 
objectives of the study were: 
(1) To construct the Linear programmed learning material on ‘Variation’ 
in Maths for std. X. 
(2) To compare the Programmed learning method with the traditional 
method. 
Seventy students were selected from the std. X for the sample. 
Randomized two groups, pre-test post-test design was used as the 
experimental design. One group was taught through the traditional method 
and the other group was taught through the programmed learning method. 
The data was analysed through t-ratio. 
The study concluded that the programmed learning method was more 
effective than the traditional method. 
Bhatt (1990)48 constructed the programmed learning material on the 
unit ‘Real Numbers’ in Algebra for std. VIII. The objectives of the study were: 
                                                 
47 Kalpana Jani, To construct the programmed learning material on 
‘variation’ in Maths for std. X and to test its effectiveness. M.ed. dissertation, 
Bhavnagar University, 1988. Ref: D. J. Modi, Sansodhanoni Madhukari, Bhavanagar : 
Bhavnagar Univesity pp. 248-249. 
48 Vijaykumar Bhatt, To construct the programmed learning material on 
‘Real Number’ in Algebra for Std. VIII and to test its effectiveness.  M.Ed. 
Dissertation, Bhavnagar Uni., 1990. Ref : D. J. Modi, Sanshodhanoni Madhukarni, 
Bhavnagar University, pp. 249-50 (first edi.). 
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(1) To construct the programmed learning material on ‘Real Numbers’ 
in Algebra for std. VIII. 
(2) To examine the effectiveness of the prepared self learning material. 
Seventy students were selected from the std. VIII for the sample. 
Randomized two groups, pre-test post-test design was used as the 
experimental design. One group was taught through the traditional method 
and the other group was taught through the programmed learning method. 
The data was analysed through f-value.  
The study concluded that the programmed learning material was found 
more effective than the traditional method. 
Dave (1992)49 compared the effectiveness of Mathematical games, the 
programmed learning method and the self learning method as a 
supplementary instructional devices with reference to academic achievement 
of ‘set theory’ of Maths for std. VIII. The objectives of the study were: 
(1) To compare the effectiveness of Mathematical games and self 
learning method with reference to academic achievement on ‘Set 
Theory’ of Maths for std. VIII. 
(2) To compare the effectiveness of the programmed learning method 
and self-learning method with reference to academic achievement 
on ‘set theory’ of Maths for std. VIII. 
Seventy-two students were selected from std. VIII for the sample of the 
study. Three groups, randomized subjects, post-test design was selected. The 
data was analysed through F-value. 
The study concluded that Mathematical games were found to be more 
effective than the programmed learning method and the self-learning method. 
                                                 
49 Pravinchandra Dave, To compare the effectiveness of Mathematical 
games, Programmed learning method and self learning method as a 
supplementary instructional devices. Unpublished M.Ed. Dissertation, Saurashtra 
University, 1992. 
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Lavadiya (1995)50 constructed the Linear programmed learning 
material and Branching programmed learning material. The objectives of the 
study were: 
(1) To construct the Linear programmed learning material on ‘Energy 
and its sources’ in science for std. X. 
(2) To construct the Branching programmed learning material on 
‘Energy and its sources’ in science for std. X. 
Seventy students were selected from std. IX as the sample of the 
study. Two groups, randomized subjects, post test only design was used. One 
group was taught through the linear programmed learning method and the 
other group was taught by the branching programmed learning method. The 
data was analysed through t-value. 
The results of the study indicate that the linear programmed learning 
material was more effective than the Branching programmed learning 
material. 
Dimpal B. Dadhaniya (1999)51 conducted the experiment on the title – 
‘A study of effectiveness of the programmed learning method in teaching 
‘Parts of speech’ unit of English Grammar’. The objectives of the study were: 
(1) To construct the programmed learning material to teach ‘Parts of 
speech’ unit of English grammar. 
(2) To study the effectiveness of the programmed learning method with 
reference to the traditional method. 
Eighty-six students were selected from the two English medium 
schools of the standard Vth. A teacher made test was constructed as the 
research tool. Two groups, randomized subjects, only post test design was 
selected as an experimental design. 
The subjects of the experiments were divided into two groups. One 
group was taught through the programmed learning method and the other 
                                                 
50 Raydhanbhai Lavadiya, To construct the linear programmed learning 
material and the Branching programmed learning material. Unpublished M.Ed. 
Dissertation, Saurashtra University, 1995. 
51 Dimpal B. Dadhaniya, A study of effectiveness of the programmed 
learning method in teaching ‘parts of speech’ unit of English grammar. 
Unpublished M.Ed. Dissertation, Saurashtra University, 1999. 
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group was taught through the traditional method. The collected data was 
analysed through the t-test. 
The findings of the study reveal that the programmed learning method 
was as good as the traditional method to teach the unit ‘parts of speech’ of 
English grammar. 
3.2.3 Analytical Review of Past Indian Studies 
The descriptive review of related past Indian studies led the researcher 
to prepare some review questions. Following were the questions prepared by 
the researcher. 
(1) Who were the researchers and during which years they conducted their 
studies? 
(2) Under which standard and subject did the researcher conduct the 
study? 
(3) What was the sample of the study? 
(4) Which type of experimental design did the researcher select? 
(5) Which approach or method did they select under their studies? 
(6) Which technique of Analysis did they use? 
(7) What were the results of the studies? 
The detail collected through the questions discussed above is 
presented in Table 2.2 
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Table 2.2 reveals that the researcher could review twenty one studies. 
He reviewed eleven studies on work card material and other ten studies on 
programmed learning material. The studies were conducted from the year 
1974 to 2005. All the studies were conducted using the experimental research 
designs. In all the twenty one studies, the size of the sample was from 45 to 
310. In most of the studies, the data was analysed through t-test. 
In nine studies, the work card method and the traditional method were 
compared. In one study the work card method was compared with the 
programmed learning method. In another one study, the work card method 
was compared with computer assisted learning and the lecture method. In 
other seven studies, the programmed learning method was compared with the 
traditional method. Whereas in one study the programmed learning method 
was compared with the mathematical games and self learning method. One 
study was carried out comparing two methods like linear programmed 
learning and branching programmed learning. 
It is further clear that the work card method proved to be effective in the 
studies conducted by Bhanubhai (1993), Rajbala (1999), Ramesh (2001) and 
Dipak (2002). Whereas the work card method and the traditional method were 
found equally effective in the studies conducted by Ilakumari (1997), Vikram 
(2001) and Alka (2002). Programmed learning method and the work card 
method to be equally effective in the study conducted by Mala (1996). The 
work card method and the traditional method were found to be equally 
effective on boys whereas work card method was found more effective than 
the traditional method on girls in the studies conducted by kirti (1998) and 
Trupti (1999). 
The lecture method was found more effective than the computer 
assisted learning (CAL) and the work card method, whereas the computer 
assisted learning (CAL) and the work card method were found equally 
effective in the study conducted by Parul (2005). 
Moreover programmed learning method was found effective in the 
studies conducted by Mansukhlal (1975), Narendra Patel (1980), Dinesh 
(1986), Kalpana Jani (1988), Vijay (1990). Programmed learning method and 
the traditional method were found to be equally effective in the studies 
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conducted by Arun (1974), Hemangini (1982) and Dimpal (1999). 
Mathematical games were found to be more effective than the programmed 
learning method and Self-learning method in the study conducted by 
Pravinchandra (1992). Linear programmed learning method was more 
effective than the Branching programmed learning in the study conducted by 
Raydhanbhai (1995). 
4.0 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
 Review of literature reveals that a considerable number of studies have 
been conducted to examine the effectiveness of different approaches and 
method of various subjects like English, Science, Maths, Biology, and Gujarati 
etc. It is further understood that these studies have been conducted using 
experimental methods. The present study was conducted to examine the 
effectiveness of work card and programmed learning as a self-learning 
technique with reference to teaching of English grammar. This was the first 
effort that the work card method, the programmed learning method and the 
lecture method were compared. 
 In the past studies the work card material and the programmed 
learning material were constructed on various subjects like Maths, Science, 
etc. But the first time the effort was made by the researcher in the present 
study that the work card material and the programmed learning material were 
prepared on the three units of English grammar like Active & Passive voice, 
Tenses and Clauses. This was the innovative factors for the researcher. In the 
present study the complex and difficult units of English grammar like Clauses, 
Tenses and Active and Passive voice were presented in the form of work card 
material and the programmed learning material. 
 In most past studies, maximum 32 work cards were constructed. 
Whereas in the present study 96 work cards were developed as the self 
learning material. 32 work cards were constructed on Active & Passive voice, 
32 work cards on Tenses and 32 work card on Clauses. Moreover the 
researcher constructed 339 frames in the programmed learning material. He 
constructed 112 frames on Active & Passive voice. 115 frames on Tenses 
and 112 frames on Clauses. The first time, this type of study was conducted. 
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 The present study was conducted on the boys and girls of standard 9th 
with reference to the achievement level and sex of the students. Moreover the 
experiments of the study were conducted upto the 36 periods. On the other 
hand, in most of the past studies the experiments were conducted upto 12 
periods. 
The sample of the study was 294 boys and girls. The counter balanced 
design was used. The three teacher made tests were constructed as the 
research tools and data was analysed using t-test to examine the hypotheses 
of the study. 
 TABLE 2.1 
Analytical Review of Past Foreign Studies 
 
No. Investigator 
(Year) 
Research 
Method 
Approach or 
Method 
 Results  
1. Gale 
(1958) 
Experimental Film method, 
traditional 
method 
· Both the methods film and traditional were equally 
effective in teaching of Physics. 
2. John and William 
Russell 
(1962) 
Experimental T.V. lessons, 
Traditional 
method 
· Both the methods (1) T. V. lessons (2) Traditional 
method were equally effective in teaching of Biology. 
3. Bin Donald  
(1962) 
Experimental Linear 
programme, 
Branching 
programme 
· The linear programmes were more effective than the 
Branching programmes in teaching of Geometry. 
4. Dodson 
(1967) 
Experiment & 
survey 
Bilingual & 
Conventional 
· Best results can be obtained with the systematic use of 
mother tongue. 
5. Scotish Edu. Dept. 
(1972) 
Experimental Communicative 
& conventional 
· Group work was success but with problems of shortage 
of materials, movement of furniture & noise. 
6. Aziz  
(1984) 
Survey Grammar 
translation & 
structural  
· No association between students’ performance and 
intelligibility. 
 (Table 2.1 Continue) 
 
7. Long & Porter 
(1984) 
Survey Communicative 
& conventional 
· Students receive more individual language practice 
opportunities. 
· Students perform at same level of grammatical accuracy 
in their SL output. 
8. Berns 
(1985) 
Experimental Communicative 
& conventional 
· The communicative methodology does not offer any 
solutions to pedagogic problems. 
9. Spada 
(1986) 
Experimental Communicative 
& conventional 
· Learners in the communicative class improved more. 
10. Nunan 
(1987) 
Survey Structural & 
Communicative 
· Communicative strategies are useful to increase the 
opportunities for genuine communication. 
11. Speth & Brown  
(1988) 
Survey Structural & 
Communicative 
· Students at large preferred learning through the 
communicative approach. 
· They had attraction and liking for student centred nature 
of communicative approach. 
12. White  
(1989) 
Experimental Communicative 
& conventional 
· The students had expressed desire for such an 
approach. 
· Students could become autonomous users of the 
language they had acquired. 
 
 TABLE 2.2 
Analytical Review of Past Indian Studies 
No. Investigator 
& Year & 
University 
Std. & 
Subject 
Unit Sample Experimental  
Design 
Methods Techniques 
of Analysis 
Research Findings 
1. Arun kumar 
Bhal 
(1974) 
Bhavnagar 
University 
VIII 
Gujarati 
Grammar 
Gender, 
Number 
and case 
60 - Programmed 
learning 
method & 
traditional 
method 
Critical ratio · No significant 
difference in academic 
achievement of the 
students taught by 
programmed learning 
method and traditional 
method. 
2. Mansukhlal 
Pandya (1975)  
Bhavnagar 
University 
VIII 
Gujarati 
Grammar 
The 
adjective 
72 - Programmed 
learning 
method & 
traditional 
method 
t-test · Programmed learning 
method was found 
more effective than 
the traditional method. 
3. Narendra Patel  
(1980) 
Saurashtra Uni. 
IX 
Science 
Waves 45 One group 
pre test  post 
test design 
Programmed 
learning 
method  
Mean & 
ANOVA 
· Students scored 
higher on post test 
than pre test. 
4. Hemangini R. 
Bhatt 
(1982) 
Saurashtra Uni. 
VIII 
Algebra 
Power and 
Indices 
Two 
groups 
- Programmed 
learning 
method & 
traditional 
method 
t-test · There was no 
significant difference 
between two methods. 
 (Table 2.2 continue) 
5. Dinesh M. 
Sharma 
(1986) 
Education 
department 
(Modasa) 
XI 
Physics 
Vector 60  - Programmed 
learning 
method & 
traditional 
method 
t-test · Programmed learning 
method was more 
effective than the 
traditional method. 
6. Kalpana Jani 
(1988) 
Bhavnagar Uni. 
X  
Maths 
Variation 70 Randomized 
two groups, 
pre test post 
test design 
Programmed 
learning 
method & 
traditional 
method 
t-test · Programmed learning 
method was more 
effective than the 
traditional method. 
7. Vijaykumar 
Bhatt  
(1990) 
Bhavnagar 
University 
VIII 
Algebra 
Real 
Numbers 
70 Randomized 
two groups, 
pre test post 
test design 
Programmed 
learning 
method & 
traditional 
method 
t-test · Programmed learning 
method was more 
effective than the 
traditional method. 
8. Pravinchandra 
Dave 
(1992) 
Saurashtra 
University 
VIII 
Maths 
Set Theory 72 Three 
groups 
randomized 
subjects post 
test design 
Mathematical 
games, 
programmed 
learning 
method, self 
learning 
method 
f-value · Mathematical games 
were more effective 
than programmed 
learning method and 
self learning method. 
 (Table 2.2 Continue) 
9. Bhanubhai B. 
Patel 
(1993) 
South Guj. Uni. 
XI  
Maths 
- 70 One group 
pre-test 
post-test 
Design 
Work card 
method & 
Traditional 
method 
t-test · The work card method 
was more effective 
than the traditional 
method. 
 
10 Raydhanbhai 
Lavadiya 
(1995) 
Saurashtra 
University 
X 
Science 
Energy 
and its 
sources 
70 Two groups, 
randomized 
subjects, 
post test 
only design 
Linear 
programmed 
learning& 
Branching 
programmed 
learning 
t-value · Linear programmed 
learning method was 
more effective than 
the branching 
programmed learning 
method. 
11. Mala C. 
Kundaliya 
(1996) 
Saurashtra 
University 
XI 
Biology 
Cell 
Division 
52 Two groups 
randomized 
subjects post 
test only 
design 
Programmed 
learning 
method & 
work card 
method 
Analysis of 
co-variance 
· Both the methods 
were found equally 
effective on boys and 
girls. 
12. Ilakumari C. 
zala 
(1997) 
Saurashtra Uni. 
X 
Maths 
Statistics 179 Two groups, 
randomized 
subjects, 
post test 
only design 
Work card 
method & 
traditional 
method 
t-test · Teaching through the 
work card method and 
the traditional method 
on boys & girls were 
found equally effective 
with reference to the 
educational 
achievement. 
 (Table 2.2 Continue) 
 
13. Kirti M. 
Dedaniya 
(1998) 
Saurashtra Uni. 
X 
Maths  
Trigonomet
-ry 
196 Randomized 
two groups, 
pre test post 
test design 
Work card 
method & 
traditional 
method 
t-test · Both the methods 
were found equally 
effective on boys 
whereas work card 
method was more 
effective on girls. 
· More retention of 
educational 
achievement was 
found in work card 
method. 
14. Trupti C. Surani 
(1999) 
Saruashtra Uni. 
IX 
Maths 
Set  
Process 
196 Two groups 
randomized 
subject post 
test only 
design 
Work card 
method & 
traditional 
method 
t-test &  
f-test 
· Work card and 
traditional methods 
were found equally 
effective on boys 
whereas work card 
method was found 
effective on girls. 
 (Table 2.2 Continue) 
15. Rajbala R. 
Singh 
(1999) 
Saurashtra 
University 
VIII 
Maths 
Set 
Introduction 
310 Two groups, 
randomized 
subjects, 
post test 
only design 
Work card 
method & 
traditional 
method 
t-test · The work card method 
was more effective 
than the traditional 
method for the high 
achieving boys & girls 
and for the middle-
achieving boys. 
· Both the methods 
were equally 
significant for low 
achieving boys, middle 
achieving girls. 
· Traditional method 
was more effective 
than work card method 
for low achieving girls. 
16. Dimpal B. 
Dadhaniya 
(1999) 
Saurashtra 
University 
V 
English 
Grammar 
Parts of 
speech 
86 Two groups, 
randomized 
subjects, 
post test 
only design 
Programmed 
learning 
method & 
traditional 
method 
t-test · Programmed learning 
method & traditional 
method were found 
equally effective. 
 (Table 2.2 Continue) 
17. Ramesh B. 
Sakhiya  
(2001) 
Saurashtra 
University 
IX 
English 
Active & 
Passive 
Voice 
116 
boys & 
112 
girls 
Two groups, 
randomized 
subjects, 
post test 
only design 
Work card 
method & 
traditional 
method 
t-test · The work card method 
was found to be more 
effective for the high 
achieving boys & girls, 
middle achieving boys 
& girls and for the low 
achieving girls. 
· Both the methods 
were found to be 
equally effective for 
the low achieving 
boys. 
18. Vikram C. Patel 
(2001) 
Saurashtra 
University 
IX 
Sanskrit 
Grammar 
Euphonic 
coalition of 
letters 
120 Two groups, 
randomized 
subjects, 
post test 
only design 
Work card 
method & 
lecture 
method 
t-test · Both the methods 
created the similar 
effect on the students’ 
educational 
achievement. 
19. Alka B. Pandya  
(2002) 
Saurashtra 
University 
XII 
English 
grammar 
Direct and 
Indirect 
speech 
60 Two groups, 
randomized 
subjects, 
post test 
only design 
Work card 
method & 
lecture 
method 
t-test · Both the methods 
created the similar  
effects on English 
achievement and the 
attitudes towards the 
subject of English in 
respect of the sex of 
the students. 
  
(Table 2.2 Continue) 
20. Dipak M. 
Vadhel  
(2002) 
Saurashtra 
University 
XII 
Sanskrit 
grammar 
A figure of 
speech 
60 Two groups, 
randomized 
subjects, 
post test 
only design 
Work card 
method & 
lecture 
method 
t-test · The work card method 
was found more 
effective than the 
traditional method for 
the teaching of 
Sanskrit Grammar. 
21. Parul C. Dave 
(2005) 
Saurashtra 
University 
XI 
Account-
ancy  
 
Fundam-
ental 
General 
Entry 
60 
Boys, 
66 Girls 
Three 
groups, 
Randomized 
subjects, 
post test 
only design 
Computer 
assisted 
learning, work 
card, lecture 
method 
f-test, 
t-test 
· The educational 
achievement of the 
students taught 
through the computer 
assisted learning and 
the work card material 
were equally effective.  
· Whereas the 
educational 
achievement of the 
students taught 
through the lecture 
method was found 
more effective than 
the boys taught 
through CAL and WM 
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CHAPTER – 3 
RESEARCH SETTING AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
1.0 ORIGIN OF THE PROBLEM 
A Language enables man to live in society. Language is an essential 
part in human life. For almost two centuries now, the English Language has 
been playing important role in our educational system as well as in our 
national life. English is a language, which is rich in literature – humanistic, 
scientific and technical. If under sentimental urges we should give up English, 
we should cut ourselves from the living stream of ever growing knowledge. 
English is the only means of preventing our isolation from the world. The 
education commissions and committees appointed so far have unanimously 
accepted its role not only as a major language in the world but also as a 
source of scientific and technical knowledge. 
The researcher has been working in the field of English language 
teaching. The position of English Language teaching in India, particularly in 
Gujarat is not viewed satisfactorily. Lack of good syllabuses, over crowded 
class rooms, lack of teaching aids, ever changing language policies and 
above all immature teaching learning approaches or methods and techniques 
add fuel to the fire of predicament of English language teaching. The 
researcher himself has so far experienced a number of querries in his mind 
during the classroom teaching. 
The questions realised during the class room practice are : 
(1) What can be the effective way of teaching English? 
(2) Can the work card method be more useful in learning English 
Grammar? 
(3) Is the programmed learning method more suitable in teaching of 
English Grammar? 
The questionr mentioned above and the study of related literature led 
the researcher to take up the present study. 
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2.0 POPULATION 
 The term ‘Universe’ refers to the total of the items or units in any field 
of inquiry, whereas the term ‘population’ refers to the total of items about 
which information is desired. According to Lokesh Koul, “A Population refers 
to any collection of specified group of human beings or non-human entities 
such as objects, educational institutions, time units, geographical areas, 
prices of wheat or salaries drawn by individuals. Some statisticians call it 
universe.”1 
 The population is properly defined so that there is no ambiguity as to 
whether a given unit belongs to the population. If a population is not properly 
defined, a researcher does not know what units to consider when selecting 
the sample. 
 In the present study the researcher wanted to find out the effectiveness 
of work card and programmed learning as a self learning technique with 
reference to teaching of English grammar. The study was carried out on the 
students of the 9th std. The researcher selected the Gujarati medium schools 
of Rajkot city. Here the researcher delimited the population of the present 
study. Thus, the population of the study was the students of std. 9th studying 
in Gujarati medium schools during 2004-2005 in the Rajkot City, Gujarat. 
3.0 SAMPLE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
 The representative proportion of the population is called a sample. It is 
a group representing the population, with all the characteristics present in the 
population. 
 The selection of the sample and the size of the sample are based on 
the design of the study, the size of the population and accuracy expected in 
the experiment. 
 In the present experimental study, the researcher selected a small size 
of the sample. The study was divided into four experiments according to the 
                                                 
1 Lokesh Koul, Methodology of Educational Research (Third Edition). 
New Delhi : Vikas Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., 1997, P.111. 
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objectives and population of the study. The experiments of the study were as 
given below. 
Experiment – 1 was conducted on the boys having high achievement level in 
English. 
Experiment – 2 was conducted on the boys having low achievement level in 
English. 
Experiment – 3 was conducted on the girls having high achievement level in 
English. 
Experiment – 4 was conducted on the girls having low achievement level in 
English. 
 For the implementation of the above four experiments, the researcher 
selected two High Schools out of total High Schools of Rajkot city. 
Experiments on boys were conducted in Shree Virani High school and the 
experiments on girls were conducted in Shree K. J. Kotecha Girls High 
School, Rajkot. 
 The researcher selected the schools purposively because the 
experiments of the study were to be conducted in 39 days, whereas groups of 
the experiments were selected using the method of randomization. 
 To examine the effectiveness of the work card method, the 
programmed learning method and the lecture method, the four experiments 
were conducted. The subjects of the experiments were selected from the 
standard 9th of Gujarati Medium schools. Two experiments on boys were 
conducted in Virani High School, Rajkot. Whereas another two experiments 
on girls were conducted in K. J. Kotecha Girls High school, Rajkot. Six groups 
out of three classes of standard 9th were selected from Virani High school. Out 
of six groups, the three groups of the first experiment were of the boys having 
high achievement level in English. The other three groups of the second 
experiment were of the boys having low achievement level in English. Six 
groups out of three classes of standard 9th were selected from K. J. Kotecha 
Girls High school. Out of six groups, the three groups of the third experiment 
were of the girls having high achievement level in English. The remaining 
three groups of the fourth experiment were of the girls having low 
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achievement level in English. By draw of chits the different treatments were 
applied to the different groups of the experiment. 
 As the detail given in Table 3.1, in all the four experiments, the 
treatments were applied to the different groups during the teaching of Tenses, 
Active and Passive voice and Clauses. 
 Table 3.1 presents the treatments applied to the different groups, 
number of replication of the experiment. 
TABLE 3.1 
Treatments applied to the different groups of the experiment 
Replication No. Treatments applied to the different groups 
 
Work card 
method 
Programmed 
learning method 
Lecture method 
1. Tenses Group – A Group – B Group – C 
2. Active &   
    Passive voice 
Group – C Group – A Group – B 
3. Clauses Group – B Group – C Group – A 
 
Table 3.1 reveals that in each experiment Group-A was taught through 
the work card method, group – B was taught through the programmed 
learning method and group – C was taught through the lecture method during 
the first replication (for the teaching of Tenses). During the second replication  
(for teaching of Active & Passive voice) group – C was taught through the 
work card method, group – A was taught through the programmed learning 
method and Group – B was taught through the lecture method. During the 
third replication (for the teaching of Clauses) group – B was taught through 
the work card method, group-C was taught through the programmed learning 
method and group – A was taught through the lecture method. All the three 
different groups of the experiment were treated through the work card 
method, through the programmed learning method and through the lecture 
method for the teaching of Tenses, Active & Passive Voice and Clauses. 
 The Table 3.2 presents the detail of the experiments conducted on the 
boys. Number of experiments, number of groups, and number of subjects in 
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the beginning of the experiment and at the end of the experiment are given 
here. 
TABLE 3.2 
Group wise sample of the experiments conducted on the boys 
Experiment Group Number of 
subjects in the 
beginning of the 
experiment 
Number of 
subjects at the 
end of the 
experiment 
Experiment-1 
(High achieving 
boys) 
1(A) 
1(B) 
1(C) 
24 
24 
25 
23 
24 
25 
Total - 73 72 
Experiment-2 
(Low achieving 
boys) 
2(A) 
2(B) 
2(C) 
25 
24 
25 
25 
24 
23 
Total - 74 72 
Total sample of two experiments 147 144 
 
Table 3.2 reveals that the number of subjects in the beginning of the 
experiment-1 were 24 for group 1(A), 24 of group-1(B) and 25 for the group 1 
(c). The number of subjects at the end of the experiment-1 were 23 for group 
1(A), 24 for group-1(B) and 25 of group 1(C). For the experiment-2, the 
number of subjects in the beginning was 25 for the group 2(A), 24 for the 
group 2(B) and 25 for the group 2(C). The number of subjects at the end of 
the experiment-2 was 25 for the group 2(A), 24 for the group 2(B) and 23 for 
the group 2(C). 
Thus, the total sample in the beginning of the experiment-1 was 73 and 
at the end were 72. The total sample in beginning of the experiment-2 was 74 
and at the end were 72. The total sample in the beginning of the two 
experiments conducted on the boys was 147 and at the end was 144. 
 Table 3.3 presents the detail of the experiments conducted on the girls. 
Numbers of experiments, numbers of subjects in the beginning of the 
experiment and at the end of the experiment are given here. 
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TABLE 3.3 
Group wise sample of the experiments conducted on the girls 
Experiment Group Number of 
subjects in the 
beginning of the 
experiment 
Number of 
subjects at the 
end of the 
experiment 
Experiment-3 
(High achieving 
girls) 
3(A) 
3(B) 
3(C) 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
24 
Total - 78 76 
Experiment-4 
(Low achieving 
girls) 
4(A) 
4(B) 
4(C) 
26 
26 
26 
24 
24 
26 
Total - 78 74 
Total sample of two experiments 156 150 
 
Table 3.3 reveals that the number of subjects in the beginning of the 
experiment-3 were 26 for group 3(A), 26 for group-3(B) and 26 for the group 3 
(c). The number of subjects at the end of the experiment-3 were 26 for group 
3(A), 26 for group-3(B) and 24 for group 3(C). For the experiment-4, the 
number of subjects in the beginning was 26 for the group 4(A), 26 for the 
group 4(B) and 26 for the group 4(C). The number of subjects at the end of 
the experiment-4 was 24 for the group 4(A), 24 for the group 4(B) and 26 for 
the group 4(C). 
The total sample in the beginning of the experiment-3 was 78 and at 
the end of the experiment-3 were 76, whereas the total sample in beginning of 
the experiment-4 was 78 and at the end of experiment-4 was 74. Thus, the 
total sample in the beginning of the two experiments was 156 and at the end 
were 150. 
4.0 RESEARCH METHOD 
 Research method is an important part of research process. In the 
planning process, the researcher has to decide about research method that 
he could use in solving his research problem. 
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 “Research methods are of utmost importance in a research process. 
They describe the various steps of the plan of attack to be adopted in solving 
a research problem, such as the manner in which the problems are 
formulated, the definition of terms, the choice of subjects for investigation, the 
validation of data gathering tools, the collection, analysis and interpretation of 
data, and the processes of inferences and generalizations”2. 
 Research methods are divided in the three basic categories according 
to the experts of research methodology. 
1. Historical method 
2. Descriptive method 
3. Experimental method 
The selection of a method and the specific design within that method 
appropriate in investigating a research problem will depend upon the kind of 
data that the problem entails. 
 When the researcher wants to observe the effects of independent 
variables on dependent variables within certain controlled situation, 
experimental method is preferred. In the present study, the researcher 
selected the experimental method. 
 Experimental method provides for much control and, therefore, 
establishes a systematic and logical association between manipulated factors 
and observed effects. The researcher defines a problem and proposes a 
tentative answer or hypothesis. He tests the hypothesis and accepts or rejects 
it in the light of controlled variable relationship that he has observed. 
4.1 Selecting the research design 
 In the experimental research, the selection of the research design is an 
important step. An experimental design is to the researcher what a blueprint is 
to an architect. 
 “A research design is the arrangement of conditions for collection and 
analysis of data in a manner that aims to combine relevance to the research 
purpose with economy in procedure. It is the conceptual structure within which 
research is conducted; it constitutes the blueprint for the collections, 
measurement and analysis of data” 3. 
                                                 
2 Ibid, p. 417. 
3 C.R. Kothari, Research Methodology : Methods & Techniques (Second 
Edi.). New Delhi : Wishva Prakashan., 1990, P. 39. 
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There are many experimental research designs. The researcher 
selects the proper research design keeping the objectives of the study in 
mind. According to D. A. Uchat (2000)4, experimental designs can be 
described into three broad categories, which are presented through figure 3.1 
in order to give overall picture of these experimental designs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 3.1 
Experimental Designs 
 
                                                 
4 D.A. Uchat, Specific Methods of Research. Rajkot : ‘Shant’, 3, Tagor 
Nagar, Amin Marg, 2000, pp. 98-114. 
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4.1.1 Pre-Experimental Designs 
 Pre-Experimental designs provide little or no control of extraneous or 
situation variable. These designs are also called “Non-designs”. They are, 
however, still being used in the study of educational problems. 
4.1.2 True-Experimental Designs 
 True Experimental designs are mostly used for experimental research 
in education because they seek to control the main effects of history, 
maturation, testing, measuring instruments, statistical regression, selection 
and mortality. 
4.1.3 Quasi-Experimental Designs 
 The true Experimental designs provide full experimental control 
through the use of randomization procedures. There are many experimental 
situations in which it is not possible for the experimenter to assign subjects 
randomly to groups or exercise full control over the scheduling of 
experimental conditions. In such situations, he uses quasi-experimental 
designs that provide as much control as possible under the existing 
conditions. 
4.2 Experimental Design of the study 
 The present study was aimed to examine the effect of three different 
methods with reference to teaching of English grammar. The researcher was 
to teach three groups using different treatments. The researcher had to 
conduct the experiment for a long period. It was not possible and advisable to 
disturb the school schedules. The school however was ready to give three 
intact classes. In such a situation after the discussion with experts, including 
his guide the researcher selected the  “Counter Balanced Design” for 
conducting the experiment. 
 As compared with true-experimental designs, this design does not 
provide full experimental control. Yet the internal validity of this design is quite 
satisfactory. About the validity of this design Best (1986)5 writes,  “This design 
has excellent internal validity because history, maturation, regression, 
selection and mortality are all generally well controlled.’’  
                                                 
5 John Best, Research in Education. New Delhi : Prentice  Hall of India 
Private Limited, 1986, p. 136.  
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 The other important aspect was counter balancing of the treatments. 
The process was so well arranged that the counter balancing worked 
indirectly as the equalization of the groups. 
 In case of uncontrolled variables, if any, there remained no problem 
because all the groups were having the same effects at the same time. 
 In the present study, the researcher selected intact three classes of 
boys and another three intact classes of the girls. In each experiment, two 
experimental groups were taught with the work card method and the 
programmed learning method and the control group was taught using lecture 
method. 
 Thus, each group was assigned different treatment for teaching of the 
first unit (Tenses). All the three groups were administered a common unit-test 
at the end of the first teaching unit. The treatments were counter balanced for 
the rest of the teaching units (Active & Passive voice and Clauses). At the end 
of each teaching unit, a common unit test was administered. Upto the end of 
the third teaching unit (clauses), each group was experienced each treatment. 
Thus, for each replication the treatments are shifted. In the successive 
replications the treatments were rotated. This allows each group to be 
exposed to different treatments. 
 The form of the ‘Counter Balanced Design’ as used for the present 
study is shown here in Table 3.4 
TABLE 3.4 
The Counter Balanced Design of the Present Study 
Kind of Treatments 
Replication Treatment  
X1 
Treatment  
X2 
Treatment 
X3 
Post-Test 
(unit Test) 
1. Unit First 
(Tenses) 
Group – A Group – B Group – C T2-1 
2. Unit Second 
(Active & Passive 
voice) 
Group – B Group – C Group – A T2-2 
3. Unit Third 
(Clauses) 
Group – C Group – A Group – B T2-3 
Column mean 
(mean Score) 
X1 X 2  X 3 
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Where, 
X1 = Experimental group (Work card method) 
X2 = Experimental group (Programmed learning method) 
X3 = Control group (Lecture method) 
T2-1 = Post test for unit first (Tenses) 
T2-2 = Post test for unit second (Active & Passive voice) 
T2-3 = Post test for unit third (Clauses) 
X 1 = Column mean for treatment X1 
X 2 = Column mean for treatment X2 
X 3 = Column mean for treatment X3 
 
4.3 Characteristics of Experimental Research 
In the experimental research, the researcher has some degree of 
control over the variables involved and the conditions under which the 
variables are observed. The researcher deliberately manipulates some aspect 
of the experiment in which he is interested. 
There are four essential characteristics of experimental research. They 
are,  
(1) Control 
(2) Manipulation 
(3) Observation / Measurement 
(4) Replication 
4.3.1 Control 
 Control is the essential ingredient of experimental method. The main 
purpose of control in an experiment is to arrange a situation in which the 
effect of variables can be measured. 
 In experimental studies in education the researcher has to direct his 
effort towards controlling the variables which are significantly related to the 
dependent variable. The researcher selected the groups of the experiment 
using the method of randomization. 
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 In the present study the researcher has tried to control the variables 
except the Independent variable, which create the effect on the dependent 
variable. 
4.3.2 Manipulation 
 Manipulation of a variable is another distinguishing characteristic of 
experimental research. It refers to a deliberate operation of the conditions by 
the researcher. In the process of manipulation, a pre-determined set of varied 
conditions are imposed on the subjects selected for the experiment. The set 
of varied conditions is referred to as the independent variable, the 
experimental variable, or the treatment variable. 
 In the present study the researcher has assumed the three levels of 
teaching – method as an Independent variable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.3.3 Observation / Measurement of the dependent variable 
 In the experimental research, the researcher studies the effect of the 
manipulation of the independent variable on a dependent variable. Dependent 
variable is scores on tests or observations with respect to some 
characteristics of the behaviour of the subjects used in the experiment. 
 In the present study, teaching methods were the Independent variable. 
Dependent variable was the English grammar achievement. 
 After teaching of every unit, the teacher made unit test was given to the 
subjects of the experiment. The scores of the post-tests were considered as 
dependent variable of the study. 
 
Independent variable 
Teaching method 
Level-1 
Teaching through work card 
method 
Level-2 
Teaching through the 
programmed learning method 
Level-3 
Teaching through the lecture 
method 
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4.3.4 Replication 
 Researcher attempts to control the extraneous variables through the 
methods of randomization or other methods, still some discrepancies 
invariably remain and influence the results of the experiment. The researcher 
can take care of such discrepancies through the replication of the study. 
 Replication is a matter of conducting a number of sub-experiments 
within the framework of an overall experimental design. 
 In the present study, the researcher has conducted the four 
experiments. For the replication of the study, he conducted another two 
experiments with reference to the sex of the students. 
4.4 Validity of the design 
 The researcher must give attention to the validity of the design. 
Campbell and Stanley (1963)6 have suggested that there are two general 
types of validity : (1) Internal Validity and (2) External Validity. 
4.4.1 Internal Validity 
 One of the major objectives of the researcher in experimentation is to 
determine whether the variables that have been identified actually have a 
systematic effect on the dependent variable and whether the observed results 
were not affected by the extraneous or situational variables. The extent to 
which this aim is attained is a measure of internal validity of experiment. This 
validity is basically a problem of control. The extraneous variables that affect 
the control of a design contribute to it’s internal validity. 
 In the present study, the researcher has tried to control the extraneous 
variables, which affect significantly to the internal validity of a research design. 
[A] History 
 The term history refers to any extraneous events occurring in the 
environment at the same time of the experimental is being tested. 
 In the present study to control over such extraneous events the 
researcher selected the control group along with the experimental groups. so 
                                                 
6 D.A. Uchat, Op, Cit., pp. 86-93. 
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the current events created the equal effects on all the groups of the 
experiment. 
[B] Maturation 
 The time period that elapses during the experimentation may produce 
certain changes in the subjects. The subjects may perform differently on the 
dependent variable on different occasions as a result of biological or 
psychological processes like fatigue, age, interest or motivation. 
 In the present study the researcher selected the subjects of the groups 
possessing the similar educational achievement in English and similar in age. 
[C] Pre-testing 
 The exposure of the subjects to the pre-test may serve as the learning 
experience and therefore it may affect their post-test performance. 
 In the present study the researcher administered the post test only. So 
there was no threat to the internal validity. 
[D] Measuring Instruments 
 Different measuring instruments, scores, raters, interviewers or the 
observers used at the pre and post-testing stages may also account for the 
observed differences in the scores or measures of the dependent variable. 
 In the present study the English Grammar achievement was measured 
simultaneously at the end of the experiment (after each replication) through 
the post-test only. The format of the test was kept uniformally. So this variable 
could be controlled. 
[E] Statistical regression 
 The groups chosen on the basis of extreme scores may cause 
statistical regression effect. It refers to the tendency for extreme scores to 
regress or move towards the common mean on subsequent measures. 
 In the present study the researcher selected tactic groups for the 
experiment of the study and tried to control this variable. 
[F] Differential selection of subjects 
 The groups may differ significantly on some important variables related 
to the dependent variable even before the application of the experimental 
treatment. 
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 In the present study, by counter balancing treatments, the groups were 
equalized indirectly. Moreover the groups did not differ in their means before 
the applications of the experimental treatment. 
[G] Experimental Mortality 
 The differential loss of subjects from the comparison groups may affect 
the findings of the study. 
 In the present study the scores of the dropouts were not considered for 
analysis. 
[H] Interaction of selection and maturation 
 When the two comparison groups have the same scores on the pre-
test, some other differences due to interaction between the variables such as 
intelligence, motivation, interest, age etc, rather than experimental variable 
may cause one of the groups to get higher post-test scores. 
 In the present study the researcher selected the groups using the 
method of randomization for the implementation of the treatment. He took 
cares in making the groups similar as far as achievement level, age etc. are 
concerned. 
[I] Expectancy 
 The subjects of an experiment and the experimenter expect more 
about the result of the study. This kind of effect corrupts the result of the 
study. 
 In the study, the researcher conducted the experiment very seriously 
and tried to create neutral effect during the experiment. 
[J] Experimenter Bias 
 This type of bias introduced when the researcher has some previous 
knowledge about the subjects involved in an experiment. This knowledge of 
subject status may cause the researcher to convey some clue that affects 
reaction or may affect the objectivity of his or her judgement. 
 In the present study, the researcher has tried to conduct the 
experiment without creating this type of experimenter’s bias. 
[K] John Henry Effect 
 When the subjects of the controlled group and experimenter realize 
that they are in competition with the experimental group, they perform even 
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better than their capacity level. This creates the effect on the result of an 
experiment. 
 In the present study, the researcher took care and conducted the 
experiments without giving any information to the controlled group about the 
experimental group. 
4.4.2 External validity 
 This deals with the question of how far we can generalize the results of 
a particular experiment beyond the original experimental settings. The 
following can be threats to external validity. The detail of the control over 
threats to external validity of this design is summarized here. 
[A] Interaction effect of Testing 
 The use of pre-test at the beginning of a study may sensitize 
individuals by making them more aware of concealed purposes of the 
researcher and may serve as stimulus to change. 
 In the study, pre-test was not given, so there was no effect of pre-
testing. 
[B] Interaction of selection and treatment 
 Researchers are rarely, if ever, able to randomly select sample from 
the wide population of interest or randomly assign to groups; consequently, 
generalization from samples to populations is hazardous. The results 
ultimately prove misleading. 
 Counter balancing the treatment overcame this threat. Moreover, the 
treatments were assigned to the groups using the method of randomization. 
[C] Reactive effects of experimental arrangements 
 In an effort to control extraneous variables the researcher imposes 
careful controls, which may introduce a sterile or artificial atmosphere that is 
not at all like the real life situation about which generalizations are desired. 
This is called reactive effect, which makes the subjects alert about being 
experimented. 
 In the present study the investigator established rapport with the 
subjects and tried to control this threat to external validity. 
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[D] Interference of prior treatment 
 In some types of experiments the effect of one treatment may carry 
over to subsequent treatments. In an educational experiment, learning 
produced by the first treatment is no completely erased and its influence may 
accrue to the advantage of the second treatment. 
 In the present study, counter balancing the treatments overcame this 
threat. 
[E] Multiple treatments Interference 
 This affects in case of using different tools of measurement for 
dependent variable. It is also possible when the researcher takes help of the 
assistants in the administration of experimental treatment. The effects of this 
threat can be as a result of immediate effects of the treatment on the subjects. 
 In the present study, post-tests were common. Format of the post-test 
was made uniformly. 
[F] Hawthorne Effect 
 Many times the subjects of the experiment become aware that they are 
participating in the experiment. This awareness plays an important role in their 
learning process. This creates the effect on the result of the study. 
 In the present study, the researcher created the proper environment to 
remove this type of effect. Still it may create the effect on the experiment. 
5.0 PROGRAMME / TREATMENT  
In the present study, the researcher constructed the work card material 
and the programmed learning material as the self-learning material. The self-
learning material was developed on the three units of English grammar. The 
units selected in the present study were (1) Active & Passive voice (2) Tenses 
(3) Clauses. The researcher constructed 32 work cards on ‘Active & Passive 
voice’, 32 work cards on ‘Tenses’ and 32 work cards on ‘Clauses’. Thus, he 
developed total 96 work cards on the three different units of English grammar. 
The researcher has developed the programmed learning material on 
the three units of English Grammar. He constructed 112 frames on ‘Active & 
Passive Voice’ with 8 frames of instructions, 115 frames on ‘Tenses’ with 8 
frames of instructions and 112 frames on ‘Clauses’ with 8 frames of 
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instructions. Thus he developed total 339 frames including 24 frames of 
instructions.  
The detail of the construction of the self-learning materials is given in 
the next two chapters. The work card material and the programmed learning 
material are given in appendices and the lesson planning for the teaching 
through lecture method is given in the fifth chapter. 
6.0 RESEARCH TOOL 
The present study was aimed to examine the effectiveness of the work 
card and the programmed learning as a self learning technique. To know the 
effectiveness of self-learning methods, the researcher measured the English 
grammar achievement of the subjects of the experiments. In this regard, the 
researcher developed the research tools on the grammatical units of English 
like Tenses, Active & Passive Voice and Clauses. The researcher constructed 
one unit test on ‘Active & Passive Voice’, the second unit test on ‘Tenses’ and 
the third unit test was developed on ‘Clauses’. Thus he constructed three unit 
tests. These tools of research were used as post-tests.  
Each unit test was consisted of 40 marks. The time duration of the unit 
test was 45 minutes. Objective type of questions and short answer type 
questions were included in the test. The answers of the questions of the tests 
were to be given in the tests. 
The detail for the construction of three unit tests as post-tests are 
presented here. To prepare the test, the researcher followed the following 
points. 
6.1 Deciding the objectives of a test 
 Before constructing the test, a test-constructor decides the objective of 
the test. The teacher made test is famous; 
1. To know students’ pre-knowledge, 
2. To know students’ mastery over the definite unit of a subject, 
3. To know the educational achievement. 
In the present study, the three unit tests were constructed and 
administered to know the English Grammar achievement after teaching the 
three units like Tenses, Active & Passive voice and Clauses. 
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6.2 The form of a test 
 In the present study, the researcher wanted to compare the level of 
educational achievement of the groups taught through the work card, the 
programmed learning and the lecture method. So his aim was to examine the 
effectiveness of teaching methods. Thus, the Norm reference test was used to 
interprete the scores of the subjects with respect to the groups. So the 
researcher selected the Norm reference test to know students’ educational 
achievement. 
6.3 Planning of a test 
 The test – constructor keeps the three aspects in mind for planning a 
test. 
1. Representative content points of syllabus 
2. Learning outcome of content points of syllabus 
3. Decisions for the questions of a test. 
The researcher used one post–test at the end of each replication. 
Therefore it was necessary for him to prepare three post-tests for three units 
like Tenses, Active & Passive Voice and Clauses. Before preparing post-tests, 
the researcher thoroughly studied the teaching materials on language. The 
researcher did contact with the experts and decided the weightage of marks, 
the format of a test and the form of a test. 
To create the variation in learning outcomes, the researcher has tried 
to prepare the varied questions for making a test. The analysis of a test for the 
unit ‘Active & Passive voice’ is given in Table 3.5 
TABLE 3.5 
Analysis of a test for the unit ‘Active & Passive Voice’ 
Learning 
outcomes 
Number of 
Questions 
Question Form 
Weightage of 
Marks 
Knowledge 13 Fill in the gaps (selecting true 
options) 
04 
Understanding  08 Fill in the gaps  04 
Application 09 Matching the pair  04 
  True/False type – Questions 05 
  Change the Voice 18 
  Do as directed 05 
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 Table 3.5 reveals that under the title of learning outcomes, 13 
questions of knowledge, 08 questions of understanding and 09 questions of 
application were involved in the unit test of Active & Passive voice. Different 
forms of questions like fill in the gaps (with and without selecting true option), 
matching the pair, true and false type questions, change the voice and ‘do as 
directed’ were included in the unit test of Active & Passive voice. The test was 
consisted of 40 marks. 
 The analysis of the test for the unit ‘Tenses’ is given here in Table 3.6 
 
TABLE 3.6 
Analysis of a test for the unit ‘Tenses’ 
Learning 
outcomes 
Number of 
Questions 
Question Form 
Weightage of 
Marks 
Knowledge 12 Fill in the gaps  10 
Understanding  17 True/False type – Questions 06 
Application 13 Matching the pair  05 
  Translate into Gujarati 06 
  Translate into English 07 
  Do as directed 06 
 
 Table 3.6 depicts that the unit test of ‘Tenses’ contained 12 questions 
of knowledge, 17 of understanding and 13 of application. The test had 
different question forms like ’Fill in the gaps’, ‘True or false type questions’, 
‘Matching the pair’, ‘Translate into Gujarati’, ‘Translate into English’ and ‘Do 
as directed’. The test was consisted of 40 marks. 
 The analysis of a test for the unit ‘Clauses’ is given here in table 3.7 
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TABLE 3.7 
Analysis of a test for the unit ‘Clauses’ 
Learning 
outcomes 
Number of 
Questions 
Question Form 
Weightage of 
Marks 
Knowledge 11 Fill in the gaps  09 
Understanding  15 Join the sentences 12 
Application 16 True/False type – Questions 06 
  Do as directed 13 
 
Table 3.7 reveals that the unit-test of ‘Clauses’ contained 11 questions 
of knowledge, 15 questions of understanding and 16 questions of application. 
Different forms of question like ‘fill in the gaps’, ‘join the sentences’, ‘true or 
false’ and ‘do as directed’ were included in the main form of unit test of 
‘Clauses’. The unit test consisted of 40 marks. 
6.4 Writing of test-questions 
 During writing of the test-item, three aspects are kept in mind. 
1. Selection of test questions 
2. Language of the questions 
3. Place of questions and their options 
6.5 Decision about External facets of a Test 
 To decide about the time of a unit test, the researcher had done the 
experimental try-out or piloting of it. Tryout or piloting of a test was done along 
with the try-out of the work card and the programmed learning material. The 
three unit tests were given to the students who taught by work card and 
programmed learning material. Thirty students having high and low 
achievement level in English were selected. During the piloting, the time of a 
test was decided 45 minutes. 
 Each test was prepared consisting of 40 marks. Time limit for each test 
was 45 minutes. All the tests were included five questions in all. 
6.6 Standardization of research tools 
 Reliability and validity are essential to the effectiveness of any data-
gathering tool. Reliability is the degree of consistency that the instrument 
demonstrates. Validity is that quality of a data – gathering instrument that 
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enables it to measure what it is supposed to measure. In general, a test is 
valid if it measures what it claims to measure. 
 The researcher established the reliability of post-tests using the 
method of test-retest. He prepared the three post-tests in the present study. 
One post-test was prepared on ‘Tenses’. The second was on ‘Active & 
Passive Voice’ and the third post-test was prepared on ‘Clauses’. The test – 
retest reliability having one-month interval was established for the three tests. 
The test – retest reliability for the test prepared on the unit ‘Tenses’ (involving 
50 subjects) was found to be 0.75, which was fairly high. The test retest 
reliability for the test prepared on the unit ‘Active & Passive voice’ (involving 
50 subjects) was found to be 0.87, which was also reasonably high. The test-
retest reliability for the test prepared on ‘Clauses’ (involving 50 subjects) was 
found to be 0.79, which was fairly high. 
 The validity of the tests was determined through the technique of 
Criterion related validity. The validity of the tests was established on the basis 
of the scores obtained through the tests and the scores received in annual 
exam in the subject of English. The validity co-efficient for the test on ‘Tenses’ 
was 0.73 (N=50), which was fairly high. The validity co-efficient for ‘Active & 
Passive voice’ was 0.63 (N=50), which was fairly high. The validity co-efficient 
for ‘Clauses’ was 0.66 (N=50), which was also high. This indicates that the 
research tools prepared in the study are reliable and valid. Reliability and 
validity were calculated and established through computer. Students’ 
achievement scores on post-test for establishing reliability and validity are 
given in appendix-14. 
7.0 COLLECTION OF DATA 
 The researcher collects the data keeping the hypotheses and research 
method of the study in mind.  As the present study was based on 
experimental method, the following aspects are explained in collecting the 
data. 
1. Execution of the experiment 
2. Administration of Research tool 
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7.1 Execution of the experiment 
 The researcher divided the present study in four experiments. Two 
experiments on boys and two experiments on girls were conducted to 
examine the effectiveness of work card and programmed learning material. 
The work card material and the programmed learning material were 
constructed. The experiments were executed in the following ways. 
Experiment – 1 was conducted on the boys having high achievement level in 
English. 
Experiment – 2 was conducted on the boys having low achievement level in 
English. 
 For implementation of these experiments, the researcher made the 
contacts with the principal of Shree Virani High School, Rajkot. He also 
established a rapport with the subjects and English teachers after realizing the 
proper environment in school. The subjects were explained the importance of 
an experiment. The researcher selected the three classes of std. 9th. The 
three groups were of boys having high achievement level in English. Another 
three groups of the experiment were of boys having low achievement level in 
English. The groups were selected for the treatments by the draw of chits. 
Using the method of randomization, the groups were treated in the following 
ways for the first replication of the experiment. 
Group – 1 (A): Teaching through the work card method for the boys having 
high achievement level in English. 
Group – 1 (B): Teaching through the programmed learning method for the 
boys having high achievement level in English. 
Group – 1 (C): Teaching through the lecture method for the boys having high 
achievement level in English. 
Group – 2 (A): Teaching through the work card method for the boys having 
low achievement level in English. 
Group – 2 (B): Teaching through the programmed learning method for the 
boys having low achievement level in English. 
Group – 2 (C): Teaching through the lecture method for the boys having low 
achievement level in English. 
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 The treatments applied to the groups were different during each 
teaching unit. The treatments were counter balanced during the second and 
the third replication of the experiment. At the end of each replication, one 
common post-test was given to all the groups simultaneously. 
Experiment – 3 was conducted on the girls having high achievement level in 
English. 
Experiment – 4 was conducted on the girls having low achievement level in 
English. 
 For the implementation of Experiment-3 and 4, the researcher made 
the contacts with the principal of K. J. Kotecha Girls High School, Rajkot. He 
established a rapport with the subjects and English teachers of school. The 
researcher selected the three classes of std. 9th. He made the six groups of 
girls according to their educational level.  The three groups were of girls 
having high achievement level in English. Another three groups of the 
experiment were of girls having low achievement level in English. The groups 
were selected for the different treatments by the draw of chits. Using the way 
of randomization, the groups were treated in the following ways for teaching of 
the first unit (replication). 
Group – 3 (A): Teaching through the work card method for the girls having 
high achievement level in English. 
Group – 3 (B): Teaching through the programmed learning method for the 
girls having high achievement level in English. 
Group – 3 (C): Teaching through the lecture method for the girls having high 
achievement level in English. 
Group – 4 (A): Teaching through the work card method for the girls having 
low achievement level in English. 
Group – 4 (B): Teaching through the programmed learning method for the 
girls having low achievement level in English. 
Group – 4 (C): Teaching through the lecture method for the girls having low 
achievement level in English. 
 The treatments applied to the groups were counter balanced during the 
second and the third replication of the experiment. At the end of each 
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replication, one common post-test was given to all the three groups 
simultaneously. Thus each group was exposed to different treatments. 
 The time schedule of the experiments conducted in both the schools is 
given here in table 3.8 
TABLE 3.8 
Time schedule of the experiment 
Time duration 
of teaching 
Treatments applied Post-test Repli-
cation 
No. 
Teachin
g Unit 
From To 
Group 
A 
Group 
B 
Group 
C 
No Date 
1 Tenses 22/7/04 3/8/04 W.C. P.L. L.M. T1 4/8/04 
2 Active & 
Passive 
Voice 
5/8/04 17/8/04 P.L. L.M. W.M. T2 18/8/04 
3 Clauses 19/8/04 31/8/04 L.M. W.M. P.L. T3 1/9/04 
Where,  
W.C. = Work card method 
P. L. = Programmed learning method 
L. M. = Lecture method  
T1 = Post test for unit first (Tenses) 
T2 = Post test for second teaching unit (Active & Passive Voice) 
T3 = Post test for third teaching unit  (Clauses) 
 Table 3.8 shows the time schedule of the experiment. Three 
replications of each experiment were completed from 22/7/04 to 1/9/04. All the 
three groups of each experiment were taught through different treatments. 
During the second and the third replication, the treatments applied to the 
groups were rotated. At the end of each replication, the post test (unit test) 
was given simultaneously to all the three groups of the experiment. 
7.2 Administration of research tool 
 In the present study the subjects of the experiment were taught through 
the work card method, the programmed learning method and lecture method. 
The researcher selected the three units of English Grammar for teaching. The 
units selected in the study were ‘Tenses’, ‘Active & Passive Voice’ and 
‘Clauses’. After teaching of these units, unit tests were administered to all the 
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three groups to measure the English grammar achievement. At the end of first 
replication, a unit test of ‘Tenses’ was given. After second replication, the unit 
test of ‘Active and Passive voice’ was given and at the end of the third 
replication, a unit test of ‘Clauses’ was administered. Thus, after teaching of 
each unit, a unit test of 40 marks was given to all the three groups and 
English grammar achievement was measured. 
8.0 PROCEDURE OF DATA COLLECTION 
 The researcher conducted four experiments in the present study. Two 
experiments were conducted on boys and two on girls. The researcher 
selected the three groups in each experiment for teaching of three units of 
English grammar like Tenses, Active & passive Voice and clause. The three 
groups of the experiment were taught through three different methods. That 
means each group of the experiment was treated through the work card 
method, the programmed learning method and the lecture method. 
 At the end of each experimental replication, one post-test was 
administered to examine the effectiveness of self-learning methods. During 
the entire experiment three post-tests were administered. The post-tests was 
examined by the researcher himself. The achievement score on each post-
test was recorded student wise. The data for all the three groups of the 
experiment was collected simultaneously. 
 The data, thus gathered through the tests was kept ready for analysis. 
9.0 PROCEDURE OF DATA ANALYSIS 
 To study the effectiveness of the work card method, the programmed 
learning method and the lecture method on students’ achievement, three 
post-tests were administered in each experiment. The data gathered on these 
post-tests was used to calculate mean, standard deviation and t-value. To 
study the effect of the three methods applied during the experiment, the mean 
differences of students’ achievement in English grammar were calculated. 
The present study was aimed to find out if any significant difference between 
the mean achievement score of the students after teaching through different 
methods. The researcher used t-test technique to compare the significant 
difference among the groups. 
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CHAPTER – 4 
CONSTRUCTION OF WORK-CARD MATERIAL 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The present study was carried out to examine the effectiveness of work 
card and programmed learning as a self-learning technique with reference to 
teaching of English grammar. For this, the researcher conducted various 
experiments on the students of the standard 9th. The subjects of the 
experiments were treated through the work card method, the programmed 
learning method and the lecture method. The English grammar units like 
‘Tenses’, ‘Active and passive voice’ and ‘Clauses’ were taught to the students 
through these methods to examine their effectiveness on English grammar 
achievement. The researcher constructed the work card materials and the 
progammed learning materials on the three units of English. In this chapter 
the researcher has given the detail about the procedure for the construction of 
the work card material. 
2.0 WORK-CARD AS THE SELF LEARNING TECHNIQUE 
The work card method can function as the self-learning technique. This 
method can create the opportunities for the students to learn without the help 
of teachers. Students can study with their own ways and space. In this 
method, teaching-learning process becomes the student centred. This method 
becomes helpful and creates the proper learning conditions for all kind of 
students to learn difficult units. 
3.0 CONSTRUCTION OF WORK-CARD MATERIAL 
In the present study the researcher selected the three units of English 
grammar for the construction of the work card material. He constructed the 
work card material on ‘Tenses’, ‘Active and Passive voice’, and ‘Clauses’. The 
researcher constructed 32 work-cards on Tenses, 32 work cards on Active 
and Passive voice and 32 work-cards on Clauses. The researcher followed 
the following steps for the construction of the work card material. 
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1. Planning of the work card material 
· Selection of the topics 
· Content analysis of the units 
2. Identifying the objectives 
3. Specifying the objectives in behavioural terms 
4. Writing the work card material 
5. Views, comments and evaluation by experts 
6. Tryout of the work card material 
7. Final writing of the work-card material 
3.1 Planning of the work card material 
 Under this title, the researcher followed the two steps; (1) selection of 
the topics (2) content analysis of the units. 
1. Selection of the topics 
 For the present study, the researcher selected the three units of 
English grammar. The units selected in the present study were Tenses, Active 
& Passive voice and Clauses. These units were selected because they were 
felt difficult to the students. Moreover the researcher had required knowledge 
about these units. He constructed the workcard material on the three units of 
English grammar. He developed 32 work cards on Active & Passive voice, 32 
work cards on Tense and 32 work cards on Clauses. 
 Before the construction of the work card material, the researcher had 
studied the textbooks of standard 9th and of other standards. He also studied 
English grammar books including the reference books on English and English 
language teaching. The researcher had also referred the following reference 
books. 
1. High school English grammar and composition (by Wren and 
Martin) 
2. Comprehensive High school English Grammar and composition (by 
H.S.Bhatia) 
3. Contemporary English Grammar (by J. D. Murthy) 
4. Progressive English grammar & composition part – 2 (by Anil Bhatt) 
5. English conversation practice (by Grant Taylor) 
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6. A University Grammar of English (by Randolph Quirk & Sidney 
Greenbaum) 
7. The English teacher’s Hand book (by T. C. Baruah) 
8. Vikas English Grammar & Composition (by Navneet Publication) 
9. Active English Grammar and Composition (by Dr. Dawoodbhai A. 
Ghanchi) 
10. Modern Practice work in English grammar (by C. Jamnadas & co.) 
2. Content analysis of the units 
The researcher analysed the units selected for the present study. For 
the construction of the work card material on Tenses, the topic was analysed 
and divided into sub-units. The sub units of ‘Tenses’ were given below. 
· Meaning and kind of Tense 
· Kinds and verb forms of present tense 
· Kinds and verb forms of past tense 
· Kinds and verb forms of future tense 
· Various forms of verb used in tense 
· Uses of simple present tense 
· Construction of positive sentences of simple present tense with its 
examples and rules 
· Negative and interrogative sentences of simple present tense with its 
construction and examples 
· Imperative sentences with construction and examples 
· Exclamatory and optative sentences 
· Uses of present continuous tense with its positive & negative 
construction 
· Interrogative construction of present continuous tense with verbs 
generally not used in this tense 
· Uses of present perfect tense with its positive and negative 
construction 
· Interrogative construction of present perfect tense and the adverbs 
used in it. 
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· Uses of present perfect continuous tense with its positive and 
negative construction 
· Construction of interrogative sentences of present perfect continuous 
tense 
· Uses of simple past tense 
· Construction of assertive and interrogative sentences of past tense and 
time phrases used in it. 
· Uses of past continuous tense with its positive-negative construction 
· Interrogative construction of past continuous tense with examples and 
rules 
· Uses of past perfect tense with its positive and negative construction  
· Interrogative construction of past perfect tense with its rules 
· Uses of past perfect continuous tense with its positive-negative 
construction 
· Interrogative construction of past perfect continuous tense with its rules 
· Uses of simple future tense 
· Positive-negative and interrogative construction of simple future tense 
· Uses of future continuous tense with its positive-negative construction 
· Interrogative construction of future continuous tense and uses of future 
perfect tense 
· Construction of assertive sentences of future perfect tense 
· Interrogative construction of future perfect tense and uses of future 
perfect continuous tense 
· Construction of assertive and interrogative sentences of future perfect 
continuous tense 
· More information about the tense 
For the construction of work card material on Active and Passive voice, 
the topic was analysed and divided into sub units. The sub units of Active – 
Passive voice were given below. 
· Meaning and kinds of voice 
· Meaning of Active & passive voice 
· Prepositions used before the agent in the passive (voice) construction 
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· Changing forms of pronouns used in place of subject and object 
· Passive construction of the sentences having two objects 
· Use of proper auxiliary verb in passive (voice) construction 
· Verb form used in the passive construction of simple present tense 
· Active – Passive construction of positive sentences of simple present 
tense 
· Active – Passive construction of negative sentences of simple present 
tense. 
· Active – Passive construction of interrogative sentences of simple 
present tense 
· Active – Passive construction of imperative sentences 
· Active – Passive construction of positive sentences of present 
continuous tense 
· Active – Passive construction of negative sentences of present 
continuous tense 
· Active – Passive construction of interrogative sentences of present 
continuous tense 
· Active – Passive construction of positive sentences of present perfect 
tense 
· Active – Passive construction of negative sentences of present perfect 
tense 
· Active – Passive construction of interrogative sentences of present 
perfect tense 
· Active – Passive (voice) construction of ‘Infinitive’ 
· Active – Passive construction of ‘Modal Auxiliaries’ 
· Active – Passive construction of positive sentences of simple past 
tense 
· Active – Passive construction of negative sentences of simple past 
tense 
· Active – Passive construction of interrogative sentences of simple past 
tense 
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· Active – Passive construction of positive sentences of past 
continuous tense 
· Active – Passive construction of negative sentences of past continuous 
tense 
· Active – Passive construction of interrogative sentences of past 
continuous tense 
· Active – Passive construction of positive and negative sentences of 
past perfect tense 
· Active – Passive construction of interrogative sentences of past perfect 
tense 
· Active – Passive construction of positive and negative sentences of 
simple future tense 
· Structure of Active – Passive voice of interrogative sentences of simple 
future tense 
· Structure of Active – Passive voice of positive – negative sentences of 
future perfect tense 
· Structure of Active – Passive voice of interrogative sentences of future 
perfect tense 
· More information about Active & Passive voice 
For the construction of work card material on ‘Clauses’, the topic was 
analysed and divided into sub-units. The sub-units of ‘Clauses’ were given 
below. 
· Meaning of subject, predicate, object and kinds of object 
· Meaning and kinds of complement and finite verb 
· Meaning and kinds of clause 
· Simple and compound sentences 
· Complex sentence and kinds of sentence 
· Principal / main and subordinate clause 
· Co-ordinate clause and difference between phrase and clause 
· Kinds of subordinate clause with examples 
· Role and kinds of noun clause  
· Noun Clause as the subject and object to a verb 
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· Noun clause as an object to a preposition and participle 
· Noun clause as an object to infinitive and case in apposition to a  
       noun or pronoun 
· Noun clause as a complement to a verb and the adjective 
· The adjective clause (Relative clause) 
· The adjective clause with its specific uses 
· The adjective (relative) clause with its specific constructions 
· Role and various kinds of adverb clause 
· Structure and examples of adverb clause of time 
· Structure and examples of adverb clause of place and purpose 
· Structure and examples of adverb clause of comparison, adverb clause 
of degree and manner 
· Construction and examples of adverb clause of condition 
· Structure and examples of adverb clause of result or consequence 
· Specific structures of adverb clause of result 
· Construction of adverb clause of cause or reason 
· Structure and examples of adverb clause of supposition or concession, 
contrast 
· Meaning of synthesis 
· Synthesis of simple sentence through various ways 
· Synthesis of simple sentences into compound sentences 
· Synthesis of two or more simple sentences into one complex sentence 
· Meaning and various ways of transformation of sentences 
· Various specific ways of Transformation of sentences 
· Transformation of simple, compound and complex sentences 
3.2 Identifying the objectives 
 Under this title, the researcher identified the broad objectives means 
broad aims of the selected units of English grammar. They were generally 
stated in hypothetical dispositional states of learner, like his knowing, 
understanding etc. For teaching of tenses, it was decided that the students 
should be able to know various kinds of Tenses with its meaning and 
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examples. They should know the detail of the structures and function of 
various kinds of Tenses. For teaching of Active and Passive voice, the 
students should be able to know about the different structures of Active – 
passive voice with its meaning and examples. For teaching of Clauses, the 
students should be able to know the meaning of Clauses, kinds of Clauses, 
kinds of sentences, synthesis and transformation of sentences. 
3.3 Specifying the objectives in behavioural terms 
 In order to develop the work card materials on Tenses, Active & 
Passive voice and Clauses, the researcher had identified the broad objectives 
of these units. Then, he specified the objectives in behavioural terms. These 
objectives were the statements in terms of observable and measurable 
behaviour. These objectives formed the base for designing the teaching – 
learning steps in work card materials. 
 The behavioral objectives of the work card material prepared on 
‘Tenses’ were formulated as follows. 
Students will be able to, 
· define Tenses with its kinds. 
· state kinds of present tense with its verb-forms. 
· state kinds of past tense with its verb forms. 
· give kinds of future tense with its verb forms. 
· describe various forms of verbs used in Tense. 
· state the uses of simple present tense. 
· explain the structure and rules with examples of positive sentences of 
simple present tense. 
· give the structure with examples of negative and interrogative 
sentences of simple present tense. 
· make the construction with examples of imperative sentences. 
· make exclamatory and optative sentences. 
· explain the uses of present continuous tense and will make positive 
and negative structure of it. 
· make the structure of interrogative sentences of present continuous 
tense stating the verbs not used in this tense. 
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·    explain the uses of present perfect tense and make structure with 
examples of positive-negative sentences of it. 
· state the structure with examples of interrogative sentences of present 
perfect tense identifying the adverbs used in this tense. 
· express the uses of present perfect continuous tense with the 
construction of positive – negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
· state the uses with examples of simple past tense. 
· make the structure of positive – negative and interrogative sentences 
of simple past tense stating the time phrases used in it. 
· express the uses of past continuous tense with the structure of 
positive-negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
· utter the rules occurred in past continuous tense. 
· express the uses of past perfect tense. 
· construct positive-negative and interrogative sentences of past perfect 
tense stating the rules occurred in it. 
· describe the uses of past perfect continuous tense. 
· make the structure of positive – negative and interrogative sentences 
of past perfect continuous tense. 
· express rules existed in past perfect continuous tense. 
· state the uses of simple future tense with specific roles of ‘will’ and 
‘shall’. 
· construct the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of simple 
future tense. 
· narrate the uses of future continuous tense and construct positive-
negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
· describe the uses of future perfect tense and construct positive – 
negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
· state the uses of future perfect continuous tense and construct 
positive-negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
· express more information about tense. 
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The behavioural objectives of the work card material prepared on 
‘Active & Passive Voice’ were formulated as follows. 
Students will be able to, 
· define and state the kinds of ’voice’. 
· give the meaning of Active & Passive voice. 
· put the proper preposition before the agent in passive voice. 
· put the changing forms of pronoun in place of subject and object 
· make the structure of passive voice of the sentences of Active voice 
which have two objects. 
· put the proper Auxiliary verb in the structure of passive voice. 
· state the verb form used in the construction of passive voice of simple 
present tense. 
· make the active and passive construction of positive – negative and 
interrogative sentences of simple present tense. 
· construct the sentences of active-passive voice of imperative 
sentences. 
· make the active – passive construction of positive – negative and 
interrogatives sentences of present continuous tense. 
· translate positive – negative and interrogative sentences of present 
perfect tense into Active & Passive voice. 
· translate the sentences of Infinitive into active – passive voice. 
· make the active – passive construction of Modal Auxiliaries. 
· translate the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of simple 
past tense into active and passive voice. 
· transform positive – negative and interrogative sentences of past 
continuous tense into active and passive voice. 
· change the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of past 
perfect tense into the active – passive voice. 
· translate the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of simple 
future tense in the form of active-passive voice. 
· transform the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of future 
perfect tense into active and passive voice. 
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· state the names of the verbs which are not transformed into passive 
voice. 
· make the sentences of passive voice in which the subject is not 
present. 
· make the sentences of active and passive voice which start with “It was 
time …” , “It is time …” and includes “that clause”. 
The behavioural objectives for the work card material prepared on 
‘Clauses’ were formulated as follows. 
The student will be able to, 
· define subject, predicate, object and state the kinds of object. 
· define complement, finite verb and state kinds of complement. 
· give the meaning of clause with its kinds. 
· identify simple and compound sentences and give their examples. 
· identify the complex sentence and state kinds of sentence. 
· identify the main clause and give more information about subordinate 
clause. 
· give the examples of co-ordinate clause and discriminate phrase and 
clause. 
· state the types of subordinate clause with their examples. 
· express the role of noun clause and classify the noun clause into its 
various kinds. 
· state the role of noun clause as the subject and object to a verb. 
· express the role of noun clause as the object to preposition and 
participle. 
· indicate the role of noun clause as an object to an Infinitive and case in 
apposition to a noun or pronoun. 
· show the role of noun clause as complement to the verb and adjective. 
· state the examples with details of the adjective (relative) clause. 
· express the specific uses of the adjective clause. 
· frame some specific constructions of the adjective (relative) clause. 
· convey the different roles of the adverb clause and classify it into its 
various kinds. 
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· make the construction with examples of adverb clause of time. 
· show the structures with examples of adverb clause of place and  
       purpose. 
· describe the structures with their examples of adverb clause of 
comparison, adverb clause of degree and manner. 
· express the structure of adverb clause of condition with its examples. 
·  state the construction of adverb clause of reusult or consequence with 
their examples. 
· express some specific constructions of adverb clause of result. 
· describe the structure of adverb clause of cause or reason. 
· state the construction with examples of adverb clause of supposition or 
concession, contrast. 
· give the meaning of synthesis. 
· make synthesis of simple sentences using Infinitive, a noun or phrase 
in apposition, a participle, absolute (nominative) construction, an 
adverbial phrase and a preposition with noun or gerund. 
· make synthesis of simple sentences into compound sentences. 
· make synthesis of two or more simple sentences into a complex 
sentence. 
· express the meaning and various ways of transformation of sentences.  
· describe with examples the various methods of Transformation of 
sentences. 
· transform simple, compound and complex sentences mutually. 
 
3.4 Writing the work-card material 
The researcher constructed the work-card materials on English 
grammar units. One work card material was prepared on ‘Tenses’. The 
second work-card material was prepared on ‘Active & Passive voice’. The 
third work-card material was prepared on ‘Clauses’. Under the guidance of his 
guide, the researcher kept the following aspects in mind during the writing of 
the work card materials. 
· Division of the topic into sub-units. 
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· To arrange the sub-units (behavioural objectives) consistently and in a 
proper sequence. 
· To construct separate work card for each sub-unit. 
· To present the work card in a simple and meaningful language. 
· No place to the artificial and complicated language. 
· To present the content in a work card according to the sub-unit and 
behavioural objectives of it. 
· No place for the unnecessary content. 
· To put various questions for evaluation at the end of each work card. 
· The questions for evaluation should be reflected or asked from the 
same (that particular) work card. 
· The questions of evaluation should be written in simple and meaningful 
language. 
Keeping the above aspects in mind, the researcher constructed 32 
work cards on ‘Tenses’, 32 work cards on ‘Active & Passive voice’ and 32 
work cards on ‘Clauses’. 
3.5 Views, Comments and Evaluation by Experts 
 In the present study, the researcher constructed the work card 
materials on the three units of English grammar. The guide, experts and 
English teachers examined the prepared work card materials. The list of the 
experts and English teachers is given in appendix 16. 
 The experts and English teachers gave a few suggestions, which are 
mentioned here. 
· Language of the questions asked in evaluation should be simple. 
· Number of questions of evaluation should be increased. 
· Questions of evaluation in a work card should be asked from that 
particular work card only. 
· Various forms of questions like fill in the blank, true or false, matching 
the pair etc. should be included in the evaluation section of a work 
card. 
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· In each work card, the first question of evaluation section should be 
simple. For example, give the simple paragraph and ask to the                  
            students to underline the words like subjects, object, verb, etc. 
· Content in each work card should be presented using the inductive 
method. 
· Any definition, concept, rules, uses, structure etc. should be presented 
with examples. 
· Present the content with examples at first and then definition, rules, 
structure, principles etc. 
The guide had suggested the valuable instructions, which are given 
here. 
· Keep one work card for one sub unit. 
· The content of the work card should be presented using simple and 
meaningful langauge. 
· There should be no inconsistency in presenting the content. 
· Avoid useless discussion that means not to write any meaningless 
information. 
· Each work card should be written with consistency and in a proper 
sequence of the content. 
· Avoid complicated language in writing the work card material. 
· To give various questions of evaluation. 
· The presentation of the questions should be in a simple and clearly 
indicated language. 
· The presentation of work card should be very attractive and systematic. 
Thus, the proper changes were made in writing the work card materials 
keeping the valuable suggestions given by the guide, experts and English 
teachers. 
3.6      Try-out (Piloting) of the work card material 
Before implementing any self-learning material, primary experiment or 
piloting or try-out of it is necessary. Piloting or try-out process indicates what 
the researcher has made mistakes in writing the self-learning material. 
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Through this process, the researcher can improve his programmes (self- 
learning materials). 
After writing the work card materials, the researcher selected thirty 
students for piloting or try-out. The thirty students having different 
achievement level (high and low achievers) were selected from standard 9th of 
Gujarati medium school. During the study of the work card materials, the 
researcher observed the students and noticed necessary points keeping the 
following aspects in mind. 
· Number of work cards completed by the students in one period. 
· The difficulties felt by the students in understanding or reading the work 
card. 
· The difficulty level of the content presented in a work card. 
· The difficult and complicated words written in a work card. 
· Difficulties and confusions felt by the students in understanding the 
instructions of questions of evaluation given in a work card. 
· Difficulties realized by the students in solving the questions given at the 
end of a work card. 
· Time period of tests and other difficulties felt by the students in solving 
the tests. 
After try-out of the work card materials, the researcher improved and 
made a few changes in it. These changes had been made after the discussion 
with the guide and experts. The researcher made the changes in the 
directions like (1) the time period for finishing the work card and work card 
material, (2) the mistakes found in the work card materials, (3) problems 
occurred during class room management. 
3.7 Final writing of the work card material 
 The researcher developed the final form of work card materials after 
piloting (try-out). He kept in mind the suggestions given by the guide, experts 
and English teachers during the writing of final form of self –learning 
materials. In the work-card material prepared on ‘Tenses’, there were 32 work 
cards. In the work card material prepared on ‘Active and Passive voice’, there 
were 32 work cards. In the work card material prepared on ‘Clauses’, there 
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were 32 work cards. The work card materials were typed and prepared 
through computer. The photocopy of each work card was prepared and 
given to each subject of the experiments conducted in the present study. 
 The researcher prepared a separate work card in each work card 
material. After giving this separate work card, the other work cards were given 
to the students. In this separate work-card, the instructions were given on how 
to learn the work card material. 
4.0 FINAL FORM OF CONSTRUCTED WORK-CARD MATERIAL 
 In the present study, the researcher constructed 32 work cards in the 
work card material prepared on ‘tenses’. He developed 32 work cards in the 
work card material prepared on ‘Active & Passive voice’. He also constructed 
32 work cards for the work card material prepared on ‘Clauses’. The 
specimen of work card was given in Figure 4.1. 
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Standard:_____ Subject:________ Unit:________ Work-card no:___ 
 
· Educational objectives (behavioural objectives) as the learning 
out- comes regarding the related sub-unit (units) 
 
 
· The presentation of the content of the sub-unit 
 
 
 
 
· Questions for evaluation of the content presented in the work 
card 
 
 
 
FIGURE 4.1 
SPECIMEN OF WORK-CARD 
 
The first section of each work card reflected the general information 
like subject, standard, unit and work card number. The second section of a 
work card included the educational objectives (behavioural objectives) as the 
learning out-comes in respect of the related sub-unit (units). In the third 
section, the content of the sub-unit (units) was presented very effectively. The 
third section was the core part of the work card. In the last section of a 
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workcard, the questions for evaluation were given. The answers of the 
questions were to be written in a separate answer sheet. 
The work card material prepared on ‘Tenses’ was given in appendix 1. 
The work card material constructed on ‘Active & Passive voice’ was given in 
appendix 2. The work card material prepared on ‘Clauses’ was given in 
appendix 3. 
5.0 GUIDING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF WORK-
CARD MATERIAL 
 The work card materials prepared in the present study are useful for 
students, teachers, principals and other researchers. Here the guiding 
instructions are given for the use of the work card materials. These 
instructions are very important when a teacher or a principal teaches English 
grammar units like Tenses, Active and Passive voice and Clauses through 
these self-learning materials. 
· Work card method is one type of self-learning techniques. Through this 
method, the student learns without the help of teacher, with his own 
speed and space. 
· To give the work card of instruction at first to the students and to tell 
them to read it carefully. 
· Work-cards should be given one by one after giving the work card of 
instructions. 
· Not to give more than three work cards to the student in one period. 
· The evaluation section of each work card is not the test but it just 
evaluates whether the students have understood the work card 
properly or not. 
· Answers of the questions provided in evaluation section of each work 
card are to be given in a separate answer sheet. To read the next work 
card only when the answer of the questions are correct. Students can 
ask to the teachers to check whether their answers are correct or not. 
· In case of difficult units, to tell the students for re-reading and if 
necessary, students can take the help of teacher or others. 
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· There are individual differences among the students. So it is not 
possible for all the learners to complete the given work cards in a  
            given  time. In this situation, provide more time to students to learn. 
· To inform the students to read the work card very carefully and deeply. 
· Teacher should take back the given work card material at the end of a 
period. Next day, in the beginning of a period, to provide the work card 
material to the students for self-learning. 
· Teacher should guide to the students if necessary during the learning 
of work card material. 
Thus, students can use the work card materials for learning the English 
grammar units like ‘Tenses’, ‘Active and Passive Voice’ and ‘Clauses’. 
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CHAPTER – 5 
CONSTRUCTION OF PROGRAMMED LEARNING 
MATERIAL 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION  
 The present study was aimed to examine the effectiveness of work 
card and programmed learning as a self-learning technique with reference to 
teaching of English grammar. For this purpose, the researcher conducted the 
four experiments on the students of the standard 9th. The three units of 
English grammar were taught to the students through the work card method, 
the programmed learning method and lecture method. The units of English 
grammar were ‘Tenses’, ‘Active & passive voice’, and ‘Clauses’. To examine 
the effectiveness of work card method and the programmed learning method 
on English grammar achievement, the researcher constructed the work card 
materials and the programmed learning materials. In this chapter, the 
researcher has given the detail about the procedure of the construction of the 
programmed learning material. 
2.0 PROGRAMMED LEARNING AS THE SELF-LEARNING 
TECHNIQUE 
 The programmed learning is one kind of self-learning technique. It is 
highly individualized instructional strategy for the modification of behaviour. In 
this method the student remains active and proceeds at his own pace and is 
provided with immediate knowledge of result. The programmed learning 
material is designed so as to discharge all the functions of a teacher. In this 
method the content is presented in a controlled manner and in logically 
related steps. This method gives the chance to the student to study by himself 
and assess his own performance by comparing with the given answer. 
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3.0 CONSTRUCTION OF PROGRAMMED LEARNING MATERIAL 
In the present study the researcher selected the three units of English 
grammar for the construction of the programmed learning materials. He 
developed the programmed learning material on Tenses, Active & Passive 
voice and Clauses. The researcher constructed 115 frames on Tenses, 112 
frames on Active & Passive voice and 112 frames on Clauses. In the 
beginning of each programmed learning material (each unit), the eight frames 
were developed. These eight frames of instructions were focused on how to 
read or how to study the programmed learning material. The researcher 
followed the steps given below for the construction of the programmed 
learning material. He also followed the steps given by Piter Pipe in writing the 
programmed learning material. 
1. Planning of the Programmed learning material 
· Selection of the topics 
· Content analysis of the units 
2. Identifying the objectives 
3. Specifying the objectives in behavioural terms 
4. Writing the Programmed learning material 
5. Views, comments and evaluation by experts 
6. Tryout of the Programmed learning material 
7. Final writing of the Programmed learning material 
3.1 Planning of the Programmed learning material 
 Under this title, the researcher followed the two steps; (1) selection of 
the topics (2) content analysis of the units. 
1. Selection of the topics 
 For the present study, the researcher selected the three units of 
English grammar. The units selected in the present study were Tenses, Active 
& Passive voice and Clauses. These units were selected because they were 
appeared difficult for the students. Moreover the researcher had required 
knowledge about these units.  He developed the programmed learning 
material on the three units of English grammar. He developed 112 frames on 
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‘Active & Passive Voice’ along with the eight frames of instructions. He also 
constructed 112 frames on ‘Clauses’ with the eight frames of instructions and 
the researcher developed 115 frames on ‘Tenses’ along with the eight frames 
of instructions. 
 Before the construction of the programmed learning material, the 
researcher had studied the textbook of standard 9th and the textbooks of other 
standards. He also studied English grammar books including the reference 
books on English and English language teaching. He read a few dissertations 
on programmed learning. The researcher had also referred the following 
reference books. 
1. Educational Technology (by Dr. R. A. Sharma) 
2. Strategies in Programmed Instruction (by S. P. Mullick) 
3. Abhikramit Adhyayan (by Gunvant Shah) 
4. Teaching Machines and programmed Instruction (By Fry & 
Edward) 
5. The Landmarks of Learning in Educational Psychology (by 
Gunvant B. Shah) 
6. Educational Psychology (by Charles E. Skinner) 
2. Content analysis of the units 
The researcher analysed the units selected for the present study. For 
the construction of the programmed learning materials on Tenses, Active & 
Passive voice and Clauses, these units (topics) were analysed and divided 
into sub-units. 
3.2 Identifying the Objectives 
 Under this title, the researcher identified the broad objectives means 
broad aims of the selected units of English grammar. They were generally 
stated in hypothetical dispositional states of the learner, like his knowing, 
understanding etc. For teaching of tenses, it was decided that the students 
should be able to know various kinds of Tenses with its meaning and 
examples. They should know the detail of the structures and functions of 
various kinds of Tenses. For teaching of Active and Passive voice, the 
students should be able to know about different structures of Active – Passive 
voice with its meaning and examples. For teaching of Clauses, the students 
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should be able to know the meaning of Clauses, kinds of Clauses, kinds of 
sentences, synthesis and transformation of sentences. 
3.3 Specifying the objectives in behavioural terms 
 In order to develop the Programmed learning materials on Tenses, 
Active & Passive voice and Clauses, the researcher had identified the broad 
objectives of these units.  
 At first the researcher had identified the entering behaviours. The 
entering behaviour is based on the students’ knowledge. Then, he specified 
the entering and the terminal behaviour. The prediction of what student will 
learn is called terminal behaviour. The objectives in behavioural terms or the 
terminal behaviour were the statements in terms of observable and 
measurable behaviour. These objectives formed the base for designing the 
teaching learning steps in programmed learning material. 
The list of the entering behaviours for the units Active & Passive voice, 
Tenses and Clauses is given below. 
The student might know about, 
· The subject, object, verb. 
· The use of preposition (by, at, with, to). 
· Auxiliary verbs (Primary & Modal). 
· The forms of verb. 
· Use of parts of speech. 
· Use of present and past participle. 
· Use of Articles. 
· Kinds of sentences. 
· Infinitive, degree and the determiners. 
· The structure of positive, negative, and interrogative sentences. 
· Use of personal pronouns. 
· Phrase, time phrase. 
· Moods, Number and person. 
· The connectives like who, that, which, why, when, where etc. 
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 The behavioural objectives or the terminal behaviour of the 
Programmed learning material prepared on ‘Tenses’ were formulated as 
follows. 
Students will be able to, 
· Define tenses with its kinds. 
· State kinds of present tense with its verb-forms. 
· State kinds of past tense with its verb forms. 
· Give kinds of future tense with its verb forms. 
· Describe various forms of verbs used in Tense. 
· State the uses of simple present tense. 
· Explain the structure and rules with examples of positive sentences of 
simple present tense. 
· Give the structure with examples of negative and interrogative 
sentences of simple present tense. 
· Make the construction with examples of imperative sentences. 
· Make exclamatory and optative sentences. 
· Explain the uses of present continuous tense and will make positive 
and negative structure of it. 
· Make the structure of interrogative sentences of present continuous 
tense stating the verbs not used in this tense. 
· Explain the uses of present perfect tense and make structure with 
examples of positive-negative sentences of it. 
· State the structure with examples of interrogative sentences of 
present perfect tense identifying the adverbs used in this tense. 
· Express the uses of present perfect continuous tense with the 
construction of positive – negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
· State the uses with examples of simple past tense. 
· Make the structure of positive – negative and interrogative sentences 
of simple past tense stating the time phrases used in it. 
· Express the uses of past continuous tense with the structure of 
positive negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
· Utter the rules occurred in past continuous tense. 
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· Express the uses of past perfect tense. 
· Construct positive-negative and interrogative sentences of past 
perfect tense stating the rules occurred in it. 
· Describe the uses of past perfect continuous tense. 
· Make the structure of positive – negative and interrogative sentences 
of past perfect continuous tense. 
· Express rules existed in past perfect continuous tense. 
· State the uses of simple future tense with specific role of ‘will’ and 
‘shall’. 
· Construct the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of 
simple future tense. 
· Narrate the uses of future continuous tense and construct positive- 
negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
· Describe the uses of future perfect tense and construct positive – 
negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
· State the uses of future perfect continuous tense and construct 
positive-negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
· Express more information about tense 
The behavioural objectives or the terminal behaviour of the 
Programmed learning material prepared on ‘Active & Passive Voice’ were 
formulated as follows. 
Students will be able to, 
· Define and state the kinds of ’voice’. 
· Give the meaning of Active & Passive voice. 
· Put the proper preposition before the agent in passive voice. 
· Put the changing forms of pronoun in place of subject and object. 
· Make the structure of passive voice of the sentences of Active voice 
which have two objects. 
· Put the proper Auxiliary verb in the structure of passive voice. 
· State the verb form used in the construction of passive voice of simple 
present tense. 
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· Make the active and passive construction of positive – negative and 
interrogative sentences of simple present tense. 
· Construct the sentences of active – passive voice of imperative 
sentences. 
· Make the active – passive construction of positive – negative and 
interrogative sentences of present continuous tense. 
· Translate positive – negative and interrogative sentences of present 
perfect tense into Active & Passive voice. 
· Translate the sentences of Infinitive into active – passive voice. 
· Make the active – passive construction of Modal Auxiliaries. 
· Translate the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of simple 
past tense into active and passive voice. 
· Transform positive – negative and interrogative sentences of past 
continuous tense into Active and passive voice. 
· Change the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of past 
perfect tense into the active – passive voice. 
· Translate the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of simple 
future tense in the form of active and passive voice. 
· Transform the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of future 
perfect tense into active and passive voice. 
· State the names of the verbs, which are not transformed into passive 
voice. 
· Make the sentences of passive voice in which the subject is not 
present. 
· Make the sentences of active and passive voice, which start with “It 
was time …”, “It is time …” and include “that clause”. 
The behavioural objectives or the terminal behaviour for the 
Programmed learning material prepared on ‘Clauses’ were formulated as 
follows. 
The student will be able to, 
· Define subject, predicate, object and state the kinds of object. 
· Define complement, finite verb and state kinds of complement. 
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· Give the meaning of clause with its kinds. 
· Identify simple and compound sentences and give their examples. 
· Identify the complex sentence and state kinds of sentence. 
· Identify the main clause and give more information about subordinate 
clause. 
· Give the examples of co-ordinate clause and discriminate phrase and 
clause. 
· State the types of subordinate clause with their examples. 
· Express the role of noun clause and classify the noun clause into its 
various kinds. 
· State the role of noun clause as the subject and object to a verb. 
· Express the role of noun clause as the object to preposition and 
participle. 
· Indicate the role of noun clause as an object to an Infinitive and case in 
apposition to a noun or pronoun. 
· Show the role of noun clause as complement to the verb and adjective. 
· State the examples with details of the adjective (relative) clause. 
· Express the specific uses of the adjective clause. 
· Frame some specific constructions of the adjective (relative) clause. 
· Convey the different roles of the adverb clause and classify it into its 
various kinds. 
· Make the construction with examples of adverb clause of time. 
· Show the structures with examples of adverb clause of place and 
purpose. 
· Describe the structures with their examples of adverb clause of 
comparison, adverb clause of degree and manner. 
· Express the structure of adverb clause of condition with its examples. 
·  State the construction of adverb clause of result or consequence with 
their examples. 
· Express some specific constructions of adverb clause of result. 
· Describe the structure of adverb clause of cause or reason. 
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· State the construction with examples of adverb clause of supposition or 
concession, contrast. 
· Give the meaning of synthesis. 
· Make synthesis of simple sentences using Infinitive, a noun or phrase 
in apposition, a participle, absolute (nominative) construction, an 
adverbial phrase and a preposition with noun or gerund. 
· Make synthesis of simple sentences into compound sentences. 
· Make synthesis of two or more simple sentences into a complex 
sentence. 
· Express the meaning and various ways of transformation of sentences.  
· Describe with examples the various methods of Transformation of 
sentences. 
· Transform simple, compound and complex sentences mutually. 
3.4 Writing the programmed learning material 
The researcher constructed the programmed learning material on the 
three units of English grammar. 112 frames were constructed on ‘Active & 
Passive voice’, 112 frames were developed on ‘Clauses’ and 115 frames 
were constructed on ‘Tenses’. 
In the present study, the researcher constructed the linear programmed 
learning material. Frames were constructed in a vertical pattern. Each frame 
contains independent and very small concept. Content of the frames was 
developed from easy to difficult. At the end of each frame, the objective type 
of question (e.g. fill in the gap) was given. The answer of the objective 
question was provided on the top of the next frame. 
The researcher has constructed the linear type of programmed learning 
material including different types of frames like (1) lead – in frames (2) 
Augmenting frames (3) Review frames (4) Generalizing frames (5) Specifying 
frames etc. In lead-in frames the explanation about the subject, verb, object 
predicate, infinitive parts of speech etc. was presented. In Augmenting 
frames, new information or concept was introduced. In these frames, the 
content on Active & Passive Voice, Tenses, and Clauses was presented. 
Review frames were introduced for the purpose of revision. Most of the 
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content of the programmed learning material was presented through the 
‘generalizing frames’. In generalizing frames, at first the examples were given, 
then, rules or principles or definitions were explained. Generalizing frames are 
written using the inductive method of teaching. Some content was also 
presented through the specifying frames in which rule or principle was 
presented at first, then the examples or situations were given. 
In the beginning of each programmed learning material, eight frames 
were constructed. These eight frames of instructions were developed on how 
to study the programmed learning material. 
Objective type of questions was arranged in frames, almost in each 
frame, ‘fill in blank’ type of question or ‘complete the sentence’ type of 
question was asked.  
3.5 Views, Comments and Evaluation by Experts 
 In the present study, the researcher constructed the programmed 
learning materials on the three units of English grammar. Experts and English 
teachers examined the prepared programmed learning material. The list of the 
experts and English teachers is given in appendix-16. 
 The experts and English teachers were requested to give the 
suggestions with reference to the following questions. 
1. Is any frame complicated? 
2. Is there unnecessary information in any frame? 
3. Is there lack of sequence in the presentation of the content? 
4. Are the frames written at the level of the students? 
5. Are the concepts / content points presented in the frames found 
faulty? 
6. Are there any grammatical mistakes? 
7. Is the writing of the frames faulty? 
 The experts and English teachers gave a few suggestions, which are 
mentioned here. 
· Frames should be written in a very meaningful and simple 
language. 
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· At the end of each frame, objective type of question should be 
asked. The question should be prepared in such a way that a 
student can give the answer after reading that particular frame. 
· Avoid the complexity in Language, which is used for writing the 
frames. 
· Frames should be written according to the level of the students. 
· Write the frames using the inductive method. That means 
generalizing frames should be written more in numbers. 
· Each frame should contain very small unit or just one point of 
content. 
· Simple and meaningful sentences should be used in writing the 
frames. 
· Content should be presented with the interesting examples. 
· There should be no inconsistency in presenting the content. 
The guide had suggested the valuable instructions, which were kept in 
mind during the writing of the programmed learning material. The suggestions 
given by the experts and English teachers were also noticed and the proper 
changes were made in writing the programmed learning material. 
3.6 Try-out (Piloting) of the programmed learning material 
 After writing the programmed learning material, the researcher selected 
thirty students for piloting or try-out. The thirty students having different 
achievement level (high and low achievers) were selected from the standard 
9th of Gujarati medium school. During the study of the programmed learning 
material, the researcher observed the students and noticed valuable points 
keeping the following aspects in mind. 
· Number of frames completed by the students in one period. 
· The difficulties realized by the students in understanding or reading 
the frames. 
· The difficulty level of the content presented in a frame. 
· The difficult and complicated words used in a frame. 
· Difficulties felt by the students in solving the questions given in each 
frame. 
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· Time period of tests and other difficulties felt by the students in 
solving the tests. 
After try-out of the programmed learning material, the researcher 
improved and made a few changes in it. These changes had been made after 
having the discussions with the guide, experts and English teachers. The 
researcher made the changes in the directions like (1) the time period for 
completing the frame and the programmed learning material, (2) the mistakes 
found in the programmed learning material, (3) problems occurred during the 
classroom management. 
3.7 Final writing of the programmed learning material 
 The researcher developed the final form of programmed learning 
material after piloting or try-out. He kept in mind the suggestions given by the 
guide, experts and English teachers during the writing of final form of self –
learning material. In the programmed learning material prepared on ‘Tenses’, 
there were 115 frames with 8 frames of instructions. In the programmed 
learning material prepared on Active & Passive voice, there were 112 frames 
along with the 8 frames of instructions. 112 frames were constructed on the 
unit ‘Clauses’ including 8 frames of instructions. The programmed learning 
material was prepared and typed through computer. The photocopy of each 
frame was prepared and given to each subject of the experiments conducted 
in the present study. 
 The researcher prepared 8 frames of instructions in each programmed 
learning material. These frames presented the instructions on how to study or 
read the programmed learning material. After giving these frames of 
instructions, the other frames were given to the students. 
4.0 FINAL FORM OF CONSTRUCTED PROGRAMMED LEARNING 
MATERIAL 
 In the present study, the researcher constructed 112 frames in the 
programmed learning material prepared on ‘Active & Passive voice’. He 
developed 115 frames in the programmed learning material prepared on 
‘Tenses’. He also constructed 112 frames in the programmed learning 
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material prepared on ‘Clauses’. In each programmed learning material eight 
frames of instructions were constructed. All the frames were prepared in the 
linear style. The frames of the programmed learning material were 
constructed in a vertical pattern. The specimen of linear type of programme is 
shown in the Figure 5.1. 
 
 
Question –1 
 
 Answer - 1 
 
Question –2 
 Answer - 2 
 
Question –3 
 Answer – 3 
 
Question –4 
Frame – 1  Frame – 2  Frame – 3  Frame – 4 
 
FIGURE 5.1 
Specimen of Linear Type of programme 
 
The subject matter was presented in small steps called frames. Each 
frame contains a bit of information and there was a blank. The answers for the 
blanks were provided on the top of the next frame. The students have to write 
his answers on a separate response sheet. They would then check their 
answers. If students’ answers are right, they will go to the next step (frame), 
otherwise they will do the step again. In this way, the student would complete 
the programme step by step. 
The programmed learning material prepared on ‘Tenses’ was given in 
appendix 4. The programmed learning material constructed on ‘Active & 
Passive voice’ was given in appendix 5. The programmed learning material 
prepared on ‘Clauses’ was given in appendix 6. 
5.0 GUIDING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF PROGRAMMED 
LEARNING MATERIAL 
 The programmed learning material prepared in the present study is 
very useful for students, teachers, principals and other researchers. Here the 
guiding instructions are given for the use of the programmed learning 
material. These instructions are very important when a teacher or a principal 
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teaches English units like Tenses, Active and Passive voice and Clauses 
through these self-learning materials. 
· Programmed learning is one type of self-learning method. Through 
this method, the student learns without the help of teacher and 
others. A student learns with his own speed and space. 
· To give the frames of instructions at first to the students and to tell 
them to read it carefully. 
· Frames should be given one by one after giving the frames of 
instructions. 
· Not to give more than 12 frames to the student in one period. 
· The question asked in a frame is not the test but it just evaluates 
whether the students have understood the frame or not. 
· Answers of the questions asked in frames are to be given in a 
separate answer sheet. To read the next frame only when the 
answer of the question is correct.  
· There are individual differences among the students. So it is not 
possible for all the learners to complete the given frames in a given 
time. In this situation, provide more time to students to learn. 
· To inform the students to study the frames very carefully. 
· Teacher should take back the given programmed learning material 
at the end of a period. Next day, in the beginning of a period, to 
provide the programmed learning material to the students for self 
learning. 
· If necessary, teacher should guide to the students during the 
learning of programmed learning material. 
6.0 PLANNING FOR THE TRADITIONAL METHOD 
 In the present study, the researcher prepared the lesson planning for 
teaching through the lecture method.  The researcher prepared the lesson 
planning of lecture method in detail for teaching of Tenses, Active & Passive 
voice and Clauses. He prepared the planning keeping the three aspects like 
(1) Objectives, (2) Teaching points and (3) The detail of the content. Here, the 
period wise planning is presented keeping only two aspects like (1) Objectives 
and (2) Teaching points. 
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(A) Lesson Planning for ‘Tenses’ 
 
 Period - 1   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· define Tenses with its kinds. 
· state kinds of present tense with its verb-forms. 
· state kinds of past tense with its verb forms. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Meaning and kinds of Tense 
· Kinds and verb forms of present tense 
· Kinds and verb forms of past tense 
Note : Teaching point of all the periods will be explained and discussed by 
giving various examples keeping the objectives in mind. 
 
Period - 2   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· give kinds of future tense with its verb forms. 
· describe various forms of verbs used in Tense. 
· state the uses of simple present tense. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Kinds and verb forms of future tense 
· Various forms of verb used in tense 
· Uses of simple present tense 
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Period – 3 
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· explain the structure and rules with examples of positive sentences 
of simple present tense. 
· give the structure with examples of negative and interrogative 
sentences of simple present tense. 
· make the construction with examples of imperative sentences. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Construction of positive sentences of simple present tense with its 
examples and rules 
· Negative and interrogative sentences of simple present tense with 
its construction and examples 
· Imperative sentences with construction and examples 
 
Period - 4   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· make exclamatory and optative sentences. 
· explain the uses of present continuous tense and will make positive 
and negative structure of it. 
· make the structure of interrogative sentences of present continuous 
tense stating the verbs not used in this tense. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Exclamatory and optative sentences 
· Uses of present continuous tense with its positive & negative 
construction 
· Interrogative construction of present continuous tense with verbs 
generally not used in this tense 
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Period - 5   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· explain the uses of present perfect tense and make structure with 
examples of positive-negative sentences of it. 
· state the structure with examples of interrogative sentences of 
present perfect tense identifying the adverbs used in this tense. 
· express the uses of present perfect continuous tense with the 
construction of positive – negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Uses of present perfect tense with its positive and negative 
construction 
· Interrogative construction of present perfect tense and the adverbs 
used in it. 
· Uses of present perfect continuous tense with its positive and 
negative construction 
· Construction of interrogative sentences of present perfect 
continuous tense 
 
Period - 6   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· state the uses with examples of simple past tense. 
· make the structure of positive – negative and interrogative 
sentences of simple past tense stating the time phrases used in it. 
· express the uses of past continuous tense with the structure of 
positive-negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Uses of simple past tense 
· Construction of assertive and interrogative sentences of past tense 
and time phrases used in it. 
· Uses of past continuous tense with its positive-negative and 
interrogative construction 
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Period - 7   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· utter the rules occurred in past continuous tense. 
· express the uses of past perfect tense. 
· construct positive-negative and interrogative sentences of past 
perfect tense stating the rules occurred in it. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· The rules occurred in past continuous tense 
· Uses of past perfect tense with its positive and negative 
construction  
· Interrogative construction of past perfect tense with its rules 
 
Period - 8   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· describe the uses of past perfect continuous tense. 
· make the structure of positive – negative and interrogative 
sentences of past perfect continuous tense. 
· express rules existed in past perfect continuous tense. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Uses of past perfect continuous tense with its positive-negative 
construction 
· Interrogative construction of past perfect continuous tense with its 
rules 
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Period - 9   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· state the uses of simple future tense with specific roles of ‘will’ and 
‘shall’. 
· construct the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of 
simple future tense. 
· narrate the uses of future continuous tense and construct positive-
negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Uses of simple future tense 
· Positive-negative and interrogative construction of simple future 
tense 
· Uses of future continuous tense with its positive-negative  and 
interrogative construction 
Period - 10   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· describe the uses of future perfect tense and construct positive – 
negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
· state the uses of future perfect continuous tense and construct 
positive-negative and interrogative sentences of it. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Uses of future perfect tense 
· Construction of assertive sentences of future perfect tense 
· Interrogative construction of future perfect tense and uses of future 
perfect continuous tense 
· Construction of assertive and interrogative sentences of future 
perfect continuous tense 
Period - 11   
ð Objective : 
Students will be able to, 
· express more information about tense. 
ð Teaching point : 
· More information about the tense 
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(B) Lesson Planning for ‘Active & Passive Voice’ 
 
 Period - 1   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· define and state the kinds of ’voice’. 
· give the meaning of Active & Passive voice. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Meaning and kinds of voice 
· Meaning of Active & passive voice 
Note : Teaching points of all the periods will be explained and discussed by 
giving various examples keeping the objectives in mind. 
 
Period - 2   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· put the proper preposition before the agent in passive voice. 
· put the changing forms of pronoun in place of subject and object. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Prepositions used before the agent in the passive (voice) 
construction 
· Changing forms of pronouns used in place of subject and object 
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Period - 3   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· make the structure of passive voice of the sentences of Active voice 
which have two objects. 
· put the proper Auxiliary verb in the structure of passive voice. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Passive construction of the sentences having two objects 
· Use of proper auxiliary verb in passive (voice) construction 
 
 
Period - 4   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· state the verb form used in the construction of passive voice of 
simple present tense. 
· make the active and passive construction of positive – negative and 
interrogative sentences of simple present tense. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Verb form used in the passive construction of simple present tense 
· Active – Passive construction of positive sentences of simple 
present tense 
· Active – Passive construction of negative sentences of simple 
present tense. 
· Active – Passive construction of interrogative sentences of simple 
present tense 
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Period - 5   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· construct the sentences of active-passive voice of imperative 
sentences. 
· make the active – passive construction of positive – negative and 
interrogatives sentences of present continuous tense. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Active – Passive construction of imperative sentences 
· Active – Passive construction of positive sentences of present 
continuous tense 
· Active – Passive construction of negative sentences of present 
continuous tense 
· Active – Passive construction of interrogative sentences of present 
continuous tense 
Period - 6   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· translate positive – negative and interrogative sentences of present 
perfect tense into Active & Passive voice. 
· translate the sentences of Infinitive into active – passive voice. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Active – Passive construction of positive sentences of present 
perfect tense 
· Active – Passive construction of negative sentences of present 
perfect tense 
· Active – Passive construction of interrogative sentences of present 
perfect tense 
· Active – Passive (voice) construction of ‘Infinitive’ 
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Period - 7   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· make the active – passive construction of Modal Auxiliaries. 
· translate the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of 
simple past tense into active and passive voice. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Active – Passive construction of ‘Modal Auxiliaries’ 
· Active – Passive construction of positive sentences of simple past 
tense 
· Active – Passive construction of negative sentences of simple past 
tense 
· Active – Passive construction of interrogative sentences of simple 
past tense 
 
Period - 8   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· transform positive – negative and interrogative sentences of past 
continuous tense into active and passive voice. 
· change the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of past 
perfect tense into the active – passive voice. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Active – Passive construction of positive, negative and interrogative 
sentences of past continuous tense 
· Active – Passive construction of positive, negative and interrogative 
sentences of past perfect tense 
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Period - 9   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· translate the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of 
simple future tense in the form of active-passive voice. 
· transform the positive – negative and interrogative sentences of 
future perfect tense into active and passive voice. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Active – Passive construction of positive, negative and interrogative 
sentences of simple future tense 
· Structure of Active – Passive voice of positive, negative and 
interrogative sentences of future perfect tense 
 
Period - 10   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· state the names of the verbs which are not transformed into passive 
voice. 
· make the sentences of passive voice in which the subject is not 
present. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Names of the verbs which are not transformed into passive voice 
· Sentences of passive voice in which the subject is not present 
 
Period - 11   
ð Objective : 
Students will be able to, 
· make the sentences of active and passive voice which start with “It 
was time …” , “It is time …” and includes “that clause”. 
ð Teaching point : 
· Sentences of active and passive voice which start with “It was 
time…” , “It is time …” and includes “that clause” 
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(C) Lesson Planning for ‘Clauses’ 
 
 Period - 1   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· define subject, predicate, object and state the kinds of object. 
· define complement, finite verb and state kinds of complement. 
· give the meaning of clause with its kinds. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Meaning of subject, predicate, object and kinds of object 
· Meaning and kinds of complement and finite verb 
· Meaning and kinds of clause 
Note : Teaching points of all the periods will be explained and discussed by 
giving various examples keeping the objectives in mind. 
 
Period - 2   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· identify simple and compound sentences and give their examples. 
· identify the complex sentence and state kinds of sentence. 
· identify the main clause and give more information about 
subordinate clause. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Simple and compound sentences 
· Complex sentence and kinds of sentence 
· Principal / main and subordinate clause 
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Period - 3   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· give the examples of co-ordinate clause and discriminate phrase 
and clause. 
· state the types of subordinate clause with their examples. 
· express the role of noun clause and classify the noun clause into its 
various kinds. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Co-ordinate clause and difference between phrase and clause 
· Kinds of subordinate clause with examples 
· Role and kinds of noun clause  
 
Period - 4   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· state the role of noun clause as the subject and object to a verb. 
· express the role of noun clause as the object to preposition and 
participle. 
· indicate the role of noun clause as an object to an Infinitive and 
case in apposition to a noun or pronoun. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Noun Clause as the subject and object to a verb 
· Noun clause as an object to a preposition and participle 
· Noun clause as an object to infinitive and case in apposition to a 
noun or pronoun 
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Period - 5   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· show the role of noun clause as complement to the verb and 
adjective. 
· state the examples with details of the adjective (relative) clause. 
· express the specific uses of the adjective clause. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Noun clause as a complement to a verb and the adjective 
· The adjective clause (Relative clause) 
· The adjective clause with its specific uses 
 
Period - 6   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· frame some specific constructions of the adjective (relative) clause. 
· convey the different roles of the adverb clause and classify it into its 
various kinds. 
· make the construction with examples of adverb clause of time. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· The adjective (relative) clause with its specific constructions 
· Role and various kinds of adverb clause 
· Structure and examples of adverb clause of time 
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Period - 7   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· show the structures with examples of adverb clause of place and 
purpose. 
· describe the structures with their examples of adverb clause of 
comparison, adverb clause of degree and manner. 
· express the structure of adverb clause of condition with its 
examples. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Structure and examples of adverb clause of place and purpose 
· Structure and examples of adverb clause of comparison, adverb 
clause of degree and manner 
· Construction and examples of adverb clause of condition 
 
Period - 8   
 
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· state the construction of adverb clause of reusult or consequence 
with their examples. 
· express some specific constructions of adverb clause of result. 
· describe the structure of adverb clause of cause or reason. 
 
ð Teaching points : 
· Structure and examples of adverb clause of result or consequence 
· Specific structures of adverb clause of result 
· Construction of adverb clause of cause or reason 
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Period - 9   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· state the construction with examples of adverb clause of 
supposition or concession, contrast. 
· give the meaning of synthesis. 
· make synthesis of simple sentences using Infinitive, a noun or 
phrase in apposition, a participle, absolute (nominative) 
construction, an adverbial phrase and a preposition with noun or 
gerund. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Structure and examples of adverb clause of supposition or 
concession, contrast 
· Meaning of synthesis 
· Synthesis of simple sentence through various ways 
 
Period - 10   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· make synthesis of simple sentences into compound sentences. 
· make synthesis of two or more simple sentences into a complex 
sentence. 
· express the meaning and various ways of transformation of 
sentences.  
ð Teaching points : 
· Synthesis of simple sentences into compound sentences 
· Synthesis of two or more simple sentences into one complex 
sentence 
· Meaning and various ways of transformation of sentences 
 
Period - 11   
ð Objectives : 
Students will be able to, 
· describe with examples the various methods of transformation of 
sentences. 
· transform simple, compound and complex sentences mutually. 
ð Teaching points : 
· Various specific ways of transformation of sentences 
· Transformation of simple, compound and complex sentences 
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CHAPTER – 6 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION  
 In this chapter, the researcher has presented the information and the 
analysis of the obtained data with the help of the statistical techniques. The 
chapter also includes interpretations of the analysed data on the basis of the 
objectives and hypotheses of the study. The chapter concludes with the 
discussion of the results. 
 This chapter has been divided into two sections. These sections are : 
(1) Presentation, analysis and interpretation of the data (2) Discussion of the 
results. 
2.0 PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF 
DATA 
The present study was aimed to examine the effectiveness of work 
card and programmed learning as a self-learning technique with reference to 
teaching of English Grammar. The subjects of the experiments were the 
students of the 9th standard. The study was an experimental research. The 
researcher selected the counter balanced design. There were three groups in 
each experiment. The three groups were taught the three different units. 
Teaching units selected in the study were, (1) Active and Passive voice (2) 
Tenses and (3) Clauses. The subjects of each experiment were treated 
through the work card method, the programmed learning method and the 
lecture method. The three methods were counter balanced to three groups in 
each experiment. Two experiments were conducted on the boys and another 
two experiments were conducted on the girls with reference to the 
achievement level and sex of the students. The following four experiments 
were conducted in the present study. 
Experiment –1 was conducted on the boys having high achievement level in 
English. 
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Experiment –2 was conducted on the boys having low achievement level in 
English. 
Experiment –3 was conducted on the girls having high achievement level in 
English. 
Experiment –4 was conducted on the girls having low achievement level in 
English. 
 In each experiment, the unit ‘Tenses’ was taught to all the three groups 
through three different methods during the first replication. The second unit 
‘Active and Passive voice’ was taught during the second replication, whereas 
the third unit ‘Clauses’ was taught during the third replication. During the 
second and the third replication, the methods were counter balanced to the 
three groups. After each replication, the teacher-made post-test was 
administered to all the three groups simultaneously. The researcher prepared 
the three unit tests. One test was prepared on ‘Tenses’. The second test was 
prepared on ‘Active and Passive voice’ and the third test was prepared on 
‘Clauses’. Each test was consisted of 40 marks. The time duration of the test 
was forty five minutes. 
 The detail of the treatments applied to the different groups, the total 
number of subjects in the experiment of the boys having high achievement 
level in English is given in Table 6.1 
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TABLE 6.1 
Treatment and group wise sample of the experiment conducted on the 
boys having high achievement level in English 
Treatments applied (Total number of 
students in each group) 
Replication 
Work Card 
Method 
Programmed 
learning 
method 
Lecture 
method 
Post tests 
1. Tenses Group – A 
(23) 
Group – B 
(24) 
Group – C 
(25) 
T2-1 
2. Active &  
    Passive  
    Voice 
Group – C 
(25) 
Group – A 
(23) 
Group – B 
(24) 
T2-2 
3. Clauses Group – B 
(24) 
Group – C 
(25) 
Group – A 
(23) 
T2-3 
Total 72 72 72  
 
Where,  
T2-1 = First Post – test (prepared on Tenses) 
T2-2 = Second post test (prepared on Active and Passive Voice) 
T2-3 = Third post – test (prepared on Clauses) 
 
Table 6.1 indicates that total number of subjects in the first experiment 
were 72 boys having high achievement level in English. Three groups were 
treated through three different methods. Numbers of subjects treated under 
work card method in group-A were 23, in group-c were 25 and in group-B 
were 24. Total numbers of subjects treated under work card method were 72. 
Numbers of subjects (students) treated under programmed learning method in 
group-B were 24, in group-A were 23 and in group-C were 25. Total numbers 
of subjects (students) under programmed learning method were 72. Numbers 
of subjects treated through lecture method in group-C were 25, in group-B 
were 24 and in group-A were 23. Total numbers of students treated under 
lecture method were 72. After teaching of each unit (at the end of each 
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replication) one post – test was administered to all the three groups. The first 
experiment was conducted on the boys having high achievement level in 
English. This experiment was carried out in Virani High School, Rajkot. 
Table 6.2 presents the detail of the treatments applied to the different 
groups, post-tests, and the total number of subjects in the experiment of the 
boys having low achievement level in English. 
 
TABLE 6.2 
Treatment and group wise sample of the experiment conducted on the 
boys having low achievement level in English 
Treatments applied  
(Total number of students in each group) 
Replication 
Work Card 
method 
Programmed 
learning 
method 
Lecture 
method 
Post tests 
1. Tenses Group – A 
(25) 
Group – B 
(24) 
Group – C 
(23) 
T2-1 
2. Active &  
   Passive  
   Voice 
Group – C 
(23) 
Group – A 
(25) 
Group – B 
(24) 
T2-2 
3. Clauses Group – B 
(24) 
Group – C 
(23) 
Group – A 
(25) 
T2-3 
Total 72 72 72  
 
Table 6.2 reveals that total numbers of subjects in the second 
experiment were 72 boys having low achievement level in English. Three 
groups were treated through three different methods. Numbers of subjects 
treated under work card method in group-A were 25, in group-c were 23 and 
in group-B were 24. Total numbers of subjects treated under work card 
method were 72. Numbers of subjects (students) treated under programmed 
learning method in group-B were 24, in group-A were 25 and in group-C were 
23. Total numbers of subjects (students) under programmed learning method 
were 72. Numbers of subjects treated through lecture method in group-C were 
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23, in group-B were 24 and in group-A were 25. Total numbers of students 
treated under lecture method were 72. After teaching of each unit (at the end 
of each replication) one post – test was administered to all the three groups. 
The second experiment was conducted on the boys having low achievement 
level in English. This experiment was carried out in Virani High School, 
Rajkot. 
Table 6.3 exhibits the detail of the treatments applied to the different 
groups, post-tests, and the total number of subjects in the experiment of the 
girls having high achievement level in English. 
TABLE 6.3 
Treatment and group wise sample of the experiment conducted on the 
girls having high achievement level in English 
Treatments applied  
(Total Number of Students in each group) 
Replication 
Work Card 
Method 
Programmed 
learning 
method 
Lecture 
method 
Post tests 
1. Tenses Group – A 
(26) 
Group – B 
(26) 
Group – C 
(24) 
T2-1 
2. Active &  
   Passive  
   Voice 
Group – C 
(24) 
Group – A 
(26) 
Group – B 
(26) 
T2-2 
3. Clauses Group – B 
(26) 
Group – C 
(24) 
Group – A 
(26) 
T2-3 
Total 76 76 76  
 
Table 6.3 reveals that total numbers of subjects in the third experiment 
were 76 girls having high achievement level in English. Three groups were 
treated through three different methods. Numbers of subjects treated under 
work card method in group-A were 26, in group-c were 24 and in group-B 
were 26. Total numbers of subjects treated under work card method were 76. 
Numbers of subjects treated under programmed learning method in group-B 
were 26, in group-A were 26 and in group-C were 24. Total numbers of 
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subjects under programmed learning method were 76. Numbers of subjects 
treated through lecture method in group-C were 24, in group-B were 26 and in 
group-A were 26. Total numbers of students treated under lecture method 
were 76. After teaching of each unit-one post – test was administered to all 
the three groups. The third experiment was conducted on the girls having high 
achievement level in English. This experiment was carried out in K. J. 
Kotecha Girls High School, Rajkot. 
The detail of the treatments applied to the different groups, post tests, 
the total number of subjects in the experiment of the girls having low 
achievement level in English is presented in Table 6.4. 
TABLE 6.4 
Treatment and group wise sample of the experiment conducted on the 
girls having low achievement level in English 
Treatments applied  
(Total number of students in each group) 
Replication 
Work Card 
Method 
Programmed 
learning 
method 
Lecture 
method 
Post tests 
1. Tenses Group – A 
(24) 
Group – B 
(24) 
Group – C 
(26) 
T2-1 
2. Active &  
   Passive  
   Voice 
Group – C 
(26) 
Group – A 
(24) 
Group – B 
(24) 
T2-2 
3. Clauses Group – B 
(24) 
Group – C 
(26) 
Group – A 
(24) 
T2-3 
Total 74 74 74  
 
Table 6.4 indicates that total number of subjects (students) in the fourth 
experiment were 74 girls having low achievement level in English. Three 
groups were treated through three different methods. Numbers of subjects 
treated through work card method in group-A were 24, in group-C were 26 
and in group-B were 24. Total numbers of subjects treated under work card 
method were 74. Numbers of subjects treated under programmed learning 
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method in group-B were 24, in group-A were 24 and in group-C were 26. Total 
numbers of subjects under programmed learning method were 74. Numbers 
of subjects treated through lecture method in group-C were 26, in group-B 
were 24 and in group-A were 24. Total numbers of students treated under 
lecture method were 74. After teaching of each unit, one post – test was 
administered to all the three groups. The fourth experiment was conducted on 
the girls having low achievement level in English. This experiment was carried 
out in K. J. Kotecha Girls High School, Rajkot. 
First two experiments were conducted on boys in Virani High school. 
Total numbers of boys were 144. Another two experiments were conducted 
on girls in K. J. Kotecha girls’ high school, Rajkot. Total numbers of girls were 
150. Thus total sample of 294 students was selected in the present study. 
The three different unit tests (post tests) were administered to the three 
different groups. The unit test was administered simultaneously to the 
different groups. The achievement scores of the students were recorded 
group wise and treatment wise in each experiment. The students’ 
achievement scores obtained on different unit tests was presented in 
Appendices. The obtained data was used to calculate mean, standard 
deviation and critical ratio. The data was analysed statistically through the 
SPSS programme in computer. 
2.1 Analysis and Interpretation of post tests scores of the 
boys having high achievement level in English 
Statistical analysis was done on the basis of the post-tests scores. To 
know the significant difference between the mean achievement scores of the 
three groups taught through three different methods, the value of t-test was 
calculated. 
Table 6.5 presents the detail of the teaching methods, Number of 
subjects, mean, standard deviation and t-value. 
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TABLE 6.5 
Analysis of the post tests scores of the boys having high achievement 
level in English 
Teaching 
Methods 
Number of 
Subjects 
Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
t-value 
1. Work card  
    method 
72 23.92 3.98 M1/M2 = 3.01** 
2. Programmed  
    learning  
    method 
72 21.36 5.99 M2/M3 = 2.98** 
3. Lecture  
    method 
72 18.68 4.72 M1/M3 = 7.19** 
 
** Significant at 0.01 level 
* Significant at 0.05 level 
 
Table 6.5 reveals that the t-value calculated for the mean differences of 
the work card method and the programmed learning method was 3.01. It was 
significant at 0.01 level. The t-value calculated for the mean differences of the 
programmed learning method and the lecture method was 2.98. It was 
significant at 0.01 level. The t-value calculated for the mean differences of the 
work card method and the lecture method was 7.19. It was significant at 0.01 
level. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the work card method and the programmed learning method 
was significant. The mean achievement scores of the students taught through 
the work card method was higher than the mean achievement scores of the 
students taught through the programmed learning method. This indicates that 
the work card method was more effective than the programmed learning 
method for the teaching of the boys having high achievement level in English. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the programmed learning method and the lecture method was 
significant. The mean achievement scores of the students taught through the 
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programmed learning method were higher than the mean achievement scores 
of the students taught through the lecture method. This indicates that the 
programmed learning method was more effective than the lecture method for 
the teaching of the boys having high achievement level in English. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the work card method and the lecture method was significant. 
The mean achievement scores of the students taught through the work card 
method was higher than the mean achievement scores of the students taught 
through the lecture method. This indicates that the work card method was 
more effective than the lecture method for the teaching of the boys having 
high achievement level in English. 
The means of the achievement scores gained through the work card 
method, the programmed learning method and the lecture method were 
23.92, 21.36 and 18.68 respectively. This shows that the work card method 
was found to be most effective of the three methods in teaching of the boys 
having high achievement level in English. The programmed learning was 
more effective than the lecture method but at the same time less effective 
than the work card method in teaching of the boys having high achievement 
level in English. 
2.2 Analysis and Interpretation of post tests scores of the 
boys having low achievement level in English 
Statistical analysis was done on the basis of the post-tests scores. To 
know the significant difference between the mean achievement scores of the 
three groups taught through three different methods, the value of t-test was 
calculated. 
Table 6.6 presents the detail of the teaching methods, number of 
subjects, mean, standard deviation and t-value. 
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TABLE 6.6 
Analysis of the post tests scores of the boys having low achievement 
level in English 
Teaching 
Methods 
Number of 
Subjects 
Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
t-value 
1. Work card  
    method 
72 19.92 4.14 M1/M2 = 3.55** 
2. Programmed  
    learning  
    method 
72 17.75 3.12 M2/M3 = 0.55 
3. Lecture  
    method 
72 17.39 4.61 M1/M3 = 3.46** 
 
** Significant at 0.01 level 
* Significant at 0.05 level 
 
Table 6.6 indicates that the t-value calculated for the mean differences 
of the work card method and the programmed learning method was 3.55. It 
was significant at 0.01 level. The t-value calculated for the mean differences 
of the programmed learning method and the lecture method was 0.55. It was 
not significant statistically. The t-value calculated for the mean differences of 
the work card method and the lecture method was 3.46. It was significant at 
0.01 level. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the work card method and the programmed learning method 
was significant. The mean achievement scores of the students taught through 
the work card method was higher than the mean achievement scores of the 
students taught through the programmed learning method. This indicates that 
the work card method was more effective than the programmed learning 
method for the teaching of the boys having low achievement level in English. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the programmed learning method and the lecture method was 
not statistically significant. This indicates that the programmed learning 
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method and the lecture method were equally effective for the teaching of the 
boys having low achievement level in English. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the work card method and the lecture method was significant. 
The mean achievement scores of the students taught through the work card 
method was higher than the mean achievement scores of the students taught 
through the lecture method. This indicates that the work card method was 
more effective than the lecture method for the teaching of the boys having low 
achievement level in English. 
The means of the achievement scores gained through the work card 
method, the programmed learning method and the lecture method were 
19.92, 17.75 and 17.39 respectively. This shows that the work card method 
was found to be most effective of the three methods in teaching of the boys 
having low achievement level in English. The programmed learning method 
and the lecture method were found to be equally effective in teaching of the 
boys having low achievement level in English. 
2.3 Analysis and Interpretation of post tests scores of the 
girls having high achievement level in English 
Statistical analysis was made on the basis of the post-tests scores. To 
know the significant difference between the mean achievement scores of the 
three groups taught through three different methods, the value of t-test was 
calculated. 
Table 6.7 presents the detail of the teaching methods, number of 
subjects, mean, standard deviation and t-value in respect of the girls having 
high achievement level in English. 
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TABLE 6.7 
Analysis of the post tests scores of the girls having high achievement 
level in English 
Teaching 
Methods 
Number of 
Subjects 
Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
t-value 
1. Work card  
    method 
76 24.51 4.55 M1/M2 = 5.21** 
2. Programmed  
    learning  
    method 
76 20.51 4.91 M2/M3 = 4. 83** 
3. Lecture  
    method 
76 17.37 2.85 M1/M3 = 11.61** 
 
** Significant at 0.01 level 
 
Table 6.7 reveals that the t-value calculated for the mean differences of 
the work card method and the programmed learning method was 5.21. It was 
significant at 0.01 level. The t-value calculated for the mean differences of the 
programmed learning method and the lecture method was 4.83. It was 
significant at 0.01 level. The t-value calculated for the mean differences of the 
work card method and the lecture method was 11.61. It was significant at 0.01 
level. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the work card method and the programmed learning method 
was significant. The mean achievement scores of the students taught through 
the work card method was higher than the mean achievement scores of the 
students taught through the programmed learning method. This indicates that 
the work card method was more effective than the programmed learning 
method for the teaching of the girls having high achievement level in English. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the programmed learning method and the lecture method was 
significant. The mean achievement scores of the students taught through the 
programmed learning method was higher than the mean achievement scores 
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of the students taught through the lecture method. This indicates that the 
programmed learning method was more effective than the lecture method for 
teaching of the girls having high achievement level in English. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the work card method and the lecture method was significant. 
The mean achievement scores of the students taught through the work card 
method was higher than the mean achievement scores of the students taught 
through the lecture method. This indicates that the work card method was 
more effective than the lecture method for the teaching of the girls having high 
achievement level in English. 
The mean achievement scores gained through the work card method, 
the programmed learning method and the lecture method were 24.51, 20.51 
and 17.37 respectively. This shows that the work card method was found to 
be most effective of the three methods in teaching of the girls having high 
achievement level in English. The programmed learning method was more 
effective than the lecture method but at the same time less effective than the 
work card method in teaching of the girls having high achievement level in 
English. 
2.4 Analysis and Interpretation of post tests scores of the 
girls having low achievement level in English 
Statistical analysis was done on the basis of the posttests scores. To 
know the significant difference between the mean achievements scores of the 
three groups taught through three different methods, the t-value was 
calculated. 
Table 6.8 presents the detail of the teaching methods, number of 
subjects, mean, standard deviation and t-value in respect of the girls having 
low achievement level in English. 
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TABLE 6.8 
Analysis of the post tests scores of the girls having low achievement 
level in English 
Teaching 
Methods 
Number of 
Subjects 
Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
t-value 
1. Work card  
    method 
74 19.64 3.41 M1/M2 = 3.96** 
2. Programmed  
    learning  
    method 
74 17.26 3.87 M2/M3 = 1.98* 
3. Lecture  
    method 
74 16.15 2.87 M1/M3 = 6.73** 
 
** Significant at 0.01 level 
* Significant at 0.05 level 
 
Table 6.8 reveals that the t-value calculated for the mean differences of 
the work card method and the programmed learning method was 3.96. It was 
significant at 0.01 level. The t-value calculated for the mean differences of the 
programmed learning method and the lecture method was 1.98. It was 
significant at 0.05 level. The t-value calculated for the mean differences of the 
work card method and the lecture method was 6.73. It was significant at 0.01 
level. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the work card method and the programmed learning method 
was significant. The mean achievement scores of the students taught through 
the work card method was higher than the mean achievement scores of the 
students taught through the programmed learning method. This indicates that 
the work card method was more effective than the programmed learning 
method for the teaching of the girls having low achievement level in English. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the programmed learning method and the lecture method was 
significant. The mean achievement scores of the students taught through the 
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programmed learning method were higher than the mean achievement scores 
of the students taught through the lecture method. This indicates that the 
programmed learning method was more effective than the lecture method for 
the teaching of the girls having low achievement level in English. 
The difference between the mean achievement scores of the groups 
taught through the work card method and the lecture method was significant. 
The mean achievement scores of the students taught through the work card 
method was higher than the mean achievement scores of the students taught 
through the lecture method. This indicates that the work card method was 
more effective than the lecture method for the teaching of the boys having low 
achievement level in English. 
The mean achievement scores gained through the work card method, 
the programmed learning method and the lecture method were 19.64, 17.26 
and 16.15 respectively. This shows that the work card method was found to 
be most effective of the three methods in teaching of the girls having low 
achievement level in English. The programmed learning method was more 
effective than the lecture method but at the same time less effective than the 
work card method in teaching of the girls having low achievement level in 
English. 
3.0 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS  
 The results of the four experiments were obtained in the present study. 
The results of the experiments are discussed here in respect of the 
achievement level and sex of the students. 
 Table 6.9 presents the number of experiments, subjects and the 
obtained results. 
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TABLE 6.9 
Results of the various experiments conducted in the present study 
Experiment No. Subjects Obtained Results 
Experiment-1 The boys having high 
achievement level in 
English 
· The work card 
method was found 
more effective than 
the programmed 
learning method 
and the lecture 
method. 
· The programmed 
learning method 
was found more 
effective than the 
lecture method but 
less effective than 
the work card 
method. 
Experiment-2 The boys having low 
achievement level in 
English 
· The work card 
method was found 
more effective than 
the programmed 
learning method 
and the lecture 
method. 
· The programmed 
learning method 
and the lecture 
method were found 
to be equally 
effective. 
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(Table 6.9 Continue) 
Experiment-3 The girls having high 
achievement level in 
English 
· The work card 
method was found 
more effective than 
the programmed 
learning method 
and the lecture 
method. 
· The programmed 
learning method 
was found more 
effective than the 
lecture method but 
less effective than 
the work card 
method. 
Experiment-4 The girls having low 
achievement level in 
English 
· The work card 
method was found 
more effective than 
the programmed 
learning method 
and the lecture 
method. 
· The programmed 
learning method 
was found more 
effective than the 
lecture method but 
less effective than 
the work card 
method. 
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Table 6.9 reveals the results of the four experiments conducted in the 
present study. 
The work card method was found to be more effective than the 
programmed learning method and the lecture method in teaching of English 
grammar for the boys and girls having high achievement level in English. 
Whereas the programmed learning method was found to be more effective 
than the lecture method but at the same time less effective than the work card 
method in teaching of English grammar for the boys and the girls having high 
achievement level in English. 
The work card method was found to be more effective than the 
programmed learning method and the lecture method in teaching of English 
grammar for the boys and girls having low achievement level in English. The 
programmed learning method was found to be more effective than the lecture 
method in teaching of English Grammar for the girls having low achievement 
level in English but at the same time less effective than the work card method 
in teaching of English grammar for the girls having low achievement level in 
English. 
The programmed learning method and the lecture method were found 
to be equally effective in teaching of English Grammar for the boys having low 
achievement level in English. 
The work card method was found to be more effective than the 
programmed learning method and the lecture method for the students (Boys 
and Girls) having high as well as low achievement level in English. 
The programmed learning method was found to be more effective than 
the lecture method for the boys having high achievement level in English and 
for the girls having high as well as low achievement level in English. 
On the basis of the results obtained in the present study, it can be said 
that the students’ achievement level and sex create the effect on the relation 
between the teaching methods and the English Grammar achievement. 
This indicates that achievement level and sex of the students should be 
kept in mind when the students are taught for the teaching of English 
grammar through the work card method, the programmed learning method 
and the lecture method. 
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CHAPTER – 7 
SUMMARY, RESULTS, IMPLICATIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION  
 In this chapter, the researcher has tried to present the summary of the 
research work carried out by him. Brief discussion of the results obtained 
through the study is also given. The researcher has tried to throw the light 
over a few recommendations for further researches in the area of present 
study. Educational implications of the present study are also given in this 
chapter. 
2.0 SUMMARY 
 The present study was aimed to examine the effectiveness of work 
card and programmed learning as a self learning technique with reference to 
teaching of English Grammar. The researcher has developed the work card 
material and the programmed learning material on the three units of English 
Grammar. The units selected in the study were ‘Tenses’, ‘Active & Passive 
Voice’ and ‘Clauses’. Using the counter balanced design, the four 
experiments were conducted on the subjects of the standard 9th of the 
Gujarati medium schools. The subjects were treated through the work card 
method, the programmed learning method and the lecture method. The 
experiments were conducted in respect of the achievement level and sex of 
the students. After teaching of each unit, one post test was administered 
simultaneously to all the three groups of the experiment. In each experiment, 
students’ achievement scores on three post-tests were obtained and analysed 
for drawing out the conclusions. The t-test was calculated for testing the 
hypotheses formulated in the present study. 
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3.0 HYPOTHESES TESTING 
 The researcher has formulated the four null hypotheses in the 
beginning of the study. The presentation of the results in form of hypotheses 
testing is given here. 
3.1 First null hypothesis 
 There will be no significant difference in the mean scores of English 
grammar achievement of the high achieving boys taught through work card 
method, programmed learning method and lecture method. 
 In reply to this hypothesis the t-values were obtained. The t-value for 
the two groups taught through the work card method and the programmed 
learning method was 3.01, which was significant at 0.01 level. The t-value for 
the two groups taught through the programmed learning method and the 
lecture method was 2.98, which was significant at 0.01 level, The t-value for 
the two groups taught through the work card method and the lecture method 
was 7.19, which was significant at 0.01 level. 
 This indicates that the significant difference was found between the 
mean achievement scores of the high achieving boys taught through the work 
card method and the programmed learning method. The significant difference 
was found between the mean achievement scores of the high achieving boys 
taught through the programmed learning method and the lecture method. The 
significant difference was also found between the mean achievement scores 
of the high achieving boys taught through the work card method and the 
lecture method. This led the researcher to reject the first null hypothesis. 
3.2 Second null hypothesis 
 There will be no significant difference in the mean scores of English 
grammar achievement of the low achieving boys taught through work card 
method, programmed learning method and lecture method. 
 In reply to this hypothesis the t-values were obtained. The t-value for 
the two groups taught through the work card method and the programmed 
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learning method was 3.55, which was significant at 0.01 level. The t-value for 
the two groups taught through the programmed learning method and the 
lecture method was 0.55, which was not significant at 0.05 level. The t-value 
for the two groups taught through the work card method and the lecture 
method was 3.46, which was significant at 0.01 level. 
 This indicates that the significant difference was found between the 
mean achievement scores of the low achieving boys taught through the work 
card method and the programmed learning method. The significant difference 
was found between the mean achievement scores of the low achieving boys 
taught through the work card method and the lecture method. But the 
significant difference was not found between the mean achievement scores of 
the low achieving boys taught through the programmed learning method and 
the lecture method. 
In this respect, the null hypothesis was rejected for the low achieving 
boys (for two groups) taught through the work card method and the 
programmed learning method. The null hypothesis was also rejected for the 
low achieving boys (for two groups) taught through the work card method and 
the lecture method. But the null hypothesis was accepted for the low 
achieving boys (two groups) taught through the programmed learning method 
and the lecture method. 
3.3 Third null hypothesis 
There will be no significant difference in the mean scores of English 
grammar achievement of the high achieving girls taught through work card 
method, programmed learning method and lecture method. 
In reply to this hypothesis the t-values were obtained. The t-value for 
the two groups taught through the work card method and the programmed 
learning method was 5.21, which was significant at 0.01 level. The t-value for 
the two groups taught through the programmed learning method and the 
lecture method was 4.83, which was significant at 0.01 level. The  t-value for 
the two groups taught through the work card method and the lecture method 
was 11.61, which was significant at 0.01 level. 
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This indicates that the significant difference was found between the 
mean achievement scores of the high achieving girls taught through the work 
card method and the programmed learning method. The significant difference 
was found between the mean achievement scores of the high achieving girls 
taught through the programmed learning method and the lecture method. The 
significant difference was also found between the mean achievement scores 
of the high achieving girls taught through the work card method and the 
lecture method. This led the researcher to reject the third null hypothesis. 
3.4 Fourth null Hypothesis 
There will be no significant difference in the mean scores of English 
grammar achievement of the low achieving girls taught through work card 
method, programmed learning method and lecture method. 
In reply to this hypothesis the t-values were obtained. The t-value for 
the two groups taught through the work card method and the programmed 
learning method was 3.96, which was significant at 0.01 level. The t-value for 
the two groups taught through the programmed learning method and the 
lecture method was 1.98, which was significant at 0.05 level. The  t-value for 
the two groups taught through the work card method and the lecture method 
was 6.73, which was significant at 0.01 level. 
This indicates that the significant difference was found between the 
mean achievement scores of the low achieving girls taught through the work 
card method and the programmed learning method. The significant difference 
was found between the mean achievement scores of the low achieving girls 
taught through the programmed learning method and the lecture method. The 
significant difference was also found between the mean achievement scores 
of the low achieving girls taught through the work card method and the lecture 
method. In this respect, the fourth null hypothesis was rejected. 
4.0 RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
The present study was carried out to examine the effectiveness of work 
card and programmed learning as a self learning technique with reference to 
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teaching of English grammar. The results are presented here regarding the 
four experiments conducted in the study. 
1. In teaching of English Grammar, the work card method was more 
effective than the programmed learning method and the lecture 
method for the boys having high achievement level in English. The 
programmed learning method was more effective than the lecture 
method for the boys having high achievement level in English. The 
result of the first experiment can be presented in the following way. 
Work card > Programmed  >  Lecture 
method   learning  method  method 
2. In teaching of English Grammar, the work card method was more 
effective than the programmed learning method and the lecture 
method for the boys having low achievement level in English. 
Whereas the programmed learning method and the lecture method 
were equally effective for the boys having low achievement level in 
English. The result of the second experiment can be presented in 
the following way. 
Work card > Programmed  =  Lecture 
method   learning  method  method 
 
3. In teaching of English Grammar, the work card method was more 
effective than the programmed learning method and the lecture 
method for the girls having high achievement level in English. The 
programmed learning method was more effective than the lecture 
method. The result of the third experiment can be presented in the 
following way also. 
Work card > Programmed  >  Lecture 
method   learning  method  method 
4. In teaching of English Grammar, the work card method was more 
effective than the programmed learning method and the lecture 
method for the girls having low achievement level on English. The 
programmed learning method was more effective than the lecture 
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method. The result of the fourth experiment can be presented in the 
following way also. 
The work card > The programmed  > The lecture 
method   learning  method  method 
 The result of the study indicates that in teaching of English grammar, 
the work card method was more effective than the programmed learning 
method and the lecture method in all the four experiments conducted on (1) 
the boys having high achievement level in English (2) the boys having low 
achievement level in English (3) the girls having high achievement level in 
English (4) the girls having low achievement level in English. The 
programmed learning method was more effective than the lecture method in 
the three experiments conducted on (1) the boys having high achievement 
level in English (2) the girls having high achievement level in English (3) the 
girls having low achievement level in English. But the programmed learning 
method and the lecture method were remained equally effective in the 
experiment conducted on the boys having low achievement level in English. 
5.0 ADDITIONAL OUTPUTS (PRODUCTS) OF THE STUDY 
Along with the results of the study, there can be other outputs or 
products of the research study. The additional outputs of the present study 
are presented here very briefly. 
5.1 Work card materials 
In the present study, the researcher developed the work card materials 
on (1) Tenses (2) Active & Passive voice (3) Clauses. He constructed 32 work 
cards on Tenses, 32 work cards on Active and Passive voice and 32 work 
cards on Clauses. The English grammar units like Tenses, Active & Passive 
voice and Clauses can be taught with the help of these work card materials. 
These self-learning materials can be the valuable outputs (Products) of the 
study. 
5.2 Programmed learning materials 
In the present study, the researcher developed the programmed 
learning materials on (1) Tenses (2) Active & Passive voice (3) Clauses. He 
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constructed 115 Frames on Tenses, 112 Frames on Active and Passive voice 
and 112 frames on Clauses. The English grammar units like Tenses, Active & 
Passive voice and Clauses can be taught through these programmed learning 
materials. The programmed learning material prepared in the study can be the 
outputs or products of the present research study. 
5.3 Tools (unit tests) 
The researcher developed the teacher made post tests to collect the 
data. He constructed the three tests prepared on the three units of English 
grammar. One test was constructed on ‘Tenses’.  The second test was 
constructed on ‘Active & Passive voice.’ The third test was constructed on 
‘Clauses’. With the help of these tests, English grammar achievement of 
Tenses, Active & Passive voice and Clauses can be measured. These unit 
tests as research tools can be the out puts (Products) of the present study.  
6.0 REVIEW OF THE OBTAINED RESULTS 
The communicative approach proved to be more effective than the 
conventional approach in the studies of Scotish Education Department (1972), 
Long & Porter (1984), Spada (1986) and White (1989). In one study of Berns 
(1985) the communicative approach is not the only solution to the pedagogic 
problems. In two studies on Nunan (1987) and Speth & Brown (1988) 
conducted under group method techniques, the communicative approach 
proved to be more useful than the structural approach. 
In the study conducted by Aziz (1984) on grammar translation and 
structural approaches, no association was found out between students’ 
performance and intelligibility. Bilingual approach proved to be more effective 
than the conventional approach in the study conducted by Dodson (1967). 
Studies conducted by Gale (1958) and by john and William Russel (1962), the 
Film method was compared with the traditional way of teaching and T.V. 
lessons were compared with the traditional method and they were found 
equally effective. The Linear programmes were found more effective than the 
Branching Programmes in the study conducted by Bin Donald (1962). 
The work card method proved to be more effective in the studies 
conducted by Bhanubhai (1993), Rajbala (1999), Ramesh (2001) and Dipak 
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(2002). Whereas the work card method and the traditional method were found 
equally effective in the studies conducted by Ilakumari (1997), Vikram (2001) 
and Alka (2002). Programmed learning method and the work card method 
were found to be equally effective in the study conducted by Mala (1996). The 
work card method and the traditional method were found to be equally 
effective on boys whereas work card method was found more effective than 
the traditional method on girls in the studies conducted by Kirti (1998) and 
Trupti (1999). The lecture method was found more effective than the 
computer assisted learning and the work card method, whereas the computer 
assisted learning and the work card method were found to be equally effective 
in the study conducted by Parul (2005). 
Moreover programmed learning method was found effective in the 
studies conducted by Mansukhlal (1975), Narendra Patel (1980), Dinesh 
(1986), Kalpana Jani (1988), Vijay (1990). Programmed learning method and 
the traditional method were found to be equally effective in the studies 
conducted by Arun (1974), Hemangini (1982) and Dimpal (1999). 
Mathematical games were found to be more effective than the programmed 
learning method and self-learning method in the study conducted by 
Pravinchandra (1992). Linear programmed learning method was found more 
effective than the Branching programmed learning in the study conducted by 
Raydhanbhai (1995). 
According to the results of the present study as discussed earlier : 
(1) In teaching of English grammar, the work-card method proved to be 
more effective than the programmed learning method and the lecture method 
in all the four experiments conducted on the students (Boys and Girls) having 
high achievement level in English and the Students (Boys & Girls) having low 
achievement level in English. The programmed learning method proved to be 
more effective than the lecture method in the three experiments conducted on 
the students (boys & girls) having high achievement level in English and the 
girls having low achievement level in English. Whereas the programmed 
learning method and the lecture method were found equally effective in the 
experiment conducted on the boys having low achievement level in English. 
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7.0 IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The result of the present study indicates that in teaching of English 
grammar, the work card method was more effective than the programmed 
learning method and the lecture method for (1) the boys having high 
achievement level in English (2) the girls having high achievement level in 
English (3) the boys having low achievement level in English and (4) the girls 
having low achievement level in English. The programmed learning method 
was more effective than the lecture method for (1) the boys having high 
achievement level in English (2) the girls having high achievement level in 
English (3) the girls having low achievement level in English. But the 
programmed learning method and the lecture method were remained equally 
effective for the boys having low achievement level in English. 
On the basis of the results of the experiments conducted in the present 
study, it can be said that.... 
· Students should be taught through the work card method (work 
card material) and the programmed learning method 
(programmed learning material) for the teaching of English 
grammar units like Tenses, Active & Passive voice and Clauses. 
· In the absence of a class-room teacher, the principal should 
continue the class room teaching for the units of English 
grammar through the work card material and the programmed 
learning material. 
· Any student, without the help of teacher, can learn the difficult 
units of English like Tenses, Active & Passive Voice and 
Clauses. 
· The work card material and the programmed learning material 
should be prepared on the difficult and complex units of English 
Grammar and should be used in class-room teaching. 
· The constructed self-learning materials can be useful for the 
researchers. 
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES 
At the end of the research study, the researcher has suggested a few 
recommendations for further studies. These recommendations have been 
suggested after finding the research space in the area of research.  
 Following are some recommendations for further researches in the 
area of the present study. 
(1) In the present study the work card material and the programmed 
learning material were constructed on the three units of English 
grammar. The work card material and the programmed learning 
material can be developed on the other units of English grammar 
like Modal Auxiliaries, Prepositions, Conjunctions, etc. 
(2) Work-card method and programmed learning method can be 
compared with the other methods and approaches like co-operative 
language learning, structural approach, communicative approach, 
conventional approach, computer aided learning, computer assisted 
learning etc. 
(3) Teacher’s opinionaire can be developed on the use of the work card 
method and the programmed learning method. 
(4) English attitude scale can be developed and administered on the 
students after teaching through the work card material and the 
programmed learning material, to know the students’ attitudes 
towards the subject of English. 
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JS"SF0" ;FlCtI
lJQFI o V\U|[Ò WMZ6 o V[SD o TENSES
   DFU"NX"S     5|IF[HS
0F[P 0LPV[P pRF8 ZD[X ALP ;BLIF
M.Sc., M.Ed., Ph.D. M.A. (Eng.), M.Ed. (Uni. first)
5|FwIF5S VG[ VwI1F
lX1F6XF:+ EJG ;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8L ZFHSF[8
lJnFYL" lD+4
lX1FSGL DNN JUZ HFT[ XLBJFGL lJlJW ZLT K[P T[DF\GL VF V[S ZLT K[4 cJS"SF0" ;FlCtIc YL E6J]P
JS"SF0" ;FlCtIYL TD[ VgI SF[. 5Z VFWFZ ZFbIF JUZ E6L XSXMP TF[ RF,F[ VF56[ V\U|[Ò lJQFIGF
'TENSES' V[SDG[ VF ZLTYL E6LV[P JS"SF0" ;FlCtIYL VF V[SD E6JFGL TDG[ DHF 50X[P CJ[4 VF
VeIF; NZdIFG TDFZ[ X]\ X]\ SZJFG]\ K[ T[ AFATG[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DÒ ,MP
(1) 'TENSES' V[ V[SDG[ S], #Z JS"SF0"DF\ lJEFlHT SZ[, K[P TDG[ S|DXo V[S 5KL V[S JS"SF0"
VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P JS"SF0"gFM TDFZ[ XF\lTYL VeIF; SZJFGF[ K[P V[S JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SIF" 5KL H TDG[
ALH] JS"SF0" VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P
(2) NZ[S JS"SF0"GL X~VFTDF\ V[ JS"SF0"DF\YL X]\ XLBXM T[ H6FjI]\ K[P tIFZAFN  V[ JS"SF0"DF\YL XLBJFGL
AFATF[ ;DHFJ[, K[P NZ[S JS"SF0"DF\ XLBJFGL AFAT ;DHFjIF 5KL TDFZ[ DF8[ :JD}<IF\SGGF\ 5|` GF[
VF5[,F K[P
(3) NZ[S JS"SF0"G[ TDFZ[ DF+ JF\RJFG]\ GYL4 5Z\T] SF/Ò5}J"S T[GF[ VeIF; SZJFGF[ K[P H[YL JS"SF0"DF\ ZC[,L
lJUTG[ TD[ AZFAZ ;DÒ XSMP
(4) JS"SF0"GL GLR[ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA TDFZ[ HFT[ H VF5JFGF CF[I K[P T[D KTF HJFA DF8[ SF[. lJUT
;DHJL H~ZL H6FI TF[ OZLJFZ TD[ H[ T[ JS"SF0"GF[ VeIF; SZL XSM KMP
(5) JS"SF0"DF\ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF\ HJFA TDFZ[ T[ H JS"SF0"DF\ VF5JFGF GYLP 5Z\gT]4 VF 5|` GF[GF\ HJFA TDFZ[
V,U pTZ5+DF\ VF5JFGF\ K[P
(6) HJFA VF%IF 5KL TD[ V[ GF[\W SZM S[ TDG[ SIF D]NFVF[GF\ HJFA VF5JFDF\ D]xS[,L 50[ K[P SF[. D]NF[
;DHJFDF\ V3ZF[ ,FU[ TF[ T[GL V,U GF[\W SZMP VF D]NFG]\ OZLJFZ XF\lTYL VwIIG SZMP H~Z H6FI
TF[ TD[ lX1FSGL DNN 56 ,. XSM KMP
F NF[:T4 XLBJFG]\ X~ SZTF 5C[,F GLR[GL A[ AFATF[ TDFZ[ :JLSFZL ,[JL B}A H H~ZL K[P
* DFZ[ VF V[SD XLBJF[ H~ZL K[P
* SF[.56 EF[U[ C]\ VF V[SD XLBLX HP
HFT[ XLBJFGF[ VFG\N ,[JF[ K[ G[ m TF[ RF,M CJ[ D\0F[ HFT[ DC[GT SZJFP
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  WF[Z6 o 9 lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 1
JFSIGF\ lS|IF5NGF :J~5 5ZYL H[
T[ JFSIGF[ SF/  (tense) VG[
T[GF[ 5|SFZ GSSL YFI K[P
1.0   SF/ (Tense) GF[ VY" VG[ T[GF 5|SFZ o
SF/ (Tense) VG[ T[GF 5|SFZG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[ VF5[,F JFSIF[GF[ wIFGYL
VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) I write a letter to you.
(2) I wrote a letter to you.
(3) I shall write a letter to you.
p5Z VF5[,F +6[I JFSIF[GF[ VeIF; SZJFYL VF56[ GLR[GL AFATF[ TFZJL XSLX]\P
* 5|YD JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'write' VF5[, K[P VF lS|IF5N V[ JT"DFG ;DIGF[ p<,[B SZ[ K[P
* ALHF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'wrote' GF[ p<,[B K[P VF lS|IF5N V[ E}TSF/GF ;DIGF[ p<,[B
SZ[ K[P
* +LHF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'shall write' VF5[, K[P VF lS|IF5N ElJQIGF ;DIGF[ p<,[B
SZ[ K[P
* p5ZGF +6[I JFSIF[DF\ H]NF H]NF :J~5F[JF/F lS|IF5NM K[P lS|IF5NGF VF H]NF H]NF :J~5F[ V[
JT"DFG4 E}TSF/  VG[ ElJQISF/ GF ;DIGF[ p<,[B SZ[ K[P
* VFD 4 p5ZGF +6[I JFSIMGF\ lS|IF5NGF :J~5 5ZYL SCL XSFI S[PPP
(1) 5|YD JFSI V[ JT"DFGSF/ G]\ K[P
(2) ALH] JFSI V[ E}TSF/ G]\ K[P
(3) +LH] JFSI V[ ElJQISF/ G]\ K[P
F VF 5ZYLPPPP
Tense sSF/f V[8,[ JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N äFZF AGT] V[J] :J~5 S[ H[ lS|IF S[ 38GFGF[ ;DI ATFJ[ K[P
Tense V[ D}/E}T ZLT[ ,[l8G XaN K[P ,[l8GDF\ T[G[ 'tempus' VYF"T 'time' SC[JFI K[P
* Tense sSF/f GF D]bI +6 5|SFZ K[P
(1) JT"DFG SF/ (Present Tense)
(2) E}TSF/ (Past Tense)
(3) ElJQISF/ (Future Tense)
VF JS"SF0"GF[ RLJ85}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPP
  Tense sSF/f GF[ VY" VF5L XSXMP
  Tense sSF/f GF D]bI 5|SFZ H6FJL XSXMP
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[ VF5[,F JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, lS|IF5N GLR[ ,L8L SZMP
(1) Raju reads a book everyday.
(2) They took their toys yesterday.
(3) I shall be there in time.
(4) We have no money.
(5) Rekha gave me a book last night.
(6) We shall go to Mumbai.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ wIFGYL JF\RF[ VG[ T[ NZ[S JFSI SIF SF/G]\ K[ T[ H6FJF[P
JFSIF[ SF/G]\ GFD
(1) She is Kajal. ........................
(2) I had a table. ........................
(3) Boys spoke truth. ........................
(4) My father passed this exam. ........................
(5) Mona will read a book. ........................
(6) They will see me. ........................
5|`G o 3 SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN 5;\N SZL GLR[GF lJWFGF[DF\ ZC[, BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Tense V[ D}/E}T ZLT[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP XaN K[P s,[l8G4 U|LSf
(2) Tense V[ PPPPPPPPPPP GF[ p<,[B SZ[ K[P s;DI4 lS|IFf
(3) Tense GF D]bItJ[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP5|SFZ K[P sRFZ4 +6f
(4) JFSIDF\ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GF :J~5 5ZYL SF/ S[ T[GF 5|SFZ GSSL SZL XSFI K[P
slS|IF5N4 STF"f
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) SF/GF D]bI 5|SFZ S[8,F m SIF SIF m
(2) SF/GF[ VY" H6FJF[P
(3) lS|IF5NG]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 2
2.0   JT"DFGSF/GF 5[8F5|SFZ VG[ T[GF lS|IF5NGF :J~5M o
GLR[ RFZ 5|SFZGF JFSIF[  VF5[,F K[P VF56[ VF RFZ[I JFSIF[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Rajesh reads this book everyday.
(2) Rajesh is reading this book now.
(3) Rajesh has read this book just now.
(4) Rajesh has been reading this book since morning.
p5Z VF5[,F RFZ[I JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYL VF56[ GLR[GL AFATF[ TFZJL XSLX]\P
­ 5|YD JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'reads' VF5[, K[P VYF"T clS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 ´ s
VYJF es sSTF" +LHF[ 5]~QF V[SJRG CF[I tIFZ[fPc  lS|IF5NGF VF :J~5 5ZYL SCL XSFI S[
5|YD JFSI V[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/G]\ K[P
­ ALHF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'is reading' K[4 H[ lS|IF5NG]\ 'ing' JF/] ~5 K[P VYF"T 'to be G]\
JT"DFGSF/G]\ IF[uI ~5 ´ lS|IF5NG]\ D}/~5 ´ ing.' ALH] JFSI V[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/G]\ K[P
­ +LHF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'has read' VF5[, K[P H[G]\ lS|IF5NG]\ :J~5 'has/have +
lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5c  K[P VF JFSI V[ 5}6"JT"DFGSF/G]\ K[P
­ RF[YF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'has been reading' K[P VYF"T T[G] lS|IF5NG]\ :J~5 'has/
have + been + lS|IF5NG]\ ing JF/] ~5c  K[P VF JFSI V[ 5}6"RF,] JT"DFGSF/G]\ K[P
F VFD4 JT"DFGSF/ (present tense) GF S], RFZ 5[8F 5|SFZ K[P H[D S[4
(1) ;FNF[ JT"DFGSF/ (simple present tense)
(2) RF,] JT"DFGSF/ (present continuous tense)
(3) 5}6" JT"DFGSF/ (present perfect tense)
(4) 5}6" RF,] JT"DFGSF/ (present perfect continuous tense)
lJnFYL" lD+4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF;YL TD[PPPP
  JT"DFGSF/GF 5[8F 5|SFZ H6FJL XSXMP
  JT"DFGSF/GF lS|IF5NGF :J~5F[ SCL XSXMP
9
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, lS|IF5NM GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) Rekha goes to school everyday.
(2) I am reading my book now.
(3) They have taken their books.
(4) My brother has been playing cricket for five hours.
(5) I am Ramesh.
5|`G o 2 GLR[ VF5[, JFSIF[GF[ VeIF; SZM VG[ T[ NZ[S JFSI SIF SF/G]\ K[ T[ H6FJF[P
JFSIF[ SF/G]\ GFD
(1) Meena prays everyday. ....................
(2) Boys are playing on the ground. ....................
(3) We have played our game. ....................
(4) She has been exercising since morning. ....................
(5) I went there. ....................
5|`G o 3 IF[uI ZLT[ HF[0SF HF[0F[P
lJEFU 'A' lJEFU 'B'
(1) JT"DFGSF/GF 5[8F 5|SFZ (A) lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 ´
s/es s+LHF 5]~QF V[SJRG DF8[f
(2) RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF lS|IF5NG]\ (B) RFZ
:J~5
(3) 5}6" JT"dFFGSF/GF lS|IF5NG]\ (C) to be G]\ JT"DFGSF/G]\ IF[uI~5 ´
:J~5 lS|IF5NG]\ v ing JF/] ~5
(4) ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF lS|IF5NG]\ (D) have / has + been + lS|IF5NG]\
:J~5 ing JF/] ~5
(5) 5}6"RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF lS|IF5NG]\ (E) have/has + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\
:J~5 ~5
HJFA o (1 -  ), (2 -  ), (3 -  ), (4 -  ), (5 -   )
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 3
VF JS"SF0"GM RLJ85}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPP
   E}TSF/GF 5[8F 5|SFZ H6FJL XSXMP
   E}TSF/GF lS|IF5NGF :J~5F[ VF5L XSXMP
3.0   E}TSF/GF 5[8F 5|SFZ VG[ T[GF lS|IF5NGF :J~5M o
GLR[ H]NF H]NF 5|SFZGF RFZ JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P VF56[ VF JFSIF[GM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) She painted that picture yesterday.
(2) She was painting that picture at that time.
(3) She had painted that picture at 9 O'clock.
(4) She had been painting that picture for two hours.
p5ZGF RFZ[I JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPP
­ 5|YD JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ painted VF5[, K[P H[ ;FNF E}TSF/G]\ lS|IF5N K[P lS|IF5NGF VF
:J~5 5ZYL SCL XSFI S[ 5|YD JFSI V[ ;FNF E}TSF/G]\ K[P
­ ALHF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ was painting K[P VYF"T VF SF/DF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ "to be G]\
E}TSF/G]\ IF[uI ~5 ´ lS|IF5NG]\ ing JF/] ~5c VFJ[ K[P ALH] JFSI V[ RF,] E}TSF/G]\ K[P
­ +LHF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'had painted' K[P V[8,[ S[ T[GF lS|IF5NG]\ :J~5 'had +
lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5c K[P VF JFSI V[ 5}6" E}TSF/G]\ K[P
­ RF[YF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'had been painting' K[P VYF"T4 T[G]\ lS|IF5NG]\ :J~5 V[8,[
'had + been ´ lS|IF5NG]\ ing JF/] ~5Pc VF JFSI V[ 5]6" RF,] E}TSF/G]\ K[P
F VFD4 E}TSF/ (past tense) GF S], RFZ 5[8F 5|SFZ K[P
(1) ;FNF[ E}TSF/ (Simple past tense)
(2) RF,] E}TSF/ (Past continuous tense)
(3) 5}6" E}TSF/ (Past perfect tense)
(4) 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/ (Past perfect continuous tense)
9
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GMGF HJFA VF5L XSXF[P
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN 5;\N SZL GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ VF5[, BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Neeta ........... that picture yesterday. (sees, saw)
(2) My brother ..............done his work in time before you came.
(has, had)
(3) Kavita .............. her book at this time yesterday.
(is reading, was reading)
(4) They had been ............. the plants for five hours.
(watered, watering)
5|`G o 2 GLR[ VW]ZF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P T[G[ IF[uI XaNF[ J0[ 5}ZF SZMP
(1) RF,] E}TSF/DF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'was / were ´ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPc VFJ[ K[P
(2) E}TSF/GF S], 5[8F 5|SFZ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP K[P
(3) 5}6"E}TSF/DF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVFJ[ K[P
(4) 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/DF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP VFJ[ K[P
5|`G o 3 lJEFU A DF\ JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P T[GL ;FD[ lJEFU B DF\ T[ JFSIM SIF SF/GF K[ T[
H6FJF[P
lJEFU 'A' lJEFU 'B'
sJFSIF[f sSF/G]\ GFDf
(1) He wrote a letter. ......................
(2) She was playing the game. ......................
(3) Kala had passed the exam. ......................
(4) Ketan had been doing hard work since morning. ......................
(5) Mohan played well. ......................
(6) We had seen the movie. ......................
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) E}TSF/GF 5[8F 5|SFZ H6FJF[P
(2) ;FNF E}TSF/G]\ V[S lS|IF5N VF5F[P
(3) ;FNF E}TSF/G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 H6FJF[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 4
4.0 ElJQISF/GF 5[8F 5|SFZ VG[ T[GF lS|IF5NGF :J~5F[ o
ElJQISF/GF 5[8F 5|SFZ TYF T[GF lS|IF5NGF :J~5F[G[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[ VF5[,F RFZ
JFSIF[GF[ AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) I shall read this book tomorrow.
(2) Girls will be doing their work tomorrow this time.
(3) By this time next year, I shall have got the promotion.
(4) I shall have been watching TV for two hours.
p5Z VF5[, JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPPP
­ 5|YD JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ shall read VF5[, K[P VF SF/DF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'shall / will +
lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5c  CF[I K[P 5|YD JFSI V[ ;FNF ElJQISF/G]\ K[P
­ ALHF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ will be doing K[P VYF"T VF SF/DF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ cshall/will
+ be + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ ing JF/] ~5c CF[I K[P ALH] JFSI V[ RF,] ElJQISF/G]\ K[P
­ +LHF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ shall have got VF5[, K[P VF SF/DF\ lS|IF5NGF :J~5 TZLS[
cshall/will + have + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5c  CF[I K[P +LH] JFSI V[ 5}6"
ElJQISF/G]\ K[P
­ RF[YF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ shall have been watching VF5[, K[P VYF"T VF SF/DF\
lS|IF5NG]\ :J~5 v cshall / will + have + been + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ ing JF/] ~5c CF[I K[P
VF JFSI sRF[Y]f V[ RF,]5}6" ElJQISF/G]\ K[P
F VFD4 ElJQISF/ (future tense) GF S], RFZ 5[8F 5|SFZ K[P H[D S[
(1) ;FNF[ ElJQISF/ (Simple future tense)
(2) RF,] ElJQISF/ (Future continuous tense)
(3) 5}6" ElJQISF/ (Future perfect tense)
(4) 5}6"RF,] ElJQISF/ (Future perfect continuous tense)
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPPP
  ElJQISF/GF 5[8F 5|SFZ H6FJL XSXMP
  ElJQISF/GF lS|IF5NGF :J~5F[ VF5L XSXMP
9
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[ VF5[,F JFSIF[DF\ lS|IF5N GLR[ ,L8L SZMP
(1) Mohan will give the exam tomorrow.
(2) She will have taken my advice.
(3) You will have been playing cricket in Pakistan for two weeks.
(4) Paras will be watching the match.
(5) Kavita will write a book.
(6) They will play cricket.
5|`G o 2 GLR[ VF5[, JFSIF[GM VeIF; SZM VG[ T[ NZ[S JFSI SIF SF/G]\ K[ T[ H6FJF[P
JFSIF[ SF/G]\ GFD
(1) They will have finished the work. ...........................
(2) My teacher will play the game. ...........................
(3) Our master will have been fighting
since morning. ...........................
(4) Students will be giving the exam in the
tomorrow morning. ...........................
(5) We will complete the work. ...........................
(6) Ram will be giving the exam. ...........................
5|`G o 3 SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN 5;\N SZL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) ElJQISF/GF S], PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 5[8F 5|SFZ K[P s+64 RFZf
(2) ;FNF ElJQISF/G]\ lS|IF5NG]\ ~5 VYF"T 'shall/will + lS|IF5NG]\ PPPPPPPPPPPP
sE}TS'N\TG]\ ~54 to JUZG]\ D}/~5f
(3) Boys will ...................playing cricket at this time tomorrow. (be, have)
(4) Mahesh ................. go there in future. (shall, will)
(5) I ............ go and ............. write about the book. (shall, will)
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 5
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPPP
  SF/DF\ J5ZFTF lS|IF5NGF lJlJW :J~5F[ SCL XSXMP
5.0 SF/DF\ J5ZFTF lS|IF5NGF lJlJW :J~5F[ o
H]NF H]NF SF/DF\ J5ZFTF lS|IF5NGF lJlJW :J~5F[G[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GL AFATF[G[ wIFGYL
;DÒV[P
­ lS|IF5NG]\ D}/~5 V[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/DF\ J5ZFI K[P VF :J~5 VF7FY" JFSIF[DF\ 56 J5ZFI K[P
J/L4 VF lS|IF5N 'Infinitive' GF ~5DF\ slS|IF5NG]\ to ;FY[G]\ D}/~5f 56 J5ZFI K[P NFPTP
(1) I drink water everyday. s;FNF[ JT"DFGSF/f
(2) Drink water. sVF7FY" JFSIf
(3) He wants her to call. (Infinitive)
­ lS|IF5NG]\ - 's' JF/] :J~5 V[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/DF\ J5ZFI K[P STF" +LHM 5]~QF V[SJRG CF[I tIFZ[
VF :J~5 J5ZFI K[P NFPTP
(1) He drinks water.
(2) Radha reads a book.
­ lS|IF5NG]\ E}TSF/G]\ :J~5 V[ ;FNF E}TSF/DF\ J5ZFI K[P VF :J~5 E]TSF/GF SF[.56 STF" ;FY[
J5ZFI K[P NFPTP
(1) I drank water yesterday.
(2) They also drank water.
­ lS|IF5NG]\ - ing JF/] :J~5 sJT"DFGS'N\Tf V[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/4 RF,] E}TSF/4 RF,] ElJQISF/
VG[ 5}6" RF,] JT"DFGSF/4 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/4 5}6"RF,] ElJQISF/ S[ JT"dFFGS'N\TDF\ J5ZFI K[P
NFPTP
(1) I am reading a book. sRF,] JT"DFGSF/f
(2) I was reading a book. sRF,] E}TSF/f
(3) I shall be reading a book. sRF,] ElJQISF/f
(4) He has been reading a book. s5}6" RF,] JT"DFGSF/f
(5) He had been reading a book. s5}6" RF,] E}TSF/f
(6) He will have been reading a book. s5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/f
(7) Calling  early, I found her at home. sJT"DFGS'N\Tf
;FNF JT"DFGSF/DF\PPP
* lS|IF5NG]\ D}/~5
* Infinitive
;FNF JT"DFGSF/DF\PPP
* lS|IF5NG]\ 's' JF/]
 :J~5
;FNF E}TSF/DF\PPPP
* lS|IF5NG]\ E}TSF/G]\
:J~5
SF[.56 RF,] SF/ S[ JT"DFG
S'N\TDF\PPPPP
lS|IF5NG]\ ing JF/] :J~5
9
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­ lS|IF5NG]\ - ed JF/] :J~5 sE}TS'N\Tf V[ 5}6"JT"DFGSF/DF\4 5}6"E}TSF/DF\4 5}6" ElJQISF/DF\ S[
DF+ E}TS'N\T TZLS[ J5ZFI K[P NFPTP
(1) Rekha has called the people. s5}6" JT"DFGSF/f
(2) Rekha had called the people. s5}6" E}TSF/f
(3) Rekha will have called the people. s5}6" ElJQISF/f
(4) Called early, he had a quick break fast. sE}TS'N\Tf
F VFD4 DF[8FEFUGF V\U|[Ò lS|IF5NM D]bItJ[ 5F\R :J~5DF\ HF[JF D/[ K[P H[D S[4
(1) the Base slS|IF5NG]\ D}/~5f
(2) the S-form slS|IF5NG]\ 's' JF/] ~5f
(3) the Past slS|IF5NG]\ E}TSF/G]\ ~5f
(4) the  - ing participle slS|IF5NG]\ JT"DFGS'N\TG]\ ~5f
(5) the - Ed participle slS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5f
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[ H]NF H]NF SF/GF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P T[DF\ ZC[, lS|IF5NGL GLR[ ,L8L
NF[ZF[P
(1) Prabhat walks on the road.
(2) My father will speak a few words.
(3) He gave me five thousand books.
(4) She is watching T.V.
(5) People have done that work.
5|`G o 2 SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN 5;\N SZL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Mala ..........me a book every year. (gives, gave)
(2) They ......... their work yesterday. (completed, complete)
(3) Who ........ come tomorrow. (shall, will)
(4) Boys ........ passed the exam just now. (have, had)
(5) ............ early, they went to Japan. (called, call)
(6) He wants .............on the road. (to walk, walk)
5|`G o 3 GLR[ S[8,FS lJWFGF[ VF5[,F K[P T[ lJWFGF[ BZF K[ S[ BF[8F T[ H6FJF[P
(1) DF[8FEFUGF V\U|[Ò lS|IF5NMGF 5F\R :J~5 CF[I K[P
(2) lS|IF5NG]\ S JF/] ~5 V[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ J5ZFI K[P
(3) lS|IF5NG]\ ing JF/]~5 V[ RF,]SF/DF\ J5ZFI K[P
(4) 5}6"JT"DFGSF/ TYF 5}6"E}TSF/DF\ lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 J5ZFI K[P
5}6"SF/DF\ lS|IF5NG]\ -
ed JF/] :J~5
sE}TS'N\Tf
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 6
6.0 ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF p5IF[UF[ o
GLR[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF p5IF[UF[G[ pNFCZ6 ;lCT ;DHFJ[, K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[P
VF SF/GF[ p5IF[UPPPPPP
­ NZZF[H AGTL 38GF NXF"JJF S[ lGIlDT ZLT[ YTF SFIF[" q 8[JF[ NXF"JJFP H[D S[4
(1) He takes milk every morning.
(2) I get up everyday at five O'clock.
­ 5|;\UF[5FT4 VD]S ;DIF\TZ[ VYJF VJFZGJFZ AGTL lS|IF S[ 38GF NXF"JJFP H[D S[4
(1) I occasionally go to my uncle's house.
(2) They sometimes read the Ramayana.
­ ;GFTG ;tIF[4 UFl6lTS ;tIF[4 J{7FlGS ;tIF[4 J{l`JS ;tIF[ NXF"JJFP H[D S[4
(1) The sun rises in the east.
(2) Two and two makes four.
(3) Ozone creates Ion-negative.
(4) Honey is sweet.
­ SC[JTM4 ~l-5|IF[UF[4 XF:+GF l;âF\TM S[ lGIDM4 jIFbIF NXF"JJF4 s,[BS S[ jIlSTGL VYJF U|\YGL
plST ZH} SZJFfP H[D S[4
(1) A man is known by the company his mind keeps.
(2) Gandhiji says, "The truth is God."
(3) The Geeta says, "Do your duty without any expectation."
(4) Honesty is the best policy.
­ ZDT4 ;EF4 5|;\U4 ;Z3; JU[Z[GF[ VF\B[ N[bIF[ VC[JF, VF5JFP H[D S[4
(1) Sachin comes foreword and plays with the bat.
(2) The farmers appreciate "Sujlam -Suflam" planning.
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPPP
   ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF p5IF[UM H6FJL XSXMP
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­ E}TSF/GL SYFvJFTF"4 38GF ZH} SZJF VG[ JFTRLTDF\ GF8IFtDSTF ,FJJFP H[D S[4
(1) Gandhiji tells the Britishers to quit India.
(2) Here comes my friend.
­ GÒSGF ElJQIGL lS|IF NXF"JJFP H[D S[4
Mohanlal retires next month.
­ jIlSTGL VFUJL S]X/TF NXF"JJFP H[D S[4
Amitabh is the man of voice.
­ RF,] JT"DFGSF/GL HuIFV[P H[D S[4
I see an aeroplane.
­ If S[ when JF/F p5JFSIDF\P H[D S[4
(1) If you go out, I shall punish you.
(2) When I return, I will tell you.
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[ A lJEFUDF\ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF p5IF[U NXF"J[, K[P T[GL ;FD[ B lJEFUDF\
T[ p5IF[UGF ;\NE"DF\ JFSIF[ AGFJF[P
A lJEFU sp5IF[UF[f B lJEFU sJFSIF[f
(1) NZZMH AGTL 38GF NXF"JJFP PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(2) ;GFTG ;tIF[ q UFl6lTS ;tIF[ NXF"JJFP PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(3) E}TSF/GL JFTF"4 38GF ZH} SZJFP PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(4) If JF/F p5JFSI ;FY[P PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(5) ZDT4 ;EF4 S[ 5|;\UG]\ J6"G SZJFP PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
5|`G o 2 GLR[ VW}ZF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P VF VW}ZF JFSIF[ lJS<5 JF/F JFSIF[DF\YL IF[uI
lJS<5 JF/] JFSI 5;\N SZL JFSI 5}ZF SZF[P
(A) UFl6lTS ;tIF[ NXF"JT] JFSI V[8,[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(1) Birds fly.
(2) Twice two is four.
(3) Oil and water never mix.
(B) SC[JTM NXF"JT] JFSI V[8,[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(1) The earth is round.
(2) Honesty is the best policy.
(3) Heat expands the substance.
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 7
7.0 ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
VCL\ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ VF JFSIZRGFG[ AZFAZ
ZLT[ ;DÒV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´  lS|IFlJX[QF6 sCF[ITMf ´  D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 ´  s / es sSTF"
+LHF[ 5]~QF V[SJRG CF[I tIFZ[f ´  SD" ´  VgIP
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) Meena goes to school in time.
(2) It rains heavily.
(3) You always speak the truth.
(4) Birds fly in the sky.
VF SF/GF CSFZ JFSIF[G[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GL S[8,LS AFATF[ slGIDF[f G[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DÒ
,.V[P
­ 36LJFZ STF" 5KL TZT H 'always' H[JF lS|IFlJX[QF6M VFJL XS[ K[4 sH]VF[ JFSI G\P #fP
S[8,FS JFSIF[DF\ SD" 5KL S[ lS|IF5N 5KL lS|IFlJX[QF6 VFJTF CF[I K[4 sH]VF[ JFSI G\P ZfP
­ HIFZ[ STF" +LHF[ 5]~QF V[SJRG CF[I tIFZ[ lS|IF5N 5KL 's' S[ 'es' J5ZFI K[P VFJF JFSIDF\
lS|IF5NGF[ K[<,F[ V1FZ s, sh, ch, x S[ o VFJTF CF[I TF[ T[ lS|IF5NGL 5FK/ 'es' 5|tII D}SJF[P
5Z\T]4 VFJF lS|IF5NGL 5FK/ 'y' 5|tII CF[I TF[ 'y' GF[ 'i' AGFJLG[ 'es' 5|tII D}SJF[P J/L
'es' tIFZ[ H D}SJF[ HIFZ[ VFJF lS|IF5NDF\ 'y' GL 5C[,F VFJTF[ V1FZ jI\HG CF[IP NFPTP
(1) cry - cries (2) cross - crosses
(3) try - tries (4) go - goes
(5) buy - buys sy GL 5C[,F :JZ K[Pf
lJnFYL" lD+4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF;YL TD[PPPPP
  ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF pNFCZ6 ;lCT H6FJL XSXMP
  ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZ JFSIF[GF ;\NE"DF\ lGIDF[ TFZJL XSXMP
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­ IFN ZFBF[ S[ PPPPPP
;FNF JT"DFGSF/DF \ always, sometimes, regularly, manytimes, frequently,
occasionally, daily, everyday, in a day, generally, usually, often, seldom, rarely,
never JU[Z[ H[JF lS|IFlJX[QF6M S[ ;DINX"S XaNF[ VFJ[ K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI :J~5 D}SL JFSIDF\GL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1)  A bird ................. in the sky. (fly)
(2) I occasionally ........ to my uncle's house. (go)
(3) My brother always ...... with this bat. (play)
(4) He ........... to read this book. (try)
(5) Rekha ........ the road everyday. (cross)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) I write this letter.
(2) My watch keeps good time.
(3) The match starts at 9 O'clock.
(4) The cow has four legs.
(5) Rajesh is a good boy.
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) C]\ tIF\ NZZMH HFJ K]\P
(2) DFZF 5%5F SIFZ[S lS|S[8 ZD[ K[P
(3)  51FLVM VFSFXDF\ p0[ K[P
(4) NZ RF[DF;[ JZ;FN 50[ K[P
(5) ZFDFI6 V[S 5lJ+ U|\Y K[P
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) lS|IF5NGL 5FK/ 's' 5|tII SIFZ[ D}SFI m
(2) lS|IF5NGL 5FK/ 'es' 5|tII SIFZ[ D}SFI m
(3) ;FNF JT"DFGSF/DF\ VFJTF lS|IFlJX[QF6M S[ ;DI;}RS XaNF[GL IFNL T{IFZ SZMP
(4) ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZ JFSIGL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(5) ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZ JFSIGF A[ pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 8
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
   ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF pNFCZ6 ;lCT SCL XSXMP
   ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF pNFCZ6 ;lCT ;DHFJL XSXMP
8.0 ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF GSFZ JFSIGL ZRGF o
GLR[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF GSFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ VF ZRGFG[ ;DÒV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´ do / does + not + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 ´ SD" ´ VgIP
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) We do not hate anybody.
(2) Reeta doesn't read my book.
(3) You don't disobey your teacher.
(4) Mohan doesn't go to school regularly.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5KL GLR[GL AFATF[ BF; wIFGDF\ ZFBF[P
­ HIFZ[ STF" +LHF[ 5]~QF V[SJRG CF[I tIFZ[ GSFZ JFSIDF\ does not GF[ p5IF[U SZJMP does
not G]\ 8}S]~5 doesn't YFI K[P
­ GSFZ JFSIDF\ STF" +LHF[ 5]~QF V[SJRG G CF[I tIFZ[ do not JF5ZJ]P H[G\] 8}\S]~5 don't YFI K[P
8.1 ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ZRGF o
GLR[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[, K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
wh-JF/F XaNF[ S[ how + do/does + STF" ´  not sGSFZDF8[f ´  D]bI lS|IF5NG]\
to JUZG]\ D}/~5 ´  SD" ´  VgI  m
VF ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIF[GM VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) Do they get ready for school ?
(2) Who goes there every Sunday ?
(3) Why are you not happy ?
(4) Does she not go to school regularly ?
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VF 5|SFZGF JFSIF[GF ;\NE"DF\ VF56[ GLR[GL AFATF[G[ BF; wIFGDF\ ZFBLX]\P
­ 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL X~VFT sVF SF/DF\f wh JF/F XaNF[ sH[JF S[ what, which, who, whom
JU[Z[f VYJF how VG[ do S[ does YL YTL CF[I K[P
­ VF SF/DF\ am, is, are, have/has GF[ p5IF[U D]bI lS|IF5N TZLS[ 56 YFI K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o ! SF{\;DF\ VF5[,F lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI :J~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Sankara ................ come here. (don't, doesn't)
(2) Who ............... there in time. (go)
(3) Do they ..................... this book.(read)
(4) Does she ready ................... (walk)
(5) Why ................. boys not happy. (to be)
5|`G o Z GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) I don't play foot ball everyday in this ground.
(2) Who does not pass the exam ?
(3) Do we run fast to catch the goal of life ?
(4) Reeta doesn't drink wine.
(5) Why does he not come to my house ?
5|`G o # GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) T[VF[ DFZF SFSFGF B[TZ[ HTF GYLP
(2) T[6L S[JL ZLT[ VF SFD SZ[ K[ m
(3) TD[ ;]BL KM m
(4) DFZL 5F;[ 5[G GYLP
(5) TD[ NZZMH ;JFZDF\ X]\ SZM KM m
5|`G o $ 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(2) ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5F[P
(3) Do not G] 8}\S]\ ~5 VF5F[P
(4) Does not G]\ 8}\S\] ~5 VF5F[P
(5) Wh JF/F XaNF[GL IFNL T{IFZ SZMP
(6) 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL X~VFT S[JF XaNF[YL YFI K[ m
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VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
  VF7FY" JFSIM (Imperative Sentences) GL pNFCZ6 ;lCTGL ZRGF AGFJL XSXMP
9
9.0 VF7FY" JFSIM (Imperative Sentences) GL ZRGF o
VF7FY" JFSIF[GL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Fetch me a glass of water. (order)
(2) Work hard to pass the examination. (advice)
(3) Please, open the window. (request)
(4) Kindly help me in this matter. (request)
(5) Do not go.(advice)
(6) Attack the Fort. (order)
(7) Please forgive me.(request)
p5ZGF\ JFSIF[GM VeIF; SIF" 5KL VF56[ GLR[GL AFATF[G[ wIFGDF\ ZFBLX]\P
­ VF7FY" JFSIF[DF\ VF7F4 VFÒÒ4 DFU"NX"G4 lJG\TL4 C]SD4 ;,FC4 ;}RG  JU[Z[ H[JF EFJF[
;DFI[,F CF[I K[P
­ 5|YD JFSIDF\ VF7FGF[ EFJ4 ALHF JFSIDF\ ;,FCGF[ EFJ4 +LHF JFSIDF\ lJG\TL GF[ EFJ4RF[YF
JFSIDF\ 56 lJG\TL GF[ EFJ ;DFI[, K[P 5F\RDF\4 K9'F VG[ ;FTDF\ JFSIDF\ VG]S|D[ ;,FC C]SD
VG[ lJG\TLGF[ EFJ ;DFI[, K[P
­ 'work hard' VYF"T 'you work hard' V[8,[ S[ VFJF JFSIF[DF\ STF" (you) V[ UlE"T
(implied) CF[I K[P
­ VF7FY" JFSIF[GL X~VFT ;FDFgI ZLT[ SF[.56 lS|IF5N YL YTL CF[I K[P 5Z\T] 36LJFZ H]NF H]NF
EFJF[ NXF"JJF DF8[ JFSIGL X~VFT please H[JF XaNF[YL 56 YTL CF[I K[P
­ DF+ V[S H lS|IF5NYL VF7FY" JFSI AGL XS[ K[P
NFPTP (1) Go.
(2) Come.
­ A[ XaNF[YL 56 JFSI sVF7FY" JFSIf XSI K[P
NFPTP (1) Go there.
(2) Come here.
(3) See the movie.
­ VF7FY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
(Please H[JF XaNF[ CF[I TMf ´  lS|IF5N ´  SD" ´  VgIPPP
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­ VF7FY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF V[SND ;Z/ ZRGF K[P
­ VF ZRGFGL X~VFT 'Let' YL 56 SZL XSFI K[P
NFPTP Let us have a walk.
­ ;FDFgI ZLT[ SD" ,[T]\ CF[I V[JF VF7FY" JFSIG]\ passive voice DF\ ~5F\TZ 'Let' D}SJFYL YFI K[P
NFPTP Let the army be joined.
­ VF7FY" JFSIMGL passive voice GL X~VFT "you are...." YL 56 YFI K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ VF7FGF H]NF H]NF EFJF[ ;DFI[,F K[P H[ T[ JFSIDF\ T[GL ;FD[ T[
JFSIDF\ ;DFI[, EFJ ,BF[P
sVF7FY" JFSIF[f s ;DFI[, EFJf
(1) Save the humanity. ...........................
(2) Call the wise man. ...........................
(3) Please, read that book. ...........................
(4) Work hard to pass in the exam. ...........................
(5) Kindly help him in his work. ...........................
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) VF 5yYZ p9FJP
(2) DG[ V[S u,F; 5F6L EZL ,FJP
(3) 5[,] 5]:TS JF\RF[P
(4) DC[ZAFGL SZLG[ TDFZL ;FIS, DG[ VF5F[P
(5) VFSFXDF\ p0P
5|`G o 3 SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN 5;\N SZL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) ....................there. (Go, Going)
(2) ............... that book. (Read, Went)
(3) See................ (that picture, come)
(4) .............. help them. (please, wonder)
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) VF7FY" JFSIF[DF\ S[JF S[JF EFJ ;DFI[,F K[P
(2) VF7FY" JFSIGL ZRGF VF5F[P
(3) VF7FY" JFSIGF A[ pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 10
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
   pNŸUFZ JFSIF[ (Exclamatory Sentences) AGFJL XSXMP
   .rKFNX"S JFSIF[ (Optative Sentences) ZRL XSXMP
10.0   pNŸUFZ JFSIF[ (Exclamatory Sentences) GL ZRGF o
pNŸUFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) What a charming face she has !
(2) How lucky I am !
(3) Ah ! what have I done.
(4) Hurrah ! we have won the match.
(5) Bravo ! well done.
(6) Pshaw ! hang him.
(7) Phew ! to play with him ! Impossible !
VF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPP
­ pNŸUFZ JFSIF[ V[ lJlJW 5|SFZGF pNŸUFZF[ ZH} SZ[ K[P H[DF\ VFG\N4 EI4 N]oB4 5L0F JU[Z[
EFJF[GF[ ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
­ JFSIG[ V\T[ S[ X~VFTDF\ (Ah JU[Z[ 5KLf pNŸUFZ lRCŸG (exclamatory sign) D}SFI K[P
­ pNŸUFZ JFSIF[DF\ Oh, Bravo, Alas, Ha, Hurrah, Hush JU[Z[ H[JF Interjection
s.g8ZH[SXGf J5ZFI K[P
­ pNUFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
what / how + VFl8"S, sCF[I TMf ´ lJX[QF6 q lS|IFlJX[QF6 ´ GFD ´ STF" ´
lS|IF5N ´  VgI¦
10.1   .rKFNX"S JFSIF[ (Optative Sentences) :
GLR[ .rKF NX"S JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P VF56[ VF JFSIMGL ZRGFG[ ;DÒV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) God bless you.
(2) May you live long.
(3) May he die !
(4) God save the child.
(5) May God help you in your venture !
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VF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPP
­ .rKFNX"S JFSIF[4 S[ H[DF\ .rKF4 VFXL"JFN  H[JF EFJ ZC[,F CF[I K[P 36LJFZ cXF5c (curse) GF[
EFJ 56 ZH} YFI K[P
­ VFJF JFSI 5KL 36LJFZ pNŸUFZlRCŸG  D}SFI K[P
­ VFJF JFSIGL X~VFT DF[8[ EFU[ may S[ God H[JF XaNF[YL YFI K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[ V[ pNŸUFZ S[ .rKFNX"S K[ T[ H6FJF[P
(1) God save the humanity. ......................
(2) How beautiful she is ! ......................
(3) What an attractive festival it is ! ......................
(4) May she die ! ......................
(5) How funny you are ! ......................
5|`G o 2 lJEFU A DF\ V\U|[Ò JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P T[GL ;FD[ lJEFU B DF\ U]HZFTL JFSIF[
VF5[,F K[P IF[uI ZLT[ HF[0F[P
lJEFU A lJEFU B
(1) How wonderful it is ! (A) EUJFG T[VF[G[ DNN SZ[P
(2) What a great he was ! (B) T[ X]\ ;]\NZ AFU CTM ¦
(3) God bless him. (C) T[ S[8,]\ VNŸE}T K[ ¦
(4) What a fine park it was ! (D) EUJFG T[G] E,] SZ[P
(5) May God help them. (E) T[ S[8,F[ DCFG CTM ¦
HJFA : (1     ), (2     ), (3     ), (4     ), (5     ),
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF 5|`GF[GF 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) .rKFNX"S JFSIF[DF\ SIF SIF EFJ ;DFI[,F CF[I K[ m
(2) .rKFNX"S JFSIG]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(3) pNŸUFZ JFSIF[ S[JF pNŸUFZ ZH} SZ[ K[ m
(4) pNŸUFZ JFSIG]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(5) pNŸUFZ JFSIGL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(6) pNŸUFZ JFSIF[DF\ SIF SIF Interjections VFJ[ K[P
(7) pNŸUFZ JFSI VG[ .rKFNX"S JFSIDF\ X]\ TOFJT HF[JF D/[ K[ m
(8) .rKF NX"S JFSIGL X~VFT DF[8[EFU[ S[JF XaNF[YL YFI K[P
(9) pNŸUFZJFSIF[GF\ V\T[ SI] lRCG D}SFT] CF[I K[ m
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 11
11.0   RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF p5IF[UF[ o
RF,] JT"DFGSF/GM p5IF[U SIFZ[ SZXM m V[ 5|` GGF[ HJFA D[/JJF DF8[ VF56[ VF SF/GF
p5IF[UF[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
­ AF[,TL JBT[ lS|IF RF,] K[ T[J] NXF"JJFP
NFPTP He is reading a book now.
­ JFSI AF[,FI T[ UF/FDF\ SF[. lS|IF RF,] K[ T[J] ATFJJFP
H[D S[4 Rekha is learning spoken English.
­ GÒSGF ElJQIDF\ VFIF[lHT q UF[9J[, 38GF S[ lS|IFGF[ p<,[B SZJFP
NFPTP My mother is taking us to the exhibition tomorrow.
­ VF SF/ ;FY[ now, still, at present, at this moment, now a days, this time
JU[Z[ H[JF lS|IF lJX[QF6M S[ ;DINX"S XaNF[ J5ZFI K[P
11.1   RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZvGSFZGF JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZ GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[, K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´ am / is / are ´  not sGSFZ DF8[f ´ V-ing ´  SD" ´ VgI slS|IF lJX[QF6fP
GF[\W o V-ing VYF"T D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ -ing JF/] ~5P
VF ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
(1) The boys are playing on the ground now.
(2) My grandfather is not having a walk.
(3) My uncle is arriving tomorrow.
(4) I am reading Hamlet.
(5) She is not playing the game these days.
(6) Hetal is teaching to the boys now.
JFRS lD+4 VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
   RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ p5IF[UF[ H6FJL XSXMP
   RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZ VG[ GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF H6FJL XSXMP
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­ RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ 'going to' JF/L ZRGFGM p5IF[U 56 YFI K[P VF ZRGF ElJQIGF[ p<,[B
SZ[ K[P
NFPTP (1) Maya is going to Surat tomorrow.
(2) We are going to play cricket.
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|` G o  1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Our teacher .............. teaching us now. ('to be' G]\ ~5f
(2) I am going ..... the exam next monday. (pass)
(3) Kabir is not ...... the game. (play)
(4) Bina ....... T.V. at present. (to be + watch)
(5) We ........ the movie. (to be + going to + see)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) I am writing a letter now.
(2) She is going to give the I.A.S. exam.
(3) Kalaben is not playing game with her.
(4) Father is arriving at home.
(5) Rekha is not coming back today.
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) HIF VFJTLSF,[ VDNFJFN HJFGL K[P
(2)  C]\ VF5GL RF[50L JF\RL ZCIF[ K]\P
(3) TD[ VtIFZ[ tIF\ H. ZCIF GYLP
(4) AF/SF[ VF lNJ;F[DF\ 5ZL1FFGL T{IFZL SZL ZCIF K[P
(5) CF, C]\ ZFDFI6 JF\RL ZCIF[ K]\P
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF A[ p5IF[UF[ pNFCZ6 ;lCT ,BF[P
(2) RF,] JT"DFGSF/GL CSFZvGSFZGL cJFSIZRGFc H6FJF[P
(3) RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ J5ZFTF lS|IF lJX[QF6M S[ ;DINX"S XaNF[GL IFNL T{IFZ SZMP
(4) RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZvGSFZGF A[ A[ pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(5) VF SF/DF\ J5ZFTL 'going to' JF/L ZRGFGF A[ pNFCZ6M VF5F[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 12
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
   RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF pNFCZ6 ;lCT H6FJL XSXMP
   RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ s;FDFgI ZLT[f G J5ZFTF lS|IF5NM SCL XSXMP
12.0   RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
VF 5|SFZGF JFSIF[GL ZRGF ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Why are you making noise ?
(2) Is Rekha playing now ?
(3) Whom are you waiting for ?
(4) Are you not taking your book ?
(5) Which book are you reading ?
(6) With whom are you staying ?
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYL VF56[ VCL\ VF5[, RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGFG[
;DÒV[P
ZRGF o
wh-JF/F XaNF[ q how sCF[I TMf ´  am / is / are ´  STF" ´  not sGSFZ DF8[f ´  V-ing
´ SD" ´  VgI slS|IFlJX[QF6fPPPPPPPm
12.1   RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[ G J5ZFTF lS|IF5NM o
GLR[ VF5[,F lS|IF5NM ;FDFgI ZLT[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ J5ZFTF GYLP VF lS|IF5NMGF[ VF56[
wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Verbs of perception : See, hear, smell, notice, recognize.
(2) Verbs of appearing : appear, look, seem
(3) Verbs of emotion : want, wish, desire, feel, like, love, hate, hope,
refuse, prefer
(4) Verbs of thinking : think, suppose, believe, agree, consider, trust,
remember, mean, forget, know, understand,
imagine, mind
(5) Have (possess) : own, possess, belong to, contain, consist of,
be sl;JFI S[ passive)
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­ HIFZ[ VF SF/DF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[ G J5ZFTF lS|IF5NMGF[ p5IF[U RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ SZJFDF\ VFJ[
tIFZ[  T[ 5F[TFGF ;FDFgI VY"DF\ G VFJTF VY" AN,[ K[P NFPTP I am thinking of (considering
the idea of) going to America.
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Are you ............ cricket now ? (play)
(2) Who ................. a message these days ? (to be + send)
(3) Why ....... he ...... my book today ? (to be + read)
(4) Is she ........ a paper of exam ? (write)
(5) With whom are you ......... to see the match ? (go)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) Is Neeta waiting for Rajesh now ?
(2) Which pen are you purchasing ?
(3) With whom are you playing football today ?
(4) Are you watering the garden ?
(5) Why is she not giving the exam this year ?
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) T[6L XF DF8[ E6FJL ZCL K[ m
(2) XF DF8[ DLGF VFH[ VF J:T] BFI K[ m
(3) B[,F0LVF[ D[NFG 5Z ZDL ZCIF K[ m
(4) VtIFZ[ T[VF[ VFJL ZCIF K[ m
(5) SF[GL ;FY[ ;RLG OZL ZCIM K[ m
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(2) RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GF +6 pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(3) RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[ G J5ZFTF CF[I T[JF 5F\R lS|IF5NM VF5F[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 13
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
   5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF p5IF[UF[ H6FJL XSXMP
   5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZ q GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF pNFCZ6 ;lCT SCL XSXMP
13.0   5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF p5IF[UM o
GLR[ VF SF/GF p5IF[UF[ pNFCZ6 ;lCT VF5[,F K[P VF56[ T[GF[ SF/Ò5}J"S VeIF; SZLV[P
­ SF[. lS|IF S[ 38GF E}TSF/DF\ AGL CF[I 5Z\T] T[GL V;Z JT"DFG S[ AF[,TL JBT[ RF,] K[ T[J]
ATFJJF VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP He has just gone out.
­ SF[. 5}ZL YI[, lS|IF S[ 38GFGF[ ;DI AC] H GÒSGF[ CF[I tIFZ[ VF SF/ J5ZFI K[P
NFPTP I have finished it just now.
­ E}TSF/DF\ SF[. ;DI[ SF[. lS|IF RF,] Y. CF[I VG[ T[ JT"DFG 1F6 ;]WL RF,] CF[I S[ 5}ZL Y. CF[I
T[J] NXF"JJFP
NFPTP (1) I have known him for a long time.
(2) We haven't seen Padma for several months.
­ E}TSF/GL lS|IFVF[ ZH] SZJF S[ H[GF[ ;DI G VF%IF[ CF[I S[ G lGl`RT CF[IP
NFPTP (1) Have you read "Gulliver's Travels' ?
(2) Mr. Hari has been to Japan.
13.1   5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZ GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZ VG[ GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ AZFAZ ZLT[
VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´ have / has ´  not sGSFZ JFSI DF8[f ´ lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 ´ SD"
´ VgI slS|IFlJX[QF6fP
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GM VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Rekha has not returned from school yet.
(2) He has not done anything wrong.
(3) I have suspected him over since his arrival.
(4) I have met my uncle this morning.
(5) I have lived here since 1980.
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) We have ....... our work in time. (do)
(2) She has ...... this book just now. (to take)
(3) People have not ....... the police. (see)
(4) Advani ....... not ..... the paper. (have + cut)
(5) My father has ....... cricket today. (play)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) Rohini has not seen the movie.
(2) Our students have played well there.
(3) They have arrived just now.
(4) My uncle has given him a pen.
(5) Teacher has taught the students.
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) D[\ CD6F\ H T[ 5\BLG[ HFI]\P
(2) DFZF 5%5F TDFZL 3Z[ VFjIF K[P
(3) T[6L tIF\ U. GYLP
(4) DC[DFGF[ YF[0L JFZ 5C[,F H 5WFIF" K[P
(5) VF SFU/ D[\ ,bIF[ GYLP
5|`G o 4 GLR[ lJEFU A DF\ p5IF[UF[ ATFJ[, K[ VG[ T[GL ;FD[ lJEFU B DF\ H[ T[ p5IF[UG[
,UTF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P IF[uI ZLT[ HF[0SF HF[0F[P
lJEFU A lJEFU B
sp5IF[UF[f sJFSIMf
(1) H[GF[ ;DI lGl`RT G CF[I T[JL (1) The train has started right now.
E}TSF/GL lS|IFVF[ NXF"JJFP
(2) 38GFGF[ ;DI B}AH GÒSGM CF[I (2) Have you read "Ramayana?"
T[JL lS|IF NXF"JJFP
(3) E}TSF/DF\ AG[, 38GFGL V;Z (3) They have not played this game.
JT"DFG 5Z ATFJJFP
HJFA o (1 -   ), (2 -   ), (3 -   )
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 14
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
   5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF pNFCZ6 ;lCT H6FJL XSXMP
   5}6" JT"DFGSF/DF\ J5ZFTF lS|IFlJX[QF6M q ;DINX"S XaNF[ SCL XSXMP
14.0   5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
wh-JF/F XaNF[ q how sCF[I TMf ´  have / has ´  STF" ´  not sGSFZ DF8[f ´  lS|IF5NG]\
E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 ´  SD" ´  VgI slS|IFlJX[QF6f m
p5Z VF5[,L ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF VeIF; äFZF ;DÒV[P
(1) Who has broken my slate ?
(2) Have you ever seen the Taj ?
(3) Has Meena given the exam this time ?
(4) Where has he gone ?
(5) How much milk have you drunk ?
(6) Why have you not called me there ?
14.1  5}6" JT"DFGSF/DF\ J5ZFTF lS|IFlJX[QF6M q ;DINX"S XaNF[ o
­ VF SF/DF\ VCL\ VF5[, lS|IFlJX[QF6M S[ ;DINX"S XaNF[ J5ZFI K[P SF/G[ VF[/BJFDF\ VF XaNF[
key sRFJLf ~5 TtJF[ U6FIP
(1) 5|` G JFSIDF\ o just, often, never, ever
(2) GSFZ VG[ 5|`GJFSIDF\ o so far, till now, yet
(3) XaN ;D}CM o today, this week, this month.
­ 8}\SDF\4
VF SF/DF\ just, today, ever, yet, never, already, so far, recently, now, lately,
this week, this month, till now JU[Z[ H[JF ;DI NX"S XaNF[ S[ lS|IFlJX[QF6MGF[ p5IF[U
YFI K[P
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­ VF SF/DF\ SIFZ[S since / for GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP (1) Since how long have you been ill ?
(2) I have known her for the last three years.
­ VF SF/DF\ SIFZ[I E}TSF/ ATFJTF lS|IFlJX[QF6M sH[JF S[ yesterday) VFJTF GYLP H[D S[4
(1) He has gone to Kolkata yesterday. (JFSI BF[8] )
(2) He went to Kolkata yesterday. sJFSI ;FR]f
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Have you ever  ...... this food ? (eat)
(2) Who .... ...... my book this week ? (to have + take)
(3) ..... I ....... Devdas till now ? (to have + read)
(4) .... you .... tea yet ? (have)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) How has he read the darker side ?
(2) Have you ever gone there ?
(3) What have you eaten today ?
(4) Why have boys played cricket now ?
(5) Who has seen you ?
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZM m
(1) DFZF[ GFGF[ EF. SIF\ UIF[ K[ m
(2) T[VF[V[ 5F6L 5LW] m
(3) VtIFZ[ TD[ X]\ SI]" K[ m
(4) XF DF8[ T[VF[ V[ 5ZL1FF 5F; SZL K[ m
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) 5}6"JT"DFGSF/DF\ J5ZFTF lS|IFlJX[QF6M S[ ;DINX"S XaNF[GL IFNL AGFJF[P
(2) 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF AGFJF[P
(3) 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GF A[ pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 15
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
  RF,] 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF p5IF[UF[ H6FJL XSXMP
  RF,] 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5L XSXMP
15.0   RF,] 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF p5IF[UF[ o
GLR[ RF,]5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF p5IF[UF[ pNFCZ6 ;lCT NXF"jIF K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[P
* E}TSF/DF\ SF[. lS|IF RF,] Y. CF[I VG[ AF[,TL JBT[ S[ JT"DFG ;DIDF\ 56 T[ lS|IF RF,] K[ T[J]
ATFJJF VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P H[D S[4
(1) Neeta has been suffering from fever since morning.
(2) They have been teaching in this school.
* 36LJFZ SF[. lS|IF 5}6" YIF 5KL4 T[ lS|IFGL UTL (continuity) 5Z EFZ D]SJF DF8[ VF SF/GF[
p5IF[U YFI K[P H[D S[4
 Why are your clothes so wet ?
 I have been watering the garden.
15.1   RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ RF,] 5]6" JT"DFGSF/GF JFSIGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´ has / have + not sGSFZ DF8[f ´ been ´ V-ing ´ SD" ´ since / for ´
;DINX"S XaNF[PPPP
VF ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) I have been waiting since morning.
(2) We have not been reading this book since you informed us.
(3) Ketan has not been playing the game for five weeks.
(4)[ We have been eating only this food since 7 o'clock.
(5) Teacher has been teaching this class since 1992.
(6) Paresh has been watering the plants.
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* RF,] 5}6"JT"DFGSF/DF\ for VG[ since GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P H[DF\4
(1) For V[  period of time s;DIUF/F[f ATFJ[ K[P
(2) Since V[ point of time s;DIlA\N]f ATFJ[ K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) I have been ................ hard work for five weeks. (do)
(2) Cat has not been ........ on the table for seven hours. (jump)
(3) People have been .......... for last two decade. (suffer)
(4) Ram ............ been ............. for two hours. (have / has + write)
5|`G o 2 GLR[ 'A lJEFUc DF\ V\U|[Ò JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P VG[ T[GL ;FD[ 'B lJEFUc DF\ T[GF
U]HZFTL VY"JF/F JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P IF[uI ZLT[ HF[0F[P
A lJEFU B lJEFU
(1) Rakesh has been playing (1) S[TG 5F\R V9JF0LIFYL RF,TF[ GYLP
football for five years.
(2) We have not been walking (2) ZFS[X 5F\R JZ;YL O}8AF[, ZDL ZCIF[ K[P
since morning.
(3) Ketan has not been walking  (3) VD[ ;JFZYL RF,TF GYLP
for five weeks.
HJFA o (1 -   ), (2 -   ), (3 -   ),
5|`G o 3 SF[9F 5ZYL JFSIF[ AGFJF[P
Ram hasn't watering for two hours.
We have been playing since noon.
They has teaching for five minutes.
Our boys haven't looking since morning.
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF p5IF[UF[ H6FJF[P
(2) RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF A[ pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(3) RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZ v GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF ;DHFJF[P
(4) since / for GF[ p5IF[U SIFZ[ YFI T[ H6FJF[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 16
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
  RF,] 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF pNFCZ6 ;lCT SCL XSXMP
16.0   RF,] 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
RF,] 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF GLR[ VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[ VG[ T[GL GLR[ VF5[, pNFCZ6F[G[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DÒV[P
ZRGF o
wh-JF/F XaNF[ q how sCF[I TMf ´ have / has ´  STF" ´ not sGSFZ DF8[f ´ been
´ V-ing ´ SD" ´  since / for ´  ;DINX"S XaNF[ m
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) Who has been playing this game for five hours ?
(2) Have girls not been reading since last Sunday ?
(3) Why have you been looking at me ?
(4) Has he been watering the trees since morning today ?
(5) Have people been rushing towards our house since morning ?
(6) Why has she not been running fast in this competition ?
RF,] 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GF ;\NE"DF\ GLR[GL AFATF[G[ BF; wIFGDF\ ZFBF[P
­ VF 5|SFZGF JFSIF[GL X~VFT 56 wh-JF/F XaNF[ VYJF how VYJF have / has YL
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
­ VFJF JFSIF[DF\ for V[ ;DIUF/F[ ATFJ[ K[P HIFZ[ since V[ ;DIlA\N] ATFJ[ K[P
­ lS|IF5NGF :J~5 TZLS[ v 'has / have + been + V-ing' GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
­ VFJF JFSIF[ V[ E}TSF/DF\ SF[. RF[SS; ;DI[ lS|IF RF,] Y. CF[I VG[ JT"dFFGDF\ 56 RF,] CF[I T[J]
NXF"JJF DF8[ 5|` GGF ~5DF\ J5ZFI K[P
­ VF 5|SFZGF JFSIF[GL ZRGF 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/ S[ 5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/GL ZRGF H[JL K[P 5}6"
RF,]E}TSF/ V[ E}TSF/GF ;\NE"DF\ VG[ 5}6"RF,] ElJQISF/ V[ ElJQISF/GF ;\NE"DF\ J5ZFI K[P
5Z\T] VF +6[I SF/DF\ lS|IFGL S[ 38GFGL UlT RF,] CF,TDF\ K[ q CX[ q CTL T[J] ATFJFI K[P
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) What have you ................. for this country since you came here ?
(been + do)
(2) Why have boys not been ............. the exam for last two years ? (give)
(3) Have Kailash been .............. cricket today for five hours ? (play)
(4) How have you been ............ the message to your friends ? (send)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) How has she been running since morning  ?
(2) Has he been writing a letter for ten minutes ?
(3) What have they been doing since last year in this matter ?
(4) Why have your sisters been working hard for five days ?
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) T[VF[ SIFZYL VF SFI" SZL ZCIF K[ m
(2) T\] XF DF8[ T[6LG[ 5+F[ ,BL ZCIF[ K[ m
(3) C]\ S[JL ZLT[ VF SFI" U.SF,YL SZL ZCIF[ K]\ m
(4) DFZF[ DF[8F[EF. VFH ;JFZYL 3F; SF5L ZCIF[ K[ m
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL JFSI ZRGF H6FJF[P
(2) RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GF A[ pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(3) RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GF lS|IF5NG]\ :J~5 J6"JF[P
(4) RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL X~VFT S[JF S[JF XaNF[YL Y. XS[ K[ m
202
  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 17
VF JS"SF0"GM RLJ85}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPP
   ;FNF E}TSF/GF p5IF[UF[ pNFCZ6 ;lCT H6FJL XSXMP
17.0   ;FNF E}TSF/GF\ p5IF[UF[ o
GLR[ ;FNF E}TSF/GF\ p5IF[UF[ VF5[,F K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
­ E}TSF/DF\ AG[, lS|IF S[ 38GFGF[ p<,[B SZJF DF8[ VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P NFPTP
(1) I received his letter a week ago.
(2) She left school last year.
­ E}TSF/GL 8[JF[G]\ J6"G SZJF DF8[ 56 VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP (1) Reeta always carried an umbrella.
(2) He studied many hours every day.
­ 36LJFZ VF SF/ ;DINX"S lS|IFlJX[QF6GF[ p5IF[U SIF" lJGF J5ZFI K[P VFJF ;DIDF\ ;DI V[
UlE"T CF[I K[ VYJF TF[ contextual s;\NE" ;\A\lWTf CF[I K[P H[D S[4
(1) Raju learnt Hindi in Delhi.
(2) Babar defeated Rana Sanga at Kanwaha.
­ E}TSF/GL K}8L UI[,L 8[J 'used to' lS|IF5N äFZF ZH} YFI K[P
NFPTP He used to smoke till he was twenty.
­ If clause ;FY[ V;\ElJT 5lZl:YlT H6FJJF DF8[PPPP
NFPTP (1) If I had a gun, I should kill the lion.
(2) If she came, he would help her.
­ E}TSF/DF\ AG[, A[ S|lDS AGFJF[DF\4 5|YD AG[, AGFJ 5}6"E}TSF/DF\ VG[ 5KL AG[, AGFJ
;FNF E}TSF/DF\ D}SFI K[P NFPTP
The train had left before I reached the station.
­ 36LJFZ ;DIGL S|lDSTF p5Z hF[S N[JFGL H~Z G CF[I VG[ A\gG[ AGFJF[ TZT H AgIF CF[I
tIFZ[ 5|tI[S E}TSF/GF AGFJF[ ;FNF E}TSF/DF\ D}SFI K[P
NFPTP (1) I was glad when I saw him.
(2) I waited till the rain stopped.
­ E}TSF/DF\ V[S lS|IF AGTL CF[I tIFZ[ H[ ALÒ lS|IF AG[ T[ ;FNF E}TSF/DF\ VG[ AGTL sRF,]f
lS|IF V[ RF,] E}TSF/DF\ ZH} YFI K[P H[D S[4
(1) The teacher was teaching English when I went into the class.
(2) I was reading the story when Raju came here.
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF[ VeIF; SZJFYL TD[ GLR[ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[ lJEFUv A DF\ ;FNF E}TSF/GF p5IF[UF[ VF5[,F K[P T[GL ;FD[ lJEFUv B DF\ T[
p5IF[UGF\ ;\NE"DF\ JFSIF[ AGFJF[P
lJEFU - A sp5IF[UF[f lJEFU v B sJFSIF[f
(1) E}TSF/DF\ AG[, lSIFGF[ p<,[B SZJFP PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(2) If clause ;FY[ V;\ElJT 5lZl:YlT H6FJJFP PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(3) E}TSF/DF\ AG[, A[ S|lDS AGFJF[DF\4 ;FNF E}TSF/GF[ p5IF[UP PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(4) E}TSF/DF\ AG[, A[ lS|IFVF[DF\ V[S RF,] E}TSF/ VG[ ALÒ
;FNF E}TSF/DF\P PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
5|`G o 2 GLR[ V5}6" JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P VF JFSIF[G[ T[GL GLR[ VF5[, lJS<5F[ JF/F JFSIF[DF\YL
5;\N SZL 5}ZF SZMP
(A) E}TSF/GL 8[J ATFJT]\ JFSI V[8,[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(1) If I had a gun, I should kill you.
(2) I always studied one book every Sunday.
(B)  E}TSF/GL K}8L UI[, 8[J NXF"JT\] JFSI V[8,[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(1) I used to play football.
(2) I got the book yesterday.
5|`G o 3 8}\SDF HJFA VF5F[P
(1) ;FNF E}TSF/GF A[ p5IF[UF[ J6"JF[P
(2) ;FNF E}TSF/GF A[ pNFCZ6F[ VF5F[P
(3) ;FNF E}TSF/G]\ If clause ;FY[G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
204
  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 18
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
  ;FNF E}TSF/GF CSFZ v GSFZ VG[ 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF AGFJL XSXMP
 ;FNF E}TSF/DF\ J5ZFTF time phrases SCL XSXMP
18.0   ;FNF E}TSF/GF CSFZ GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ ;FNF E}TSF/GF CSFZ VG[ GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[ VG[ T[GL GLR[ VF5[, pNFCZ6F[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
 CSFZ DF8[ o   STF" ´ lS|IF5NG]\ E}TSF/G]\ ~5 ´ SD" ´ VgIP
 GSFZ DF8[ o STF" ´ did ´ not ´ D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 ´ SD" ´ VgI slS|IFlJX[QF6fP
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) I took this pen yesterday.
(2) He did not give the exam last year.
(3) We planted the trees here last week.
(4) Roshan ran fast.
(5) Sheela kept this book last month.
(6) They did not read Hamlet in last exam.
18.1  ;FNF E}TSF/GF 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ ;FNF E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
wh-JF/F XaNF[ q how sCF[I TMf ´  did ´ STF" ´ D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 ´ SD"
´ VgI m
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) What did you give me yesterday ?
(2) Did you drink water ?
(3) When did you give this pen to me ?
(4) Did she not pass the exam in the last summer ?
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18.2  ;FNF E}TSF/DF\ J5ZFTF time phrases :
VCL\ VF5[,F time phrases VF SF/ ;FY[ D}SFI K[P H[D S[4
* (1) A year / month / week ago (2) the day before yesterday (3) in the year ...
(4) last summer / winter / monsoon (5) long time ago (6) the day before (7)
last week / year / evening (8) a few minutes ago (9) yesterday etc.
* 36LJFZ always, generally, sometimes, often, whenever, frequently V[ ;DINX"S
XaNF[ JT"DFGSF/GL ;FYF[;FY ;FNFE}TSF/DF\ 56 J5ZFI K[P V[ JBT[ T[DGF p5IF[UDF\ ;DTtJ
ãlQ8DF\ ZFBJ]\P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SIF" 5KL TD[ GLR[ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) He ............. the exam last week. (pass)
(2) Who ............  the paper ? (break)
(3) When ............ you ............. this job ? (to be + leave)
(4) Paresh ............. the message. (get)
(5) Ila ............... not ............ there last Sunday. (to be + go)
5|`G o 2  GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) I took Honda from your house.
(2) Did they eat like this ?
(3) How many books did she buy yesterday ?
(4) When did players come here  ?
(5) We sent the message to them.
(6) Payal saw a match in Delhi.
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) TD[ X]\ ,LW] m
(2) D[ U.SF,[ TDG[ 5F\R ~l5IF VF%IFP
(3) VlDT K[<,F D[RDF\ ;FZ] ZdIF[P
(4) XF DF8[ CZ[X[ DG[ 5[G G VF5L m
(5) T[VF[ VFSFXDF\ p0IFP
(6) D[ VF BFW]P
(7) T[VF[V[ S[JL ZLT[ ,bI] m
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 19
19.0  RF,] E}TSF/GF\ p5IF[UF[ o
GLR[ RF,] E}TSF/GF p5IF[UF[ VF5[,F K[P ;FYF[;FY H[ T[ p5IF[UGF pNFCZ6 56 VF5[, K[P
VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
* E}TSF/DF\ SF[. sRF[SS;f ;DI[ lS|IF RF,] CTL T[J] ATFJJF DF8[ VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
H[D S[4 Rama was reading the Gita at 7 o'clock yesterday.
* E}TSF/DF\ SF[. lS|IF AG[ tIFZ[ ALÒ SF[. lS|IF RF,TL CF[I TF[ T[ RF,] lS|IF DF8[ RF,]E}TSF/GF[
p5IF[U YFI K[P NFPTP He was crossing the road when the old man came there.
* E}TSF/GL 8[J S[ JT"G 5|tI[ V6UDF[ jIST SZJF DF8[P
NFPTP He was always drinking wine.
* 8[J S[ lGID~5 GCL 5Z\T] JBTF[JBT AGTL lS|IF ZH] SZJFDF\P
NFPTP (1) I was doing hard work during that period.
(2) Parekh was performing better in those days.
19.1  RF,] E}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
VCL\ RF,] E}TSF/GF CSFZ VG[ GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´ was / were + not sGSFZ DF8[f ´ V-ing + SD"" ´ VgI slS|IF lJX[QF6fP
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) I was writing a letter this time yesterday.
(2) The child was not crying bitterly.
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 RF,] E}TSF/GF\ p5IF[UF[ H6FJL XSXMP
 RF,] E}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF AGFJL XSXMP
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(3) She was always telling lies.
(4) Neeta was seeing him often in those days.
(5) The saints were not singing Bhajans at that time.
(6) My friend was coming back yesterday this time.
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF[ VeIF; SZJFYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) It was ............. darkers (get)
(2) The light went out while I ............... (to be + read)
(3) He was not ............ chess when I ............ him. (play, see)
(4) I was there while people were ................ (shout)
(5) He .............  ............ in the sky. (to be + fly)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) I hurt my back while I was working in the garden.
(2) He was not playing the game.
(3) Birds were flying in the sky.
(4) We were not sleeping yesterday in the morning.
(5) I was playing cricket.
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) C]\ TDFZL 3Z[ VFjIF[ tIFZ[ TD[ BFTF CTFP
(2) GIGFV[ ZFS[XG[ HF[IF[ tIFZ[ T[ Z0TF[ G CTF[P
(3) DFZF lD+F[ VDNFJFN H. ZCIF CTFP
(4) T[ JBT[ .SAF, JF\RL ZCIF[ CTF[P
(5) VF[:8=[,LIFDF\ ;RLG B}AH ;Z; ZDL ZCIF[ CTF[P
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) RF,] E}TSF/GF p5IF[UF[ H6FJF[P
(2) RF,] E}TSF/GF CSFZ JFSIMGF\ A[ pNFCZ6 ,BF[P
(3) RF,] E}TSF/GF GSFZ JFSIMGF\ A[ pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(4) RF,] E}TSF/GF CSFZ GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(5) RF,] E}TSF/G]\ lS|IF5NG]\ :J~5 J6"JF[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 20
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
  RF,] E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF pNFCZ6 ;lCT H6FJL XSXMP
 RF,] E}TSF/GF\ ;\NE"DF\ VFJTF H~ZL lGIDF[ SCL XSXMP
20.0   RF,] E}TSF/GF\ 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ RF,] E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ VF ZRGFGF[ wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[P
ZRGF o
whvJF/F XaNF[ q how sCF[I TMf ´  was / were ´  STF" ´  V-ing ´  SD" ´  VgI
slS|IFlJX[QF6fm
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GM wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) How much milk was Sona buying today morning ?
(2) Were you reading when I came ?
(3) Who was playing cricket in the morning yesterday ?
(4) Why was he not reading your book ?
(5) Was she playing ?
(6) What were you doing when I came  ?
20.1  RF,] E}TSF/GF\ ;\NE"DF\ H~ZL lGIDF[ o
RF,] E}TSF/GF\ ;\NE"DF\ VF56[ GLR[ VF5[, AFATF[ BF; wIFGDF\ ZFBLX]\P
* H[ lS|IF5NM RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ J5ZFTF GYL T[ lS|IF5NM RF,] E}TSF/DF\ 56 J5ZFTF GYLP
* VF SF/ ;FY[ then, often, while, just, afternoon, all the time, at that time, in the
morning yesterday, last Sunday evening, at 9:00 p.m. yesterday, at noon JU[Z[
H[JF ;DINX"S XaNF[ (time phrases) JF5ZL XSFI K[P
* JFSIDF\ ;FNF[ E}TSF/ VG[ RF,]E}TSF/ V[D A[ SF/GF[ p5IF[U YI[, CF[I tIFZ[ when S[ while
GM p5IF[U YTF[ CF[I K[P ;FDFgI ZLT[ when 5KL ;FNF[E}TSF/ VG[ while 5KL RF,]E}TSF/
J5ZFI K[P
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JFSIF[ o
(1) Boys were playing the game when teacher came in the class room.
(2) Teacher came in the class room while boys were playing the game.
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SIF" 5KL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[,F lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Players were ........... on the ground yesterday at this time and what
..............you .............. at that time ? (play, to be + do)
(2) Who was ................ in the club when Sachin went out ? (dance)
(3) Were they ............. a book in the morning yesterday ? (read)
(4) Why .............. Kapildev ............. to the team before starting the match ?
(to be + guide)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) Was she drinking water ?
(2) Who was playing cricket when I left the place ?
(3) Why were teachers leaving school yesterday at five o'clock ?
(4) What was happening with me ?
(5) Were they talking each other in the class room ?
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) SlJTF U.SF,[ ;F\H[ X]\ BF. ZCL CTL m
(2) ;JFZ[ ) JFuI[ T[ XF DF8[ TDG[ DFZTF[ CTM m
(3) T[ JBT[ DFZF SFSF JF\RL ZCIF CTF m
(4) U.SF,[ ;F\H[ TDFZF B[TZDF\ 51FLVF[ p0L ZCIF CTF m
(5) J0F5|WFG B}AH ;FZ] EFQF6 VF5L ZCIF CTF m
5|`G o 4 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[DF\ VFJ[, time phrases s;DINX"S XaNF[f GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) I was eating at seven o'clock.
(2) Last Sunday evening, Bharat was dancing with me.
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 21
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 5}6"E}TSF/GF\ p5IF[UF[ H6FJL XSXMP
 5}6"E}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF AGFJL XSXMP
21.0   5}6"E}TSF/GF p5IF[UF[ o
GLR[ 5}6"E}TSF/GF p5IF[UF[ VF5[, K[P T[GL ;FY[ pNFCZ6 56 ;DHFJ[, K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL
VeIF; SZLV[P
* E}TSF/DF\ SF[. ;DI[ SF[. lS|IF S[ 38GF 5}6" YI[, CF[I VG[ T[ JBT[ T[ lS|IF S[ 38GFGL V;Z RF,]
K[ T[J] ATFJJF VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P NFPTP
I had done my exercise yesterday at 7 p.m.
* HIFZ[ E}TSF/DF\ SF[. A[ lS|IFVF[ Y. CF[I tIFZ[ T[ A[ lS|IFVF[DF\ 5|YD 5}ZL YI[,L lS|IFG[ 5}6"
E}TSF/DF\ ZH} SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P NFPTP
I had written the letter before he arrived.
21.1  5}6"E}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ 5}6"E}TSF/GF\ CSFZ GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ VF ZRGFGF[ AZFAZ ZLT[
VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´ had + not sGSFZ DF8[f ´ D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 ´ SD"
´ VgI slS|IFlJX[QF6fP
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) I had never seen the Taj.
(2) I had done my home work before I went to school.
(3) He had not played his cards well.
(4) You had gone outside.
(5) You came to my house after I had eaten the food.
(6) Ketan had not played well in the last match.
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF\ VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Bhagvandas had ..... a pen to me. (give)
(2) Boys .... not .... the exam. (to have + pass)
(3) You had not ..... the ground before you were informed.
(leave)
(4) We ate after my brother had .... to his friend's house. (go)
(5) Paresh had ..... a letter. (write)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) We had never seen the Red fort.
(2) He had not played his game well.
(3) They came at my home after I had passed the exam.
(4) People had gone outside before the officer entered into the office.
(5) He had hidden his treasure.
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF\ JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) GIG VFJ[ T[ 5C[,F ZFS[X[ 5+ ,BL GFbIF[ CTF[P
(2) TFZL AC[G[ D[ VF5[, SFI" 5}6" SI]" CT\]P
(3) B[0}T B[TZDF\ VFJ[ T[ 5C[,F 51FLVF[ B[TZDF\YL VFSFXDF\ p0L UIF CTFP
(4) 5ZL1FF 5C[,F D[ RFZ 5]:TSF[ JF\rIF CTFP
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) 5}6"E}TSF/GF p5IF[UF[ H6FJF[P
(2) 5}6"E}TSF/GF A[ pNFCZ6F[ VF5F[P
(3) 5}6"E}TSF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(4) before VG[ after GF[ p5IF[U SZL 5}6"E}TSF/GF\ A[ pNFCZ6F[ AGFJF[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 22
22.0  5}6"E}TSF/GF\ 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ 5}6"E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[, K[P VF56[ T[GF[ AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
wh-JF/F XaNF[ q how sCF[I TMf ´  had ´  STF" ´  D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5
´ SD" ´ VgI m
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF VeIF; äFZF ;DÒV[P
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) Had you come here before 3-00 P.M. ?
(2) Where had you hidden your treasure ?
(3) What had you done before you came here ?
(4) How many students had arrived at your class when you went there ?
(5) Had he noticed what the leader had told ?
22.1  5}6"E}TSF/GF\ ;\NE"DF\ H~ZL lGIDF[ o
VCL\ 5}6"E}TSF/GF\ ;\NE"DF\ H~ZL lGIDF[ VF5[,F K[P VF56[ VF lGIDF[G[ pNFCZ6 ;lCT
;DÒV[P
* HIFZ[ E}TSF/DF\ A[ AGFJ AgIF CF[I tIFZ[ time clause GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ 5C[,F AG[, AGFJG[
5}6"E}TSF/DF\ D}SFI K[ VG[ 5KL AG[, AGFJG[ ;FNF E}TSF/DF\ D}SFI K[P time clause JF/]
p5JFSI X~VFTDF\ sJFSIGLf S[ JFSIGF 5FK/GF EFUDF\ 56 D}SFI K[P NFPTP
(1) I had finished reading before the teacher asked me about it.
(2) I had had my breakfast when my friend called on me.
(3) He ran out to play after he had done his homework.
VF JS"SF0"GM RLJ8 5}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 5}6"E}TSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF AGFJL XSXMP
 5}6"E}TSF/GF\ ;\NE"DF\ H~ZL lGIDF[ TFZJL XSXMP
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* 5}6"E}TSF/DF\4 after 5KL VFJT] p5JFSI V[ 5}6"E}TSF/G]\ CF[I K[ VG[ before S[ when 5KL
VFJT] p5JFSI V[ ;FDFgI ZLT[ ;FNF E}TSF/G]\ CF[I K[P H]VF[ JFSI G\P 1, 2 VG[ 3.
* "Should, would, could, might + have + V-3" JF/] D]bI p5JFSI 56 If JF/F XZTL
JFSIDF\ J5ZFI K[P V[8,[ S[ If ;FY[ 5}6"E}TSF/JF/] XZTL p5JFSI 56 J5ZFI K[P
NFPTP If I had been the president of India, I could have solved the problem
of unemployment in India.
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF\ HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Had you ............ there before 4.00 P. M. ? (go)
(2) Where had she ............. the message ? (send)
(3) What had you ............. before I came ? (take)
(4) Had I read the book before she .............. to school  ? (go)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) She had passed the exam, but had you passed it ?
(2) Had Meena come to your house ?
(3) What had you seen when Ritu left the house ?
(4) How many persons had participated in the elocution competition at your
school ?
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) ZFWFV[ U.SF,[ ;FT JFuI[ X]\ BFW] CT] m
(2) TD[ tIFZ[ T[ lO<D HF[I] CT] m
(3) T[VF[ XF DF8[ T[GF lH<,FDF\ UIF CTF m
(4) U.SF,[ ;F\H[ TD[ ;DI;Z BF. ,LW] CT] m
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) before, after VG[ when GF[ p5IF[U SZL +6 JFSIF[ AGFJF[P
(2) If ;FY[ 5}6"E}TSF/ JF/] XZTL p5JFSI VFJ[ T[D JFSI AGFJF[P
(3) 5}6"E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ZRGF H6FJF[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 23
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/GF\ p5IF[UM J6"JL XSXMP
 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF SCL XSXMP
23.0  5}6"RF,] E}TSF/GF\ p5IF[UF[ o
GLR[ 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/GF\ p5IF[UF[ VF5[, K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
* E}TSF/DF\ VD}S ;DI[ SF[. lS|IF S[ 38GF VD}S RF[SS; ;DIlA\N] S[ ;DIUF/FYL RF,] Y. CTL
VG[ H[ T[ ;DI[ 56 RF,] CTL T[J] ATFJJF VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P NFPTP
He had been examining the papers since thursday.
* SF[. lS|IF E}TSF/DF\ JFZ\JFZ AGTL CF[I VG[ T[GF ;FTtI 5|tI[ ,1F S[gãLT SZJ] CF[I4 GCL S[ T[
lS|IF SIFZ[ 5}ZL Y. T[ TZO4 tIFZ[ VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP She had been trying to meet him.
23.1  5}6"RF,] E}TSF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ VF ZRGFGM AZFAZ
ZLT[ VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´ had + not sGSFZ DF8[f ´ been ´ V-ing + SD" ´ since / for + ;DINX"S
XaNF[PPPPP
VF ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) I had been waiting for 20 minutes.
(2) We had not been waiting for you since long time.
(3) Anand had already been teaching there for five years.
(4) The school had been running since 7-00 A.M.
(5) Kalaben had not been reading the Ramayana for seven days.
(6) We had been playing cricket since early morning.
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GMGF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[,F lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Savitaben had been .............. us for seven hours. (teach)
(2) My father had not been ........... the field since early morning. (plough)
(3) Sachin Tendulkar had ........... ........ for two hours in the match.
(be + bowl)
(4) She .......... .......... ........... for the exam since last night.
(have + be + read)
(5) 'Maya' serial had been .............. the fear in the minds of boys and girls.
(create)
5|`G o 2 GLR[ clJEFU A' DF\ 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/GF V\U|[Ò JFSIF[ VF%IF K[ VG[ clJEFU B'
DF\ T[GF U]HZFTL VY"JF/F JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P IF[uI ZLT[ HF[0SF HF[0F[P
lJEFU A lJEFU B
(1) We had been watching T. V. sVf VDFZF lX1FS VDG[ +6 S,FS
YL DFU"NX"G VF5L ZCIF CTFP
(2) They had not been giving sAf VD[ 8LPJLP HF[. ZCIF CTFP
the exam since the last month.
(3) Our teacher had been sSf T[VF[ K[<,F DlCGFYL 5ZL1FF
guiding us for three hours. VF5L ZCIF G CTFP
(4) Kalpesh had not been doing s0f S<5[X !)(_ YL ;BT DC[GT G
hard work since 1980. SZTF[ CTF[P
HJFA o  (1 -   ), (2 -   ), (3 -  ), (4 -  )
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF SF[9F 5ZYL IF[uI ZLT[ VY"5}6" JFSIM AGFJF[P
Pradip doing hard work since morning.
Kaladhar had been playing cricket for 10 hours.
Boys had not been watching T.V. since last night.
My friend walking on the road for five weeks.
reading a book for 12 hours.
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 24
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF AGFJL XSXMP
 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/GF ;\NE"DF\ H~ZL lGIDF[ SCL XSXMP
24.0   5}6" RF,] E}TSF/GF 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
VCL\ 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
wh-JF/F XaNF[ q how sCF[I TMf ´  had + STF" ´ been + V-ing + SD" ´  for / since
+ ;DINX"S XaNF[PPPPP m
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) Where had you been staying for such a long time ?
(2) Had you not been travelling by bus for two hours ?
(3) What had Neeta been writing in her book for two minutes ?
(4) Had Rakesh been sleeping since yesterday ?
(5) Who had been giving lectures in your village ?
24.1  5}6" RF,] E}TSF/GF ;\NE"DF\ H~ZL lGIDF[ o
VF SF/GF ;\NE"DF\ H~ZL lGIDF[ VCL\ VF5[,F K[P VF56[ T[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
* VF SF/DF\ since VG[ for GF[ 5|IF[U YFI K[P ;DIlA\N] ATFJJF DF8[ since GF[ 5|IF[U SZJF[P
H[D S[4 since 1990, since yesterday, since we met there, since 6 O'clock, since
early morning etc.
* ;DIUF/F[  ATFJJF DF8[ for GF[ 5|IF[U SZJF[P H[D S[4 for two years, for one week, for
last three years, for seven minutes etc.
* Since VG[ for GF pNFCZ6F[ HF[.V[ TM4
(1) He had been reading a book since 10 A. M.
(2) He had been playing football for five weeks.
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Had Gandhiji not been ............... from Sabarmati to Dandi ? (march)
(2) Where had Radha been ...............the time for long time ? (spend)
(3) Why had he ............... ............... in the temple for five years ? (be + sit)
(4) What had soldiers been ................ at Vagha border ? (do)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) Ravan had been producing evils since his birth and what had Rama
been producing ?
(2) Who had been flying in the sky ?
(3) Who had not been planting the trees ?
(4) Had Kalpana Chavala been doing hard work since she had joined NASA?
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U[|Ò SZMP
(1) VFH ;JFZYL TD[ X]\ SZL ZCIF CTF m
(2) Sl5,N[J SF[,STFDF\ A[ lNJ;YL X]\ XLBJL ZCIF[ CTF[ m
(3) VF56F B[,F0LVF[ S[d5DF\ GJL TSF[ h05L ZCIF CTF m
(4) T[ SIFZYL VF ULT JUF0L ZCIF[ CTF[ m
5|`G o 4 GLR[GF (Jumbled Sentence) V:TjI:T JFSIF[G[ VY"5}6" ZLT[ UF[9JF[P
(1) Since 1920 I had been this job doing.
(2) had been who playing cricket for 15 years ?
(3) been playing better cricket Had Gavaskar since he joined cricket ?
(4) for five hours who had been watching cricket match in Lahore ?
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 25
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 ;FNF ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ H6FJL XSXMP
 JFSIDF\ 'will VG[ shall' GF :YFG VG[ T[GF ;lJX[QF p5IF[UF[ H6FJL XSXMP
25.0  ;FNF ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ o
GLR[ ;FNF ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ VF5[,F K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
* ElJQIDF\ AGGFZL S[ YGFZL 38GF S[ lS|IF lJX[ p<,[B SZJF DF8[ VF SF/GF[ 5|IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP Tomorrow will be holiday.
* VF SF/DF\4 ;FDFgI ZLT[ I VG[ We 5KL 'shall' GF[ 5|IF[U YFI K[P HIFZ[ you, he, she, it,
they 5KL 'will' GF[ 5|IF[U YFI K[P VF AFAT VF56[ GLR[GF SF[9F äFZF ;DÒV[P
V[SJRG AC]JRG
(1) 5|YD 5]~QF o I shall go. (1) 5|YD 5]~QF o We shall go.
(2) ALHF[ 5]~QF o You will go. (2) ALHM 5]~QF o You will go.
(3) +LHF[ 5]~QF o He will go. (3) +LHM 5]~QF o They will go.
She will go.
It will go.
* JFSIDF\ ã- lG`RI4 JRG4 lGl`RTTF4 R[TJ6L4 VF7F4 WDSL JU[Z[ ATFJJF H[ T[ JFSIDF\
'shall' VG[ 'will' GF :YFG AN,FI K[P
NFPTP
(1) I will go. sã- lG6"If
(2) You shall not steal. sC]SDf
(3) We will achieve our goal. slG6"If
(4) You shall be punished if you fail to do this work. sWDSLf
F JFSIDF\ ElJQIG]\ VFIF[HG4 lG6"I4 lGl`RTTF S[ .ZFNF[ ATFJJF 'going to' GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP
(1) My brother is going to read a new book.
(2) I am going to visit Kashmir next summer.
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* ;FNF[ JT"DFGSF/ HIFZ[ If clause S[ Time clause äFZF ZH} YFI tIFZ[ Main clause V[
;FNF ElJQISF/DF\ ZH} YFI K[P NFPTP
(1) If you work hard,   you will pass the exam.
s;FNF[ JT"DFGSF/f s;FNF[ ElJQISF/f
(2) When I go to Mumbai,   I shall bring a beautiful watch.
s;FNF[ JT"DFGSF/f s;FNF[ ElJQISF/f
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o ! SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN 5;\N SZL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) We ...........go to school tomorrow. (will / shall)
(2) If I work hard, I ............. play well. (shall / will)
(3) When we go to America, we ........... a gift for you. (will take, shall take)
(4) I ............punish you. sWDSLf (shall, will)
(5) We are ........... play with Pakistan next week.  (going to, going, will)
5|`G o Z GLR[ lJEFU A DF\ ;FNF ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ NXF"J[, K[P T[GL ;FD[ lJEFU  B DF\
T[ p5IF[UGF ;\NE"DF\ will / shall GM p5IF[U SZL JFSIF[ AGFJF[P
lJEFU A sp5IF[UF[f lJEFU B sJFSIF[f
(1) ElJQIDF\ AGGFZL 38GF NXF"JT\] JFSI PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(2) ElJQIGF ;\NE"DF\ ã- lG6"I NXF"JT]\ JFSI PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(3) If clause ;FY[ VFJT] JFSI PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(4) When ;FY[ VFJT] Main clause PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(5) going to GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
5|`G o # GLR[GF SF[9F 5ZYL JFSIF[ AGFJF[P
I go to America tomorrow.
We will not play the game the next day.
You shall beat you in exam next month.
He read you all next time.
She punish the exam in future.
It pass the picture
see a book
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 26
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 ;FNF ElJQISF/GL CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF AGFJL XSXMP
 ;FNF ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[ ZRL XSXMP
26.0   ;FNF ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ ;FNF ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ VF ZRGFGF[ wIFGYL
VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´ will / shall + not sGSFZ DF8[f ´ lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 ´ SD" ´ VgI
slS|IFlJX[QF6f JU[Z[PPPP
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) Meena will help you in this matter.
(2) I shall not see him tomorrow.
(3) Tomorrow will be Monday.
(4) We shall not go out for a walk in the morning.
(5) My sister will sing a song the next day.
26.1  ;FNF ElJQISF/GF 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
VCL\ ;FNF ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[, K[P VF56[ T[GF[ AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF;
SZLV[P
ZRGF o
wh-JF/F XaNF[ q how sCF[I TMf ´  will / shall + STF" ´  lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 ´
SD" ´  VgI PPPPPP m
p5ZGL ;FNF ElJQISF/GL 5|` GFY" ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) Will you lend me your pen ?
(2) How will Neha read your book ?
(3) Who will give the exam tomorrow ?
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(4) Why shall I not come with you ?
(5) Shall we pay for this hard work ?
F VF SF/DF\ tomorrow, next Sunday, next week, in future, during next vacation
JU[Z[ H[JF lS|IF lJX[QF6M v ;DINX"S XaNF[ J5ZFI K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Who will .............. the exam ? (pass)
(2) Sachin will not .................football on this ground. (play)
(3) We .............. not see but shall ........... you. (will / shall, listen)
(4) My sister will  .............. the exam. (pass)
(5) will you ............ with me ? (come)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) I will write for the society.
(2) Will you go to my village tomorrow.
(3) Paras will not beat you in the next competition.
(4) What shall we keep with us ?
(5) Boys will perform well in the next match.
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) C]\ I]âDF\ ,0LX HP
(2) T[VF[ ,uGDF\ VFJX[ m
(3) VFJTF DCLG[ DFZF SFSF ;]ZTYL VCL\ VFJX[P
(4) T[ DL9F. BFX[ GCLP
(5) C]\ VG[ DFZF lD+F[ VFJTF V9JF0LI[ 5|JF;DF\ HX] GCLP
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) VF SF/DF\ J5ZFTF ;DINX"S XaNMGL IFNL T{IFZ SZMP
(2) ;FNF ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZ VG[ 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(3) VF SF/GF +6 pNFCZ6F[ VF5F[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 27
VF JS"SF0"GM wIFGYL VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 RF,] ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ J6"JL XSXMP
 RF,] ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[ AGFJL XSXMP
27.0   RF,] ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ o
GLR[ RF,] ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ VF5[,F K[P VF56[ T[GF[ AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZLV[P
* ElJQIDF\ VD]S RF[SS; ;DI[ SF[. lS|IF RF,] CX[ T[ NXF"JJF VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP (1) I shall be reading a book at five O'clock tomorrow.
* ElJQISF/GL lS|IFGF ;FTtI p5Z ,1F VF5JFG]\ CF[I tIFZ[ VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
H[D S[4 At this time next day, I shall be playing cricket in Africa.
27.1   RF,] ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
VCL\ RF,] ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[, K[P VF56[ VF ZRGFGM VeIF;
SZLV[ VG[ T[ ZRGFG[ :5Q8 ZLT[ ;DHJF DF8[ GLR[ VF5[, pNFCZ6F[GF[ 56 VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´ shall / will + not sGSFZ DF8[f ´ be + V-ing + SD" ´  VgI slS|IFlJX[QF6fP
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) Boys will not be doing  their work tomorrow this time.
(2) Rekha will be playing Tennis between eight and nine.
(3) He will not be walking with us at night.
(4) Good boys will not be playing  with them.
(5) I shall be sleeping tomorrow at night.
(6) Sehwag will be playing in the coming match against Australia.
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CJ[[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Rama will be ................... with Ravan in third world war. (fight)
(2) Birds will not ................. in the sky during the war. (be + fly)
(3) Sachin will be ................. the ball of Akhtar in the next Test match
in Pakistan. (face)
(4) My daughter .............. be ................. the exam next Saturday at 10 A.M.
(will/ shall + give)
(5) Rain will be ..............tomorrow. (fall)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) Kavita will be teaching in the next period.
(2) I shall not be listening you.
(3) Hema will not be playing with Rama in the next match.
(4) We shall be watching 'Rambow' the movie.
(5) They will not be having supper then.
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) VFJTL SF,[ ;F\H[ TD[ BF. ZCIF CXF[P
(2) VFJTF X]S|JFZ[ ;F\H[ T[6L 5|JF;DF\ H. ZCL CX[P
(3) VFH[ ;F\H[ K JFuI[ VD[ JF\RL ZCIF GCL CF[IP
(4) DFZF SFSF VF J'1FF[G[ 5F6L 5F. ZCIF CX[P
(5) T[VF[ T[ JBT[ D[NFGDF\ ;F.S, R,FJL ZCIF CX[P
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) RF,] ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ H6FJF[P
(2) RF,] ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF SCMP
(3) RF,] ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZGL ZRGFJF/F A[ pNFCZ6F[ SCMP
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 28
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 RF,] ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF AGFJL XSXMP
 5}6" ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ J6"JL XSXMP
28.0  RF,] ElJQISF/GF 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ RF,] ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[, K[P VF56[ VF ZRGFGF[ VeIF; SZLV[
VG[ T[GL GLR[ VF5[,F pNFCZ6F[ wIFGYL ;DÒV[P
ZRGF o
wh - JF/F XaNF[ q how sCF[I TMf ´  will / shall ´  STF" ´  not sGSFZ DF8[f ´  be + V-
ing + SD" ´  VgIPPPPP m
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) When will your brother be coming ?
(2) Why will you not be walking with us ?
(3) Shall I not be having my breakfast in the morning ?
(4) Will the flowers be growing in the garden ?
(5) Will your friends be giving the exams ?
(6) How will your wife be playing the game of life with you ?
28.1   5}6" ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ o
GLR[ 5}6" ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ VF5[,F K[P VF56[ T[GF[ AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZLV[P
* ElJQIDF\ VD]S ;DI[ SF[. lS|IF S[ 38GF 5}6" Y. CX[ T[J]\ ATFJJF VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP (1) I shall have completed the work by that time.
(2) Rahim will have passed the exam.
* VF SF/ ElJQIGF[ ;\NE" NXF"JTF time phrase ;FY[ VYJF before S[ when YL X~ YTF
;FNF ElJQISF/GF p5JFSI ;FY[ J5ZFI K[P
NFPTP (1) The servant must have washed clothes when I return there.
(2) By this time next year, Shila will have got the promotion.
(3) Before you leave this place, Krishna will have killed you all.
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Shall I not be ............with you ? (travel)
(2) What will your leader be ......... ? (do)
(3) Will Rekha be ......... cricket this time tomorrow ? (play)
(4) Why will Meena be .......... the exam tomorrow morning in Surat ? (give)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) Will you be going to Allahabad next Sunday ?
(2) When shall we be searching you ?
(3) By this time tomorrow, Alpa will have passed the bridge of victory.
(4) By this time tomorrow, what will your father be doing ?
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) T[VF[ SF,[ X]\ SZL ZCIF CX[ m
(2) SF,[ ;JFZ[ GJ JFuI[ EFZT D[R ZDL ZCI] CX[ m
(3) TD[ VCL\YL HFJ T[ 5C[,F D[ DFZ] SFI" SZL GFbI] CX[P
(4) B[,F0LVF[ D[NFGDF\ X]\ SZL ZCIF CX[ m
5|`G o 4 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) RF,] ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(2) RF,] ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY"GF A[ JFSIF[ VF5F[P
(3) 5}6" ElJQISF/GF A[ p5IF[UF[ J6"JF[P
(4) RF,] ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GF lS|IF5NG]\ :J~5 H6FJF[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 29
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 5}6" ElJQISF/GF CSFZGF JFSIF[ AGFJL XSXMP
 5}6" ElJQISF/GF GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF ZRL XSXMP
29.0  5}6" ElJQISF/GF CSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
VCL\ 5}6" ElJQISF/GF CSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GM VeIF; SZLV[ VG[ T[GL
GLR[ VF5[, pNFCZ6F[G[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DÒV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´ shall/will + have + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 ´  SD" ´  VgI slS|IF lJX[QF6f
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) I shall have written the essay at that time.
(2) Before you go to see him, he will have left the place of war.
(3) Bharati will have sung a song.
(4) Sachin will have played many matches before he takes retirement.
(5) Amitabh will have finished many roles in movies before 2006.
29.1  5}6" ElJQISF/GF GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ 5}6" ElJQISF/GF GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ VF ZRGFGM wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[ VG[ T[GL GLR[ VF5[,F  JFSIF[G[ wIFGYL JF\RLV[P
ZRGF o
STF" ´ shall / will + not + have + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 ´  SD" ´  VgI slS|IFlJX[QF6fP
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) She will not have won the match.
(2) The gardener will not have watered the plants.
(3) At the time of death, I will have not played my role of life successfully.
(4) Players will have not practised a lot before they play the game.
(5) My father will have not given the message tomorrow this time.
(6) In the evening tomorrow, Bhagvandas will have left the station for Delhi.
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Raju will have ................. the book then. (read)
(2) Mona will not .................. the game in the coming match. (have + play)
(3) She will have .................. a song in the next party. (sing)
(4) Rani will ............... .............. better in the coming movies with Amitabh.
(have + perform)
5|`G o 2 SF[9F 5ZYL JFSIF[ AGFJF[P
Mona played the game.
He will have seen pictures.
She will not planted trees.
I written a letter.
We danced the work.
They completed
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) I will have formed the item.
(2) The train will have left the station at 9:00 p.m.
(3) Kalaben will not have seen the movie.
5|`G o 4 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) ;LTFV[ H\U,DF\ V[ O/ BF. ,LW] CX[P
(2) ;F{ZJV[ VFJTF D[RDF\ ;]gNZ N[BFJ SIF[" CX[P
(3) T[VF[V[ ZF1F;F[G[ DFIF" GCL CF[IP
(4) VD[ VFJTLSF,[ ;JFZ[ TDFZL 3Z[ 5CF[\RL UIF CF[.X]P
5|`G o 5 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) 5}6" ElJQISF/GF CSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(2) 5}6" ElJQISF/GF GSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(3) 5}6" ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GF pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 30
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 5}6" ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF AGFJL XSXMP
 5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ H6FJL XSXMP
30.0  5}6" ElJQISF/GF 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ 5}6" ElJQISF/GF 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[ VG[ T[GL
GLR[ VF5[, pNFCZ6F[GF[ 56 wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o
wh-JF/F XaNF[ q how sCF[I TMf ´  will / shall + STF" ´  have + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\
~5 ´ SD" ´ VgI m
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) Why will he not have paid heed to my advice ?
(2) Will you have played cricket ?
(3) Who will have stolen your book ?
(4) What will have she written in her book ?
IFN ZFBF[ o
VF SF/DF\ by now, by this time, by the end of 2006, by noon today, by then JU[Z[ H[JF
;DINX"S XaNF[GF[ p5IF[U SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
30.1  5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ o
VCL\ 5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ VF5[,F K[P VF56[ VF p5IF[UF[GF[ SF/Ò5}J"S VeIF;
SZLV[P
* X~ YI[,4 YTL S[ YGFZ SF[. lS|IF CJ[ 5KL 56 RF,JFGL CF[I VG[ ElJQIDF\ 56 VD]S ;DI[
RF,TL CX[ V[J] ATFJJF DF8[ VF SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP It will have been drizzling since morning.
* SF[. lS|IF S[ AGFJ ElJQIDF\ VD]S ;DIYL RF,] CX[ T[J] NXF"JJF VF SF/ J5ZFI K[P
NFPTP By next july, we shall have been living there for five years.
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) How will you have ..................the game ? (play)
(2) By this time next year, shall I ............. the exam ?
(have+complete)
(3) Before you go to the office, will he have .............. his work ?
(finish)
(4) Why will Narotambhai have left his house ? and why will he have
............... the village also ? (leave)
(5) Who will have ................ the cave ? (open)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) Which car will my sister have bought by the end of 2006 ?
(2) Shall I have read Gandhi's autobiography by then ?
(3) When will Mohan have done his home work today ?
(4) Who will have invented ?
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) VFJTF ZlJJFZ[ Z[BFV[ X]\ T{IFZ SI]" CX[ m
(2) TD[ VFJXM tIFZ[ VD[ D[R ÒTL ,LWL CX[ m
(3) AFZ JFuI[ ZFWFV[ ZF\wI] GCL CF[I m
(4) VFJTL SF,[ ;F\H[ TD[ SIF\ 5CF[\RL UIF CXM m
5|`G o 4 8\}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) 5}6" ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(2) 5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/GF p5IF[UF[ SCMP
(3) 5}6" ElJQISF/DF\ VFJTF ;DINX"S XaNF[GL IFNL T{IFZ SZMP
(4) 5}6" ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GF A[ pNFCZ6F[ VF5F[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 31
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[ AGFJL XSXMP
 5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF AGFJL XSXMP
31.0  5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
GLR[ 5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/GF CSFZvGSFZ JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ VeIF;
SZLV[P ZRGFGL GLR[ VF5[, pNFCZ6F[G[ 56 ;DÒV[P
ZRGF o
CSFZ v STF" ´ shall / will + have + been + V-ing + SD" ´ since / for
´ ;DINX"S XaNF[PP
GSFZ v STF" ´ shall / will + not + have + been + V-ing + SD" ´ since/for
´ ;DINX"S XaNF[P
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) I shall have been serving in Mumbai for forty years by 2006.
(2) She will have been serving as a teacher for twenty years at the time of my
retirement.
(3) We shall not have been swimming for 47 hours by then.
(4) The mechanic will have been working at the machine for one hour.
31.1  5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/GF 5|`GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF o
VCL\ 5}6"RF,] ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[P
ZRGF o
wh - JF/F XaNF[ q how sCF[I TMf ´  shall / will + STF" ´ have ´  been + V-ing +
SD" ´  since / for ´  ;DINX"S XaNF[ PPPP m
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p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
(1) How will they have been managing to live with such means ?
(2) Shall I not have been taking part in the tour since friday ?
(3) What will you have been reading for two hours at night ?
(4) Will she not have been looking after the baby since 10:00 a.m. ?
Note : (1) Since V[ ;DIlA\N] (point of time) ATFJ[ K[P
(2) For V[ ;DIUF/F[ (period of time) ATFJ[ K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[,F lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Krishna will have been ....................... in that factory since 1990. (work)
(2) Will Neha have been ...................... for us for five hours ? (wait)
(3) What will Tendulkar .............. on the ground since morning tomorrow ?
(have + be + do)
(4) I shall not have been ....................... this book for 10 hours. (read)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTL SZMP
(1) Shall I not have been moving towards my journey ?
(2) Krupalu will have been dancing in the party for six hours tomorrow ?
(3) Bhaiya will not have been passing time since morning.
(4) Will you have been coming to my house ?
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[Ò SZMP
(1) X]\ C]\ JFrIF SZTF[ CF[.X m
(2) T[ tIFZYL 5T\U p0F0L ZCIF[ CX[P
(3) ;JFZYL T[VF[ JFRTF GCL CF[IP
(4) VFJTL SF,[ ;F\H[ RFZ S,FSYL GZ[X S;ZT SZTF[ CX[ m
(5) GF4 C]\ JF\rIF SZTF[ CF[.X GCLP
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o TENSES JS"SF0" o 32
VF JS"SF0"GM RLJ85}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
  SF/ lJX[ JW] DFlCTL VF5L XSXMP
32.0  SF/ (Tense) lJX[ JW] DFlCTL o
SF/ lJX[ 36]\ AW] ;F\E/JF D?I] K[P VYF"T4 SF/GL AFATDF\ S[8,FS V\U|[Ò EFQFFGF TH7M AFZ
p5ZF\TGF SF/ lJX[ RRF" SZ[ K[P S[8,FS TH7M DF+ A[ H SF/ K[ T[J] DFG[ K[P
AFZ p5ZF\TGF SF/DF\4
(1) The actual present tense
(2) The historic present tense
(3) The re-historic present tense
(4) The dramatic present tense
* 5Z\T]4 BZF VY"DF\ p5ZGF RFZ[I SF/ SF[. D]bI SF/ G U6FTF q H6FTF V[ present tense GF
5[8F SF/ U6FJL XSFIP SFZ6 S[4 T[GL ZRGF HF[TF T[ AWF ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GL ZRGF WZFJ[ K[P
CJ[4 VF56[ VF RFZ[I 5[8FSF/ lJX[ JW] DFlCTL 5|F%T SZLV[P
* JT"DFGGL CSLST ZH} SZJF 'the actual present tense' GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP (1) I am an Indian.
(2) Who is your best friend ?
* E}TSF/GL SYF4 JFTF"4 5|;\U S[ 38GFG]\ J6"G SZJF 'the historic present tense' GF[ p5IF[U
YFI K[P
NFPTP Sachin comes forward, lifts his bat and hits.
* E}TSF/GL SYF4 JFTF"4 5|;\U S[ 38GFG]\ 5]Go J6"G SZJF 'the re-historic present tense'
GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP Krishna tells Arjuna to take part in the war against evils.
* JFTRLTDF\ GF8IFtDSTFGF[ EFJ ,FJJF DF8[ 'the dramatic present tense' GF[ p5IF[U
YFI K[P
NFPTP (1) Here comes Tendulkar !
(2) There she goes !
(3) Look, here comes Lata !
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F VFD4 ZRGFGL ãlQ8V[ p5ZGF RFZ[I SF/ V[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF H pNFCZ6F[ U6FJL XSFIP
VY"GL ãlQ8V[ NZ[SGL 5F[TFGL lJX[QFTF HF[JF D/[ K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[ clJEFU A' DF\ SF/GF GFD VF%IF K[P T[GL ;FD[ 'lJEFU B' DF\ H[ T[ SF/GF
pNFCZ6 ,BF[P
lJEFU A sSF/G]\ GFDf lJEFU B spNFCZ6F[f
(1) The actual present tense ............................
(2) The historic present tense ............................
(3) The re-historic present tense ............................
(4) The dramatic present tense ............................
5|`G o 2 SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN 5;\N SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) CSLST ZH} SZJF PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
(the actual present Tense, The historic present tense)
(2) ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 5|SFZ 5F0L XSFIP sRFZqA[f
(3) GF8IFtDSTFGF[ EFJ ZH} SZJF PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP SF/GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
(the actual present tense, the dramatic present tense.)
(4) E}TSF/GL SYF ZH} SZJF PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
(the historic present tense, the dramatic present tense)
5|`G o 3 GLR[ VW}ZF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P VF JFSIF[G[ IF[uI lJS<5 JF/F JFSIF[DF\YL 5;\N SZL
T[G[ 5}ZF SZMP
(A) the actual present tense NXF"JT] JFSI V[8,[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(1) I am Japanese.
(2) Here comes Amitabh !
(B) the dramatic present tense NXF"JT] JFSI V[8,[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
(1) Look, here comes Vajpayee !
(2) Who is your brother ?
Appendix - 3
Work-Card Material on Clauses
JS"SF0" ;FlCtI
lJQFI o V\U|[Ò WMZ6 o V[SD o CLAUSES
  DFU"NX"S      5|IF[HS
0F[P 0LPV[P pRF8 ZD[X ALP ;BLIF
M.Sc., M.Ed., Ph.D. M.A. (Eng.), M.Ed.
(Uni. first)
5|FwIF5S VG[ VwI1F
lX1F6XF:+ EJG ;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8L ZFHSF[8
lJnFYL" lD+4
lX1FSGL DNN JUZ HFT[ XLBJFGL lJlJW ZLT K[P T[DF\GL VF V[S ZLT K[4 cJS"SF0" ;FlCtIc YL E6J]P
JS"SF0" ;FlCtIYL TD[ VgI SF[. 5Z VFWFZ ZFbIF JUZ E6L XSXMP TF[ RF,F[ VF56[ V\U|[Ò lJQFIGF
'CLAUSES' V[SDG[ VF ZLTYL E6LV[P JS"SF0" ;FlCtIYL VF V[SD E6JFGL TDG[ DHF 50X[P CJ[4 VF
VeIF; NZdIFG TDFZ[ X]\ X]\ SZJFG]\ K[ T[ AFATG[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DÒ ,MP
(1) 'CLAUSES' V[ V[SDG[ S], #Z JS"SF0"DF\ lJEFlHT SZ[, K[P TDG[ S|DXo V[S 5KL V[S JS"SF0"
VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P JS"SF0"gFM TDFZ[ XF\lTYL VeIF; SZJFGF[ K[P V[S JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SIF" 5KL H TDG[
ALH] JS"SF0" VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P
(2) NZ[S JS"SF0"GL X~VFTDF\ V[ JS"SF0"DF\YL X]\ XLBXM T[ H6FjI]\ K[P tIFZAFN  V[ JS"SF0"DF\YL XLBJFGL
AFATF[ ;DHFJ[, K[P NZ[S JS"SF0"DF\ XLBJFGL AFAT ;DHFjIF 5KL TDFZ[ DF8[ :JD}<IF\SGGF\ 5|` GF[
VF5[,F K[P
(3) NZ[S JS"SF0"G[ TDFZ[ DF+ JF\RJFG]\ GYL4 5Z\T] SF/Ò5}J"S T[GF[ VeIF; SZJFGF[ K[P H[YL JS"SF0"DF\ ZC[,L
lJUTG[ TD[ AZFAZ ;DÒ XSMP
(4) JS"SF0"GL GLR[ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA TDFZ[ HFT[ H VF5JFGF CF[I K[P T[D KTF HJFA DF8[ SF[. lJUT
;DHJL H~ZL H6FI TF[ OZLJFZ TD[ H[ T[ JS"SF0"GF[ VeIF; SZL XSM KMP
(5) JS"SF0"DF\ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF\ HJFA TDFZ[ T[ H JS"SF0"DF\ VF5JFGF GYLP 5Z\gT]4 VF 5|` GF[GF\ HJFA TDFZ[
V,U pTZ5+DF\ VF5JFGF\ K[P
(6) HJFA VF%IF 5KL TD[ V[ GF[\W SZM S[ TDG[ SIF D]NFVF[GF\ HJFA VF5JFDF\ D]xS[,L 50[ K[P SF[. D]NF[
;DHJFDF\ V3ZF[ ,FU[ TF[ T[GL V,U GF[\W SZMP VF D]NŸNFG]\ OZLJFZ XF\lTYL VwIIG SZMP H~Z H6FI
TF[ TD[ lX1FSGL DNN 56 ,. XSM KMP
F NF[:T4 XLBJFG]\ X~ SZTF 5C[,F GLR[GL A[ AFATF[ TDFZ[ :JLSFZL ,[JL B}A H H~ZL K[P
* DFZ[ VF V[SD XLBJF[ H~ZL K[P
* SF[.56 EF[U[ C]\ VF V[SD XLBLX H P
HFT[ XLBJFGF[ VFG\N ,[JF[ K[ G[ m TF[ RF,M CJ[ D\0F[ HFT[ DC[GT SZJFP
9
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 1
ââ
â â
1.0 Subject VG[ Predicate GF[ VY" o
Subject VG[ Predicate G[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GL VFS'lTGF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
Parts of Sentence
Subject Predicate
sSTF"f slJW[If
JFSI o   Ram      goes to School.
Subject VG[ Predicate lJX[ VF56[ GLR[GL AFATF[ TFZJL XSLX]P
* JFSIGF D]bI A[ EFU CF[I K[4 Subject VG[ Predicate.
* Subject VYF"T STF" VG[ Predicate V[8,[ lJW[I5N slJW[IfP
* STF " (subject) V[8,[ S[ JFSIDF\ GFD VYJF J:T] S[ H[GF lJX[ VF56[ AF[,LV[ KLV[P
* lJW[I (predicate) V[8,[ S[ JFSIDF\ STF" lJX[ H[ S\. AF[,FI K[ T[P
* JFSIDF\ STF" TZLS[ GFD4 ;J"GFD4 Infinitive, Gerund sS'N\Tf4 adjective (as a noun),
Phrase, quotation JU[Z[ VFJL XS[ K[P H[D S[4
Subject Predicate
(1) Mala goes to school.
(2) He went home.
(3) To error is human.
(4) Walking is good exercise.
VF JS"SF0"GF[ RLJ85}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPP
 Subject VG[ Predicate V[8,[ X]\ T[ SCL XSXMP
 Object GM VY" VG[ T[GF 5|SFZ H6FJL XSXMP
9
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1.1 Object sSD"f GF[ VY" VG[ T[GF 5|SFZ o
SD" VG[ T[GF 5|SFZG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) He gave me    a book.
(2) He took  a pen.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPPP
* 5|YD JFSIDF\ A[ SD" K[4 'me' VG[ 'a book'. H[DF\4 'me' V[ Indirect Object s5ZF[1F SD"f K[P
HIFZ[ 'a book' V[ Direct Object s5|tI1F SD"f K[P
* ALHF JFSIDF\ a pen V[ SD" K[P VF SD" V[ 5|tI1F SD" (Direct object) K[P VYF"T JFSIDF\
HIFZ[ V[S H SD" CF[I tIFZ[ T[ 5|tI1F SD" AG[ K[P
* ;FDFgI ZLT[ JFSIDF\ ;J"GFD S[ jIlSTGF GFDM V[ 5ZF[1F SD" VG[ HFlTJFRS GFD sVgI GFDf
V[ 5|tI1F SD" AG[ K[P sHIFZ[ JFSIDF\ A[ SD" CF[I tIFZ[f
* 8\}SDF\4 H[ SD" JUZ JFSI VW]Z] H6FI T[ 5|tI1F SD" CF[I K[P
F VFD4 SD"GF A[ 5|SFZ K[4 (1) Direct object (2) Indirect Object
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXF[P
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, Subject sSTF"f VG[ Predicate slJW[If GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) All matter is indestructible.
(2) The singing of the birds delights us.
(3) He has a good memory.
(4) No man can serve two masters.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, SD"GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[ VG[ T[GF 5|SFZ H6FJF[P
(1) Rajesh reads a book.
(2) They provided Mohan a big house.
(3) I give her money.
5|`G o 3 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) JFSIGF S[8,F EFU K[ m VG[ T[ SIF SIF K[ T[ H6FJF[P
(2) Subject V[8,[ X]\ m
(3) Predicate V[8,[ X]\ m
(4) Object GF 5|SFZ H6FJF[P
(5) Object sSD"f GF[ VY" VF5MP
Direct Objectà
á
á àIndirect Object
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lJnFYL" lD+4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF;YL TD[PPPP
 Complement GM VY" VG[ T[GF\ 5|SFZ H6FJL XSXMP
 Finite Verb s5}6" lS|IF5Nf GF[ VY" VF5L XSXMP
2.0 Complement GF[ VY" VG[ T[GF 5|SFZ o
Complement GF[ VY" VG[ T[GF 5|SFZ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) He is a leader.
(2) John was a boy.
(3) I made him an officer.
(4) We shall make Rajesh a teacher.
p5ZGF JFSIMGF VeIF; 5ZYL PPPP
* 5|YD JFSIDF\ 'He' V[ STF" K[ VG[ 'a leader' V[ complement K[P 'a leader' V[ 'subject
complement' K[P
* ALHF JFSIDF\ 'John' V[ STF" K[ VG[ 'a boy' V[ 'subject complement' K[P
* +LHF JFSIDF\ 'him' V[ SD" K[P 'an officer' V[ complement K[P VYF"T T[G[ 'object
complement' SC[ K[P
* RF[YF JFSIDF\ 56 'Rajesh' V[ SD" K[P HIFZ[ 'a teacher' V[ complement K[P VYF"T T[ 56
'object complement' K[P
F VFDPPP
Complement VYF"T 5}ZSP H[ STF"GF 5}ZS TZLS[ VYJF TF[ SD"GF 5}ZS TZLS[ J5ZFI K[P
Complement GF A[ 5|SFZ K[P (1) Subject Complement (2) Object Complement.
2.1 Finite Verb s5}6" lS|IF5Nf GF[ VY" o
5}6" lS|IF5NG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) He likes to go there.
(2) They like to go there.
(3) We liked to go there.
(4) Do your duty.
9
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p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPP
* 5|YD JFSIDF\ VFJ[, likes4 ALHF JFSIDF\ VFJ[, like, +LHF JFSIDF\ VFJ[, liked VG[ RF[YF
JFSIDF\ VFJ[, Do V[ 5}6"lS|IF5NMGF pNFCZ6F[ K[P
* p5ZGF JFSIF[DF\ VFJ[, 'to go' V[ Infinitive verb G]\ pNFCZ6 K[P
* 5}6" lS|IF5NF[  V[ STF"GF :J~5 5|DF6[4 SF/ 5|DF6[4 JRG 5|DF6[ 5F[TFGF :J~5DF\ O[ZOFZ SZ[ K[
VYJF TF[ O[ZOFZ 5FD[ K[P
* Infinitive Verbs sV5}6" lS|IF5NMf V[ UD[ T[ SF/4 JRG4 5]Z]QF CF[I TF[ 56 T[DF\ sT[GF
:J~5DF\f O[ZOFZ YTF[ GYLP
* A verb which is limited by Number and Person is called a Finite Verb. All
verbs in the Indicative, Imperative and subjunctive moods have to be Finite
Verbs.
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXF[P
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, complement GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZL T[GF 5|SFZ H6FJF[P
(1) You are a chairperson.
(2) I made him a student.
(3) My father is a pious - man.
(4) I gave her a pen.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, 5}6" lS|IF5NF[ GLR[ ,L8L NMZMP
(1) We went in that garden to see the flowers.
(2) We wish to play the game.
(3) I saw the birds flying.
5|`G o 3 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) 5}6" lS|IF5N V[8,[ X]\ m T[G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 ;DHFJF[P
(2) Complement GF 5|SFZ H6FJF[P
(3) 5}ZSGF[ VY" ;DHFJF[P
(4) Subject VG[ Object Complement VFJTF CF[I T[J]\ V[SvV[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
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lJnFYL" lD+4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF;YL TD[PPPP
 Clause GM VY" VF5L XSXMP
 Clause GF\ D]bI 5|SFZ VF5L XSXMP
3.0 Clause GF[ VY" o
Clause GF[ VY" ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) Rajesh gets up early in the morning and goes out for a walk.
(2) Boys will set out for the journey when the sun rises.
(3) That Ram is honest is known to all.
(4) We love our country.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYL VF56[ GLR[GL AFATF[ TFZJL XSLX]P
* 5|YD JFSI V[ A[ p5JFSIF[G]\ AG[,]\ K[P VYF"T A[ clause G]\ AG[,] K[P H[D S[4 'Rajesh gets up
early in the morning' VG[ 'and goes out for a walk'.
* ALHF JFSIDF\ 56 A[ p5JFSIF[ (clauses) VFJ[,F K[P H[D S[4 'Boys will set out for the
journey' VG[ 'when the sun rises'.
* +LH] JFSI 56 A[ p5JFSIF[G]\ AG[,] K[P 5|YD p5JFSI TZLS[ 'That Ram is honest' VG[ ALHF
p5JFSI TZLS[ 'is known to all' GF[ ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
* 5Z\T]4 RF[YF JFSIDF\ DF+ V[S H clause K[P V[8,[ S[ T[ JFSIGF ~5DF\ K[P VG[ T[DF A[ p5JFSIF[
GYLP
* VFD4 clause V[ JFSIGF[ V[S EFU K[ S[ H[G[ p5JFSI SC[JFI K[P H[DF\4 subject sSTF"f
VG[ predicate s5}6" lS|IF5N ;FY[GF[ EFUf GF[ ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
* clause G[ sp5JFSIG[f 5F[TFGM V[S STF" VG[ V[S 5}6" lS|IF5N (finite verb) CF[I K[P 5}6"
lS|IF5NF[ V[ STF"GF JRG VG[ 5]~QF 5|DF6[ TYF SF/ 5|DF6[ 5F[TFG]\ :J~5 AN,[ K[P
* 36F jIFSZ6XF:+LVF[ p5JFSIF[G[ A[ H 5|SFZDF\ JC[\R[ K[P
(1) Principal S[ main clause (2) Subordinate clause.
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* clauses sp5JFSIF[f GF D]bI +6 5|SFZ K[P H[ VF D]HAGF K[P
(1) Principal / Main clause sD]bI p5JFSIf
(2) Co-ordinate clause s;\I]ST p5JFSIf
(3) Subordinate clause sUF{6 p5JFSIf
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GMGF HJFA VF5L XSXF[P
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, p5JFSIF[GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) Be  kind and help me.
(2) He was my friend, therefore I loved him.
(3) I am glad that he has recovered from illness.
(4) This is a machine which is used for sewing.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, STF" TYF 5}6" lS|IF5NF[GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) He did not go there yesterday.
(2) He died in this native village.
(3) He will not pay unless he is compelled.
(4) He was too tired to stand.
(5) If I make a promise, I keep it.
5|`G o 3 SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN 5;\N SZL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Clauses sp5JFSIF[f GF D]bI PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 5|SFZ K[P sV[S4 +64 RFZf
(2) 36F jIFSZ6XF:+LVF[ V[ p5JFSIF[G[ DF+ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 5|SFZDF\ JC[\R[ K[P
     sV[S4 A[4 +6f
(3) NZ[S clause DF\ VF[KFDF\ VF[K] V[S subject sSTF"f VG[ V[S PPPPPPPPP CF[I K[P
    sSD"4 5}6" lS|IF5Nf
(4) PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP G[ STF"GF JRG VG[ 5]~QF TYF SF/GL V;Z YFI K[P
    s5}6" lS|IF5NM4 V5}6" lS|IF5NMf
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VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPPP
 ;FNF JFSI (simple sentence) G[ VF[/BL XSXMP
 ;\I]ST JFSI (compound) GF pNFCZ6F[ VF5L XSXMP
4.0 Simple Sentence s;FN] JFSIf o
;FNF JFSIG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) I like that book very much.
(2) Meena got the prize.
(3) Krishna wants to be a doctor.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPP
* p5ZGF +6[I JFSIF[DF\ OST V[S H STF" VG[ V[S H lJW[I (predicate) K[P H[D S[4 5|YD JFSIDF\
I STF" K[ VG[ JFSIGF[ AFSLGF[ EFU V[ predicate K[P ALHF JFSIDF\ Meena VG[ +LHF JFSIDF\
Krishna V[ STF" K[P HIFZ[ AFSLGF[ EFU V[ lJW[I K[P
* simple sentence s;FNF JFSIf DF\ DF+ V[S H principal clause CF[I K[P H[G[ V[S STF" VG[
V[S lJW[I CF[I K[P VYF"T T[G[ V[S 5}6" lS|IF5N (finite verb) CF[I K[P H[D S[ 5|YD JFSIDF\ like,
ALHF JFSIDF\ got VG[ +LHF JFSIDF\ wants V[ 5}6" lS|IF5NM K[P
* ;FNF JFSIGL ZRGF VF D]HAGL K[P
STF" + lS|IF5N + SD" q lS|IF5}ZS + lS|IF lJX[QF6P
S     +   V      +  O/C             +  A
4.1 Compound Sentence s;\I]ST JFSIf :
;\I]ST JFSIG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIM o
(1) Mona came to the city but did not see anybody.
(2) I love my country and am ready to die for it.
(3) I did hard work therefore I passed the exam and then I got the job.
9
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VCL\ VF5[,F JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYL PPPP
* VCL\ VF5[, +6[I JFSIF[ V[ ;\I]ST JFSIF[ K[P H[DF\ V[S principal S[ main clause sD]bI
p5JFSIf VG[ V[S S[ V[S SZTF JW] ;\I]ST p5JFSIF[ (co-ordinate clause) CF[I K[P
* VF clauses sp5JFSIF[f V[ co-ordinating conjunctions YL HF[0FI[,F CF[I K[P H[D S[4 and,
but, or, otherwise, but also, therefore, so, still, neither... nor, either....or, as
well as, yet, both... and JU[Z[ co-ordinating conjunctions SC[JFI K[P
* ;\I]ST JFSIDF\ VFJ[, NZ[S p5JFSI V[ STF" VG[ lJW[I (predicate) ;FY[ VFJ[ K[P VG[ :JT\+
CF[I K[P VYF"T V[S p5JFSIG[ VY"5}6" SZJF DF8[ ALHF p5JFSI 5Z VFWFZ ZFBJF[ 50TF[ GYLP
* ;\I]ST JFSIGL ZRGF o
S+V+O/C+A   + ;\IF[HS   +    S+V+O/C+A
Main clause co-ordinate clause
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\G]\ NZ[S JFSI V[ ;FN] JFSI K[ S[ ;\I]ST JFSI K[ T[ H[ T[ JFSIGL
;FD[ ,BF[P
(1) I bought a new pen.
(2) Not only Ramesh but his brother also went to Mumbai.
(3) Rohit got up and went out.
(4) I have a house to live in.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[,   main clause GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) The bag on the table contains books.
(2) He is absent because he is ill.
(3) Hurry up or you will miss the train.
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ VFJ[, 5}6" lS|IF5NM4 STF" TYF ;\IF[HSF[GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) He speaks either English or Hindi.
(2) He ran fast yet he could not catch the bus.
(3) Entering the house, the theif put out the light.
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VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPPP
 Hl8, (complex) JFSIG[ VF[/BL XSXMP
 JFSIGF 5|SFZ H6FJL XSXMP
5.0 Hl8, JFSI (Complex Sentence) :
Hl8, JFSIF[G[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIM o
(1) If you work hard, you will pass the exam.
(Subordinate clause) (principal clause)
(2) I do not know  who has stolen my book.
(Principal clause) (subordinate clause)
(3) He could not come because he was ill.
(Principal clause) (subordinate clause)
(4) God is with us wherever we go.
(Main clause) (subordinate clause)
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPP
* Hl8, JFSI (complex sentence) DF\ V[S D]bI p5JFSI (principal / main clause) VG[
V[S S[ V[S SZTF JW] UF{6 p5JFSIF[ (subordinate clauses) GF[ ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
* SF[.56 Hl8, JFSIGL X~VFT D]bI p5JFSI S[ UF{6 p5JFSIYL Y. XS[ K[P
* Subordinate clause VG[ Principal clause GL 5Z:5ZGL DNNYL JFSIGF[ VY" 5}6" YFI K[P
VYF"T UF{6 p5JFSIG[ D]bI p5JFSI 5Z VFWFZ ZFBJF[ 50[ K[P
* Hl8, JFSIGL ZRGF VF D]HA K[P
S + V + O/C + A +     ;\IF[HS + S + V + O/C + A
Main clause subordinate clause
9
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* Subordinate clause TZLS[ GLR[GF clauses VFJ[ K[P
(1) Adjective clause
(2) Adverb (adverbial) clause
(3) Noun clause
* VFD4 JFSIGF D]bI +6 5|SFZ K[P
(1) Simple sentence s;FN] JFSIf
(2) Compound Sentence s;\I]ST JFSIf
(3) Complex Sentence sHl8, JFSIf
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF Hl8, JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, Principal / Main Clause G[ VF[/BL ATFJF[P
(1) He confessed that he was guilty.
(2) He bought the library which belonged to his uncle.
(3) He has a son who has made a name for himself.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF Hl8, JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, subordinate clause G[ VF[/BL ATFJF[P
(1) I want to know where he has gone.
(2) My belief is that honesty is the best policy.
(3) Her sister sings better than she.
(4) I have a pen which is very costly.
(5) After I had entered the class, the bell rang.
5|`G o 3 SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN 5;\N SZL GLR[GF lJWFGF[DF\ ZC[, BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) JFSIGF D]bI PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 5|SFZ K[P sA[4 +6f
(2) Hl8, JFSIDF\ PPPPPPPPPPPPPMain clause CF[I K[ VG[ V[S S[ V[S SZTF JW] UF{6 p5JFSI
CF[I K[P sV[S4 +6f
(3) Hl8, JFSIGL X~VFT D]bI S[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPp5JFSIYL YFI K[P sUF{64 ;\I]STf
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VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPPP
 Principal / Main clause G[ VF[/BL ATFJXF[P
 Subordinate clause lJX[ DFCLTL VF5L XSXMP
Principal S[ Main Clause TYF subordinate clause G[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[
wIFGYL ;DÒV[P
JFSIM o
(1) God helps those who help themselves.
(2) Ratan will wait till she returns.
(3) He laughs best who laughs last.
(4) They expect that we shall succeed.
p5ZGF NZ[S JFSIGF[ VeIF; SZTF VF56[ GLR[GL S[8,LS AFATF[ TFZJL XSLX]\P
* p5ZF[ST NZ[S JFSIDF\ A[ STF" VG[ A[ lS|IF5N K[P T[YL NZ[S JFSIV[ A[ p5JFSIF[G]\ AG[,] K[P
5|YD JFSIDF\ God helps those V[ D]bI p5JFSI (Principal clause) K[P VG[ 'who help
themselves' V[ UF{6 p5JFSI (subordinate clause) K[P
* ALHF JFSIDF\ 'Ratan will wait' V[ D]bI p5JFSI K[P VG[ 'till she returns' V[ UF{6
p5JFSI K[P
* +LHF JFSIDF\ 'He laughs best' V[ D]bI p5JFSI K[P VG[ 'who laughs best' V[ UF{6
p5JFSI K[P
* RF[YF JFSIDF\ 'They expect' V[ D]bI p5JFSI K[P HIFZ[ 'that we shall succeed' V[ UF{6
p5JFSI K[P
* VFD4 D]bI p5JFSIF[ V[ :JT\+ ZLT[ pEF ZCL XS[ K[P HIFZ[ subordinate clause sUF{6
p5JFSIF[f V[ :JT\+ ZLT[ pEF ZCL XSTF GYLP Subordinate clause G[ 5F[TFGF[ VY"5}6" SZJF
S[ ;DHFJJF DF8[ Main / Principal clause 5Z VFWFZ ZFBJF[ 50[ K[P
* V[8,[ S[ PPPP
H[ p5JFSI :JT\+ ZLT[ VY" VF5[ S[ VY"5}6" CF[I T[JF p5JFSIG[ Main / Principal
clause sD]bI p5JFSIf SC[ K[P HIFZ[ H[ p5JFSIG[ 5F[TFGF[ VY"5}6" SZJF DF8[ ALHF
p5JFSI 5Z VFWFZ ZFBJF[ 50[ T[JF p5JFSIG[ subordinate clause sUF{6 p5JFSIf
SC[ K[P
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CJ[ VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXF[P
5|`G o ! GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, Main / Principal clause GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) I shall do as you say.
(2) He asked me where I lived.
(3) The question is where Ramu is.
(4) Take all you want.
(5) Whatever he does, he does well.
(6) We sow that we may reap.
5|`G o Z GLR[GF JFSIDF\ ZC[, subordinate clause G[ VF[/BL ATFJF[P
(1) Don't ask me what I have done.
(2) She looks as if she is tired.
(3) Man eats that he may live.
(4) Wherever you go, I shall follow you.
(5) I asked him where he lived.
(6) We love them who love us.
5|`G o # SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN J0[ GLR[GF lJWFGF[DF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Hl8, JFSI (complex sentence) DF\ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSTF" PPPPPPPPPPPlS|IF5N CF[I K[P
sV[S4 A[f
(2) Hl8, JFSIDF\ A[ p5JFSIF[ CF[I K[P V[S PPPPPPPPPPPPP VG[ ALH] Main Clause  CF[I K[P
(Principal, subordinate clause)
(3) Main / Pri. clause V[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP ZLT[ pEF ZCL XS[ K[ VG[ VY"5}6" CF[I K[P
s:JT\+4 5ZT\+f
(4) 5F[TFGF[ VY"5}6" SZJF PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP clause G[ ALHF p5JFSI 5Z VFWFZ ZFBJF[ 50[ K[P
(principal, subordinate)
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VF JS"SF0"GM wIFG5}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Co-ordinate clause GF pNFCZ6 VF5L XSXMP
 Phrase VG[ Clause JrR[GF[ TOFJT :5Q8 SZL XSXMP
7.0 Co-ordinate clause :
VF clause G[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GM VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIM o
(1) God made the country and man made the town.
(2) He as well as his friends is good.
(3) Either this boy is dull or she is idle.
(4) Meena must weep or she will die.
(5) Man dies but mankind is eternal.
(6) Kali is poor, yet he looks happy.
(7) He was late so he missed the bus.
(8) It rained heavily, therefore I could not go out for a walk.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPP
* p5ZGF NZ[S JFSIF[ V[ A[ S[ T[YL JW] :JT\+ p5JFSIF[ ;FY[ VFJ[,F K[P NZ[S p5JFSI V[ :JT\+
K[P V[S ALHF 5Z VFWFlZT GYLP
* p5ZGF NZ[S JFSIDF\ VFJ[, p5JFSIF[ V[ éEIFgJIL VJIJM q 5N (co-ordinating
conjunctions) S[ V<5 lJZFDYL HF[0FI[,F K[P VYF"T NZ[S JFSI V[ compound sentence
s;\I]ST p5JFSIf K[P
* p5ZGF NZ[S JFSIDF\ V[S p5JFSI V[ main clause AG[ K[P VG[ AFSLGF p5JFSIF[ V[ co-
ordinate clause AG[ K[P
* Co-ordinate clause V[ Co-ordinating conjunctions YL HF[0FI[,F CF[I K[P H[D S[4
therefore, and, as well as, either...or, neither....nor, but, yet, so JU[Z[ H[JF
;\IF[HSMGM VF clause DF\ p5IF[U YFI K[ P
9
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7.1 Phrase VG[ clause JrR[GF[ TOFJT o
Phrase VG[ clause G[ ;DHJF DF8[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ VeIF; SZMP
JFSIF[ o
(1) Mohan has a beautiful watch.
(2) Tell me how to wind the watch.
(3) Mohan has a watch which is beautiful.
(4) Ram gave me a book which was beautiful, having a bright corner.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPP
* 5|YD JFSIDF\ VFJ[, 'a beautiful watch' V[ phrase K[P ALHF JFSIDF\ VFJ[, 'how to
wind the watch' 56 phrase K[P
* +LHF JFSIDF\ 'which is beautiful' V[ clause K[P HIFZ[ RF[YF JFSIDF\ VFJ[, 'having a
bright corner' V[ phrase K[P H[ clause ;FY[ VFJ[, K[P
* VFD4 clause V[ V[S STF" VG[ V[S 5}6" lS|IF5N ;FY[ VFJ[, K[P HIFZ[ phrase V[ DF+ XaNF[GF
;D}CGF ~5DF\ VFJ[ K[P Phrase V[ clause GL H[D :JT\+ VY" pEF[ SZL XST] GYLP J/L4
phrase G[ subject S[ predicate CF[TF GYLP
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, p5JFSIM V[ ;\IF[HSMYL HF[0FI[,F K[P TD[ T[ ;\IF[HSF[GL GLR[
,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) He must work very hard and make up for the lost time.
(2) He is a well-read man, but in matters of business he is a fool.
(3) He did this and so offended his master.
(4) He saw the danger, but pressed on.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, clause VG[ phrase GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[ TYF T[ clause K[
S[ phrase T[ H6FJF[P
(1) Ram gave him a book which was wonderful, having a beautiful colour.
(2) They sat on a dharma as they wanted to protest against price rise.
(3) I like a book to read.
(4) They feel to see and to sleep.
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8.0 Subordinate clause GF 5|SFZ o
VF clause GF 5|SFZ VG[ T[GF pNFCZ6F[G[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) I don't know where he has gone.
(2) What he says is quite true.
(3) He is opposed to whatever I say.
(4) This is the reason why he did not come.
(5) That is the man who is respected by all.
(6) I was not at home when he came to see me.
(7) I shall follow you wherever you go.
(8) Rita is as beautiful as  Amita.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYL VF56[ GLR[GL AFATF[ HF6L XSLX]P
* p5ZGF TDFD JFSIF[ V[ complex sentences GF pNFCZ6F[ K[P H[DF\GF NZ[S JFSIDF\ V[S
principal / Main clause K[P VG[ ALH] subordinate clause K[P
* NZ[S JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZMDF\ KF5[, EFU V[ subordinate clause K[P AFSLGF[ EFU V[
Main clause K[P
* Hl8, JFSIDF\ subordinate clause GL 56 lJlJW E}lDSF CF[I K[P SIFZ[S T[ Noun clause
TZLS[ VFJ[ K[P VYF"T ;DU| clause V[ noun TZLS[GL E}lDSFDF\ CF[I K[P SIFZ[S T[ adjective
clause TZLS[ VFJ[ K[P VG[ SIFZ[S T[ adverbial clause TZLS[ VFJ[ K[P
* JFSI G\P 1, 2 VG[ 3 V[ Noun clause GF pNFCZ6F[ K[P JFSI G\P 4, 5 V[ adjective
(relative) clause GF pNFCZ6F[ K[P VG[ JFSI G\P 6, 7 VG[ 8 V[ adverb (adverbial)
clause GF pNFCZ6F[ K[P
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Subordinate clause GF 5|SFZ SCL XSXMP
 Subordinate clause GF pNFCZ6F[ VF5L XSXMP
9
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VFD4
subordinate clause GF D]bI +6 5|SFZ K[P
(1) The Noun clause
(2) The Adjective (Relative) clause
(3) The Adverbial (Adverb) clause
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF Hl8, JFSIF[DF\ JW] SF/F V1FZF[DF\ KF5[, p5JFSI V[ subordinate clause
K[P TD[ T[GF[ 5|SFZ GSSL SZMP
(1) Scientists know why pollution is harmful.
(2) Do you know where medicines are made.
(3) I will go where I want to go.
(4) It was the last period when they completed their journals.
(5) I practise English that I may master it.
(6) Say that you do not believe in superstitions.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF lJWFGF[ BZF K[ S[ BF[8F T[ H6FJF[P
(1) Hl8, JFSIDF\ V[S Main clause VG[ V[S subordinate clause CF[I K[P
(2) Subordinate clause TZLS[ Noun clause, adjective clause VG[ adverb clause
CF[I K[P
(3) Main clause G[ subordinate clause 5Z VY" 5}6" SZJF DF8[ VFWFZ ZFBJF[ 50[ K[P
5|`G o 3 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) UF{6 p5JFSIF[ (subordinate clause) GF 5|SFZ H6FJF[P
(2) The noun clause G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(3) The adjective clause G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(4) The adverb clause G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
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VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Noun clause GL JFSIDF\ lJlJW E}lDSFG[ VF[/BL XSXMP
 Noun clause G[ H]NF H]NF 5|SFZDF\ JUL"S'T SZL XSXMP
9.0 Noun clause GL lJlJW E}lDSF o
VF56[ Noun clause GL JFSIDF\ ZC[,L lJlJW :J~5GL E}lDSFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ GLR[GF JFSIF[GM
wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) How Raju had done the job was beyond my understanding.
(2) He can not say when Meena will come back.
(3) Bharat is opposed to whatever I say.
(4) Knowing that the exams were drawing near he started working hard.
(5) Rekha wanted to know where her brother had gone.
(6) The fact that he is a millionaire is known to all.
(7) The fact is that he is a rogue.
(8) Heena was sad that she had lost her pen.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPPP
* p5ZGF VF9 JFSIF[DF\ Noun clause GL lJlJW VF9 5|SFZGL E}lDSF ZC[,L K[P
* p5ZGF Hl8, JFSIF[DF\4 JW] SF/F V1FZDF\ KF5[, EFU V[ Noun clause GF ~5DF\ K[P VG[
AFSLGF EFU V[ Main clause K[P
* 5|YD JFSIDF\ ZC[, Noun clause "How Raju had done the job" V[ lS|IF5N (was) GF
STF" TZLS[ VYF"T "As a subject to a verb" GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
* ALHF JFSIDF\ ZC[, Noun clause "When Meena......" V[ ;SD"S lS|IF5N (say) GF SD"
TZLS[ VYF"T "As on object to the verb" GL E}lDSFDF\ K[P
* +LHF JFSIDF\ ZC[, Noun clause "Whatever I say" V[ GFDIF[UL VJIJ (to) GF SD"
TZLS[ VYF"T "As an object to a preposition" GL E}lDSFDF\ K[P
* RF[YF JFSIDF\ ZC[, Noun clause "that the exams were drawing near" V[ S'N\T
(knowing) GF SD" TZLS[ VYF"T T[ "As an object to a participle" GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
* 5F\RDF\ JFSIDF\ ZC[, Noun clause "Where her brother had gone" V[ .gOLGL8LJ (to
know) GF SD" TZLS[ VYF"T "As an object to an Infinitive" GL E}lDSFDF\ K[P
9
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* KõF JFSIDF\ ZC[, Noun clause "that he is a millionaire" V[ "case in Apposition
to a Noun or a Pronoun" GL E}lDSFDF\ K[P
* ;FTDF\ JFSIDF\ ZC[, Noun clause "that he is a rogue" V[ lS|IF5N (is) GF 5}ZS TZLS[
VYF"T "As a complement to a verb (Subject complement Noun clause)" GL
E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
* VF9DF\ JFSIDF\ ZC[, Noun clause "that she had lost her pen" V[ lJX[QF6 (sad) GF
5}ZS TZLS[ VYF"T as a "complement to an adjective" GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o ! GLR[GF Hl8, JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, Noun clause GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) Life is what we make of it.
(2) Her prayer was that the child might live.
(3) You must listen to what I say.
(4) I don't remember when I have to go there.
(5) Did you notice who he was ?
5|`G o Z GLR[GF Hl8, JFSIF[DF\ ZC[, Noun clause V[ T[GL S. E}lDSFDF\ K[ T[ :5Q8 SZMP
(1) Can you tell me what is ailing you ?
(2) It all depends on how she will behave.
(3) Himal is pleased that he has won a lottery.
(4) Why she did not attend the party is a mystery.
(5) Believe the fact that I am innocent in that case.
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VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Noun clause GL lS|IF5NGF STF" TZLS[GL E}lDSF SCL XSXMP
 Noun clause GL s;SD"Sf lS|IF5NGF SD" TZLS[GL E}lDSF H6FJL XSXMP
9
10.0   Noun clause GL lS|IF5NGF STF" TZLS[GL E}lDSF o
Noun clause GL lS|IF5NGF STF" TZLS[GL E}lDSF ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ VCL\ VF5[,F pNFCZ6F[GF[
VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) That the chief minister is coming to this city tomorrow is known to all.
(2) When man will conquer the universe is not easy to say.
(3) What he says is quite true.
(4) Where he dumps his black money is a mystery.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPP
* p5ZGF TDFD JFSIF[ V[ complex sentences K[P NZ[S JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZDF\ KF5[,
p5JFSI V[ subordinate clause K[P T[GL JFSIDF\ E}lDSF "noun clause as the subject
of (to) a verb" TZLS[GL K[P
* VF clause GL X~VFT ;FDFgI ZLT[ why, what, how, where, that JU[Z[ ;\IF[HSMYL YFI K[P
* VF clause V[ 38S TZLS[ SFD SZT] CF[I V[SJRGDF\ H VFJ[ K[P
* VF clause C\D[XF ALHF clause GL 5}J[" lS|IF5NGF STF" TZLS[ H D}SFI K[P JFSIDF\ T[GL ZRGF
VF D]HA K[P
* ZRGF o   That / wh-word + lS|IF5N + VgI XaN + to be G]\ ~5 slS|IF5Nf + VgI XaNF[
sSTF" TZLS[ v GFD v p5JFSIf sD]bI JFSIf
10.1   Noun clause GL s;SD"Sf lS|IF5NGF SD" TZLS[GL E}lDSF o
Noun clause GL ;SD"S lS|IF5NGF SD" TZLS[GL E}lDSF ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[
VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) I do not know where he has gone.
(2) Do you remember what Raju said to say ?
(3) I say (that) I am sick.
(4) I don't remember when they have to go there.
(5) Did you notice who he was ?
(6) He inquired of me whether / if I was present at the place at 3 O'clock.
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p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPPPPP
* p5ZGF NZ[S JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZF[DF\ KF5[, p5JFSIF[GL E}lDSF "Noun clause as an
object to the verb" TZLS[GL K[P
* VF JFSIF[DF\ ;\IF[HS TZLS[ that, what, if/whether, where, who, when, why, how
JU[Z[ VFJL XS[P
* Noun clause GF VY" D]HA IF[uI ;\IF[HS J5ZFI K[P
* Noun clause V[ T[GL VFU/ VFJTF clause DF\GF ;SD"S lS|IF5N sH[JF S[ tell, know,
teach JU[Z[f GF SD" TZLS[ SFI" SZ[ K[P
* ;\IF[HS 'that' AF[,TL JBT[ ZN Y. XS[ K[P sH]VF[ JFSI G\P #f
* Noun Phrase VG[ Noun clause G[ V[SALHFDF\ O[ZJL XSFI K[P
H[D S[4 I don't know where I should go today. (clause)
I don't know where to go today. (phrase)
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIMDF\ ZC[, "Noun clause as the subject of a verb" S[ "Noun
clause as an object to a verb" GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) What you believe about me is not true.
(2) What sohil hides from us is not known.
(3) We get what we need.
(4) Do you know who wrote the 'Shakuntal' ?
5|`G o 2 "Noun clause as the subject of a verb" GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[
HF[0F[P
(1) He writes something. It seems to be incorrect.
(2) He interrupts our talks. It irritates me a lot.
(3) I shall leave for the states sometime. It is not sure.
(4) It pleases me. It is her nature.
5|`G o 3 "Noun clause as an object to the verb" GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[
HF[0F[P
(1) We need something. We get it.
(2) The school is closed today. Can you tell me the reason ?
(3) You stayed there for sometime. Tell me the duration of your stay.
(4) Will you tell me ? Should I turn for the museum from here ?
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VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Noun clause GL Preposition GF SD" TZLS[GL E}lDSF ;DHFJL XSXMP
 Noun clause GL Participle GF SD" TZLS[GL ZRGF H6FJL XSXMP
11.0   Noun clause GL Preposition GF SD" TZLS[GL E}lDSF o
Noun clause GL preposition sGFDIF[UL VJIJf GF SD" TZLS[GL E}lDSFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF
pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
(1) Shaileh objected to what I said.
(2) All depends on how you work.
(3) Please listen to what I say.
(4) Bipin is opposed to whatever I say.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPPPP
* p5ZGF TDFD JFSIF[ V[ Hl8, JFSIF[GF pNFCZ6F[ K[P
* p5ZGF JFSIF[DF\ JW] SF/F V1FZDF\ KF5[, p5JFSIM (clauses) V[ 'subordinate clauses' K[P
H[GL JFSIDF\ E}lDSF GFDIF[UL VJIJF[ (preposition, H[D S[ to, on JU[Z[f GF SD" TZLS[GL K[P
* VF ZRGFDF\ principal clause GF lS|IF5N 5KL UD[ T[ GFDIF[UL VJIJ VFJ[ K[P
* Noun clause - as an object to a preposition GL JFSIDF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[ ZRGF VF D]HA K[P
Principal / Main clause + Preposition  + Subordinate Noun clause
    sGFDIF[UL VJIJf  sGFDIF[UL VJIJGF SD" TZLS[f
11.1   Noun clause GL Participle GF SD" TZLS[GL E}lDSF o
Hl8, JFSIF[DF\ VF 5|SFZGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) Seeing that he was face to face with a lion, he was terror-struck.
(2) Finding that Ram was left alone, he decided to surrender.
(3) Having experienced that all friends and relatives are selfish, he has resolved
to renounce the world.
9
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VF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPPPPP
* p5ZGF JFSIF[DF\ ,L8L NF[Z[, EFU V[ subordinate noun clause - object to the
participle sS'N\TGF SD" TZLS[f GL E}lDSFDF\ K[P
* JW] SF/F V1FZMDF\ KF5[, EFU (Noun clause) V[ SF[. S'N\T (seeing, finding, having
experienced JU[Z[fG[ VG];Z[ K[P
* Noun clause - as an object to a participle GL ;FDFgI ZLT[ ZRGF VF 5|SFZGL CF[I K[P
S'N\T   + subordinate clause + principal clause
(participle)    sS'N\TGF SD" TZLS[f
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GMGF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 Noun clause as an object to a preposition GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[
HF[0F[P
(1) You have something. Be satisfied with it.
(2) He said something about his honesty. I don't believe in it.
(3) I am going to tell you something. Pay attention to it.
(4) I proposed to her something. She did not agree to it.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[GF 8}S0FG[ IF[uI S|DDF\ UF[9JLG[ JFSI OZLYL ,BF[P
(1) can you / the train will arrive / when / tell me ?
(2) I have / I have forgotten / this medicine / when / to take.
(3) had hidden / inquired / where / the terrorists / the police.
(4) with elders / you should learn / how / you should speak.
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF 5|`GF[GF 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) Noun clause as an object to a participle GL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(2) Noun clause as an object to a participle G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(3) Noun clause as an object to a preposition GL ZRGF H6FJF[P
(4) Noun clause as an object to a preposition G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
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VF JS"SF0"GM RLJ8 5}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 JFSIDF\ Noun clause GL Infinitive GF SD" TZLS[GL E}lDSF ;DHFJL XSXMP
 Noun clause GL case in apposition to a noun or pronoun TZLS[GL E}lDSFGF\
pNFCZ6 VF5L XSXMP
12.0   Noun clause GL Infinitive GF SD" TZLS[GL E}lDSF o
Noun clause GL Infinitive GF SD" TZLS[GL E}lDSFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF VeIF;
äFZF ;DÒV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) Reena wanted to know where her brother had gone.
(2) Do you want to know why I am late ?
(3) The child wanted to explain how he had fared in the examination.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF\ VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPPPPPPP
* p5ZGF TDFD JFSIF[ V[ Hl8, JFSIF[ K[P
* VF JFSIF[DF\ ,L8L NF[Z[, p5JFSIF[ (clauses) V[ subordinate clause K[P H[GL JFSIDF\
E}lDSF Infinitive sH[JF S[ to know, to explain JU[Z[f GF SD" TZLS[GL K[P
* Main clause GF lS|IF5N 5KL Infinitive VFJ[ K[4 VG[ tIFZAFN Noun clause G]\ p5JFSI
VFJ[ K[P
* Noun clause - as an object to an Infinitive GL JFSIDF\ ZRGF ;FDFgI ZLT[ VF D]HA K[P
Principal clause + Infinitive + Subordinate - Noun Clause
    (as an object to an Infinitive)
12.1   Noun clause GL case in apposition to a noun or pronoun TZLS[GL E}lDSFo
Noun clause in apposition G[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) It is certain that man will progress with Science.
(2) See to it that work is finished in time.
(3) The news that he was elected was true.
9
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p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPPPPPP
* p5ZGF JFSIF[DF\ JW] SF/F V1FZF[DF\ KF5[, p5JFSIF[ V[ Noun clause in apposition to
the noun or pronoun V[8,[ S[ GFD S[ ;J"GFDGL ;DFG lJElSTDF\ s;DFGFlWSZ6 TZLS[f
SFD SZ[ K[P
* 36LJFZ It V[ V[S VJ[ÒSTF" TZLS[ SFD SZ[ K[P VG[ V[G] lJJZ6 SZJF DF8[ noun clause
D}SFI K[P NFPTPPP It is true that life is a struggle.
* 5]~QFJFRS ;J"GFD it G]\ noun clause X~ SZJF DF8[ that, how, when, why JU[Z[ lJlJW
;\IF[HSF[ J5ZFI K[4 5Z\T] HFlTJFRS GFD news, report JU[Z[G]\ lJJZ6 VF5T] clause OST
;\IF[HS that J0[ H X~ SZL XSFI K[P sH]VF[ JFSI G\P 1f
* X{,LGL ãlQ8V[ in apposition GL ZRGF 5|EFJXF/L K[P
* Noun clause in apposition V[ STF" :YFGG]\ ;DFGFlWSZ6 VG[ SD":YFGG]\ ;DFGFlWSZ6
V[D A[ ZLT[ SFI" SZ[ K[P V[8,[ S[ PPP apposition s;DFGFlWSZ6f GF[ p5IF[U ;DFG;\NE"
WZFJTF p5JFSIF[4 JFSIF\XM S[ XaNF[G]\ J6"G SZJF DF8[ YFI K[P VF p5JFSIF[4 JFSIF\XF[ S[ XaNF[
STF" S[ SD" :YFG[ VFJTF GFD S[ ;J"GFDGL ;DFGlJElSTDF\ J5ZFI K[P
CJ[ VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[ VF5[,F NZ[S 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 Join the following sentences using a noun clause as an object to an
infinitive.
(1) Sita wanted to know the place. Her sister had gone.
(2) Do you want to know the reason ? I am late.
(3) Kailash wanted to explain the way. He had played the game.
5|`G o 2  Join the following sentences by using a noun clause in apposition to
'it' or to a noun.
Example : Man exploits man. It is shameful.
* It is shameful that man exploits man.
(1) Man is thinking animal. It is true.
(2) It is not certain. Will the bus come in time ?
(3) It is true. I  have been introduced to her once.
(4) The idea is fantastic. We shall stay at Abu for a whole week.
(5) The report is correct. There is Malaria in our village.
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VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Noun clause GL lS|IF5NGF 5}ZS (Complement) TZLS[GL E}lDSF ;DHFJL XSXMP
 Noun clause GL lJX[QF6GF 5}ZS TZLS[GL E}lDSFGF\ pNFCZ6 VF5L XSXMP
9
13.0   Noun clause GL lS|IF5NGF 5}ZS TZLS[GL E}lDSF o
Noun clause GL lS|IF5NGF 5}ZS TZLS[GL E}lDSFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M äFZF ;DÒV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) The fact is that he is a rogue.
(2) A man becomes what he thinks.
(3) This world is as we believe it to be.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPP
* p5ZGF JFSIF[DF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU sp5JFSIF[f V[ Noun clauses K[P V[8,[ S[
"Noun clause - complement to the verb" GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
* p5ZGF JFSIF[DF\ 3F8F V1FZF[DF\ G KF5[, p5JFSIF[ V[ principal clauses K[P
* HIFZ[ principal clause GF 5}6"lS|IF5NGF 5}ZS TZLS[ clause J5ZFI K[4 tIFZ[ T[ VF 5|SFZGL
E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
* Main clause GF 5}6"lS|IF5N TZLS[ to be (am, is, are JU[Z[) S[ VgI lS|IF5NM 56 CF[I XS[4
H[ 'linking verbs' TZLS[ SFI" SZ[ K[P
* p5ZGF JFSIF[DF\ is, becomes V[ VF 5|SFZGF lS|IF5NM (linking verbs) K[P H[GF 5}ZS TZLS[
noun clause GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
13.1   Noun clause GL lJX[QF6GF 5}ZS TZLS[GL E}lDSF o
Noun clause GL lJX[QF6GF 5}ZS TZLS[GL E}lDSFG[ VF56[ VCL\ VF5[,F pNFCZ6F[ äFZF
;DÒV[P
(1) I was certain that Mohan would be coming the next day.
(2) Reena was sad that she had lost her pen.
(3) We are sure that nobody can defeat Som in the game.
p5ZGF JFSI[FGF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPP
* p5ZGF JFSIF[DF\ 3F0F p5JFSIF[ V[ 'Noun clause as a complement to the adjective'
TZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
* HIFZ[ Main / Principal clause DF\ VFJ[, lJX[QF6GF 5}ZS TZLS[ H[ clause VFJ[ K[4 T[ VF
5|SFZGL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
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* 5|YD JFSIDF\ certain, ALHF JFSIDF\ sad VG[ +LHF JFSIDF\ sure V[ lJX[QF6 K[P VF
lJX[QF6GF 5}ZS (complement) TZLS[ 'adjectival complement noun clause' V[8,[ S[
Noun clause as a complement to the adjective J5ZFI K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[ VF5[,F NZ[S 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o !  "Noun clause - complement to the verb" GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF
JFSIF[G[ HF[0MP
(1) Nothing is impossible in this world. This is the fact.
(2) She must be allowed to take their car to the college. This was her
demand.
(3) We decided to do something. This is it.
(4) I wanted something from him. This was the thing.
5|`G o Z "Noun clause as a complement to the adjective" GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[
GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ HF[0F[P
(1) He was certain. Mohan would be there.
(2) Alpa is happy. She has passed the exam.
(3) They are sure. Indians can win the match.
5|`G o # GLR[GF VF0F VJ/F YI[,F EFUG[ HF[0LG[ VY"5}6" ZLT[ JFSIF[ AGFJF[P
(1) that / pay all the money / my problem / by cheque / is / I can not.
(2) why / I am innocent / I should / is / beg for / my problem / their mercy
/ when.
(3) become a doctor / his ambition / that / is / he would.
(4) in our absence / is / hijack her / the fear / they will / that / anyday /
from here.
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VF JS"SF0"GM RLJ8 5}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 The adjective (Relative) clause GF pNFCZ6 VF5L XSXMP
 The adjective clause lJX[ DFlCTL VF5L XSXMP
14.0   The adjective (Relative) clause :
The adjective clause G[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) This is the house that my father built.
(2) This is the book that Rama gave me.
(3) God helps those who help themselves.
(4) He that climbs too high is sure to fall.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPP
* Main clause DF\ VFJ[, GFD S[ ;J"GFDG[ qualify SZJFG]\ SFD H[ clause SZ[ K[4 T[G[  adjective
clause SC[ K[P H[D S[ p5ZGF JFSIF[DF\ JW] SF/F V1FZF[DF\ KF5[,F p5JFSIF[ V[ adjective
clause TZLS[G]\ SFD SZ[ K[P
* p5ZGF JFSIF[DF\ VFJ[, adjective clause V[ H[ T[ JFSIGF Main clause DF\ VFJ[, sVG]S|D[
house, book, those, he) GFD VG[ ;J"GFDG[ qualify SZ[ K[P VF GFD S[ ;J"GFDG[ 5}ZF[UFDL
(Antecedent) SC[ K[P
* VF clause G[ relative clause 56 SC[ K[P H[D S[4 5|YD JFSIDF\ 'This is the house' V[
principal clause K[P HIFZ[PPPP 'that my father built' V[ Adjective S[ Relative clause
K[ H[ 'house' sGFDfG[ qualify SZ[ K[P 'house' V[ 'Antecedent' s5}ZF[UFDLf TZLS[G]\ SFI" SZ[
K[P J/L4 Main clause VG[ subordinate clause V[ Relative pronoun 'that' YL HF[0F.
K[P DF8[ T[G[ Relative clause SC[ K[P
* VFJF clause GL X~VFT Relative Pronouns YL YTL CF[I tIFZ[ that, who, whom,
whose, which, of which GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P VFJF clause GL X~VFT Relative
adverbs YL YTL CF[I tIFZ[ when, why, how, where GM p5IF[U YTM CF[I K[P
* Connectives TZLS[ 'Relative adverbs' GF[ p5IF[U YIF[ CF[I T[JF pNFCZ6F[GF[ VeIF;
SZLV[[P H[D S[4
(1) This is the reason why he did not come.
(2) Youth is the time when the seeds of character are sown.
(3) I can not forget the day when we met for the first time.
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[[ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ VFJ[, adjective clause GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) This is the place where Gandhiji was born.
(2) I have no money that I can lend you.
(3) There I saw a woman who was very tall.
(4) The pen which had cost me ten rupees is lost.
(5) He who hesitates is lost.
(6) I know theman who came here.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ VeIF; SZF[ VG[ T[DF\ ZC[, adjective clause V[ SIF noun
S[ pronoun G[ qualify SZ[ K[ T[ H6FJF[P
(1) We accepted every suggestion he made.
(2) The main thing we need is morality.
(3) The girl whose mother died yesterday, looks very sad.
(4) At last we came to a river which was very deep.
5|`G o 3 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) Adjective clause DF\ 'Antecedent' V[8,[ X]\ m
(2) Adjective clause G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(3) Connectives TZLS[ Relative adverbs GF[ p5IF[U YIF[ CF[I T[J] V[S
pNFCZ6 ,BF[P
(4) VF clause DF\ VFJTF Relative pronoun S[ Relative adverbs GF pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
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VF JS"SF0"GM wIFG 5}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 The adjective clause GF lJX[QF p5IF[UM H6FJL XSXMP
15.0   The adjective clause GF lJX[QF p5IF[UF[ o
The adjective clause DF\ S[8,FS lJX[QF p5IF[UF[ K[4 H[ VF D]HAGF K[P
* 36LJFZ 'but' V[ Relative pronoun GL H[D J5ZFI K[P VG[ adjective clause TZLS[G\]
SFI" SZ[ K[P VFJ[ JBT[ but V[ relative pronoun 'who......not' GL ;DFGS1FFG]\ K[P
H[D S[4* There was not a man present but wept to see such a horrible sight
VYF"T
* There was not a man present who did not weep to see sight.
* 'Than' V[ 36LJFZ Relative (adjective) clause DF\ Relative pronoun GL 5C[,F GFDIF[UL
VJIJ (preposition) TZLS[ J5ZFI K[P H[D S[4
* Most of the voters voted for Mohan than whom no better candidate
    could be considered.
* 36LJFZ 'Infinitive' V[ Adjective clause GL HuIFV[ J5ZFI K[P NFPTP
(1) I have much work which I must do.
VYF"T (2) I have much work to do.
* 36LJFZ Relative Pronoun S[ Relative adverb V[ VwIFCFZ (implied) ZC[ K[P H[D S[4
* This is all I have.
sV[8,[ S[f This is all which I have.
V[JL H ZLT[4 The reason (why) he came late is well-known.
* H[ clause 'antecedent' s5}ZF[UFDLf G[ jIFbIFlIT SZ[ K[4 T[G[ 'defining relative clause'
SC[ K[P HIFZ[ H[ clause 5}ZF[UFDLG[ jIFbIFlIT G SZTF T[GF lJX[ additional DFlClT VF5[ K[P
T[G[ 'Non-defining Relative clause' SC[ K[P H[D S[PP
(1) The book which you gave me is very interesting. (Defining relative clause)
(2) Raj, who is my friend, is a lovable boy. (Non-defining Relative clause)
* 'Who' VG[ 'that' l;JFIGF ;\IF[HSF[ JFSIGF VY" D]HA 5F[TFGL VFU/ in, on, for, from,
with, to, at H[JF GFDIF[UL VJIJF[ ,[ K[P NFPTP
* The child for whom I have bought this toy is my niece.
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* HIFZ[ non-defining relative clause JFSIDF\ JrRDF\ VFJ[ tIFZ[ T[GL VFU/ 5FK/ V<5lJZFD
D}SFI K[P 56 HIFZ[ T[ V\TDF\ VFJ[ tiFFZ[ VFU/ V<5lJZFD VG[ 5FK/ 5}6"lJZFD D}SFI K[P
NFPTP My brother, who lives in Japan, sends me money every year.
* Relative pronoun SIFZ[S defining relative clause DF\ N}Z SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P HIFZ[ non-
defining relative clause DF\ N}Z SZJFDF\ VFJTF GYLP
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF lJWFGF[DF\ ZC[, BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) 36LJFZ but V[ Relative PPPPPPPPPPPPPP GL H[D J5ZFI K[P
(2) Than V[ 36LJFZ relative clause DF\ PPPPPPPPPPP GL 5C[,F GFDIF[UL VJIJ TZLS[
J5ZFI K[P
(3) 36LJFZ Infinitive V[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GL HuIFV[ J5ZFI K[P
(4) H[ clause 5}ZF[UFDL G[ jIFbIFlIT SZ[ K[ T[G[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSC[ K[P
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[ BZF K[ S[ BF[8F T[ H6FJF[P
(1) Non-defining Relative clause JFSIDF\ JrRDF\ VFJ[ tIFZ[ T[GL VFU/ 5FK/
V<5lJZFD D}SFI K[P
(2) Relative Pronoun G[ non defining relative clause DF\ N}Z SZJFDF\ VFJTF GYLP
(3) 'who' VG[ 'that' l;JFIGF ;\IF[HSF[ JFSIGF VY" D]HA GFDIF[UL VJIJM ,[ K[P
(4) HIFZ[ H[ clause 5}ZF[UFDLG[ jIFbIFlIT G SZTF T[GF lJX[ additional DFCLTL VF5[ K[
tIFZ[ T[G[ defining relative clause SC[ K[P
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16.0   The adjective clause GL S[8,LS ZRGFVF[ o
The adjective clause GL S[8,LS ZRGFVF[G[ VF56[ pNFCZ6F[ ;FY[ ;DÒV[P
* JFSIDF\ VFJTF 'such' S[ 'same' lG`RFISM (determiners) YL VG];ZFTF GFD 5KL 'as'
;\IF[HSYL HF[0F.G[ H[ p5JFSI AG[ K[ T[4 T[ GFDGF VY"DF\ JWFZM SZGFZ]\ CF[I K[4 H[ lJX[QF6 v
p5JFSI TZLS[ VF[/BFI K[P VFD such as, the same as 56 relative pronoun TZLS[
J5ZFI K[ VG[ T[ relative clause AGFJ[ K[P NFPTP
(1) It was such a sight as I had never seen before.
(2) It was the same  kind of umbrella as she lost.
CJ[4 VF56[ the same  ....as VG[ such....as GL ZRGFGF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF (the same.....as)
..... the same + V[SJRG S[ AC]JRGG]\ GFD as...........................
D]bI JFSI ;\IF[HS UF{6JFSI
ZRGF (such...as)
(1) .........such a/an + V[SJRGG]\ GFD as...........................
D]bI JFSI ;\IF[HS UF{6JFSI
(2) .........such + AC]JRGG]\ GFD as........................
D]bI JFSI ;\IF[HS UF{6JFSI
* 36LJFZ Relative pronoun V[ co-ordinate clause 56 AGFJ[ K[P V[J[ JBT[ T[G[ Relative
(adjective) clause U6JFGL E}, G SZJLP
* 'same' XaN WZFJTF clause DF\ same GL 5C[,F VFl8"S, 'the' VFJJF[ OZlHIFT K[P
* ;\IF[HS why, where, when DF8[GL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ VeIF;
SZLV[P
(1) Do you know the reason why Mitesh has left his studies ?
(2) We offered a floral tribute at Rajghat where lies the father of
our nation.
(3) Autumn is the season when almost all the trees shed their leaves.
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 The adjective (relative) clause GL S[8,LS ZRGFVF[ H6FJL XSXMP
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ZRGF (why, where, when) :
ZRGFv! .........reason why ...........................................................
(why) D]bI JFSI Relative adverb lJX[QF6 p5JFSI
s;\A\WS lS|IFlJX[QF6f sUF{6JFSIf
ZRGFvZ .........:Y/NX"S XaN where........................................................
(where) D]bI JFSI ;\IF[HS lJX[QF6 p5JFSI
s;\A\WS lS|IFlJX[QF6f  sUF{6JFSIf
ZRGFv# PPPPPPPPPPP;DINX"S XaN when .........................................
(when) D]bI JFSI ;\IF[HS lJX[QF6 p5JFSI
s;\A\WS lS|IFlJX[QF6f sUF{6JFSIf
CJ[ VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF\ JFSIDF\ VFJ[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) 'Same........as' GL ZRGFJF/F JFSIDF\ 'same' GL 5C[,F VFl8"S, PPPPPPPPPPPP D}SJFDF\
VFJ[ K[P (a, the)
(2) 'the same VG[ such' 5KL ;\IF[HS PPPPPPPPPPPPD}SL UF{{6 p5JFSI AGFJFI K[P (as, a)
(3) SFZ6 ATFJTF JFSIF[ DF8[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPP GL ZRGF s;\IF[HSf JF/] UF{6 p5JFSI J5ZFI K[P
(why, when)
(4) :Y/ ATFJTF main clause 5KL PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GL ZRGF JF/] UF{6 p5JFSI J5ZFI K[P
(where, why)
(5) ;DI ATFJTF principal clause 5KL PPPPPPPPPPPPPP YL X~ YT] UF{6 p5JFSI J5ZFI K[P
(when, where)
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIDF\ VFJ[, ;\IF[HSF[ GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) Shall we visit the hospital where my father's friend has been admitted ?
(2) Swati can't guess the reason why nobody dared to speak in front of the
principal.
(3) Can you tell me the exact time when I can see you at your place ?
(4) I want to purchase such a pen as has two colours.
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17.0   The adverb clause GL JFSIDF\ lJlJW E}lDSF o
The adverb clause GL JFSIDF\ lJlJW E}lDSFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ VeIF;
SZLV[P
(1) Do it before you forget.
(2) They can stay where they are.
(3) Work hard so that you can get through.
(4) If it rains, we shall stay at home.
(5) I did it because I wanted to.
(6) He spoke in such a low voice that few could hear him.
(7) Though I am poor, I am honest.
(8) He is older than he looks.
(9) Do as she likes.
p5ZGF GJ JFSIMGF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPP
* p5ZGF GJ JFSIF[DF\ JW] SF/F V1FZF[DF\ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause GL lJlJW 5|SFZGL
E}lDSF NXF"J[ K[P
* Hl8, JFSIDF\ adverb clause V[ adverb TZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P H[ Main clause DF\
VFJ[, adjective, verb S[ adverb G[ modify SZ[ K[P
* 5|YD JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause of time  NXF"J[ K[P
* ALHF JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause of place ATFJ[ K[P
* +LHF JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause of purpose ATFJ[ K[P
* RF[YF JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause of condition ATFJ[ K[P
* 5F\RDF\ JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause of cause or reason ATFJ[ K[P
* KõF JFSIDF\ 3F8F[ EFU V[ adverb clause of result or effect or consequence ATFJ[ K[P
* ;FTDF\ JFSIDF\ 3F8F[ EFU V[ adverb clause of concession, contrast or supposition
GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
VF JS"SF0"GM wIFGYL VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPP
 The adverb (adverbial) clause GL JFSIDF\ lJlJW E}lDSF ;DHFJL XSXMP
 The adverb clause G[ H]NF H]NF 5|SFZDF\ lJEFlHT SZL XSXMP
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* VF9DF\ JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause of comparison of degree
ATFJ[ K[P
* GJDF\ JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause of manner TZLS[GL E}lDSF
EHJ[ K[P
* VFD4 the adverb clauses G[ T[GF SFIF[" D]HA H]NF H]NF VF9 5|SFZDF\ JUL"S'T SZL XSLV[P
H[D S[4
(1) Adverb clause of time
(2) Adverb clause of place
(3) Adverb clause of purpose
(4) Adverb clause of comparison. (degree & Manner)
(5) Adverb clause of condition
(6) Adverb clause of Result or effect or consequence
(7) Adverb clause of cause or reason
(8) Adverb clause of concession, contrast or supposition
CJ[ VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[ VF5[,F JFSIF[DF\ adverb clause GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) We sow that we may reap.
(2) He did it as I told him.
(3) He arrived as we were setting out.
(4) If this story were false, what should you do ?
(5) Since you say so, I must believe it.
(6) Stand still if you value your life.
(7) He labours that he may become rich.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ adverb clause VFJ[, K[P NZ[S JFSIDF\ VFJ[, adverb clause
G[ 5;\N SZL T[GF 5|SFZ H6FJF[P
(1) The earth is larger than the moon.
(2) He ran so fast that I could not overtake him.
(3) I make friends wherever I go.
(4) Forgive us as we forgive our enemies.
(5) Wherever I went was my door dog tray.
(6) Since you desire it, I will look into the matter.
5|`G o 3 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) adverb clause V[ SF[G[ modify SZ[ K[ m
(2) adverb clause GF D]bI 5|SFZ S[8,F VG[ T[GF +6 GFD ,BF[P
(3) adverb clause G]\ SF[.56 V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
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VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Adverb clause of time GF pNFCZ6 VF5L XSXMP
 Adverb clause of time GL ZRGF H6FJL XSXMP
18.0   Adverb clause of time GL ZRGF o
Adverb clause of time GL E}lDSFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6MGM wIFGYL
VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) As soon as the bell rang, the prayer began.
(2) Hardly / scarcely had the teacher entered the class when the students
stopped noising.
(3) No sooner did my mother enter the kitchen than the cat jumped off
the platform.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPP
* p5ZGF JFSIF[DF\ JW] SF/F V1FZF[DF\ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause of time  ATFJ[ K[P H[
D]bI JFSIGF 5}6" lS|IF5N äFZF ;}RJFI[,L lS|IFGF[ ;DI NXF"J[ K[P
* adverb clause of time G[ D]bI JFSI (main clause) GL ;FY[ when, whenever, till,
until, as, since, before, after, as long as, no sooner than, so long as, hardly /
scarcely....when, as soon as JU[Z[ H[JF ;\IF[HSF[ S[ pEIFgJIL 5N äFZF HF[0JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
* ;FDFgI ZLT[ A[ lS|IFVF[ V[SALHFG[ ,UF[,U YTL CF[I4 T[DF\ 5C[,L lS|IF 5}ZL YFI S[ G YFI tIF\
ALÒ lS|IF AGTL CF[I T[J] NXF"JJF "as soon as, no sooner... than VG[ hardly /
scarcely....when" GF[ p5IF[U SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[GL JFSIZRGF pNFCZ6GL ;FY[ VCL\
VF5[, K[P VF56[ T[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF (as soon as) :
As soon as   + time clause + main clause
VYJF
Main clause + as soon as + time clause
pNFCZ6M o
(1) As soon as Asha got her result, she began to dance.
(2) The lights went out as soon as  there was a lightning in the sky.
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      * ZRGF (No sooner...... than) :
No sooner + ;CFISFZS lS|IF5N + STF" + lS|IF5N + VgI + than + D]bIJFSI
    (do/does/did)
pNFCZ6M o
(1) No sooner does the door open than a flood of light comes out.
(2) No sooner did he see us than he disappeared.
* ZRGF (Hardly / scarcely.....when) :
Hardly / scarcely + had + STF" + E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + VgI + when + D]bI JFSI
pNFCZ6M o
(1) Hardly had the child tried to peep off the terrace when he fell down.
(2) Hardly had we stepped out when it began to rain.
CJ[ VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 'as soon as' GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ HF[0L V[S VY"5}6" JFSI AGFJF[P
(1) The bell rang. The prayer began.
(2) The hunter saw the lion. He fired at it soon.
(3) The mice saw the cat. They ran into their hole.
(4) Kruti got her result. She began to dance immediately.
(5) The building collapsed. The firebrigade was summoned.
5|`G o 2 'no sooner....than' GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ HF[0L V[S VY"5}6" JFSI
AGFJF[P
(1) The child saw a snake. He cried out soon.
(2) The storm started. The lights went out immediately.
(3) She heard the sad news. She began to weep.
5|`G o 3 'Hardly / scarcely.....when' GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ HF[0L V[S VY"5}6"
JFSI AGFJF[P
(1) She heard about her father's death. Soon she fainted.
(2) The dog sees a stranger. Soon it starts barking.
(3) The infant heard a loud plop. Soon it stopped crying.
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 19
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Adverb clause of place GL ZRGF H6FJL XSXMP
 Adverb clause of purpose GL ZRGFGF pNFCZ6 VF5L XSXMP
19.0   Adverb clause of place GL ZRGF o
Adverb clause of place GL ZRGF ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ wIFGYL
VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) Where you go, I will go.
(2) This is the school where I read.
(3) I shall follow you wherever you go.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPP
* p5ZGF JFSIMDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZF[DF\ KF5[, p5JFSIF[ V[ adverb clause of place TZLS[GL
E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P HIFZ[ JFSIDF\ AFSLGF p5JFSIF[ V[ main clause TZLS[ SFI" SZ[ K[P
* adverb clause of place V[ D]bI JFSI äFZF ZH} YI[,L lS|IFGF :Y/GL VF[/B S[ T[ :Y/ lJX[
lJX[QF DFCLTL VF5[ K[P
* DF[8[EFU[ 'where' VG[ 'wherever' V[ AgG[ lS|IFlJX[QF6F[ adverb clause of place GL
ZRGF SZJF DF8[ ;\IF[HS TZLS[ J5ZFI K[P V[ p5ZF\T whereas, whence, whither JU[Z[GF[
p5IF[U 56 YFI K[P
* where S[ wherever WZFJT] adverb clause of place D]bI JFSIGL VFU/ S[ 5FK/ D}SL
XSFI K[P
* Adverb clause of place GL ZRGF o
Main clause + wherever / where + adverb clause of place
     s;\IF[HSf
19.1   Adverb clause of purpose GL ZRGF o
VF ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) He walked quietly so that the child wouldn't wake.
(2) He worked hard in order that he might pass the exam.
(3) Walk carefully lest you should fall down.
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p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPPP
* p5ZGF NZ[S JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, p5JFSIF[ V[ adverb clause of purpose GL
E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P H[ D]bI JFSIGF 5}6" lS|IF5N äFZF ZH} YI[,L lS|IFGF[ C[T] S[ pN[xI NXF"J[ K[P
* Adverb clause of purpose GL ZRGF SZJFDF\ sAGFJJFDF\f S[8,F\S conjunctions J5ZFI
K[P H[JF S[ 'so that', 'lest', 'in order that', 'that' JU[Z[P
* VF lS|IFlJX[QF6vp5JFSIDF\ so that JU[Z[ conjunctions 5KL STF"GL ;FY[ would, may,
might, can, could S[ should V[ ;CFISFZS lS|IF5N J5ZFI K[P
* Adverb clause of purpose GL ZRGF o
D]bI JFSI ´ ;\IF[HS ´ lS|IFlJX[QF6vp5JFSI
sUF{6JFSIf
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GMGF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 'where' VYJF 'wherever' GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ pNFCZ6 5|DF6[
HF[0L VY"5}6" JFSI AGFJF[P
pNFCZ6 o
* There is dirt and filth at many places.
* Diseases often spread at such places.
Ans. Diseases often spread wherever there is dirt and filth.
(1) You will find peace there. You may go to my place.
(2) Let's go and sit at a place. Nobody should come there.
(3) Children always like to go to the places. They find love there.
(4) Keep this milk - pot at some place. The cat should not be able to reach
there.
5|`G o 2 'In order that' VYJF 'so that' GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ HF[0L V[S
VY"5}6" JFSI AGFJF[P
pNFCZ6 o
* I preferred a window seat. I wanted to enjoy the scenery below.
Ans. I preferred a window seat so that / in order that I could
enjoy the scenery below.
(1) Many people go abroad. Their intention is to earn more money.
(2) I took a window seat. I could get fresh air.
(3) More trees should be grown. We may control pollution then.
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 20
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Adverb clause of comparison GF pNFCZ6 VF5L XSXMP
 Adverb clause of Degree VG[ Manner GL ZRGF ;DHFJL XSXMP
20.0   Adverb clause of comparison GL ZRGF o
GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF VeIF; äFZF VF56[ adverb clause of comparison G[ ;DÒ XSLX]P
JFSIF[ o
(1) He is older than he looks.
(2) It is later than I thought.
(3) He is as stupid as he is lazy.
(4) He is not so clever as you think.
(5) You may do as you please.
(6) As he has lived so will he die.
(7) It all ended as I expected.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPP
* p5ZGF NZ[S JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZF[DF\ KF5[, p5JFSIF[ V[ adverb clause of comparison
GL ZRGF WZFJ[ K[P
* Adverb clause of comparison GF A[ 5|SFZ 5F0L XSFIP
(1) Adverb clause of Degree
(2) Adverb clause of Manner.
* p5ZGF JFSI G\P 1 YL 4 V[ adverb clause of comparison of Degree GF pNFCZ6F[ K[P
VG[ 5 YL 7 V[ adverb clause of comparison of Manner GF pNFCZ6F[ K[P
* Adverb clause of comparison of Degree ATFJJF DF8[ ;\IF[HS 'than' VG[ Relative
adverb 'as' sVYJF as......asf J5ZFI K[P
* Adverb clause of comparison of manner ATFJJF DF8[ Relative adverb 'as'
J5ZFI K[P
* Adverb clause of comparison of degree G]\ lS|IF5N V[ DF[8[EFU[ VwIFCFZ (implied /
understood) ZC[ K[P
H[D S[4 (1) Nobody knows it better than I (do).
(2) Few are better leaders than he (is).
(3) It will happen as sure as death (is sure).
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* 36LJFZ Adverb clause of extent S[ degree ATFJJF DF8[ 'as far as', 'so far as' H[JF
;\IF[HSM J5ZFI K[P SIFZ[S definite article 'the' GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
NFPTP
(1) The higher we go, the cooler it is.
(2) As far as I know, he is an honest man.
(3) The more one has, the more one wants.
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ VeIF; SZMP VF JFSIF[G[ Adverb clause of comparison of
Degree VG[ Adverb clause of comparison of Manner V[D A[ lJEFUDF\
JUL"S'T SZMP
(1) Not many know the truth of this better than you (know it).
(2) He is not so clever as you believe.
(3) As the twig is bent the branch will grow.
(4) As you have made your bed so you must lie on it.
(5) It is latter than I thought.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Adverb clause of comparison GF PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 5|SFZ 5F0L XSFI K[P
(2) Adverb clause of comparison of degree ATFJJF DF8[ ;\IF[HS PPPPPPPPPPPPP VG[
Relative adverb TZLS[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
(3) 36LJFZ Adverb clause of extent S[ Degree ATFJJF DF8[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPP article GF[
p5IF[U YFI K[P
(4) Adverb clause of comparison of manner ATFJJF DF8[ ;\IF[HS TZLS[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
5|`G o 3 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) Adverb clause of comparison GF A[ pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(2) Adverb clause of comparison GF AgG[ 5|SFZGF GFD ,BMP
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 21
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Adverb clause of condition GL ZRGF ;DHFJL XSXMP
 Adverb clause of condition GF pNFCZ6 VF5L XSXMP
21.0   Adverb clause of condition GL ZRGF o
Adverb clause of condition G[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) If you had gone to the rescue of the drowning child, latter's life would
have been saved.
(2) In case you burn the midnight oil, you can get top position in the university
examination.
(3) I am ready to help him, provided he asks for this help.
(4) Unless she works hard, she will not pass the exam.
(5) Whether it is pleasant or unpleasant, I will always speak the truth.
(6) If I were a millionaire, I would own a big mansion.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPP
* p5ZGF NZ[S JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, p5JFSIF[ V[ Adverb clause of condition
ATFJ[ K[P VF clause V[ principal clause DF\ VFJ[, lS|IF5NGL lS|IF 5Z ,FN[, condition
sl:YlTf GF[ p<,[B SZJF J5ZFI K[P
* Conditional clause DF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[ if, in case, provided, whether, unless JU[Z[
;\IF[HSF[GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
* S[8,LS JFZ Antecedent s5}ZF[UFDLf GL CFHZL JUZ Relative pronoun, adjective S[
adverb äFZF conditional clauses J5ZFI K[P NFPTP
(1) However hard he may work, he can not pass the exam.
(2) Whatever may happen, I shall not feel disturbed.
* Subordinating conjunctions s;\IF[HSMf GL CFHZL JUZ S[8,FS conditional clauses
5F[TFGF VY" 5}6" ZLT[ NXF"J[ K[P
NFPTP
(1) Had he run faster, he would have .....
(2) Were he braver he would not be afraid.
(3) What would you answer did I ask you such a question ?
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ Adverb clause of condition JF/F p5JFSIF[GL GLR[ ,L8L
NF[ZF[P
(1) If you have tears, prepare to shed them now.
(2) I will forgive you on condition that you do not repeat the offence.
(3) If it rains they shall go back at home.
(4) Whether the chief gives him blows or money, he will speak the truth.
(5) Whatever happens keep calm.
(6) However cleverly you may cheat, you will be found at last.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF lJWFGF[DF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Conditional clause DF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP ;\IF[HSGF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
(if, and)
(2) S[8,LSJFZ4 5}ZF[UFDLGL CFHZL JUZ Relative Pronoun, adjective S[ adverb äFZF
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP clauses J5ZFI K[P (Conditional / Main)
(3) ;\IF[HSF[GL CFHZL JUZ S[8,FS conditional clauses 5F[TFGF[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 5}6" ZLT[
NXF"J[ K[P sVY" q p5IF[Uf
(4) Adverb clause of condition V[ principal clause DF\ VFJ[, PPPPPPPPPPPP GL lS|IF 5Z
,FN[, condition GF[ p<,[B SZJF J5ZFI K[P slS|IF5N4 STF"f
5|`G o 3 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) Conditional clause GF[ p5IF[U SIFZ[ YFI m
(2) Adverb clause of condition GF A[ pNFCZ6F[ H6FJF[P
(3) Conditional clause DF\ J5ZFITF ;\IF[HSF[GL IFNL AGFJF[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 22
VF JS"SF0"GM RLJ8 5}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Adverb clause of Result or Consequence GL ZRGF pNFCZ6 ;lCT ;DHFJL
XSXMP
22.0   Adverb clause of Result GL ZRGF o
Adverb clause of Result GL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[ äFZF ;DÒV[P
(1) Very heavy rain fell so that the rivers were soon in flood.
(2) Our soldiers fought so bravely that the enemy troops were repulsed.
(3) The Romans built in such a way that their walls are still standing.
(4) Raju is so weak that he can not walk.
(5) So cold was it that many died.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF\ VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
* p5ZGF NZ[S JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZMDF\ KF5[, p5JFSI V[ Adverb clause of Result or
Effect or consequence TZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
* Adverb clause of Result V[ Principal clause DF\GF lS|IF5NGL lS|IFGL V;Z lJX[ RRF"
SZT] clause K[P ALHF XaNF[DF\4 subordinate clause GL lS|IF V[ Main clause DF\GF lS|IF5NGL
lS|IFGL ;LWL V;Z S[ 5lZ6FD K[P
* Adverb clause of Result DF\ 'so.....that', 'such... that' H[JF ;\IF[HSF[GF[ p5IF[U YFI
K[P H[DF\4 so VG[ such V[ Main clause DF\ VFJ[ K[4 VG[ that V[ subordinate clause
(Adverb clause of Result) GL X~VFTDF\ VFJ[ K[P
* 36LJFZ subordinating conjunctions 'that' V[ Adverb clause of Result DF\ VwIFCFZ
(omitted) ZC[ K[P NFPTP
(1) He is so honest he can not cheat anybody.
(2) They are so poor they can not make both ends meet.
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 Result clause GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ HF[0F[P sSF{\;DF\ VF5[, ;\IF[HSF[GF[
p5IF[U SZLG[f
(1) Totaram is a trustworthy watchman. All our neighbours trust him. (such
..that)
(2) Anil's grandfather is very weak. He can not eat two chapatis. (so .. that)
(3) Uma is a very regular student. She can not fail in any test. (so .. that)
(4) Anita dances very gracefully. All love to watch her performance. (so
..that)
(5) Mr. Gohil is an honest police officer. He never accepts bribe. (such
..that)
5|`G o 2 SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN 5;\N SZL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) Is Science too difficult for me ............. study, sir ? (to, that)
(2) Sardar Patel was such a  ............... speaker that people crowded to listen
to him. (forceful, forcefully)
(3) Mrs. Indira Gandhi was ............. an effective speaker that people carried
out her message. (such, so)
(4) Remember, it is never too late .............. begin a good work. (for, to)
(5) Science and technology are useful ............. all our students should learn
them. (so, so............ that)
(6) Is English not ............. an easy language that even a child can learn it
easily ? (so, such)
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 23
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Adverb clause of Result GL S[8,LS :5Q8 ZRGFVF[ ;DHFJL XSXMP
23.0   Adverb clause of Result GL S[8,LS :5Q8 ZRGFVF[ o
GLR[ 'so.....that' VG[ 'such.....that' DF8[GL S[8,LS ZRGFVF[ VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ pNFCZ6
;lCT VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o ! (so + adjective + that)
Main clause + result clause
sSTF" ´ lS|IF5N ´ SFZ6 XaN ´ lJX[QF6f s;\IF[HS ´ STF" ´ lS|IF5Nf
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) Mala's songs were so sweet that the people became mad after her.
(2) The earthquake was so powerful that all the houses collapsed.
ZRGF o Z (so + adverb + that)
Main clause + result clause
sSTF" ´ lS|IF5N ´ SFZ6 XaN ´ lS|IF lJX[QF6f s;\IF[HS ´ STF" ´ lS|IF5Nf
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) Rajesh tried so hard that he got success.
(2) Ameena works so regularly that all praise her.
ZRGF o # (so + adjective + noun + that)
Main clause + result clause
sSTF" VG[ lS|IF5N ´ SFZ6 XaN ´ lJX[QF6f      sGFD ´ ;\IF[HS ´ STF" ´ lS|IF5Nf
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) JRD TATA was so successful an industrialist that he became the richest
man.
(2) Bananas are so sweet fruits that children eat them gladly.
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ZRGF o $ (such + adjective + noun + that)
Main clause + result clause
sSTF" ´ lS|IF5N ´ SFZ6 XaN ´ lJX[QF6f sGFD ´ ;\IF[HS ´ STF" ´ lS|IF5Nf
pNFCZ6F[ o
(1) Mangoes are such sweet fruits that people enjoy them.
(2) Dr. Rao is such a kind person that patients love him.
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 'such.....that' GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ HF[0L VY"5}6" JFSI AGFJF[P
(1) It was a very nice place. We did not want to leave it soon.
(2) His is a large business. He can not handle it alone.
(3) Ram is a very kind teacher. He often keeps surrounded by pupils.
(4) My neighbour has a very pretty dog. They can not keep it away.
5|`G o 2 'so.....that' GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ V[S VY"5}6" JFSIDF\ O[ZJF[P 
(1) This man is very dishonest. Nobody trusts him.
(2) You should write clearly. Even a child should be able to read it.
(3) Vandita was greatly overcome with feelings. She could not utter a single
word.
(4) His writing is quite illegible. Hardly anybody can read it easily.
5|`G o 3 Rearrange the parts in the following jumbled sentences and rewrite
them as meaningful sentences.
(1) the entire crop failed / so heavily / it rained / that.
(2) so nice / that / everybody welcomed / a suggestion / it was / it / quite
warmly.
(3) we can not / before 7 P.M. / Agra is / reach there / so far / from / Delhi
/ that.
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 24
VF JS"SF0"GM RLJ8 5}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Adverb clause of cause or reason GL ZRGF J6"JL XSXMP
24.0   Adverb clause of cause or reason GL ZRGF o
Adverb clause of cause or reason GL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[
wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) Because I like you, I shall help you.
(2) He can not come because he is ill.
(3) Since you are my friend, I shall stand by you through thick and thin.
(4) Since you are so clever you will be able to explain this.
(5) I am glad that you like it.
(6) As she was not there, I spoke to her mother.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPP
* p5ZGF NZ[S JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU sp5JFSIf V[ Adverb clause of cause
or reason GF pNFCZ6 K[P
* Adverb clause of reason V[ principal clause DF\GF lS|IF5NGL lS|IFG]\ SFZ6 NXF"JJF DF8[
p5IF[UDF\ ,[JFI K[P
* Adverb clause of cause or reason DF\ because, as, since, that H[JF subordinating
conjunctions s;\IF[HSMf J5ZFI K[P
* ;FDFgI ZLT[ ;\IF[HSF[ as VG[ since J0[ AGT] reason clause T[GF main clause GL VFU/
D}SFI K[P H[YL EFZ5}J"S SFZ6 NXF"JL XSFI K[P
* DF[8[EFU[ because J0[ AGT] reason clause V[ T[GF main clause 5KL D}SFI K[P
* SFZ6 5Z EFZ D}SJF S[ 5lZ6FD 5Z EFZ D}SJF DF8[GF pNFCZ6F[ VCL\ VF5[,F K[P VF56[ T[[G[
AZFAZ ZLT[ JF\RLV[P
(1) Since she is illiterate, she can not get the job. sSFZ6 5Z EFZf
(2) Raju has remained absent as it is raining today. s5lZ6FD 5Z EFZf
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 Join the following sentences by using 'as' and 'since'.
(1) Many Indian villagers are illiterate. These villagers are poor and
backward.
(2) English is the language of Science and technology. We must learn
English very well.
(3) Seema is a brilliant student. Seema will be a scientist.
(4) Don't go to the laboratory now. The laboratory is closed now.
(5) Young men and women like T. V. programmes. These programmes are
full of music and dance.
5|`G o 2 Fill in the gaps with the appropriate word from brackets.
(1) The Narmada dam is the backbone of Gujarat, ............... we must
complete it early. (since / therefore)
(2) ............. Vapi has many industries, people go there in search of jobs.
(that, since)
(3) Jobs are so few now a days .............. there is unemployment in India.
(so, that)
5|`G o 3 Rearrange the parts in the following jumbled sentences and rewrite
them as meaningful sentences.
(1) our tour / as / the heat / we had to / was extreme / postpone.
(2) are fine / we are tempted / the looks / in the display windows / of certain
things / as / to buy them.
(3) all the employees / the new commissioner / since / or the municipality /
have been / is very strict / quite alert.
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 25
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Adverb clause of supposition or concession, contrast GL ZRGF pNFCZ6
;lCT ;DHFJL XSXMP
25.0   Adverb clause of suppositon or concession, contrast GL ZRGF o
VF ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF VeIF; äFZF ;DÒV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) I would not do it even if you paid me.
(2) Even if she is old she is able to do a great deal of work.
(3) I shall be able to get in although I have no ticket.
(4) Although I forbade this, you have done it.
(5) He set sail though the storm threatened.
(6) Though he worked hard, yet he failed.
(7) Though I am poor, I am honest.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPP
* p5ZGF NZ[S JFSIMDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, p5JFSIF[ V[ Adverb clause of supposition
or concession or contrast GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
* VF clause V[ 5F[TFGF lS|IF5N S[ principal clause DF\GF lS|IF5NGL lS|IFVF[ lJX[ supposition
sWFZ6Ff4 concession or contrast sTOFJT q E[Nf ZH} SZJF DF8[ J5ZFI K[P
* VF clause DF\ "though", "although", "even if", "however", "even though"
H[JF subordinating conjunctions s;\IF[HSF[f J5ZFI K[P
* 8}\SDF\ PPPP
Hl8, JFSI (complex sentence) DF\ Adverb clause V[ JFSIDF\GF p5JFSIG[ S[ XaNG[
modify SZ[ K[P HIFZ[ Adjective clause V[ JFSIDF\GF p5JFSIG[ S[ XaNG[ qualify SZ[ K[P
9
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ VFJ[, Adverb clause of contrast GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[P
(1) Although Heena is a brilliant girl, she can not speak English well.
(2) Though he is poor, he is brilliant.
(3) Even if she is a naughty girl she comes first in the exam.
(4) Raju won the match though his friends played unwell.
(5) I will come though you have not  invited me.
5|`G o 2 SF{;\DFYL IF[uI lJS<5 5;\N SZL GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ VF5[, BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(1) 'The adverb clause of contrast' JF/F p5JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPP ;\IF[HS J5ZFI K[P
(though, if)
(2) Hl8, JFSIDF\ Adverb clause V[ p5JFSI S[ XaNG[ modify SZ[ K[P HIFZ[ Adjective
clause V[ T[DG[ PPPPPPPPPPPP SZ[ K[P (qualify, open)
(3) The adverb clause of contrast JF/] p5JFSI Hl8, JFSIGL X~VFTDF\ S[ PPPPPPPPPPPP
56 VFJL XS[ K[P sK[J8[4 ;\I]STGL X~VFTDF\f
(4) The adverb clause of contrast V[ 5F[TFGF PPPPPPPPPPPP S[ Principal clause DF\GF
lS|IF5NGL lS|IFVF[ lJX[ WFZ6F4 E[N ZH} SZJF DF8[ J5ZFI K[P slS|IF5N4 STF"f
5|`G o 3 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) Adverb clause of contrast G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
(2) Adverb clause of contrast DF\ SIF SIF ;\IF[HSF[GF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P
(3) Adverb clause of contrast V[ JFSIDF\ SIFZ[ p5IF[UDF\ ,[JFI K[ m
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 26
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Synthesis GM VY" VF5L XSXMP
 Infinitive, a noun or phrase in apposition VG[ a participle GF[ p5IF[U
SZLG[ ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ synthesis SZL XSXMP
26.0   Synthesis GM VY" o
Synthesis VYF"T A[ S[ T[YL JW] ;FNF JFSIF[G[ V[S GJF H JFSIDF\ O[ZJJFP VF GJ] JFSI V[ ;FN]
(simple), ;\I]ST (compound) VYJF TF[ Hl8, (complex) JFSI CF[I XS[P 8}\SDF\4 synthesis
VYF"T A[ S[ T[YL JW] JFSIF[G]\ V[S GJF H JFSIDF\ ;\IF[HG SZJ] T[P
26.1   ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ synthesis o
;FNF JFSIF[G]\ synthesis ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
(a) He has four children. He has to support them.
He has four children to support.
(b) Reena is very weak. She can not walk.
Reena is too weak to walk.
(c) This is my brother. His name is Paresh.
This is my brother, Paresh.
(d) He is a true patriot. He will not betray his country.
Being a true patriot, he will not betray his country.
(e) He listened to the music. He was thrilled.
On listening to the music he was thrilled.
(f) The workers finished their work. Then they left for home.
Having finished their work, the workers left for home.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPPP
* p5Z VF5[,F (a) YL (f) ;]WLGF K JFSIF[G]\ synthesis VF5[,] K[P T[ NZ[S A[ ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ V[S
;FNF JFSIDF\ synthesis YI[,] K[P
* JFSI (a) VG[ (b) DF\ A[vA[ ;FNF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P H[G] synthesis sV[S JFSIDF\ ;\IF[HGf
Infinitive GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ YI] K[P
* JFSI G\P (c) DF\ 56 A[ ;FNF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P T[G]\ V[S ;FNF JFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ YI] K[P VF ~5F\TZ
"noun or phrase in apposition" GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ YI] K[P
9
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* JFSI G\P (d), (e) VG[ (f) DF\ 56 A[vA[ ;FNF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P T[ NZ[S A[ G]\ V[S ;FNF JFSIDF\
~5F\TZ s;\IF[HGf  YI] K[P VF ;\IF[HG (synthesis) V[ Participle sS'N\Tf GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[
YI] K[P
* VFD PPPP
;FNF JFSIF[G]\ V[S JFSIDF\ sV[S ;FNF JFSIDF\f synthesis SZJF DF8[ Infinitive, Noun or
phrase in apposition VG[ participle GF[ p5IF[U SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA ;Z/TFYL VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[ ;FNF JFSIF[GL HF[0L (pair) VF5[,L K[P T[ NZ[S A[ ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ V[S ;FNF
JFSIDF\ 'synthesis' s;\IF[HGf SZMP
(1) I have much work. I must do it.
(2) That is your uncle. His name is Sureshbhai Parikh.
(3) J. L. Nehru was a famous author. He wrote "The Discovery of India".
(4) He was frustrated with life. He committed suicide.
(5) They can have work. They should complete it.
5|`G o 2 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) Synthesis V[8,[ X]\ m
(2) ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ V[S ;FNF JFSIDF\ synthesis SZJF DF8[GL +6 ZLTGF GFD VF5F[P
(3) Synthesis DF8[G]\ V[S pNFCZ6 VF5F[P
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 27
VF JS"SF0"GM wIFGYL VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 (Nominative) Absolute construction, an adverb or an adverbial
phrase VG[ a preposition with noun or gerund äFZF ;FNF JFSIF[G]\
Synthesis SZL XSXMP
27.0   ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ synthesis :
;FNF JFSIF[G]\ synthesis ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6F[GF[ DCFJZM SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) It was a fine day. We decided to go out for a picnic.
It being a fine day we decided to go out for a picnic.
(2) He finished his studies. Then he started his own business.
He, having finished his studies, started his own business.
(3) He is a great scholar. There is no doubt about it.
Undoubtly he is a great scholar.
(4) It was noon. They had not arrived.
They had not arrived till noon.
(5) The child heard my voice. It rushed to me.
On hearing my voice, the child rushed to me.
(6) He is very weak. Still he works hard.
Inspite of being very weak he works hard.
(7) You helped the child. Otherwise, it would have been drowned.
But for your help, the child would have been drowned.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPPP
* p5ZGF TDFD JFSIF[ V[ ;FNF JFSIF[ K[P NZ[S A[ JFSIMG]\ s;FNF JFSIF[G]\f V[S ;FNF JFSIDF\
synthesis SZ[,] K[P
* JFSI G\P 1 VG[ 2 G]\ synthesis, The (Nominative) Absolute construction GF[
p5IF[U SZLG[ YI[, K[P
* JFSI G\P 3 VG[ 4 G]\ synthesis SZJF DF8[ An adverb or an adverbial phrase GF[
p5IF[U SZJFDF\ VFjIF[ K[P
* JFSI G\P 5, 6 VG[ 7 G]\ synthesis SZJF DF8[ a preposition with a noun or gerund
GF[ p5IF[U SZJFDF\ VFjIF[ K[P
9
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* VFDPPP
;FNF JFSIF[G] \ V[S ;FNF JFSIDF\ synthesis SZJF DF8[ The (Nominative) Absolute
construction, An adverb or an adverbial phrase VG[ A Preposition with a noun
or Gerund GF[ p5IF[U SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[ ;FNF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P T[ NZ[S A[ ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ V[S ;FNF JFSIDF\ synthesis
s;\IF[HGf SZMP
(1) She kissed her lover's lips. Then she died.
(2) The Pakistani soldiers were encircled. They had to surrender before the
Indian army.
(3) Radha is raking the old matter. It is not necessary.
(4) He burnt the midnight oil. He topped the list of successful candidates.
(5) Mahesh was very weak. Still he worked hard.
5|`G o 2 8}\SDF\ HJFA VF5F[P
(1) ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ synthesis SZJF DF8[GL +6 ZLT ;pNFCZ6 J6"JF[P
(2) Absolute construction GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ synthesis SZJF DF8[GF V[S
pNFCZ6GL ZH}VFT SZMP
(3) A preposition with a noun or Gerund GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ A[ ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ V[S ;FNF
JFSIDF\ synthesis SZJF DF8[GF V[S pNFCZ6GL ZH}VFT SZMP
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 28
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Simple sentences G\] Compound sentences DF\ synthesis SZL XSXMP
28.0   Simple sentences G]\  compound sentences DF\ synthesis :
A[ S[ T[YL JW] ;FNF JFSIF[G[ V[S compound sentence DF\ O[ZJL XSFI K[P VF DF8[ S[8,FS co-
ordinative Conjunction GF[ p5IF[U SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF56[ VF 5|SFZGF synthesis G[ GLR[GF
pNFCZ6F[GF VeIF; äFZF ;DÒV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) We went to school. We studied there.
We went to school and studied there.
(2) Kiran is intelligent. Kiran is beautiful.
Kiran is both intelligent and beautiful.
(3) Do not be a borrower. Do not be a lender.
Neither a borrower nor a lender be.
(4) Work hard. Otherwise you will fail.
Work hard or you will fail.
(5) I know Mohan. I don't know Ganesh.
I know Mohan but not Ganesh.
(6) I rebuked him. He kept mum.
I rebuked him, yet he kept mum.
(7) He was late. He could not catch the train.
He was late so he could not catch the train.
(8) I can not depend upon him. He is a rogue.
I can not depend upon him, for he is a rogue.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPP
* p5ZGF NZ[SDF\ A[ ;FNF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P T[G]\ V[S ;\I]ST (compound) JFSIDF\ synthesis
YI[,] K[P
* 5|YD A[ JFSIF[G] \ synthesis V[ cumulative co-ordinative conjunctions  (and,
both...and) GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ YI[, K[P
* +LHF VG[ RF[YF JFSIF[G]\ synthesis SZJF DF8[ Alternative co-ordinative conjunctions
(Neither.....nor, or) GF[ p5IF[U SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P
9
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* 5F\RDF\ VG[ K9'F JFSIG]\ synthesis V[ Adversative co-ordinative conjunctions
(but, yet) GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ YI[, K[P
* ;FTDF\ VG[ VF9DF\ JFSIG]\ synthesis SZJF DF8[ an illative co-ordinative conjunctions
(so, for) GF[ p5IF[U SZJFDF\ VFjIF[ K[P
* VFDPPPP
;FNF JFSIF [G ] \  ; \I ]ST JFSIDF \ synthesis SZJF DF8 [ cumulative co-ordinative
conjunctions, Alternative co-ordinative Conjunctions, an adversative co-
ordinative conjunctions VG[ an illative co-ordinative conjunctions GF[ p5IF[U
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P V[8,[ S[ and, both....and, Neither...nor, or, but, yet, so, for H[JF
;\IF[HSF[GF[ 5|IF[U VF 5|SFZGF synthesis DF8[ YFI K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 Combine each set of simple sentences into one compound sentence.
(1) The way was long. The wind was cold.
(2) He does well. He is nervous at the start.
(3) It is raining heavily. I will take an umbrella with me.
(4) It was a stormy night. We ventured out.
(5) He is foolish. He is also obstinate.
(6) I am in the right. You are in the wrong.
(7) We must hasten. The robbers will overtake us.
5|`G o 2 lJEFU A DF\ ;FNF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P lJEFU B DF\ ;FNF JFSIF[G\] ;\I]ST JFSIDF\
~5F\TZ s;\IF[HGf SZ[, K[P IF[uI ZLT[ HF[0SF HF[0F[P
lJEFU A lJEFU B
(1) She is a coward. She is a fool. (1) She is a nice lady, only she
lost her temper.
(2) Pay the price of this book. (2) She is a coward and a fool.
Otherwise return it.
(3) She is a nice lady. She lost (3) Either pay the price of this
her temper book or return it.
HJFA o  (1 -     ), (2 -    ), (3 -    )
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 29
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 A[ S[ T[YL JW] ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ V[S Hl8, JFSIDF\ synthesis SZL XSXMP
29.0   ;FNF JFSIF[G]\ Hl8, (complex) JFSIF[DF\ synthesis :
A[ S[ T[YL JW] ;FNF JFSIF[G[ V[S Hl8, JFSIDF\ O[ZJL XSFI K[P VF 5|lS|IF SZJF DF8[ subordinate
clause GF[ p5IF[U SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P subordinate clause GF ~5DF\ (1) Noun clause (2) An
adjective clause VG[ (3) An adverb clause J5ZFI K[P VF AFATG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[
GLR[GF JFSIF[GF[ VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) He is an honest boy. Everybody knows it.
Everybody knows that he is an honest boy.
(2) Why is he late ? Ask him.
Ask him why he is late.
(3) This is a boy. He stood first in his class.
This is the boy who stood first in his class.
(4) This is a girl. Her mother is calling her.
This is the girl whom her mother is calling.
(5) You may go. Go to the place of your liking.
Go wherever you like.
(6) He is poor. He is honest.
Although he is poor, yet he is honest.
(7) He looked at the sight. He was stunned.
He was stunned when he looked at the sight.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPPP
* p5ZGF NZ[SDF\ A[ ;FNF JFSIF[ VF5[,F K[P T[ A[ ;FNFJFSIF[DF\YL V[S Hl8, JFSI (complex
sentence) AGFJJFDF\ VFjI] K[P
* 5|YD VG[ ALH] Hl8, JFSI AGFJJF DF8[ noun clause GF[ p5IF[U SZJFDF\ VFjIF[ K[P
* +LH] VG[ RF[Y] Hl8, JFSI AGFJJF DF8[ an adjective clause GF[ p5IF[U YIF[ K[P
* HIFZ[ 5F\RD]\4 Kõ VG[ ;FTD] Hl8, JFSI AGFJJF DF8[ an adverb clause GF[ p5IF[U
SZJFDF\ VFjIF[ K[P
9
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* VFDPPPP
A[ S[ T[YL JW] ;FNF JFSIF[ (simple sentences) G]\ V[S Hl8, JFSI (complex sentence) DF\
Synthesis SZJF DF8[ Noun clause, Adjective clause VG[ Adverb clause GF[ p5IF[U
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 Combine each set of Simple sentences into one complex sentence
containing a noun clause.
(1) He will succeed. We expect it.
(2) What have you done ? Tell me.
(3) We wishes to know. We were going somewhere.
(4) He is a great orator. This fact can not be denied.
5|`G o 2 Combine each set of simple sentences into one complex sentence
containing an adjective clause.
(1) The time was six o'clock. The accident happend then.
(2) That is the school. I was taught there.
(3) You put it somewhere. Show me the place.
(4) A lion was proud of his strength. He despised the weakness of the mouse.
5|`G o 3 Combine each set of simple sentences into one complex sentence
containing an adverb clause.
(1) He ran so quickly. He soon overtook me.
(2) I will get ready. Do not go till then.
(3) He spoke in a very low voice. Nobody could hear him.
(4) I may help you. I may not help you. You are sure to lose the game.
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 30
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Transformation of sentences GF[ VY" VF5L XSXMP
 Transformation sJFSI ~5F\TZf GL H]NL H]NL ZLT ;DHFJL XSXMP
30.0   Transformation of sentences :
Transformation of sentences VYF"T JFSI ~5F\TZP JFSI ~5F\TZ V[ V[8,L DCtJGL jIFSZ6
sEFQFFf lJQFIS 5|lS|IF K[ S[ H[DF\ VF56[ JFSIGF[ D}/ VY" HF/JL ZFBL JFSIGF V[S :J~5G[ ALHF
:J~5DF\ O[ZJLV[ KLV[P VFD4 JFSI~5F\TZ V[ jIFSZ6 sEFQFFfDF\ AC] D}<IJFG DGF[ItG K[4 H[ VF56G[
V\U|[Ò ,[BGGL lJlJW ZH}VFT SZJFGF DCFJZFYL 5ZLlRT SZ[ K[P
JFSI ~5F\TZGL H]NL H]NL ZLT VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ 8}\SDF\ DCFJZF[ SZLV[P
[A] Removing too  :
VF56[ JFSIDF\ ZC[, too lS|IFlJX[QF6G[ N}Z SZLG[ JFSIG]\ :J~5 AN,L XSLV[P NFPTP
The news is too good to be true.
The news is so good that it can not be true.
[B] Changing Degrees of Comparison :
JFSIG[ T],GFGL V[S S1FFDF\YL ALÒ S1FFDF\ O[ZJLG[ JFSI ~5F\TZ SZL XSFI K[P NFPTP
Positive : I am as strong as he.
Comparative : He is not stronger than I.
[C] Interchange of Affirmative and Negative Sentences :
CSFZ v GSFZ JFSIF[G[ 5Z:5Z AN,LG[ JFSI ~5F\TZ YFI K[P NFPTP
CSFZ o  You are more intelligent than I.
GSFZ o  I am not so intelligent as you.
[D] Interchange of Active and Passive Voice :
ST"lZ 5|IF[UGF JFSIG[ SD"l6 5|IF[UDF\ O[ZJLG[ JFSI~5F\TZ SZL XSFI K[P NFPTP
Active voice : He will make him king.
Passive voice : He will be made king by him.
[E] Interchange of Assertive and Interrogative Sentences :
lJWFG VG[ 5|`GFY" JFSIF[G[ 5Z:5Z AN,LG[ JFSI ~5F\TZ Y. XS[ K[P NFPTP
5|` GFY" o How can you talk ill of him ?
lJWFG o You can not talk ill of him.
9
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[F] Interchange of Assertive and Exclamatory Sentences :
lJWFG JFSI VG[ pNŸUFZJFSIG[ 5Z:5Z AN,LG[ JFSI~5F\TZ SZL XSFI K[P NFPTP
 pNŸUFZ JFSI o How beautiful night is !
 lJWFG JFSI o Night is very beautiful.
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 Transform the following into Exclamatory sentences.
(1) It is a horrible night.
(2) He leads a most unhappy life.
(3) It is hard to believe that he did such a deed.
5|`G o 2 Transform the following sentences into Assertive sentences.
(1) Who does not know the owl  ?
(2) Why waste time in this fruitless occupation ?
(3) Is that the way a gentleman should behave ?
5|`G o 3 ;}RGF D]HA HJFA ,BF[P
(1) He is too proud to beg. ('too' G[ SF-F[)
(2) Bangalore is cooler than Madras. (Change the  Degree of Comparison)
(3) We admire the brave. (JFSIG[ passive DF\ O[ZJF[)
(4) He was seen by my brother. (JFSIG[ active DF\ O[ZJF[)
(5) He did not live many years in India. (JFSIG[ affirmative DF\ O[ZJF[)
(6) What a piece of work man is ! (JFSIG[ assertive DF\ O[ZJF[)
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 31
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 JFSI ~5F\TZGL H]NL H]NL ZLT pNFCZ6 ;FY[ J6"JL XSXMP
31.0   Transformation of sentences :
JFSI ~5F\TZGL S[8,LS ZLT VF56[ XLBL UIF KLV[P CJ[4 JFSI~5F\TZGL AFSL ZC[TL S[8,LS
ZLTM lJX[ 8}\SDF\ XLBLX]\P
[A] Interchange of one part of speech for another :
JFSIDF\ VFJ[, 'part of speech' G[ 5Z:5Z AN,LG[ VYF"T V[S part of speech G[ AN,LG[
ALHF part of speech GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ JFSI~5F\TZ SZJ]P NFPTP
(1) Our soldiers fought bravely. (verb)
* Our soldiers put up a brave fight. (noun)
(2) Be careful about your health. (Adjective)
* Care for your health. (verb)
[B] Expressing condition :
36LJFZ JFSI~5F\TZ SZJF DF8[ 'condition' VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P V[8,[ S[ If, unless,
Infinitive, JU[Z[GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ JFSI ~5F\TZ SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P NFPTP
(1) If you work hard, you will pass.
(2) You will be loved by the people if you work for them.
[C] Expressing concession or contrast :
36LJFZ 'though', 'although', 'even if', H[JF ;\IF[HSF[ VG[ VgI concession S[ contrast
ATFJTF XaNF[4 S'N\T4 ;\IF[HSF[4 GFDIF[UL VJIJ4 XaN;D}C S[ Relative Pronoun GF[ p5IF[U
SZLG[ JFSI~5F\TZ SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
H[D S[4
(i) Although he is poor, yet he is honest.
(ii) I shall do it whatever the price.
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CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 In the following sentences replace the Nouns it italics by Verbs.
(1) He rejected all our proposals.
(2) You can not gain admission without ticket.
(3) He made an agreement to supply me with firewood.
(4) He has no intention of leaving the city.
5|`G o 2 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ,L8L NF[Z[, EFU (adverb) GL HuIFV[ lS|IF5N (verb) GF[ p5IF[U
SZL JFSI OZLYL ,BF[P
(1) The defenders successfully repelled every attack on the city.
(2) This scene is surpassingly beautiful.
(3) They welcomed the good news most joyfully.
5|`G o 3 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ GFD4 lS|IFlJX[QF6F[GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[Z[, K[P VF GFD4 lS|IFlJX[QF6MGL
HuIFV[ lJX[QF6F[ D}SL JFSI OZLYL ,BF[P
(1) In all probability the day will be fine.
(2) The rats gave us a great deal of trouble.
(3) He was dismissed for negligence rather than incompetence.
5|`G o 4 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ Vg0Z,F.G SZ[, XaNF[GL HuIFV[ adverb D}SL JFSI OZLYL
,BF[P
(1) Her dress was poor and mean.
(2) His mistake was evident, but his sincerity was also obvious.
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  WF[Z6 o lJQFI o V\U|[Ò V[SD o CLAUSES JS"SF0" o 32
VF JS"SF0"GM VeIF; SZJFYL TD[PPPPP
 Simple, Compound VG[ Complex sentences G]\  Transformation SZL
XSXMP
32.0   Simple, Compound VG[ Complex sentences G]\ transformation :
;FNF (simple), ;\I]ST (compound) VG[ Hl8, (complex) JFSIF[G]\ 5Z:5ZDF\ JFSI~5F\TZ
Y. XS[ K[P VF DF8[ T[GL S[8,LS H]NL H]NL ZLT K[P VF56[ T[ NZ[S ZLTGF[ pNFCZ6 äFZF VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSIF[ o
(1) She must come in time to avoid the punishment.
She must come in time otherwise she will be punished.
(2) We must eat, or we can not live.
We must eat to live.
(3) Do you know him  ?
Do you know who he is ?
(4) I love honest boys.
I love boys who are honest.
(5) You may go anywhere.
Go where you like.
(6) He asked me why I was late.
He asked the reason for my being late.
(7) This is the house where I was born.
I was born in this house.
(8) She was shocked when she heard the noise.
She was shocked to hear the noise.
(9) He is weak  but courageous.
Although he is weak, he is courageous.
(10) Walk carefully, lest you should fall.
Walk carefully or you will fall.
p5ZGF JFSIF[GF VeIF; 5ZYLPPP
* JFSI G\P (1) DF\ simple sentence VF5[, K[P VF JFSIG]\ compound (double) sentence
DF\ ~5F\TZ SZJFDF\ VFjI] K[P
* JFSI G\P (2) DF\ compound sentence G]\ simple sentence DF\ ~5F\TZ YI] K[P
9
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* JFSI G\P (3) DF\ simple sentence G]\ complex sentence (Noun clause) DF\ ~5F\TZ YI] K[P
* JFSI G\P (4) DF\ VG[ JFSI G\P (5) DF\ ;FNF JFSIG]\ Hl8, JFSIF[ sVG]S|D[ Adjective clause
VG[ Adverb clause) DF\ ~5F\TZ SZJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P
* JFSI G\P (6), (7) VG[ (8) DF\ Hl8, JFSIF[ sVG]S|D[ Noun clause, Adjective clause VG[
Adverb clause) G]\ ;FNF JFSIF[DF\ ~5F\TZ SZJFDF\ VFjI] K[P
* JFSI G\P (9) DF\ ;\I]ST JFSIG]\ Hl8, JFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ YI] K[P
* JFSI G\P (10) DF\ Hl8, JFSIG]\ ;\I]ST JFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ SZJFDF\ VFjI] K[P
* VFDPPPP
;FNF4 ;\I]ST VG[ Hl8, JFSIF[G[ 5Z:5ZDF\ VY" AN<IF JUZ H]NL v H]NL s,UEUf NX
ZLTYL ~5F\TZ SZL XSFI K[P
CJ[4 VF JS"SF0"GF VeIF; 5ZYL TD[ GLR[GF 5|` GF[GF HJFA VF5L XSXMP
5|`G o 1 GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ;}RGF D]HA O[ZOFZ SZMP
(1) I do not think he will come. s;\I]ST JFSIDF\ O[ZJF[Pf
(2) If you run, you will be in time. s;\I]ST JFSI AGFJF[Pf
(3) You called me and here I am. sHl8, JFSIDF\ O[ZJF[Pf
(4) He is poor, but contented. sHl8, JFSI AGFJF[Pf
(5) Tell me where you live. s;FN] JFSI AGFJF[Pf
(6) It is time you went.  s;FN] JFSI AGFJF[Pf
(7) The boy ran as fast as he could. s;FN] JFSI AGFJF[Pf
(8) A man who is dead needs no riches. s;FN] JFSI AGFJF[Pf
(9) He asked why I came. s;FNF JFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ SZMPf
(10) Tell me your age. sHl8, JFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ SZMPf
(11) He was too dull to understand.  sHl8, JFSI AGFJF[Pf
(12) I saw a wounded bird. sHl8, JFSI AGFJF[Pf
(13) Tell the truth. sHl8, JFSI AGFJF[Pf
(14)  Be good and you will be happy. s;FN] JFSI AGFJF[Pf
(15) I called him, but he gave me no answer. s;FNF JFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ SZMPf
(16) To avoid punishment he ran away. s;\I]ST JFSIDF\ O[ZJF[Pf
(17) By his pleasant manners he gained many friends.s;\I]ST JFSI AGFJF[ P f
Appendix - 4
Programmed Learning Material
on Tenses
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lJnFYL" lD+4
NZZMH lX1FS TDF[G[ H[ T[ V[SD HIFZ[ E6FJ[ K[ tIFZ[ TDF[ T[ V[SD E6M KMP 5Z\T] V\U|[Ò lJQFIGF\
'Tenses' V[ V[SDG[ TDFZ[ lX1FSGL DNN JUZ TDFZL HFT[ XLBJFGF[ K[P
VFD4 VF V[SDG[ HFT[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GM V[S VG[ZF[ H VFG\N 5|F%T YX[P sE6JFq E6FJJFf
[E6JF]
'Tenses' V[ V[SDG[ GFGF D]NFGF :J~5[ S|DXo 5UlYIFGL H[D UF[9J[, K[P VF NZ[S 5UlYIFG[
cOZDF[c  VYJF cË[.Dc  SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF OZDFGF[ wIFG5}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[ T[G[ ;C[,F.YL
;DÒ XSXM VG[ H[ T[ OZDF\DF\ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA 56 VF5L XSXMP HFT[ XLBJFGL VF 5âlTG[
cVlES|lDT VwIIGc  SC[ K[P
8}\SDF\4 VlES|lDT VwIIG VYF"T H[ T[ V[SDG]\ GFGF GFGF PPPPPPPPPPPP DF\ lJEFHG VG[ T[ NZ[S OZDF\GM
S|DXo VeIF;P sOZDF q JFSIMf
[OZDF]
'Tenses' V[ V[SDG[ S], !!5 5UlYIF  sOZDF q Ë[.Df DF\ JC[\RJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P TDFZ[ V[S 5KL V[S
V[D S|DXo PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGF[ VeIF; SZJFGF[ K[P sOZDFqXaNF[f
[OZDF]
NZ[S cOZDFc DF\ YF[0L lJUT ;DHFjIF 5KL V[SFN A[ GFGF 5|` GF[ S[ BF,L HuIF VF5[, K[P  TDFZ[ T[
c5|` Gc S[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GF HJFA TDG[ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, V,U SF[ZF SFU/DF\ (Response sheet DF\)
H[ T[ OZDFGF S|D G\AZ ,BL T[GL ;FD[ H ,BJFGF K[P
A
B
C
D
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[BF,L HuIF]
OZDFGF VeIF; NZdIFG4 OZDFDF\ VF5[, 5|` GF[GF\ HJFA ;DÒ lJRFZLG[ ,BJFP HIF\ V[S SZTF JW]
lJS<5F[ VF%IF CF[I tIF\ IF[uI PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 5;\N SZL HJFA VF5JF[P
[lJS<5]
NZ[S OZDFGF[ HJFA T[GF 5KLGF OZDFGL 5C[,L ,L8LDF\ sOZDFGL X~VFTDF\f H SF{\;DF\ VF5[, K[P
TD[ ,B[, HJFA ;FRF[ K[ S[ BF[8F[ T[ VF5[, HJFA ;FY[ D[/JL H]VF[P HF[ TDFZF[ HJFA ;FRF[ CF[I TF[
TDFZ[ tIFZ 5KLGF OZDFGF[ VeIF; SZJMP 5Z\T]4 TDFZF[ HJFA BF[8F[ CF[I TM 'Response sheet'
DF\ × RF[S0L SZL T[ H PPPPPPPPPPPPP GF[ OZLYL VeIF; SZL ;FRF[ HJFA ,BJF[P
[OZDF]
S[8,FS OZDFGF HJFA VF5JFGF CX[ GCLP 5Z\T] TDFZ[ VFJF OZDFGF[ 56 wIFG5}J"S VeIF;
SZJFGF[ K[P SFZ6 S[ T[ NZ[S OZDF[ 5KLGF NZ[S PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP DF8[ p5IF[UL CX[ HP sOZDF q lJQFIf
[OZDF]
NZ[S OZDFGL ;\5}6" ;DH D[/jIF 5KL H VFU/ JWJ]P H[YL TDG[ tIFZ 5KLGF\ OZDF ;DHJFDF\
D]xS[,L G 50[P J/L4 lGl`RT ;DIDF\ H VD}S SFI" 5}~ SZJ] V[JL 56 SF[. DIF"NF GYLP DF8[ BF[8L
pTFJ/ G SZTF4 ;DH5}J"S VG[ wIFG5}J"S VeIF; SZMP
TM RF,F[4 CJ[ SZJF D\0F[ 'Tenses' V[SD GF[ HFT[ VeIF;P
E
F
H
G
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1 GLR[ VF5[,F +6[I JFSIMG[ wIFGYL JF\RMP
(1) I write a letter to you.
(2) She wrote a letter to you.
(3) We shall write a letter to you.
p5ZGF\ +6[I JFSIMDF\ H]NFvH]NF :J~5MJF/F lS|IF5NM VF5[,F K[P  lS|IF5NGF\ VF H]NF H]NF
:J~5M V[ JT"DFGSF/4 E}TSF/ S[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GF\ ;DIGM p<,[B SZ[ K[P
[ElJQI ]
JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N HIFZ[ JT"DFG ;DIGM p<,[B SZ[ K[ tIFZ[ T[ JFSI JT"DFGSF/G]\ AG[ K[P
lS|IF5N HIFZ[ E}TSF/GF\ ;DIGM p<,[B SZ[ K[ tIFZ[ T[ JFSI E}TSF/G]\ AG[ K[P V[JL H ZLT[
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP HIFZ[ ElJQIGF\ ;DIGM p<,[B SZ[ K[ tIFZ[ T[ JFSI ElJQISF/G]\ AG[ K[P
[lS|IF5N ]
Tense V[8,[ JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N £FZF AGT]\ V[J]\ :J~5 S[ H[ lS|IF S[ 38GFGM ;DI ATFJ[ K[P
Tense V[ D}/E}T ZLT[ ,[l8G XaN K[P  ,[l8GDF\ T[G[ "Tempus" VYF"TŸ 'Time' SC[JFI
K[P
VFD4 Tense sSF/f GM ;\A\W JFSIDF\ lS|IF5NGF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP;FY[ CMI K[P s:J~54
;DIf 
[:J~5 ]
Tense GF\\ D]bItJ[ +6 5|SFZ K[P  H[DF\ JT"DFGSF/ (Present tense), E}TSF/ (Past
tense) VG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
2
3
4
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[has played]
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
JFSI o  Kabir has been walking since morning.
5}6" RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ VF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ "has been walking" VF5[, K[P  VF
SF/GF\ lS|IF5NGF  :J~5 TZLS[ "have / has + been + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ v ing JF/]\ ~5 "
CMI K[P  VFD4 VF JFSI V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/G]\ K[P
[is playing]
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIG[ VF56[ AZFAZ ZLT[ JF\RLV[ VG[ ;DÒV[P
JFSI o  Amit  has played the game just now.
5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF\ VF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5NGF\ :J~5 TZLS[ "have / has + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\
~5" CMI K[P  p5ZGF\ VF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPK[P
[;FNF JT"DFG ]
GLR[ VF5[, JFSIGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o  Mona is playing cricket now.
VF JFSIDF\4 lS|IF5N TZLS[ D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ "ing" JF/]\ ~5 K[P  VYF"TŸ T[G]\\ :J~5 V[8,[ "to be
G]\ IMuI~5 + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ ing JF/]\ ~5 "P  VF JFSI V[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/G]\ K[ VG[ T[GF
lS|IF5N TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVF5[, K[P
[ElJQISF/ - Future Tense]
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o Amit reads this book everyday.
;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ VF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ reads VF5[, K[P  VYF"TŸ T[GF\ lS|IF5NGF\ :J~5
TZLS[ lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 VFJ[ K[P  lS|IF5NGF\ VF :J~5 5ZYL SCL XSFI S[ p5ZG]\ JFSI
V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/G]\ K[P
5
6
7
8
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[5}6"RF,] JT"DFG ]
;FNM JT"DFGSF/ (Simple present tense), RF,] JT"DFGSF/ (Present continuous
tense), 5}6"JT"DFGSF/ (Present perfect tense) VG[ 5}6"RF,] JT"DFGSF/ (Present
perfect continuous tense) V[ JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5[8F 5|SFZ K[P  VFD4 JT"DFGSF/GF\
S],PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP5[8F 5|SFZ K[P
[RFZ ]
GLR[ VF5[, AgG[ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
JFSIM o (1)  She gave me a pen yesterday.
(2)  Radha was looking at me.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMDF\4 5|YD JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'gave' VF5[, K[4 H[ ;FNFE}TSF/G]\ lS|IF5N K[P
ALHF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'was looking' K[P  ALH]\ JFSI V[ RF,]\ E}TSF/G]\ K[P  H[G]\
lS|IF5NG]\ :J~5 v "to be G]\ E}TSF/G]\ ~5 + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPJF/]\ ~5 "
CMI K[P (ing, ed)
[ing]
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIG[ VF56[ wIFGYL JF\RLV[P
JFSI o  My friend had played cricket at that time.
5}6" E}TSF/GF\ VF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5NGF :J~5 TZLS[ v "had + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 "
CMI K[P  VYF"TŸ VF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVF5[, K[P
[had played]
GLR[GF JFSIG[ VF56[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DÒV[P
JFSI o  Tara had been watering the plants for five minutes.
5}6"RF,] E}TSF/GF\ VF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ "had been Watering" VF5[, K[P  VF
SF/GF\ lS|IF5NGF\ :J~5 TZLS[ v "had + been + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPJF/]\ ~5 "
CMI K[P
9
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[ing]
E}TSF/ (Past tense) GF\ S], RFZ 5[8F 5|SFZ K[P  H[DF\ ;FNM E}TSF/ (Simple past
tense), RF,] E}TSF/ (Past continuous tense), 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/ (Past perfect
continuous tense) VG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
[5}6" E}TSF/ - Past perfect tense]
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o  He will go there tomorrow.
;FNF ElJQISF/GF\ VF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ "will go" VF5[, K[P  VF SF/GF\ lS|IF5NGF\ :J~5
TZLS[ "Shall / will + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP " CMI K[P  sD}/ ~54
E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5f
[D}/~5 ]
GLR[GF JFSIG[ VF56[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DÒV[P
JFSI o  They will be reading Hamlet at this time next sunday.
RF,] ElJQISF/GF\ VF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ "will be reading" K[P VF SF/GF\ lS|IF5NGF
:J~5 TZLS[ "shall / will + be + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ v ing JF/]\ ~5 " VFJ[ K[P  VFD4 VF
JFSI V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/G]\ K[P
[RF,] ElJQI ]
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIG[ wIFGYL JF\RMP
JFSI o  By this time tomorrow, kailash will have finished his exam.
5}6" ElJQISF/GF\ VF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'will have finished' VF5[, K[P  VF SF/GF\
lS|IF5NGF\ :J~5 TZLS[ - "shall / will + have + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPG]\
~5" CMI K[P sE}TSF/ q E}TS'N\Tf
13
14
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[Infinitive]
GLR[ VF5[, AgG[ pNFCZ6MG[ wIFGYL ;DÒV[P
(1) He reads a book.
(2) Radhika drinks water.
p5ZGF\ AgG[ JFSIMDF\ lS|IF5NG\] 's' JF/] :J~5 VF5[, K[P  VF :J~5 V[ ;FNFJT"DFGSF/G]\ K[P
HIFZ[ JFSIDF\ STF" +LHM 5]Z]QFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPCMI tIFZ[ VF :J~5 J5ZFI K[P sV[SJRG q AC]JRGf
[RFZ]
GLR[GF +6[I pNFCZ6MGM VeIF; SZMP
(1) I read the newspaper everyday. s;FNM JT"DFGSF/f
(2) Go there. sVF7FY"f
(3) Raju wants her to call. (Infinitive)
p5ZGF\ +6[I JFSIMDF\ lS|IF5NG\] D}/~5 J5ZFI]\ K[P  5|YD JFSI V[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/G\\] K[P  ALH]
JFSI V[ VF7FY" K[P  +LHF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ "to call" VF5[, K[4 H[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSC[JFI
K[P
[will have been sleeping]
;FNM ElJQISF/ (simple future tense), RF,] ElJQISF/ (future continuous tense),
5}6" ElJQISF/ (future perfect tense) VG[ 5}6"RF,] ElJQISF/ (future perfect
continuous tense) V[ ElJQISF/GF\ 5[8F 5|SFZ K[P VFD4 ElJQISF/GF\ S],PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP5[8F
5|SFZ AG[ K[P
[E}TS'N\T ]
GLR[ VF5[,F JFSIGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o Meena will have been sleeping at night for five hours.
VF JFSI V[ 5}6"RF,] ElJQISF/G]\ K[P  H[GF\ lS|IF5NGF :J~5 TZLS[ "shall / will + have +
been + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ v ing JF/]\ ~5 " CMI K[P  p5ZGF\ JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPK[P
17
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[V[SJRG]
lS|IF5NG]\ E}TSF/G]\ :J~5 V[ ;FNF E}TSF/DF\ J5ZFI K[P  VF :J~5 E}TSF/GF\ SM.56 STF" ;FY[
J5ZFI K[P H[DS[4
(1) I took a pen yesterday.
(2) They took a pen yesterday.
VFD4 5|YD JFSIDF\ STF" TZLS[ 'I' K[ VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\ STF" TZLS[ 'They' K[P 5ZgT] AgG[DF\
lS|IF5N TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM H p5IMU YI[, K[4 H[ lS|IF5NG]\ E}TSF/G]\ :J~5 K[P
[took]
VF56[ GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) I am reading a book. (2) He was reading a book.
(3) I shall be reading a book. (4) He has been reading a book.
(5) He had been reading a book.
(6) He will have been reading a book.
(7) Calling early, I found her at home.
p5ZGF\ ;FT[I JFSIDF\ cclS|IF5NG]\vingcc JF/]\ :J~5 sJT"DFG S'N\Tf J5ZFI]\ K[P
RF,] JT"DFGSF/4 RF,] E}TSF/4 RF,] ElJQISF/4 5}6" RF,] JT"DFGSF/4 5}6" RF,] E}TSF/4 5}6"
RF,] ElJQISF/ S[ JT"DFGS'N\TDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ ccD]bI lS|IF5NG]\ D]/~5 ´  PPPPPPPPPPPPcc J5ZFI K[P
(ing, ed)
[ing]
GLR[GF\ RFZ[I JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) Meena has called the people.
(2) Radha  had called the boys.
(3) Rekha will have called the pople.
(4) Called early, he had a quick breakfast.
p5ZGF RFZ[I JFSIMDF\4 5|YD JFSI V[ 5}6"JT"DFGSF/G]\4 ALH] JFSI 5}6"E}TSF/G]\ K[P  +LH]
JFSI 5}6"ElJQISF/G]\ VG[ RMY]\ JFSI V[ E}TS'N\TG]\ K[P VFD4 RFZ[I JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[
cclS|IF5NG]\ v ed JF/]\ :J~5 VYF"TŸPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPcc J5ZFI K[P  sE}TS'N\T q JT"DFGS'N\Tf
21
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[E}TS'N\T]
V\U[|Ò lS|IF5NM D]bItJ[ GLR[GF\ :J~5DF\ HMJF D/[ K[P
H[D S[ (1)  the base slS|IF5NG]\ D}/~5f (2) the s - form (lS|IF5NG]\ 's' JF/]\ ~5 (3) the
past slS|IF5NG]\ E}TSF/G]\ ~5f (4) the-ing participle slS|IF5NG]\ JT"DFGS'N\TG]\ ~5f VG[
(5) the-ed participle (lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5fP
VFD4 V\U[|Ò lS|IF5NM DM8[EFU[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP:J~5DF\ HMJF D/[ K[P s5F\R q ;FTf
[5F\R]
VF56[ GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Ram takes milk every morning.
(2) They sometimes read the Ramayana.
p5ZGF\ AgG[ pNFCZ6M ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ K[P  VF SF/ NZZMH AGTL 38GF NXF"JJF S[ lGIlDT
ZLT[ YTF SFIM" q 8[JM NXF"JJF J5ZFI K[P  5|;\UM5FT4 VD}S ;DIF\TZ[ S[ VJFZGJFZ AGTL lS|IF
DF8[ 56PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P
[;FNF JT"DFG]
VCL\ VF5[,F\ JFSIMG[ VF56[ wIFGYL JF\RLV[P
(1) The sun rises in the east.
(2) Two and two make four.
(3) Ozone creates Ion - negative.
(4) Honey is sweet.
p5ZGF\ VF ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ JFSIM T[GF\ lJX[QF p5IMUGF\ ;\NE"DF\ J5ZFIF K[P  VF JFSIM
;GFTG ;tIM4 UFl6lTS ;tIM4 J{7FlGS ;tIM S[ J{l`JS ;tIM NXF"JJF DF8[ J5ZFIF K[P  VFD4PPPPPPPPPPP
V[ lJlJW p5IMUGF\ ;\NE"DF\ J5ZFI K[P
[;FNM JT"DFGSF/]
SC[JTM4 ~l-5|IMUM4 XF:+GF\ l;wWF\TM S[ lGIDM4 jIFbIF VYJF TM ,[BS S[ jIlSTGL VYJF U\|YGL
plST ZH} SZJF DF8[ 56 ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P  NFPTP
(1) Honesty is the best policy.
(2) Gandhiji says, "The truth is God."
(3) A man is known by the company his mind.............(kept / keeps)
25
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[keeps]
GLR[GF pNFCZ6MGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Sachin comes foreword and plays with bat.
(2) Gandhiji tells the Britishers to quit India.
(3) Mohanlal retires next month.
p5ZGF\ JFSIM V[ ;FNFJT"DFGSF/GF\ K[P  T[GF VeIF; 5ZYL SCL XSFI S[ ZDT4 ;EF4 5|;\U
;Z3; JU[Z[GM VF\B[ N[bIM VC[JF, VF5JF4 E}TSF/GL SYF v JFTF" S[ 38GF ZH} SZJF VYJF TM
JFTRLTDF\ GF8IFtDSTF ,FJJF DF8[ VG[ GÒSGF ElJQIGL lS|IF NXF"JJF DF8[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
SF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P
[;FNFJT"DFG]
VF56[ VCL\ VF5[,F JFSIMG[ wIFGYL ;DÒV[P
(1) Amitabh is the man of voice.
(2) I see an aeroplane.
(3) If you go out, I shall punish you.
(4) When I return, I will tell you the truth.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMGM p5IMU jIlSTGL VFUJL S]X/TF ATFJJF S[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/GL HuIFV[ VG[ If
S[ when JF/F p5JFSIDF\ YIM K[P  VF 5|SFZGF\ p5IMUM 56PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/DF\ NXF"JFI K[P
[;FNFJT"DFG]
VCL\ VF5[,L ZRGFGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
ZRGF    o STF" + lS|IFlJX[QF6 sCMI TMf + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 + s/es
+ SD" + VgIP
VF ZRGF ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZ JFSI DF8[GL K[P  VF ZRGFG]\ V[S pNFCZ6 HM.V[ TM4
JFSI o  Meera goes to school in time.
VFD4 p5ZGF\ JFSIDF\ Meera V[ STF" K[P  HIFZ[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ lS|IF5N TZLS[ VFJ[, K[P
[goes]
VF56[ GLR[ VF5[,F JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) You always speak the truth.
(2) It rains heavily.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMGL ZRGF HMTF4 36LJFZ STF" 5KL TZT H 'always' H[JF lS|IFlJX[QF6M VFJL XS[
K[P  HIFZ[ S[8,F\S JFSIMDF\ SD" 5KL S[ lS|IF5N 5KL lS|IFlJX[QF6 VFJTF CMI K[P  VFD4 ;FNF
JT"DFGSF/GL ZRGFDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ STF" 5KL S[ SD" VYJF lS|IF5N 5KL 56 HMJF D/[ K[P
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[lS|IFlJX[QF6]
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIMG[ wIFGYL JF\RM VG[ ;DHMP
(1) He goes to the garden everyday.
(2) Reena reads a book daily.
p5ZGF JFSIM 5ZYL SCL XSFI S[ STF" HIFZ[ +LHM 5]~QF V[SJRG (He VG[ Reena) CMI
tIFZ[ lS|IF5N 5KL 's' S[ 'es' 5|tII D}SFI K[P  HIFZ[ JFSIDF\ lS|IF5NGM K[<,M V1FZ s, sh, ch,
x S[ o VFJTF CMI tIFZ[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGL 5FK/ es 5|tII D}SJMP
[lS|IF5N]
GLR[ VF5[, JFSIMG[ wIFGYL JF\RMP
(1) It flies in the sky.
(2) She buys the toys every year.
VF JFSIGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL4 ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ JFSIDF\ STF" +LHM 5]~QF V[SJRG CMI VG[
lS|IF5NGM K[<,M V1FZ y VFJTM CMI tIFZ[ 'y' GM 'i' AGFJLG[ 'es' 5|tII D}SJMP  5ZgT]4
lS|IF5NGM K[<,M V1FZ y CMI VG[ y GL 5C[,F :JZ VFJTM CF[I TM DF+ 's' 5|tII H D}SJF[P DF8[
'y' GL VFU/ jI\HG VFJTM CMI tIFZ[ H 'y' GM i SZLPPPPPPPPPPPPPP5|tII D}SFI K[P
[es]
;FNF JT"DFGSF/DF\ always, sometimes, regularly, manytimes, frequently,
occasionally, daily, everyday, in a day, generally, usually, often, sel-
dom, rarely, never JU[Z [ H[JF lS |IFlJX[QF6M J5ZFI K[P  ALÒ ZLT[ VF
XaNMG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPXaNM 56 SC[JFI K[P  s;DINX"S q lS|IFI]STf
[;DINX"S]
VCL\ VF5[, ZRGFG[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DHMP
ZRGF  o STF" + do / does + not + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 +
SD" + VgIP
VF ZRGF V[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF GSFZ JFSIM DF8[GL K[P   H[DF\ lS|IF5NGL 5FK/ 'es' S[ 's'
5|tII ,FUTF GYLP  5ZgT]\4 not GL 5C[,FPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVYJFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPD}SJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
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[do/does]
GLR[ VF5[, ;FNFJT"DFGSF/GF\ GSFZ JFSIMG[ wIFGYL JF\RMP
(1) We do not hate anybody.
(2) Mohan does not go to school regularly.
VF SF/DF\4
HIFZ[ STF" +LHM 5]~QF V[SJRG CMI tIFZ[ GSFZJFSIDF\ does not S[ doesn't s8}S]~5f
J5ZFI K[P  STF" +LHM 5]~QF V[SJRG G CMI tIFZ[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPs8}S]~5f GM p5IMU
YFI K[P
[do not / don't]
VCL\ VF5[, ZRGFGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
ZRGF o Wh - JF/F XaNM S[ how + do/does + STF" + not sGSFZ DF8[f + D]bI
lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 + SD" + VgI m
VF ZRGF V[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIM DF8[GL K[P  H[GL X~VFT wh - JF/F XaNM S[
how YL VYJF TM do S[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYL YTL CMI K[P
[does]
GLR[GF JFSIMG[ wIFGYL JF\RM VG[ T[GL ZRGFG[ ;DHMP
(1) Do they go to my village ?
(2) Who goes there every sunday ?
(3) Does she play every day ?
p5ZGF JFSIM V[ 5|` GFY" ;}RJ[ K[P   ZRGFGL N=lQ8V[ VF JFSIMPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GF\ K[P
[;FNFJT"DFG]
GLR[ VF5[,F JFSIMG[ wIFGYL ;DÒV[P
(1) Fetch me a glass of water.
(2) Work hard to pass the exam.
(3) Please, Open the window.
(4) Do not go there.
p5ZGF JFSIM V[ VF7FY"GM EFJ ;}RJ[ K[P  VF7FY" JFSIM (Imperative sentences) DF\
VF7F4 VFÒÒ4 DFU"NX"G4 lJG\TL4 C]SD4 ;,FC;}RG JU[Z[ H[JFPPPPPPPPPPPPPP;DFI[,F CMI K[P
sEFJMqlS|IF5NMf
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[EFJM]
VF7FY" JFSIMGL X~VFT please H[JF XaNM S[ lS|IF5NYL YTL CMI K[P  VFJF JFSIMDF\ STF" V[
UlE"T (implied) CMI K[P  H[D S[ 'work hard' VYF"TŸ you work hard SC[JFIP  VFD4
VFJF JFSIMDF\ STF" TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ UlE"T CMI K[P (we / you)
[you]
VCL\ VF5[,F JFSIM VG[ T[GL ZRGFG[ AZFAZ wIFGYL JF\RM VG[ ;DHMP
(1)  What a charming face she has !
(2)  How lucky I am !
(3) Ah ! What I have done.
VF 5|SFZGF\ JFSIM V[ lJlJW 5|SFZGF\ pNŸUFZM ZH} SZ[ K[P  H[DS[4 VFG\N4 EI4 N]oB4 5L0F JU[Z[P
VFJF JFSIGF\ V\T[ pNŸUFZ lRCŸG D}SFI K[P  pNŸUFZ JFSIMGL X~VFT DM8[EFU[ what
S[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYL YTL CMI K[P
[how]
pNŸUFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF D]HA K[P
ZRGF o what / how + VFl8"S, sCMITMf + lJX[QF6q lS|IFlJX[QF6 + STF" + lS|IF5N
+ VgIPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP !
pNŸUFZ JFSIMDF\ oh, bravo, alas, ha, hurrah, what, hush JU[Z[ H[JF Interjection
s.g8ZH[SŸXGf GM p5IMU YFI K[P  5ZgT]\ NZ[S pNŸUFZ JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM p5IMU OZlHIFT
CMTM GYLP  s.g8ZH[SXGqlS|IF5Nf
[Interjection]
VCL\ S[8,FS JFSIM VF%IF K[P  T[ JFSIMG[ wIFGYL JF\RM VG[ ;DHMP
(1) God bless you !
(2) May he die !
(3) May you live long !
p5ZGF\ JFSIM V[ .rKFNX"S (Optative) GF\ pNFCZ6M K[P  VYF"TŸ T[DF\ .rKF4 VFXLJF"N H[JF
EFJ ;DFI[,F CMI K[P  36LJFZ VFJF JFSIGF\ V\T[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPlRCŸG D}SFI K[P
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[pNŸUFZ]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMG[ AZFAZ ZLT[ JF\RMP
(1) He is reading a book now.
(2) Reeta is learning Sanskrit.
(3) My brother is giving the exam tomorrow.
p5ZGF\ JFSIM V[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ K[P  AM,TL JBT[ lS|IF RF,] K[ T[J]\ NXF"JJF VYJF JFSI
AF[,FI T[ UF/FDF\ SF[. lS|IF RF,] K[ T[J] ATFJJF S[ GÒSGF\ ElJQIDF\ YJFGL lS|IFGM p<,[B SZJF
DF8[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
[RF,]JT"DFG]
RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ now, still, at present, at this moment, now a days, this
time JU[Z[ H[JF lS|IFlJX[QF6M S[ ;DINX"S XaNMGM p5IMU YFI K[P  VFJFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ SF/G[
VM/BJFDF\ B}AH DNN~5 ;FlAT YTF CMI K[P
[lS|IFlJX[QF6M S[ ;DINX"S XaNM]
GLR[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P  VF56[ T[GM wIFGYL VeIF;
SZLV[P
ZRGF  o STF" + am / is / are + not sGSFZ DF8[f + V-ing + SD" + VgIP
VFD4 RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIMGL X~VFT STF"YL YFI K[P  STF"G[ VG]~5 am, is
S[ are GM p5IMU YFI K[ VG[ D]bI lS|IF5NG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPJF/]\ ~5 D}SJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P (ing, ed)
[ing]
GLR[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZGL ZRGFJF/F JFSIM VF%IF K[P  VF JFSIMGM wIFGYL
DCFJZM SZMP
(1) He is playing cricket now.
(2) My uncle is arriving tomorrow.
VF 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIGL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
She is not...............the game now. (playing/play)
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[playing]
RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ "going to" JF/L ZRGFGM 56 p5IMU YFI K[P  VF ZRGF V[ ElJQIGM
p<,[B SZ[ K[P  NFPTP
(1) Maya is going to Surat tomorrow.
(2) We are going to play cricket next Sunday.
VF 5ZYL4 GLR[GF\ JFSIDF\ lS|IF5NG]\ IMuI :J~5 D}SL BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
They are................a new book tomorrow. (go + to read)
[going to read]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Why are you making noise ?
(2) With whom are you staying ?
(3) Are you not taking your book ?
p5ZGF\ JFSIM V[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGFJF/F K[P  VF 5ZYL4 GLR[GF JFSIDF\
ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
Which book.............you...............? (to be + read)
[are, reading]
VCL\ RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|`GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGF\ VF5[, K[P
ZRGF o wh-JF/F XaNMq how sCMITMf + am/is/are + STF" + not sGSFZ DF8[f
+ V-ing + SD" + VgI m
p5ZGL ZRGF 5ZYL4 GLR[GF JFSIMDF\GL BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
(1) What are you...................now ? (do)
(2) How is she.....................fast ? (run)
[doing/running]
RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[ S[8,FS lS|IF5NM J5ZFTF GYLP H[DS[4 see, hear, smell,
notice, appear, seem, want, desire, feel, think, suppose, hope, agree,
know, understand, remember, mean, consider, believe JU[Z[P
VF lS|IF5NM DM8[EFU[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/DF\ J5ZFTF CMI K[P s;FNF JT"DFGqRF,] JT"DFGf
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[;FNF JT"DFG]
GLR[GF pNFCZ6MGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) He has just gone out.
(2) I have finished it just now.
(3) I have known him for a long time.
(4) Have you read 'Guliver's Travels' ?
p5ZGF\ JFSIM V[ 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF\ K[P  SM. lS|IF S[ 38GF E}TSF/DF\ AGL CMI 5ZgT] T[GL V;Z
JT"DFGDF\ S[ AM,TL JBT[ RF,] K[ T[J]\ ATFJJF DF8[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P
[5}6"JT"DFG]
SM. 5}ZL YI[,L lS|IF S[ 38GFGM ;DI AC]\ H GÒSGM CMI4 E}TSF/DF\ SM. ;DI[ SM. lS|IF RF,]\
Y. CMI VG[ T[ JT"DFG 1F6 ;]WL RF,]\ CMI S[ 5}ZL Y. CMI T[J]\ NXF"JJF VG[ E}TSF/GL lS|IFVM
ZH} SZJF S[ H[GM ;DI G VF%IM CMI tIFZ[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GM 5|IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
sE}TSF/q5}6" JT"DFGf
[5}6"JT"DFG]
GLR[ 5}6"JT"DFG SF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P  VF56[ T[G[ wIFGYL ;DÒV[P
ZRGF o STF" + have / has + not sGSFZ DF8[f + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 +
  SD" + VgIP
5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIMGL X~VFT STF"YL YFI K[P  HIFZ[ D]bI lS|IF5N TZLS[
lS|IF5NG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPG]\ ~5 J5ZFI K[P
[E}TS'N\T]
GLR[ 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZ VG[ GSFZGL ZRGFJF/F JFSIM VF5[,F K[P
(1) Rasila has not returned yet.
(2) We have met her in Surat.
VF 5ZYL4 GLR[GF JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
Shailesh.................not.................the whole class. (has/have + handle)
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[has / handled]
VCL\ 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P  VF56[ T[GM wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o wh - JF/F XaNM  / how sCMITMf + have/has + STF" + not sGSFZDF8[f
+ lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + SD" + VgI m
VFD4 VF SF/GF\ 5|`GFY" JFSIGL X~VFT 56 wh - JF/F XaNM S[ how YL YFI K[4  VG[
tIFZAFN STF"G[ VG]~5 have VYJFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPD}SFI K[P
[has]
GLR[ 5}6"JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIM VF5[,F K[P
(1) Who has stolen your purse ?
(2) Where has she gone ?
(3) Has Meena passed the exam ?
VF 5ZYL4 GLR[GF\ JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
Why...........................you................me there ? (have / has + call)
[have, called]
5}6"JT"DFGSF/DF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[ just, today, ever, yet, never, already, so far,
recently, now, lately, this week, this month, till now JU[Z[ H[JF ;DI NX"S XaNM
S[ lS|IFlJX[QF6MGM p5IMU YFI K[P  VF XaNM DM8[EFU[ STF" 5KL VYJF TM lS|IF5N S[PPPPPPPP 5KL
VFJTF CMI K[P sSD"qlJX[QF6f
[SD"]
GLR[ VF5[,F +6[I JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Since how long have you been ill ?
(2) He has gone to kolkata yesterday.
(3) He went to kolkata yesterday.
p5ZGF\ +6[I JFSIMGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL VF56[ VF AFAT TFZJL XSLV[ S[ 5}6" JT"DFGSF/DF\
SIFZ[S since/ for GM p5IMU YFI K[P  sH]VM pNFP G\P1) HIFZ[ ALHF VG[ +LHF JFSIDF\ ALH]
JFSI V[ BM8] K[P  SFZ6S[ 5}6"JT"DFGSF/DF\ E}TSF/ ATFJTF lS|IFlJX[QF6M J5ZFTF GYLP H[D S[
yesterday V[ DM8[EFU[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/DF\ H J5ZFI K[P
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[;FNFE}T]
VF56[ VCL\ VF5[,F JFSIMG[ wIFGYL JF\RLV[ VG[ ;DÒV[P
(1) Rekha has been suffering from fever since morning.
(2) I have been watering the garden.
p5ZGF\ AgG[ JFSIM V[ RF,]5}6" JT"DFG SF/GF\ K[P  E}TSF/DF\ SM. lS|IF RF,] Y. CMI VG[ AM,TL
JBT[ S[ JT"DFG ;DIDF\ 56 T[ lS|IF RF,] K[ T[J]\ ATFJJF DF8[ VF SF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P 36LJFZ
SM. lS|IF 5}6" YIF 5KL4 T[ lS|IFGL UlT 5Z EFZ D}SJF DF8[ 56PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P
[RF,]5}6"JT"DFG]
GLR[ RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZ VG[ GSFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[, K[P  VF56[ T[GM VeIF;
SZLV[P
ZRGF o STF" + has / have + not sGSFZ DF8[f + been + V-ing + SD" + since
/ for + ;DINX"S XaNMPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
VFD4 VF SF/GL X~VFT 56 STF"YL YFI K[P  H[DF\ have/has VG[ been 5KL D]bI lS|IF5NG]\
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP JF/] ~5 J5ZFI K[P (ing, ed)
[ing]
VCL\ RF,]5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIM VF5[,F K[P
(1) We have been waiting for two decades.
(2) Kala has not been playing the game for five weeks.
VF JFSIMGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIDF\ VF5[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
Mala.................not....................watching T.V. for two hours.
[has, been]
RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/DF\ VFJ[, GFDIF[UL VJIJ for V[ Period of time VYF"TŸ ;DIUF/M
ATFJ[ K[P HIFZ[ since V[ Point of time VYF"TŸ ;DIlA\N] ATFJ[ K[P VFD4 ;DIUF/F
DF8[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVG[ ;DIlA\N] DF8[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
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[For, Since]
VCL\ RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|`GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGF\ VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o wh - JF/F XaNM q how sCMI TMf + have / has + STF" + not sGSFZDF8[f
+ been + V-ing + SD" + since / for + ;DINX"S XaNMPPPPPPm
VFD4 VF SF/GL X~VFT 56 wh - JF/F XaNM S[ how YL YFI K[P VFJF JFSIGF\ V\TDF\ 5}6"
lJZFD G D}SFTFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPlRCŸG D}SFI K[P
[5|` GFY"]
GLR[ RF,]5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIM VF5[,F K[P VF56[ T[GM VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Has she been reading a book for five days ?
(2) Who has been playing this game ?
p5ZGF\ JFSIMGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL GLR[GF\ JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
Have boys been......................fast in the race since morning ? (run)
[running]
E}TSF/DF\ AG[, lS|IF S[ 38GFGM p<,[B SZJF DF8[ ;FNF E}TSF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P E}TSF/GL
8[JMG]\ J6"G SZJF DF8[ 56PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P H[DS[4
(1) I received a letter yesterday.
(2) He studied many hours everyday.
[;FNFE}T]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) He used to walk in this garden.
(2) If she came, he would have helped her.
VFD4 E}TSF/GL K}8L UI[,L 8[J "used to" lS|IF5N £FZF ZH} YFI K[P  sH]VM JFSI G\P 1). If
clause ;FY[ V;\ElJT 5lZl:YlT H6FJJF DF8[ 56PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP SF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P
sH]VM JFSI G\P 2)
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[;FNFE}T]
VCL\ VF5[,F AgG[ JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) The train had left before I reached the station.
(2) I was reading a story when Ram came there.
VFD4 E}TSF/DF\ AG[, A[ S|lDS AGFJMDF\4 5|YD AG[, AGFJ V[ 5}6" E}TSF/DF\ VG[ 5KL AG[,
AGFJ V[ ;FNFE}TSF/DF\ D}SFI K[P  sH]VM JFSI G\P 1). E}TSF/DF\ V[S lS|IF AGTL CMI tIFZ[ H[
ALÒ lS|IF AG[ T[ ;FNFE}TSF/DF\ VG[ H[ AGTL lS|IF CMI V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/DF\ ZH} YFI K[P
sH]VM JFSI G\P 2f
[RF,] E}T]
GLR[ ;FNFE}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o
CSFZ DF8[ o STF" + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TSF/G]\ ~5 + SD" + VgIP
GSFZ DF8[  o STF" + did + not + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 + SD" + VgIP
VFD4 VF SF/GL CSFZ ZRGFDF\ lS|IF5NG]\ E}TSF/G\] ~5 D}SFI K[P HIFZ[ GSFZDF\ did D}SFI K[
VG[ lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP~5 D}SJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
[D}/]
GLR[ ;FNF E}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIM VF5[,F K[P
(1) I took this pen yesterday.
(2) We planted the trees here last week.
(3) They did not read Hamlet in the last exam.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL GLR[GF\ JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF sSF{\;DF\YL lS|IF5NG]\ IMuI
:J~5 D}SLf 5}ZMP
(1) Rekha.....................fast. (run)
(2) We................not..........the exam. (do + pass)
[ran, did + pass]
GLR[ ;FNF E}TSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o  wh JF/F XaNM q how sCMI TMf + did + STF" + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\
    D}/~5  + SD" + VgI m
p5ZGL ZRGFDF\ 56 NZ[S SF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL H[D wh JF/F XaNM S[ how YL JFSIGL
X~VFT YFI K[P  VFJF JFSIDF\ STF"GL 5C[,FPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPXaNGM p5IMU YFI K[P (did/do)
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[did]
VCL\ ;FNFE}TSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIM VF5[,F K[P  VF56[ T[GM VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) What did she give me yesterday ?
(2) Did you remove it ?
VF JFSIMGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL GLR[GF\ JFSIDF\ ZC[, BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
(1)  When....................you draw this picture ?
(2) Did he.................you ? (support)
[did, support]
;FNF E}TSF/DF\ a week ago, yesterday, last summer, long time ago, the
day before, a few minutes ago JU[Z[ H[JF ;DINX"S XaNM J5ZFI K[P  36LJFZ
always, generally, sometimes, often, whenever JU[Z[ ;DINX"S XaNM V[
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP SF/GL ;FYM;FY ;FNF E}TSF/DF\ 56 J5ZFI K[P 5ZgT] V[J[ JBT[ T[DGF\
p5IMUDF\ ;DTtJ ãlQ8DF\ ZFBJ]\P
[;FNFJT"DFG]
GLR[ VF5[, RF,] E}TSF/GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Raja was reading the Ramayana at 6 o'clock yesterday.
(2) He was crossing the road when the old man came there.
VFD4 E}TSF/DF\ SM. sRMSS;f ;DI[ lS|IF RF,] CTL T[J] ATFJJF DF8[ RF,] E}TSF/GM p5IMU
YFI K[P E}TSF/DF\ SF[. lS|IF AG[ tIFZ[ ALÒ SF[. lS|IF RF,TL CF[I TM T[ RF,] lS|IF DF8[
56PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM p5IMU YFI K[P
[RF,] E}TSF/]
GLR[ RF,] E}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o STF" + was / were + not sGSFZ DF8[ f + V-ing + SD" + VgIP
RF,] E}TSF/GL CSFZvGSFZ ZRGFDF\ STF"G[ wIFGDF\ ZFBL was VYJF were GM p5IMU YFI
K[P JFSIDF\ STF" TZLS[ I, She, it, he S[ SM. +LHF 5]~QF V[SJRGG]\ GFD CMI tIFZ[ was VG[
we, you, they S[ AC]JRGG]\ SM. GFD CMI tIFZ[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPD}SFI K[P
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[were]
VCL\ RF,] E}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIM VF5[,F K[P
(1) I was writing a letter yesterday this time.
(2) She was not crying bitterly.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIMDF\ ZC[, BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
(1) The saints.................singing Bhajans at that time. (were/was)
(2) The child was not....................(weep)
[were, weeping]
GLR[ RF,] E}TSF/GF\ 5|`GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o  wh - JF/F XaNM q how sCMI TMf + was / were + STF" + V-ing + SD" + VgI m
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M £FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) Was she playing ?
(2) What were you doing when I came ?
VF 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
Who was.................cricket in the morning ? (play)
[playing]
RF,] E}TSF/DF\ then, often, while, just, at that time, in the morning yesterday,
last  sunday evening, at 9:00 p.m., at noon JU[Z[ H[JF ;DINX"S XaNM J5ZFI K[P
J/L4 H[ lS|IF5NM RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ J5ZFTF GYL T[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPDF\ 56 J5ZFTF GYLP
[RF,] E}TSF/]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Boys were playing when teacher came in the class-room.
(2) Teacher came in the class-room while boys were playing.
VFD4 JFSIDF\ ;FNM E}TSF/ VG[ RF,] E}TSF/ V[D A[ SF/GM p5IMU YI[, CMI tIFZ[ when S[
while GM p5IMU YTM CMI K[P  ;FDFgI ZLT[ when 5KL ;FNM E}TSF/ VG[ while
5KLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPJ5ZFI K[P
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[RF,] E}TSF/]
VCL\ VF5[, 5}6"E}TSF/GF AgG[ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) I had done my exercise yesterday at 7 p.m.
(2) I had written a letter before you arrived.
VFD4 E}TSF/DF\ SM. ;DI[ SM. lS|IF S[ 38GF 5}6" YI[, CMI VG[ T[ JBT[ T[ lS|IF S[ 38GFGL
V;Z RF,] K[ T[J]\ ATFJJF 5}6"E}TSF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P  J/L4 HIFZ[ E}TSF/DF\ SM. A[ lS|IFVM
Y. CMI tIFZ[ T[ A[ lS|IFVMDF\ 5|YD 5}ZL YI[, lS|IFG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPDF\ ZH} SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
sH]VM JFSI G\P 2f
[5}6"E}TSF/]
GLR[ 5}6" E}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o STF" + had + not sGSFZ DF8[ f + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + SD" + VgIP
VFD4 5}6"E}TSF/GL ZRGFDF\ STF" 5KL had D}SFI K[P 'had' ;CFISFZS lS|IF5N 5KL
lS|IF5NG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPG\] ~5 D}SJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
[E}TS'N\T]
VCL\ 5}6"E}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZGF\ JFSIM VF5[,F K[P
(1) I had never seen the Taj.
(2) We had done our home work before I went to school.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIMDF\ ZC[, BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
(1) You came to my house after I............eaten the food. (had/have)
(2) You had....................out side. (go)
[had, gone]
GLR[ 5}6"E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIF[GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P VF56[ T[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o wh - JF/F XaNM q how sCMI TMf + had + STF" + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\
~5 + SD"  + VgI m
VF ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M £FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) Had you come here before 3.00 p.m. ?
(2) Where had you hidden your treasure ?
VF 5ZYL4 GLR[GF JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
What..............you...............before I came ? (had / have + do)
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[had, done]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) I had finished reading before the teacher asked me about it.
(2) I had had my breakfast when my friend called on me.
VFD4 HIFZ[ E}TSF/DF\ A[ AGFJ AgIF CMI tIFZ[ 'time clause' GM p5IMU SZLG[ 5C[,F AG[,
AGFJG[ 5}6"E}TSF/DF\ D}SFI K[P VG[ 5KL AG[, AGFJG[ ;FNFE}TSF/DF\ D}SFI K[P 'time clause'
JF/] JFSI JFSIGL X~VFTDF\ S[ JFSIGF 5FK/GF\ EFUDF\ 56 D}SFI K[P
GLR[GF AgG[ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) He ran out to play after he had done his home work.
(2) We had played a big game when he came there.
VFD4 5}6" E}TSF/DF\ after 5KL VFJT]\ p5JFSI V[ 5}6"E}TSF/DF\ CMI K[P  VG[ before S[ when
5KL VFJT] p5JFSI V[ ;FDFgI ZLT[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPG]\ CMI K[P s;FNF E}TSF/ q RF,] E}TSF/f
[;FNFE}TSF/]
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIG[ VF56[ wIFGYL ;DÒV[P
JFSI o If I had been the president of India, I would have solved the
problem of unemployment in India.
p5ZGF\ JFSIGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL4 "should, would, could, might + have + V-3"
JF/]\ D]bI p5JFSI 56 If JF/F XZTL JFSIDF\ J5ZFI K[P V[8,[ S[4 PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP ;FY[ 5}6"E}TSF/
JF/] XZTL p5JFSI 56 J5ZFI K[P  (If/unless)
[If]
GLR[ VF5[, 5}6"RF,] E}TSF/GF\ AgG[ JFSIMG[ wIFGYL JF\RMP
(1) He had been examining the papers since thursday.
(2) She had been trying to meet him.
VFD4 E}TSF/DF\ VD}S ;DI[ SM. lS|IF S[ 38GF VD}S RMSS; ;DI lA\N] S[ ;DIUF/FYL RF,] Y.
CTL VG[ H[ T[ ;DI[ 56 RF,] CTL T[J] NXF"JJF 5}6"RF,] E}TSF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P VF SF/DF\ 56
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GL H[D "been + lS|IF5NG]\ ing JF/]\ ~5" VG[ since TYF for GM p5IMU
YFI K[P
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[RF,]5}6"JT"DFG]
VCL\ 5}6"RF,] E}TSF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZGF\ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[, K[P
ZRGF o STF" + had + not sGSFZ DF8[ f + been + V-ing + SD" + since / for
+  ;DINX"S XaNMPPPPPPPPPPPP
VF ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF\ pNFCZ6M £FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) I had been waiting for 20 minutes.
(2) Anand had not been reading this book.
VF 5ZYL4 GLR[GF JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
He had not.................teaching you for five years.
[been]
GLR[ 5}6"RF,] E}TSF/GF\ 5|`GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o wh - JF/F XaNM q how sCMI TMf + had + STF" + been + V-ing + SD"
+ since/for + ;DINX"S XaNMPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPm
VFD4 VF ZRGFGL X~VFT 56 VgI 5|`GFY" JFSIMGL H[D wh-JF/F XaNM S[ how YL YTL CMI
K[P  36LJFZ wh-JF/F XaNM S[ how G CMI tIFZ[ JFSIGL X~VFTPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPXaNYL SZJFDF\
VFJ[ K[P
[had]
VCL\ 5}6"RF,] E}TSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIM VF5[,F K[P
(1) Where had you been staying for such a long time ?
(2) Had Radha been sleeping since yesterday ?
p5ZGF\ JFSIMGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL GLR[GF\ JFSIDF\ ZC[, BF,L HuIF SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NGF\ IMuI
:J~5 £FZF 5}ZMP
Had you not been....................by bus for two hours ? (travel)
[travelling]
5}6"RF,] E}TSF/DF\ since VG[ for GM 5|IMU YFI K[P ;DIlA\N] ATFJJF DF8[ since GM 5|IMU
VG[ ;DIUF/M ATFJJF DF8[ for GM 5|IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  H[D S[4 since 1990, since
yesterday, since we met, for two weeks, for three years.
VF VeIF; 5ZYL4 TD[ GLR[GF XaNM 5C[,F since/for GM 5|IMU SZMP
.......................6 O'clock
.......................two decades
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[Since/for]
GLR[GF ;FNF ElJQISF/GF\ JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) Tomorrow will be sunday.
(2) I shall go to your house.
VFD4 ElJQIDF\ AGTL S[ YGFZL 38GF S[ lS|IFGM q lS|IF lJX[ p<,[B SZJF DF8[ ;FNF ElJQISF/GM
p5IMU YFI K[P VF SF/DF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[ I VG[ we STF" CMI tIFZ[ "shall" GM 5|IMU YFI K[P
HIFZ[  you, he, she, it, they V[ STF" TZLS[ CMI tIFZ[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM p5IMU YFI K[P (will/
shall)
[will]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) I will go.
(2) You shall not steal.
p5ZGF JFSIMDF\ STF" 5KL will VG[ shall V[ T[GL ;FDFgI 5lZl:YlTDF\ J5ZFIF GYLP  JFSIDF\
ã-lG`RI4 JRG4 lGl`RTTF4 R[TJ6L4 VF7F4 WDSL JU[Z[ ATFJJF DF8[ JFSIDF\ shall VG[ will
GF :YFGPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPK[P sAN,FIqV[SH ZC[f
[AN,FI]
VCL\ VF5[,F JFSIMGM VeIF; SZMP
(1) My brother is going to read a new book.
(2) I am going to visit Delhi next Sunday.
JFSIDF\4 ElJQIG]\ VFIMHG4 lG6"I4 lGl`RTTF S[ .ZFNM ATFJJF DF8[ "going to" GM p5IMU
YFI K[P  VFD4 VF56[ ;FNF ElJQISF/DF\ will/shall GL HuIFV[ "to be + going to" 5KL
lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP~5 D}SL XSLV[P sD}/ q E}TSF/G]\f
[D}/]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) If you work hard, you will pass the exam.
s;FNM JT"DFGSF/f           s;FNM ElJQISF/f
(2) When I go to Delhi, I shall bring a beautiful watch.
VFD4 ;FNM JT"DFG SF/ HIFZ[ If clause S[ time clause £FZF ZH} YFI tIFZ[ Main
clause V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPDF\ ZH} YFI K[P s;FNF ElJQISF/ q;FNF E}TSF/f
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[;FNFElJQISF/]
GLR[ ;FNF ElJQISF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o STF" + will / shall + not sGSFZ DF8[f + lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 + SD" + VgIP
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M £FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) Meena will help you.
(2) I shall not see him tomorrow.
p5ZGF JFSIMGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL4 GLR[GF JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
We.......................not go out tomorrow. (shall/will)
[shall]
VCL\ ;FNF ElJQISF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o wh - JF/F XaNM q how sCMI TMf + will / shall + STF"
+ lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 + SD" + VgI m
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF\ pNFCZ6M £FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) Will you lend me your pen ?
(2) How will Neha read your book ?
VF 5ZYL 4 GLR[GF JFSIGL BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
Why......................I not...................with you ? (shall / will + came/come)
[shall, come]
;FNF ElJQISF/DF\ tomorrow, next sunday, next week, in future, during next
vacation JU[Z[ H[JF lS|IFlJX[QF6M S[ ;DINX"S XaNM J5ZFI K[P J/L4 VFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPXaNM
V[ :5Q8 ZLT[ ElJQIGM p<,[B SZ[ K[P
[;DINX"S]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) I shall be reading a book at five o'clock tomorrow.
(2) At this time next day, I shall be playing cricket in India.
p5ZGF\ JFSIM V[ RF,] ElJQISF/GF\  K[P  VFD4 ElJQIDF\ VD]S RMSS; ;DI[ SM. lS|IF RF,] CX[
T[ NXF"JJF DF8[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GM 5|IMU YFI K[P
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[RF,] ElJQI]
GLR[ RF,] ElJQISF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P  VF56[ T[GM VeIF; SZLV[P
ZRGF o  STF" + shall / will + not sGSFZ DF8[f + be + V-ing + SD" + VgIP
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF\ JFSIMGF\ VeIF; £FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) He will not be walking with us at night.
(2) I shall be sleeping tomorrow at this time.
VF 5ZYL4 GLR[GF JFSIDF\GL BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
Boys.....................not...............doing their work tomorrow this time.
[will, be]
VCL\ RF,] ElJQISF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o wh - JF/F XaNM q how sCMI TMf + will / shall + STF" + be + V-ing
+ SD" + VgI m
VF ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF\ pNFCZ6M £FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) When will he be coming ?
(2) Will the flowers be growing in the gardens ?
VF 5ZYL 4 GLR[GF JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
Why......................you...................reading this book only ?
[5}6"ElJQI]
VCL\ VF5[, 5}6"ElJQISF/GF\ AgG[ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) The servant must have washed clothes when I return there.
(2) By this time next year, Suresh will have got the promotion.
VFD4 ElJQIGM ;\NE" NXF"JTF time phrase ;FY[ VYJF before S[ when YL X~ YTF ;FNF
ElJQISF/GF\ p5JFSIM ;FY[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPJ5ZFI K[P s5}6"ElJQISF/ q JT"DFGSF/f
[will, be]
GLR[ VF5[, JFSIGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o  I shall have completed the work by that time.
p5Z VF5[, JFSI V[ 5}6" ElJQISF/G\] K[P ElJQIDF\ VD}S ;DI[ SM. lS|IF S[ 38GF 5}6" Y. CX[
T[J]\ ATFJJF DF8[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P
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[5}6"ElJQISF/]
GLR[ 5}6"ElJQISF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o STF" + shall / will + not sGSFZ DF8[f + have + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\
~5 + SD" + VgIP
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M £FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) Bharat will not have written my essay.
(2) Before you go to see him, he will have left the place.
VFD4 VF 5|SFZGF\ JFSIMDF\ STF" 5KL will VYJF shall VG[ have 5KL lS|IF5NG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPG]\
~5 D}SFI K[P
[E}TS'N\T]
VCL\ 5}6" ElJQISF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o wh - JF/F XaNM q how sCMI TMf + will / shall + STF" + have
+ lS|IF5NG] E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + SD" + VgI m
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M £FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) Who will have stolen your book ?
(2) What will have she written in her book ?
VF 5ZYL4 ......................you have ...................cricket ? (will / shall + play)
[Will, played]
5}6" ElJQISF/DF\ by now, by this time, by the end of 2006, by noon today,
by then JU[Z[ H[JF ;DINX"S XaNMGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  VF XaNM £FZFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPG[
VM/BJFDF\ DNN D/[ K[P s5}6"ElJQISF/ q 5}6" JT"DFGSF/f
[5}6"ElJQISF/]
GLR[GF JFSIGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o  By next july, we shall have been living there for five years.
p5ZG]\ JFSI V[ 5}6" RF,] ElJQISF/G]\ K[P  X~ YI[,4 YTL S[ YGFZ SM. lS|IF CJ[ 5KL 56
RF,JFGL CMI VG[ ElJQIDF\ 56 VD]S ;DI[ RF,TL CX[ V[J]\ ATFJJF DF8[ 5}6"RF,]
ElJQISF/GM p5IMU YFI K[P VFD4 SM. lS|IF S[ AGFJ ElJQIDF\ VD]S ;DIYL RF,] CX[ T[J]
NXF"JJF DF8[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/ J5ZFI K[P
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[5}6"RF,] ElJQI]
GLR[ 5}6"RF,] ElJQISF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o STF" + shall / will + not sGSFZ DF8[f + have + been + V-ing + SD"
+ since / for + ;DI NX"S XaNMPPPPPPPPPP
VFD4 p5ZGL ZRGF 56 'shall / will ' G[ AFN SZTFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GL ZRGF H[JL K[P
J/L VF ZRGFDF\ 56 since V[ ;DIlA\N] VG[ for V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPATFJ[ K[P
[5}6"RF,]JT"DFG q;DIUF/M]
GLR[ 5}6"RF,] ElJQISF/GF\ CSFZvGSFZ JFSIM VF5[,F\ K[P  VF56[ T[GM wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) I shall have been serving in Mumbai for fifty years by 2006.
(2) We shall not have been swimming for 47 hours by then.
VF 5ZYL4 GLR[GF\ JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
She will...........................been.................as a teacher for twenty years
at the time of her retirement. (has/have + serve)
[have, serving]
VCL\ 5}6"RF,] ElJQISF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
ZRGF o wh- JF/F XaNM q how sCMI TMf + shall / will + STF" + have + been
+ V-ing + SD" + since / for + ;DI NX"S XaNMPPPPPPPPPPm
p5ZGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M £FZF ;DÒV[P
* How will they have been managing to live with such means ?
VF 5ZYL4 GLR[GF JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZMP
* What..............you.............been reading for two hours at night ?
[will / have]
SF/ (tense) GF\ 5|SFZGL AFATDF\ 36]AW] JF\RJF VG[ ;F\E/JF D?I]\ K[P  S[8,F\S TH7M SF/GF\
AFZYL JW] 5|SFZ K[ T[D H6FJ[ K[P  HIFZ[ S[8,FSGF\ DT[ SF/GF\ DF+ A[ H 5|SFZ K[P  VFD4PPPPPPPPPP
VG[ T[GF\ 5|SFZ lJX[ VF56[ :5Q8 Y. HJ]\ HM.V[P
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[SF/]
GLR[GF\ A\gG[ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) I am an Indian.
(2) Sachin comes forward, lifts his bat and hits.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMDF\ 5|YD JFSI V[ JT"DFGGL CSLST ZH} SZJF DF8[ J5ZFI]\ K[P  DF8[ T[ JFSI "the
actual present tense" G]\ K[P  HIFZ[ ALH]\ JFSI V[ E}TSF/GL SYF4 JFTF" S[ 5|;\Uq38GFG]\
J6"G SZJF DF8[ J5ZFI]\ K[P  DF8[ T[ JFSI V[ "the historic present tense" G]\ K[P VFD4
AgG[ JFSIM K[J8[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/GF\ 5[8F 5|SFZ H6FI K[P s;FNF JT"DFGq;FNFE}Tf
[;FNF JT"DFG]
GLR[GF\ A\gG[ JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) Krishna tells Arjuna to take part in the war against evils.
(2) Here comes Tendulkar !
p5ZGF\ AgG[ JFSIMDF\4 5|YD JFSIV[ 'the re-historic present tense' G]\ K[P  VF SF/
E}TSF/GL SYF4 JFTF"4 5|;\U JU[Z[G]\ 5]Go J6"G SZJF J5ZFI K[P  ALH] JFSI V[ 'the dramatic
present tense' G]\ K[P  H[ JFTRLTDF\ GF8IFtDSTFGM EFJ ,FJJF DF8[ J5ZFI K[P  VFD4 VF
AgG[ SF/ 56PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGF 5[8F 5|SFZ U6FJL XSFIP
[;FNF JT"DFGSF/]
ZRGFGL ãlQ8V[ the actual present tense, the historic present tense, the
re-historic present tense VG[ the dramatic present tense V[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/
GF\ H pNFCZ6M U6FJL XSFIP  VY"GL N=lQ8V[ NZ[SGL 5MTFGL lJX[QFTF HMJF D/[ K[P
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Appendix - 5
Programmed Learning Material
on Active & Passive voice
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lJnFYL" lD+4
NZZMH lX1FS TDF[G[ H[ T[ V[SD HIFZ[ E6FJ[ K[ tIFZ[ TDF[ T[ V[SD E6M KMP 5Z\T] V\U|[Ò
lJQFIGF\ 'Active & Passive Voice' V[ V[SDG[ TDFZ[ lX1FSGL DNN JUZ TDFZL HFT[
XLBJFGF[ K[P
VFD4 VF V[SDG[ HFT[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GM V[S VG[ZF[ H VFG\N 5|F%T YX[P sE6JFq E6FJJFf
[E6JF]
'Active & Passive Voice' V[ V[SDG[ GFGF D]NFGF :J~5[ S|DXo 5UlYIFGL H[D UF[9J[,
K[P VF NZ[S 5UlYIFG[ cOZDF[c  VYJF cË[.Dc  SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF OZDFGF[ wIFG5}J"S
VeIF; SZJFYL TD[ T[G[ ;C[,F.YL ;DÒ XSXM VG[ H[ T[ OZDF\DF\ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA
56 VF5L XSXMP HFT[ XLBJFGL VF 5âlTG[ cVlES|lDT VwIIGc  SC[ K[P
8}\SDF\4 VlES|lDT VwIIG VYF"T H[ T[ V[SDG]\ GFGF GFGF PPPPPPPPPPPP DF\ lJEFHG VG[ T[ NZ[S
OZDF\GM S|DXo VeIF;P sOZDF q JFSIMf
[OZDF]
'Active & Passive Voice' V[ V[SDG[ S], !!Z 5UlYIF  sOZDF q O|[.Df DF\ JC[\RJFDF\
VFJ[, K[P TDFZ[ V[S 5KL V[S V[D S|DXo PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGF[ VeIF; SZJFGF[ K[P
sOZDFqXaNF[f
[OZDF]
NZ[S cOZDFc DF\ YF[0L lJUT ;DHFjIF 5KL V[SFN A[ GFGF 5|` GF[ S[ BF,L HuIF VF5[, K[P
TDFZ[ T[ c5|` Gc S[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GF HJFA TDG[ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, V,U SF[ZF SFU/DF\ (Response
sheet DF\) H[ T[ OZDFGF S|D G\AZ ,BL T[GL ;FD[ H ,BJFGF K[P
A
B
C
D
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[BF,L HuIF]
OZDFGF VeIF; NZdIFG4 OZDFDF\ VF5[, 5|` GF[GF\ HJFA ;DÒ lJRFZLG[ ,BJFP HIF\ V[S
SZTF JW] lJS<5F[ VF%IF CF[I tIF\ IF[uI PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 5;\N SZL HJFA VF5JF[P
[lJS<5]
NZ[S OZDFGF[ HJFA T[GF 5KLGF OZDFGL 5C[,L ,L8LDF\ sOZDFGL X~VFTDF\f H SF{\;DF\
VF5[, K[P TD[ ,B[, HJFA ;FRF[ K[ S[ BF[8F[ T[ VF5[, HJFA ;FY[ D[/JL H]VF[P HF[ TDFZF[
HJFA ;FRF[ CF[I TF[ TDFZ[ tIFZ 5KLGF OZDFGF[ VeIF; SZJMP 5Z\T]4 TDFZF[ HJFA
BF[8F[ CF[I TM 'Response sheet' DF\ × RF[S0L SZL T[ H PPPPPPPPPPPPP GF[ OZLYL VeIF; SZL
;FRF[ HJFA ,BJF[P
[OZDF]
S[8,FS OZDFGF HJFA VF5JFGF CX[ GCLP 5Z\T] TDFZ[ VFJF OZDFGF[ 56 wIFG5}J"S
VeIF; SZJFGF[ K[P SFZ6 S[ T[ NZ[S OZDF[ 5KLGF NZ[S PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP DF8[ p5IF[UL CX[ HP
sOZDF q lJQFIf
[OZDF]
NZ[S OZDFGL ;\5}6" ;DH D[/jIF 5KL H VFU/ JWJ]P H[YL TDG[ tIFZ 5KLGF\ OZDF
;DHJFDF\ D]xS[,L G 50[P J/L4 lGl`RT ;DIDF\ H VD}S SFI" 5}~ SZJ] V[JL 56 SF[.
DIF"NF GYLP DF8[ BF[8L pTFJ/ G SZTF4 ;DH5}J"S VG[ wIFG5}J"S VeIF; SZMP
TM RF,F[4 CJ[ SZJF D\0F[ 'Active & Passive Voice' V[SD GF[ HFT[ VeIF;P
E
F
H
G
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ST"lZ 5|IF[U (Active Voice) VG[ SD"l6 5|IF[U (Passive voice) G[ ;DHJF DF8[ JFSIDF\
ZC[, STF"4 lS|IF5N VG[ SD" V[ 38SF[G[ ;DHJF B}A H H~ZL K[P ST"lZ VG[ SD"l6 5|IF[UGL
ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPsA[[q+6f 38SF[GL E}lDSF B}A H VUtIGL K[P
s+6f
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIF[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZF[P
(1) Rajesh helps Hari.
(2) Hari is helped by Rajesh.
VF A\gG[ JFSIDF\ 5|YD JFSI V[ ST"lZ 5|IF[UG]\ K[P ALH] JFSI V[ SD"l6 5|IF[UG]\ K[P VY"GL ãlQ8V[
A\gG[ JFSI ;DFG K[P 5Z\gT] PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGL ãlQ8V[ AgG[ JFSI V,U V,U K[P
sJFSIZRGFf
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIF[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZF[P
(1) Rajesh reads a book. (Active voice)
(2) A book is read by Rajesh.  (Passive Voice)
VCL\4 ST"lZ 5|IF[UGF[ STF" (Rajesh) V[ SD"l65|IMUDF\ SD"G]\ :YFG ,[ K[P  HIFZ[ SD" (a book)
V[ STF"G] :YFG ,[ K[P  VFD4 JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ V[SALHFGF :YFG
AN,[ K[P
sSTF"4 SD"f
VF JFSIG[ AZFAZ ZLT[ JF\RM VG[ ;DHMP
JFSI o   Table is taken by me.
SD"l6 5|IMUGF\ VF JFSIG]\ lS|IF5NG]\ :J~5 "is + taken" K[P  VFD4 SD"l6 JFSIGF\ lS|IF5NG\\]
:J~5 V[8,[ "Be G]\ IMuI~5 + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPG]\ ~5ccP  sE}TS'N\TqE}TSF/f
1
2
3
4
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sE}TS'N\Tf
Voice V[ lS|IF5NGF\ :J~5GM V[JM ;D}C K[ S[ H[ £FZF lS|IF5N V[ Active DF\ K[ S[ Passive DF\
T[ ATFJFI K[P  DF8[4 JFSIGF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGF :J~5 5ZYL HF6L XSFI K[ S[ JFSI Active
Voice DF\ K[ S[ Passive Voice DF\P
slS|IF5Nf
Voice GF\ A[ 5|SFZ K[4 ST"lZ 5|IMU VG[ SD"l6 5|IMUP  ST"lZ 5|IMUDF\ STF"GL 5|WFGTF CMI K[P
STF" V[ lS|IFGM SZGFZ CMI K[P  DF8[4 STF" V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP:YFG[ CMI K[P
sD]bI q UF{6f
sD]bIf
H[ JFSIDF\ SD" VFjI]\ CMI T[JF 5|tI[SPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP5|IMUGF\ JFSIG]\ SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ ~5F\TZ
YFI K[P
sST"lZf
SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ SD"GL 5|WFGTF CMI K[P  SD" V[ D]bI :YFG[ CMI K[P  HIFZ[ STF" V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP:YFG[
CMI K[P sD]bI q UF{6f
5
6
7
8
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sUF{6f
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
ST"lZ JFSI o Rekha met Amit.
p5ZGF ST"lZ JFSIG]\ lS|IF5N ATFJ[ K[ S[ STF" (Rekha) V[ lS|IFGM SZGFZ (doer) K[P  STF" V[
ALÒ J:T] S[ jIlST 5Z S\.S lS|IF SZ[ K[P  H[DS[4 VF ST"lZ JFSIDF\ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ VlDTG[
D/JFGL lS|IF SZL V[J] ATFJFI K[P
sZ[BFf
GLR[GF SD"l6 5|IMUGF JFSIGM AZFAZ VeIF; SZMP
SD"l6 JFSI o  Amit was met by Rekha.
p5ZGF\ VF SD"l6 JFSIG]\ lS|IF5N V[D ATFJ[ K[ S[ SD" sST"lZ 5|IMUG]\ SD"f V[ SD"l6 5|IMUGF
JFSIDF\ D]bI CMI K[P  SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ STF" sST"lZ 5|IMUGF\ STF"f p5Z S\.S lS|IF YFI K[P  VF
SD"l6 JFSIDF\ Z[BF £FZFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPG[ D/JFGL lS|IF Y. V[J] ATFJFI K[P
sVlDTf
GLR[GF JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) My Country is loved by me.
(2) An apple is cut with the knife.
p5ZGF\ AgG[ JFSIM V[ SD"l6 5|IMUGF\ K[P  SD"l6 5|IMUGF JFSIMDF\ agent sSD"f GL 5C[,F
GFDIMUL VJIJM D}SFI K[P 5|YD JFSIDF\ GFDIMUL VJIJ TZLS[ by K[P  HIFZ[ ALHF JFSIDF\
GFDIMUL VJIJ TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPK[P
(With)
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) She is known to me.
(2) I am surprised at her decision.
p5ZGF\ SD"l6 5|IMUGF\ JFSIMDF\ agent sSD"f GL 5C[,F A[ H]NFvH]NF GFDIMUL VJIJM VFJ[,F
K[P  5|YD JFSIDF\ GFDIMUL VJIJ TZLS[ to VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVFJ[, K[P
9
10
11
12
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(at)
SD"l6 5|IMUGF\ JFSIDF\ agent TZLS[ ;ÒJM CMI TM 'by' GFDIMUL VJIJ D}SJ]\P agent
TZLS[ ;FWG CMI TM with D}SJ]\P JFSIDF\ know lS|IF5N VFJT]\ CMI TM to VG[ SIFZ[S VgI
JFSIDF\ at GFDIMUL VJIJ (Preposition) D}SFI K[P
SD"l6 5|IMUGF\ JFSIMDF\ agent sSD"f GL 5C[,F GFDIMUL VJIJM TZLS[ by, with, to
VG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
Ó
VCL\ VF5[, pNFCZ6MG[ ;DHM
ST"lZ 5|IF[U o He gave a book. (Active voice)
SD"l6 5|IF[U o A book was given by him. (Passive voice)
VCL\\4 Active Voice GF\ JFSIDF\ 'He' V[ ;J"GFD K[P  H[ SD"l6 JFSIDF\ :YFG AN,TF 'him'
AG[ K[P VFD4 VFJF jIlSTJFRS ;J"GFDM 5MTFG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPAN,TF 5MTFG]\ :J~5 56
AN,[ K[P
s:YFGf
SD"l6 JFSIDF\ ;J"GFD I V[ SD"GF\ :YFG[ me AG[ K[P  V[JL H ZLT[ We V[ us AG[ K[P you V[
you H ZC[ K[P  he V[ him AG[ K[P She V[ her AG[ K[P It V[ it H ZC[ K[P  VG[ they
G]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYFI K[P
13
14
15
16
(at)
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[the book]
JFSIDF\ A[ SD" VFjIF CMI T[JF ST"lZ 5|IMUGF JFSIG]\ SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ ~5F\TZ A[ ZLT[ YFI K[P
V[S ZLT 5|DF6[4 JFSIDF\ VFJ[, 5|YD SD" s5ZM1F SD"f V[ SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ STF"GF :YFG[ HFI K[
VG[ ALH] SD" s5|tI1F SD"f tIFG\] tIF\H ZC[ K[P ALÒ ZLT 5|DF6[4 ALH] SD" s5|tI1F SD"f SD"l6
5|IMUDF\ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GF\ :YFG[ HFI K[ VG[ 5|YD SD" s5ZM1F SD"f tIF\G]\ tIF\ H ZC[ K[P
[STF"]
GLR[ ST"lZ 5|IMUG\] JFSI VF5[, K[P  H[DF\ A[ SD" K[P  VF JFSIG[ A[ ZLTYL SD"l6 5|IMUDF\
O[ZJJFGM DCFJZM SZLV[P
ST"lZ JFSI o The bank sanctioned me the loan.
SD"l6 JFSI o The loan was sanctioned to me by the bank.
sV[S ZLTf
ALÒ ZLTYL SD"l6 JFSI4 I was sanctioned...........................by the bank.
[The loan]
SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ SF/ 5|DF6[ ;CFISFZS lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'to be' GF\ IMuI ~5 D}SFI K[P  H[DS[4 (1)
;FNF JT"DFGSF/ DF8[ 'to be' GF\ ~5 TZLS[ am, is, are K[P (2) ;FNF E}TSF/ DF8[ was,
were (3) ;FNF ElJQISF/ DF8[ shall, will + be VG[ (4) RF,] JT"DFGSF/ DF8[ am, is,
are + being GM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
17
18
19
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[them]
ST"lZ 5|IMUDF\ A[ SD" VFJTF CMI T[JF JFSIG]\ SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ ~5F\TZ GLR[GF pNFCZ6 5|DF6[ A[
ZLT[ SZL XSFI K[P
(1) The manager gave me the book. sST"lZ JFSIf
* The book was given (to) me by the manager. sSD"l6 JFSIf
* I was given the book by the manager. sSD"l6 JFSIf
VCL\\4 5|YD SD"l6 JFSIDF\ 'the book' STF"GF :YFG[ VFJ[ K[P  VG[ 'me' tIFG\] tIF\ H ZC[ K[P
HIFZ[ ALHF SD"l6 JFSIDF\ 'me' STF"GF :YFG[ VFJTF 'I' AG[ K[ VG[ ALH] SD"PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPtIF\G]\
tIF\ H ZC[ K[P
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SD"l6 5|IMUGF\ JFSIDF\ ;CFISFZS lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'to be' G]\ IMuI ~5 D}SFI K[P  (1)  RF,]
E}TSF/ DF8[ 'to be' GF\ ~5 TZLS[ was, were + being  (2) 5}6" JT"DFGSF/ DF8[ have /
has + been (3) 5}6" E}TSF/ DF8[ had + been VG[ (4) 5}6" ElJQISF/ DF8[ will / shall
+ have been GM p5IMU YFI K[P
ST"lZ 5|IMUDF\YL SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ O[ZJL XSFI T[JF SF/GL ;\bIFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPK[P sVF94 AFZf
[VF9]
GLR[GF A\gG[ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
ST"lZ JFSI o This bottle Contains milk.
SD"l6 JFSI o Milk is contained by this bottle.
v p5ZGF\ SD"l6 JFSIDF\ 'to be' GF\ ~5 TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPG[ D}SJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P
[is]
RF,] ElJQISF/4 RF,] 5}6" ElJQISF/4 RF,] 5}6" JT"DFGSF/ VG[ RF,] 5}6" E}TSF/ V[ RFZ SF/
G[ SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ O[ZJL XSFTF GYLP  VF RFZ SF/ l;JFI AFSLGFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSF/G[ ST"lZ
5|IMUDF\YL SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ O[ZJL XSFI K[P
sVF9 q NXf
21
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[VF9]
;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ SD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG]\ lS|IF5NG\] :J~5 VF D]HA K[P "am, is, are +
D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5". H[DF\ I 5]~QFJFRS ;J"GFD 5KL to be GF\ ~5 TZLS[ am D}SFI K[P
V[H ZLT[4 you, we VG[ they ;J"GFD 5KL are VG[ he, she, it V[ ;J"GFDM 5KL to be
GF\ ~5 TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPD}SFI K[P
[is]
VCL\ VF5[, A\gG[ pNFCZ6MGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
v ST"lZ JFSI o Rekha takes the bag.
SD"l6 JFSI o The bag is taken by Rekha.
VF 5ZYL4
v ST"lZ JFSI o My brother loves them.
SD"l6 JFSI o They..................by my brother.
[are loved]
VCL\ VF5[, ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZJFSIGL ST"lZ VG[ SD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFGM AZFAZ ZLT[
VeIF; SZMP
v ST"lZ 5|IMU o STF" + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 + SD"P
v SD"l6 5|IMU o STF" + am / is / are + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZ VG[ SD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DHFJTF JFSIMGM
VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) I help you. (Active voice)
v You are helped by me. (Passive voice)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) We read the book every day. (Active voice)
v The book..................every day by us. (Passive voice)
25
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[is read]
;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL Active-Passive ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF
pNFCZ6MGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) I do not beat him. (Active Voice)
v He is not beaten by me. (Passive Voice)
 VF 5ZYL4
(2) You don' tease me. (Active Voice)
v I.................not teased by............. (Passive Voice)
[am, you]
GLR[[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL Active-Passive Voice GL ZRGF VF5[,L K[P
VF56[ T[GM VeIF; SZLV[P
Active Voice : STF" + do, does + not + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 + SD"P
Passive Voice : STF" + am, is, are + not + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIGF ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT do / does YL YTL CMI4 tIFZ[ T[
JFSIGF SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT STF"G[ wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ am / is S[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYL SZJLP
H[DS[4
(1) Do you want those books ? (A.V.)
v Are those books wanted by you ? (P.V.)
[are]
ST"lZ 5|IMUGF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIGL X~VFT why, how, how much, which JU[Z[ H[JF 5|` G;}RS
XaNMYL YFI tIFZ[ T[ JFSIMGF SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT V[ H 5|` G;}RS XaNMYL YFI K[P  who
VG[ whom 5Z:5Z AN,L JFSIGL X~VFTDF\ H ZC[ K[P
29
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VCL\ VF5[, ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 ZRGFG[ ;DHFJTF JFSIMGM
VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Why do they not meet him ? (Active Voice)
v Why is he not met by them ? (Passive Voice)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) Why does he not read a book ? (A.V.)
v .......................is a book not read by...............? (P.V.)
[why, him]
GLR[ ;FNF JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 ZRGFG[ ;DHFJTF JFSIM VF5[,F K[P
(1) Who does not obey them ? (A.V.)
v By whom are they not obeyed ? (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) Who does not take this ? (A.V.)
v By whom......................this not..................? (P.V.)
[is, taken]
VF7FY" JFSIMG[ Active Voice DF\YL Passive Voice DF\ O[ZJTL JBT[ T[DF\ ;DFI[, lJlJW
EFJG[ ;DHJF B}AH H~ZL K[P  VF7FY" JFSIDF\ (1) lJG\TL (request) (2) C]SD (order)
(3) ;,FC (advice) (4) ;}RG (suggestion) (5) DGF. SZJL (forbidden) (6) lGQF[W
(prohibition) H[JFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP;DFI[, CMI K[P sEFJqSFIM"f
[EFJ]
VSD"S VF7FY" JFSIGL Passive voice GL X~VFT 'you' YL YFI K[P  V[8,[ S[ VFJF JFSIGL
ZRGF "you are + E}TS'\NT sVF7FGF EFJ 5|DF6[f  + to YL D}/ JFSI HM0F.G[ YFI K[P
33
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GLR[GF VSD"S VF7FY" JFSIMGL ST"lZ VG[ SD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DÒV[P
(1) Come here. (Active Voice)
v You are ordered to come here. (Passive Voice)
sVF7FGF\ EFJ 5|DF6[f (to + D}/JFSI HM0F.G[f
(2) Please, run fast. (Active Voice)
v You are requested to run fast. (Passive Voice)
5|YD JFSIDF\ C]SDGM EFJ ;DFI[, K[4 HIFZ[ ALHF JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM EFJ ;DFI[, K[P
slJG\TLf
SD" ,[T]\ CMI V[JF VF7FY" JFSIG]\ Passive Voice DF\ ~5F\TZ 'Let' D}SJFYL YFI K[P  V[8,[
S[ T[GL Passive VoiceGL JFSI ZRGF "Let + SD" + be + E}TS'N\T" YL YFI K[P
;SD"S VF7FY" JFSIMGL ST"lZ VG[ SD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF JFSIMGM
VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Join the army. (Active voice)
v Let the army be joined. (Passive voice)
VF 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(2) Send for the policeman. (Active voice)
v Let................be sent for. (Passive voice)
[the Policeman]
GLR[  RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL Active VG[ Passive voice GL cJFSI ZRGFc
VF5[,L K[P  VF56[ VF JFSI ZRGFG[ AZFAZ ;DÒV[P
Active voice    :  STF" + am / is / are + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D}/~5 + ing + SD"P
Passive voice  : STF" + am / is / are + being + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 +by + SD"P
37
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RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6MGM VeIF;
SZLV[P
(1) The leader is making a speech. (A.V.)
v A speech is being made by the leader. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(2) I am burning the midnight lamp. (A.V.)
v The midnight lamp.......................by me. (P.V.)
[is being burnt]
RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGF JF/F JFSIMGM VeIF;
SZLV[P
(1) Rajubhai is teaching the class. (A.V.)
v The class is being taught by Rajubhai. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(2) He is sending the message. (A.V.)
v The message...................sent by him. (P.V.)
[is being]
ST"lZ 5|IMUGF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N 5KL SM. GFDIMUL VJIJ VFJT] CMI TM SD"l65|IMUDF\ T[GF
:YFG AN,JF GCL 5ZgT]\ AgG[ G[ ;FY[ H ZFBJFP  H[DS[4 GLR[GF JFSIDF\ looking lS|IF5N 5KL
at GFDIMUL VJIJ (Preposition) VFJ[ K[P
(1) I am looking at the Taj. (A.V.)
v The Taj is being.....................by me. (P.V.)
[looked at]
VCL\ RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL Active VG[ Passive Voice GL JFSI ZRGF
VF5[,L K[P  VF56[ VF JFSI ZRGFG[ AZFAZ ;DÒV[P
ST"lZ 5|IMU o   STF" + am/is/are + not + D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to JUZG]\ D]/~5 + ing + SD"P
SD"l6 5|IMU o   STF" + am/is/are + not + being + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
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RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL Passive Voice GL ZRGFGL X~VFT STF"YL YFI K[P
STF" 5KL ;CFISFZS lS|IF5N TZLS[ am, is S[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPD}SFI K[P
[are]
RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZ VG[ SD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[
GLR[GF pNFCZ6MGM DCFJZM SZLV[P
(1) They are not taking exercise. (A.V.)
v Exercise is not being taken by them. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIGL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(2) Boys are not driving the cart. (A.V.)
..................is not being driven by.............(P.V.)
[The cart, boys]
RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGF ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT am, is, are YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ T[
JFSIGF\ SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT 56 STF"G[ wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ am, is, are, YL H YFI K[P H[DS[4
(1) Is the writer giving the message ? (A.V.)
l ....................the message being given by the writer ? (P.V.)
[Is]
RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|`GFY" JFSIGF\ ST"lZ5|IMUGL X~VFT  when, where, whose, which,
why, who, how JU[Z[ H[JF 5|` G;}RS XaNMYL YTL CMI tIFZ[ T[ JFSIGF\ SD"l6 5|IMUGL
X~VFT 56 T[ HPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPsXaNMqJFSIMf YL YFI K[P
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[XaNM]
RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIGF\ ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUG[ ;DHJF DF8[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6MG[ ;DÒV[P
(1) How are you passing your time ? (A.V.)
l How is your time being passed by you ? (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIGL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(2) Whose brother is helping you ? (A.V.)
l Whose brother are you....................by ? (P.V.)
[being helped]
RF,] JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT who YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ SD"l6
5|IMUGL X~VFT by whom YL YFI4 HIFZ[ ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT whom YL YTL CMI tIFZ[
SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT who YL SZJLP
H[DS[4
(1) Who is waiting for you ? (A.V.)
l ...................are you being waited for ? (P.V.)
[By whom]
GLR[ 5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL Active VG[ Passive voice GL JFSI ZRGF
VF5[,L K[P   VF56[ VF JFSI ZRGFG[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DÒV[P
Active voice : STF" + has / have + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + SD"P
Passive voice: STF" + have / has + been + lS|IF5NG\] E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL Passive voice GL ZRGFDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[
lS|IF5NG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP G]\ ~5 J5ZFI K[P sE}TSF/4 E}TS'N\Tf
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[E}TS'N\T]
5}6"vJT"DFGSF/DF\ STF"G[ wIFGDF\ ZFBL 'to be' GF ~5 TZLS[ have VYJF has GM p5IMU
YFI K[P  STF" +LHM 5]~QF V[SJRG V[8,[ S[ he, she, it, Rajesh JU[Z[ CMI tIFZ[
HPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPJ5ZFI K[P  (have / has)
[has]
5}6"JT"DFG SF/DF\ STF" +LHM 5]~QF V[SJRG G CMI V[8,[ S[ I, we, you, they, boys JU[Z[
CMI TM 'to be' GF\ ~5 TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM H p5IMU YFI K[P (have / has)
[have]
5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL Active Passive voice GL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[
VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6MG[ wIFGYL ;DÒV[P
(1) I have sung a song. (Active voice)
l A song has been sung by me.  (Passive voice)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) He has taken pens. (Active voice)
l Pens........................by him. (Passive voice)
[have been taken]
VCL\ 5}6"JT"DFG SF/GF\ GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL Active-Passive voice GL JFSI ZRGF VF5[,
K[P  VF56[ T[GM AZFAZ VeIF; SZLV[P
Active voice : STF" + have / has + not + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + SD"P
Passive voice: STF" + have / has + not +  been + lS|IF5NG\] E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
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5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZ v SD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[
GLR[GF JFSIMGM DCFJZM SZLV[P
(1) She has not cheated him. (A.V.)
v He has not been cheated by her. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) He has not arranged the toys. (A.V.)
v ......................have not been arranged by................(P.V.)
[the toys, him]
36LJFZ GSFZ JFSIDF\ 'not' VG[ 'any body' G[ 'no body' TZLS[ 56 ,BL XSFI K[P NFPTP
JFSI o - She has not cheated any body. (A.V.)
- Nobody has been cheated by her. (P.V.)
5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIGF\ ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT has S[ have YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ T[
JFSIGF SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT 56 STF"G[ wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ have VYJF has YL H YFI K[P
H[D S[4
JFSI o - Have you written a book ? (A.V.)
- ..................a book been written by you ? (P.V.)
[Has]
5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGF ST"ZL 5|IF[UGL X~VFT 'wh' 5|SFZGF 5|`G;}RS XaNYL S[
how YL YTL CF[I tIFZ[ T[ JFSIGF SD"l6 5|IF[UGL X~VFT 56 T[ H 5|` G;}RS XaNYL YFI K[P
5Z\gT] who CF[I TM by whom YL VG[ whom CF[I TM ............ YL Passive voice GL
X~VFT SZJLP
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[Who]
5}6" JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ZRGFG[ :5Q8 ZLT[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6MGM
VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Who has never seen a lion ? (A.V.)
l By whom....................(has/have) a lion never been seen ? (A.V.)
(2) Why have you not given attention to me ? (P.V.)
l Why......................I not been given attention to by you ? (P.V.)
[has / have]
Infinitive s.gOLGL8LJf V[8,[ S[ D]bI lS|IF5NG]\ to ;FY[G]\ ~5P H[DS[4 to go, to take, to
live JU[Z[G[ V\U[|ÒDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSC[JFIP
[Infinitive]
'Infinitive'  GM p5IMU ST"lZ 5|IMU VG[ SD"l6 5|IMU V[D AgG[DF\ YFI K[P  T[GM p5IMU RFZ
SF/GF ST"lZ5|IMUDF\ VG[ A[ SF/GF SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ YFI K[P  ST"lZ 5|IMU DF8[ ;FNM JT"DFGSF/4
RF,] JT"DFGSF/4 5}6" JT"DFGSF/ VG[ 5}6" RF,] JT"DFGSF/GM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P  HIFZ[ SD"l6
5|IMU DF8[ ;FNM VG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM H ;DFJ[X YFI K[P s5}6" JT"DFGSF/ q 5}6" ElJQISF/f
[5}6"JT"DFGSF/]
Infinitive GL ST"lZ VG[ SD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGF VF D]HA K[P
ST"lZ 5|IMU o to + lS|IF5NG]\ D}/~5
SD"l6 5|IMU o to + be + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5
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Infinitive GL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M £FZF :5Q8 ZLT[ ;DÒV[P
(1) I have letters to write. (A.V.)
v I have letters to be written. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIGL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(2) I want her to sweep this room. (A.V.)
v I want.................to be swept by her. (P.V.)
[this room]
JFSIDF\ D]bI lS|IF5NG[ DNN SZTF S[ ;FY[ ZC[TF S[8,FS UF{6 lS|IF5NM CMI K[P  VFJF lS|IF5NM V[
'Helping verbs' S[ 'Modal Auxiliaries' VYF"TŸPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPlS|IF5NM SC[JFI K[P
sD]bI q;CFISFZSf
[;CFISFZS]
V\U[|ÒDF\ should, would, can, could, should have, would have, can have,
could have, may have, might have, must, ought to, must have, may,
might, need, dare, used to G[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPlS|IF5NM SC[JFI K[P
[;CFISFZS]
;CFISFZS lS|IF5NMGF\ ~5 5KL D]bI lS|IF5N V[ D}/~5JF/]\ CMI TM "be + E}TS'N\Tcc D}SL SD"l6
5|IMUGL ZRGF YFI K[P  5Z\gT] should JU[Z[ 5KL "have + E}TS'N\T" VFJ[ TM VgI O[ZOFZ
;FY[ been pD[ZLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP5|IMUGL ZRGF YFI K[P sST"lZqSD"l6f
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[SD"l6]
;CFISFZS lS|IF5NMGL ST"lZ VG[ SD"l6GL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M £FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) I may finish it. (Active voice)
v It may be finished by me. (Passive voice)
VF 5ZYL GLR[GF JFSIGL BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(2) She ought to love her motherland. (A.V.)
v Her motherland...................to.............by her. (P.V.)
[ought, be loved]
Modal Auxiliaries GL Active-Passive voice GL ZRGFJF/F pNFCZ6MGM VeIF;
SZLV[P
(1) I dare not to speak the truth. (A.V.)
v The truth is not dared to be spoken by me. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) I could have started a firm. (A.V.)
v A firm could have ..................started by me. (P.V.)
[been]
VCL\ VF5[, ;FNF E}TSF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFGM VeIF; SZLV[P
ST"lZ 5|IMU o STF" + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TSF/G]\ ~5 + SD"P
SD"l6 5|IMU o  STF" + was / were + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
;FNF E}TSF/GF \ CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST "lZ 5 |IMUGL ZRGFDF \ lS |IF5N TZLS [
lS|IF5NG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPG]\ ~5 D]SJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
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[E}TSF/]
GLR[ ;FNF E}TSF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGF ;DHFJTF JFSIM VF5[,
K[P  VF56[ VF JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) She cut a tree. (Active voice)
v A tree was cut by her. (Passive voice)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) He loved his friends very much. (A.V.)
v His friends.....................very much by him. (P.V.)
[were loved]
VCL\ ;FNF E}TSF/GF\ GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL cJFSI ZRGFc VF5JFDF\ VFJL
K[P  VF56[ VF ZRGFG[ ;DÒV[P
ST"lZ 5|IMU o STF" + did + not +  lS|IF5NG]\ D}/~5 + SD"P
SD"l6 5|IMU o  STF" + was / were + not + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
VF56[ ;FNF E}TSF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMG[ ;DHJF GLR[ VF5[, pNFCZ6MGM VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) You did not listen to me. (Active voice)
v I was not listened to by you. (Passive voice)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) Boys did not see the class. (A.V.)
v The class was not seen by................ (P.V.)
[boys]
36LJFZ JFSIDF\ STF" S[ SD" V[[ cV[S XaNc GF\ ~5DF\ VYJF cXaN;D}Cc GF\ ~5DF\ 56 CMI K[P NFPTP
(1) She did not know anything about the accident. (A.V.)
(2) Nothing about the accident was known to her. (P.V.)
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;FNF E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT 'did' YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ T[ JFSIGL
SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT STF"G[ wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ 'was' S[ 'were' YL YFI K[P
H[DS[4
JFSI o - Did you not stop that work ? (A.V.)
- Was...................not stopped by you ? (P.V.)
[that work]
;FNF E}TSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT 'wh' 5|SFZGF\ 5|`G;}RS XaNMYL S[
'how' YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ T[ JFSIGF\ SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT 56 T[ H 5|` G;}RS XaNMYL YFI K[P
5ZgT] who CMI TM by whom YL VG[ whom CMI TMPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYL passive voice
GL X~VFT SZJLP
[who]
;FNF E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGF ;DHFJTF GLR[GF JFSIMGM VeIF;
SZLV[P
(1) Why did you not tell me ? (A.V.)
v Why was I not told by you ? (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) Whom did you want to see ? (A.V.)
v ......................was wanted to be seen by you ? (P.V.)
[who]
RF,] E}TSF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ccJFSIvZRGFcc GM AZFAZ ZLT[
VeIF; SZLV[P
ST"lZ 5|IMU o STF" + was / were +  lS|IF5NG]\ D}/~5 + ing + SD"P
SD"l6 5|IMU o  STF" + was / were + being + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
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RF,] E}TSF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ VCL\
VF5[, pNFCZ6MG[ ;DÒV[P
(1) They were saying their prayers. (A.V.)
v Their prayers were being said by them. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) You were listening to us. (A.V.)
v ...................were being listend to by you. (P.V.)
[we]
VCL\ VF5[, RF,] E}TSF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL cJFSI ZRGFc G[ ;DÒV[P
Active voice : STF" + was / were + not + lS|IF5NG]\ D}/~5 + ing + SD"P
Passive voice : STF" + was / were + not +  being + lS|IF5NG\] E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
RF,] E}TSF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M äFZF ;DÒV[P
(1) I was not looking at you. (A.V.)
v You were not being looked at by me. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) Rupesh was not leaving the cart. (A.V.)
v The cart was not..................by Rupesh. (P.V.)
[being left]
RF,] E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT 'was/were' YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ T[
JFSIGF SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT STF"G[ wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ 'was' S[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYL YFI K[P
H[DS[4
JFSIF[ o - Was he speaking the truth ? (A.V.)
- Was the truth being spoken by him ? (P.V.)
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[were]
RF,] E}TSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT 'wh' 5|SFZGF\ 5|`G;}RS XaNMYL S[
'how' YL YFI tIFZ[ T[JF JFSIGF SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT 56PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP5|` Gv;}RS XaNMYL
YFI K[P  sT[ H4 ALHF Hf
[T[ H]
RF,] E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ VF pNFCZ6MGM
VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Why were you calling me names ? (A.V.)
v Why was I being called names by you ? (P.V.)
(2) Which book were you reading ? (A.V.)
v Which book...................read by you ? (P.V.)
[was being]
5}6" E}TSF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DÒV[P
Active voice : STF" + had + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + SD"P
Passive voice : STF" + had + been + lS|IF5NG\] E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
5}6" E}TSF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M £FZF
;DÒV[P
(1) I had done the work in time. (A.V.)
v The work had been done in time by me. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) The doctor had done the operation. (A.V.)
v ................had been done by the doctor. (P.V.)
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[The operation]
5}6"E}TSF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DÒV[P
Active voice : STF" + had + not + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + SD"P
Passive voice : STF" + had + not + been + lS|IF5NG\] E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
5}6"E}TSF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6MGF\
VeIF; £FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) Reena had not seen that picture. (A.V.)
v That picture had not been seen by Reena. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) The batsman had not made a century. (A.V.)
v A century had not..............by the batsman. (P.V.)
[been made]
5}6"E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT 'had' YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ T[ JFSIGF SD"l6
5|IMUGL X~VFT 56 'had' YL H YFI K[P H[DS[4
JFSI o - Had she persisted in her demand ? (A.V.)
- .................her demand been persisted in by her ? (P.V.)
[Had]
5}6" E}TSF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGF\ ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT 'wh' 5|SFZGF\ 5|`G;}RS XaNMYL S[
'how' YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ T[ JFSIGF\ SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT 56 T[H 5|` G;}RS XaNMYL YFI K[P
5Z\gT]  'who' CMI TM 'by whom' YL VG[ whom CMI TMPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYL SD"l6 5|IMUGL
X~VFT SZJLP
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[who]
5}6"E}TSF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ VCL VF5[,F
pNFCZ6MGM VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) How had he achieved his object ? (A.V.)
v How had his object been achieved by him ? (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) Why had they left the city ? (A.V.)
v Why had..................been left by them ? (P.V.)
(the city)
;FNF ElJQISF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFGM VeIF; SZLV[P
Active voice : STF" + shall / will + lS|IF5NG]\ D}/~5 + SD"P
Passive voice : STF" + shall / will + be + lS|IF5NG\] E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
;FNF ElJQISF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[ VF5[, pNFCZ6M
£FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) I will always stand by you. (A.V.)
v You will always be stood by by me. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) Raju will read 'Hamlet'. (A.V.)
v Hamlet..................read by Raju. (P.V.)
[will be]
;FNF ElJQISF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFGM VeIF; SZLV[P
Active voice : STF" + shall / will + not + lS|IF5NG]\ D}/~5 + SD"P
Passive voice : STF" + shall / will + not + be + lS|IF5NG\] E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
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;FNF ElJQISF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M £FZF
;DÒV[P
(1) Boys will not close the door. (A.V.)
v The door will not be closed by them. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) He will not put the cap there. (A.V.)
v The cap will not................there by....... (P.V.)
[be put, him]
;FNF ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT 'will/shall' YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ T[
JFSIGF SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT 56 STF"G[ wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ will S[ shall YL YFI K[P H[DS[4
JFSIF[ o - Will you have a cup of tea ? (A.V.)
- ................a cup of tea be had by you ? (P.V.)
[will]
;FNF ElJQISF/GF JFSIMGL ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT 'wh' 5|SFZGF\ 5|` G;}RS XaNMYL S[ 'how'
YL YTL CF[I tIFZ[ T[ JFSIGF SD"l6 5|IF[UGL X~VFT 56 T[ H 5|` G ;}RS XaNMYLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
sSZJL4 G SZJLf
[SZJL]
;FNF ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF
pNFCZ6MGM VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) Where will you meet her ? (A.V.)
v Where will she be met by you ? (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) Whom will he give a book ? (A.V.)
v ..............will be given a book by him ? (P.V.)
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[Who]
5}6" ElJQISF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DÒV[P
Active voice : STF" + shall / will + have + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + SD"P
Passive voice : STF" + shall / will + have + been + lS|IF5NG\] E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + by + SD"P
5}6" ElJQISF/GF CSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M
£FZF ;DÒV[P
(1) Reena will have loved children. (A.V.)
v Children will have been loved by Reena. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) People will have elected him their leader. (A.V.)
v He will have...................their leader by people. (P.V.)
(been elected)
5}6" ElJQISF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ ;DÒV[P
Active voice : STF" + shall / will + not + have +  lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 + SD"P
Passive voice : STF" + shall / will + not + have + been +  lS|IF5NG\] E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 +
  by + SD"P
5}6" ElJQISF/GF CSFZFtDS S[ GSFZFtDS JFSIMGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL cJFSIvZRGFc DF\
lS|IF5N TZLS[ lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5 PPPPPPPPPPPPP sCF[I K[4 CF[T] GYLf
101
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[CMI K[]
5}6" ElJQISF/GF GSFZFtDS JFSIF[GL ST"ZLvSD"l6 5|IF[UGL ZRGFG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF
pNFCZ6MGM VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) My father will not have read the magazine. (A.V.)
v The magazine will not have been read by my father. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) Neeta will not have opened the library. (A.V.)
v The library will not have been............by Neeta. (P.V.)
[opened]
5}6" ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT will/shall YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ T[
JFSIGL SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT 56 STF"G[ wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ will VYJFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYL YFI K[P
H[DS[4
JFSIF[ o - Will Nayan have cooked the food ? (A.V.)
- ...............the food have been cooked by Nayan ? (P.V.)
[shall, Will]
5}6" ElJQISF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGFG[ VF56[ GLR[GF pNFCZ6M £FZF
;DÒV[P
(1) Who will have opposed you ? (A.V.)
v By whom will you have been opposed ? (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4
(2) Who will have elected you ? (A.V.)
v .............will you have been elected ? (P.V.)
[By whom]
5}6" ElJQISF/GF\ 5|` GFY" JFSIMGL ST"lZ 5|IMUGL X~VFT 'wh'- 5|SFZGF 5|`G;}RS XaNMYL S[
'how' YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ T[ JFSIGF\ SD"l6 5|IMUGL X~VFT 56 T[H 5|` G;}RS XaNMYL YFI K[P
5Z\gT] 'who' CMITM 'by whom' YL VG[ 'whom' CMI TMPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYL Passive
voice GL X~VFT SZJLP
105
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[Who]
V[ BF; IFN ZC[ S[ DF+ ;SD"S lS|IF5N (transitive verb) G]\ H SD"l6 5|IMUDF\ ~5F\TZ YFI
K[P  go, come, walk V[ AWFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPlS|IF5NM K[4 H[G]\ Passive voice DF\ ~5F\TZ
YFI GCL\P sVSD"Sq;SD"Sf
[VSD"S]
36LJFZ Passive voice DF\ STF" sST"lZ 5|IMUGM STF"f GL CFHZL CMTL GYLP  V[8,[ S[ STF"
VwIFCFZ CMI K[P  KTF56 JFSIGM VY" 5}6" YTM CMI K[P  VFJF JFSIDF\ lS|IF DCtJGL CMI K[P
JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPslS|IFqSTF"f 5Z EFZ D}SJFGM CMI tIFZ[ VF 5|SFZGL ZRGF J5ZFI K[P
H[DS[4
JFSI o The bell is rung. (by the peon)
[lS|IF]
36LJFZ ST"lZ 5|IMU VG[ SD"l6 5|IMUGF JFSIMGL X~VFT "It is time" VYJF "It was
time" YL YTL CMI K[P H[DS[4
(1) It is time to send a telegram. (A.V.)
v It is time for a telegram.............(P.V.)
(2) It was time to repair the watch. (A.V.)
v ..................for the watch to be repaired. (P.V.)
[to be sent, It was time]
"That clause" VFJT]\ CMI T[JF JFSIGL ST"lZvSD"l6 5|IMUGL ZRGF ATFJTF JFSIMGM
VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) We say that she is teacher. (A.V.)
v It is said that she is teacher. (P.V.)
VF 5ZYL4 GLR[GF JFSIDF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
(2) It proved that she had written a letter. (A.V.)
v ..................that she had written a letter. (P.V.)
[It was proved]
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Appendix - 6
Programmed Learning Material
on Clauses
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lJnFYL" lD+4
NZZMH lX1FS TDF[G[ H[ T[ V[SD HIFZ[ E6FJ[ K[ tIFZ[ TDF[ T[ V[SD E6M KMP 5Z\T] V\U|[Ò lJQFIGF\
'Clauses' V[ V[SDG[ TDFZ[ lX1FSGL DNN JUZ TDFZL HFT[ XLBJFGF[ K[P
VFD4 VF V[SDG[ HFT[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GM V[S VG[ZF[ H VFG\N 5|F%T YX[P sE6JFq E6FJJFf
[E6JF]
'Clauses' V[ V[SDG[ GFGF D]NFGF :J~5[ S|DXo 5UlYIFGL H[D UF[9J[, K[P VF NZ[S 5UlYIFG[
cOZDF[c  VYJF cË[.Dc  SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF OZDFGF[ wIFG5}J"S VeIF; SZJFYL TD[ T[G[ ;C[,F.YL
;DÒ XSXM VG[ H[ T[ OZDF\DF\ VF5[,F 5|` GF[GF HJFA 56 VF5L XSXMP HFT[ XLBJFGL VF 5âlTG[
cVlES|lDT VwIIGc  SC[ K[P
8}\SDF\4 VlES|lDT VwIIG VYF"T H[ T[ V[SDG]\ GFGF GFGF PPPPPPPPPPPP DF\ lJEFHG VG[ T[ NZ[S OZDF\GM
S|DXo VeIF;P sOZDF q JFSIMf
[OZDF]
'Clauses' V[ V[SDG[ S], !!Z 5UlYIF  sOZDF q O|[.Df DF\ JC[\RJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P TDFZ[ V[S 5KL
V[S V[D S|DXo PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGF[ VeIF; SZJFGF[ K[P sOZDFqXaNF[f
[OZDF]
NZ[S cOZDFc DF\ YF[0L lJUT ;DHFjIF 5KL V[SFN A[ GFGF 5|` GF[ S[ BF,L HuIF VF5[, K[P  TDFZ[ T[
c5|` Gc S[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP GF HJFA TDG[ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, V,U SF[ZF SFU/DF\ (Response sheet DF\)
H[ T[ OZDFGF S|D G\AZ ,BL T[GL ;FD[ H ,BJFGF K[P
A
B
C
D
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[BF,L HuIF]
OZDFGF VeIF; NZdIFG4 OZDFDF\ VF5[, 5|` GF[GF\ HJFA ;DÒ lJRFZLG[ ,BJFP HIF\ V[S SZTF JW]
lJS<5F[ VF%IF CF[I tIF\ IF[uI PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP 5;\N SZL HJFA VF5JF[P
[lJS<5]
NZ[S OZDFGF[ HJFA T[GF 5KLGF OZDFGL 5C[,L ,L8LDF\ sOZDFGL X~VFTDF\f H SF{\;DF\ VF5[, K[P
TD[ ,B[, HJFA ;FRF[ K[ S[ BF[8F[ T[ VF5[, HJFA ;FY[ D[/JL H]VF[P HF[ TDFZF[ HJFA ;FRF[ CF[I TF[
TDFZ[ tIFZ 5KLGF OZDFGF[ VeIF; SZJMP 5Z\T]4 TDFZF[ HJFA BF[8F[ CF[I TM 'Response sheet'
DF\ × RF[S0L SZL T[ H PPPPPPPPPPPPP GF[ OZLYL VeIF; SZL ;FRF[ HJFA ,BJF[P
[OZDF]
S[8,FS OZDFGF HJFA VF5JFGF CX[ GCLP 5Z\T] TDFZ[ VFJF OZDFGF[ 56 wIFG5}J"S VeIF;
SZJFGF[ K[P SFZ6 S[ T[ NZ[S OZDF[ 5KLGF NZ[S PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP DF8[ p5IF[UL CX[ HP sOZDF q lJQFIf
[OZDF]
NZ[S OZDFGL ;\5}6" ;DH D[/jIF 5KL H VFU/ JWJ]P H[YL TDG[ tIFZ 5KLGF\ OZDF ;DHJFDF\
D]xS[,L G 50[P J/L4 lGl`RT ;DIDF\ H VD}S SFI" 5}~ SZJ] V[JL 56 SF[. DIF"NF GYLP DF8[ BF[8L
pTFJ/ G SZTF4 ;DH5}J"S VG[ wIFG5}J"S VeIF; SZMP
TM RF,F[4 CJ[ SZJF D\0F[ 'Clauses' V[SD GF[ HFT[ VeIF;P
E
F
H
G
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GLR[GF\ JFSIGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o  Maya goes to school.
JFSIGF\ D]bI A[ EFU CMI K[4 subject VG[ predicate. Subject VYF"TŸ STF" VG[
Predicate V[8,[ lJW[I5NP STF" V[8,[ S[ JFSIDF\ GFD VYJF J:T] S[ H[GF\ lJX[ VF56[ AM,LV[
KLV[ T[P HIFZ[ lJW[I (predicate) V[8,[ S[ JFSIDF\ STF" lJX[ H[ S\. AM,FI K[ T[P
p5ZGF\ JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ STF" K[ VG[ 'goes to school' V[ lJW[I5N K[P
[Maya]
STF" VG[ lJW[I5NG[ ;DHJF DF8[ VF56[ GLR[GF\ JFSIMG[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DÒV[P
(1) He walks on the road.
(2) To error is human.
(3) Walking is good exercise.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL VF56[ SCL XSLV[ S[ JFSIDF\ STF" TZLS[ GFD4 ;J"GFD4 Infinitive,
Gerund, Adjective (as a Noun), Phrase, Quotation JU[Z[ VFJL XS[ K[P  p5ZGF
5|YD JFSIDF\ STF" TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVFJ[, K[P  sGFD4 ;J"GFDf
[;J"GFD]
GLR[ VF5[,F\ JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) He gave me a book.
(2) He took a pen.
5|YD JFSIDF\ A[ SD" K[4 me VG[ a book.  H[DF\ 'me' V[ Indirect object s5ZM1F SD"f K[P
HIFZ[ 'a book' V[ Direct object s5|tI1F SD"f K[P  ALHF JFSIDF\ 'a pen' V[ V[S H SD" K[P
HIFZ[ V[S H SD" CMI tIFZ[ T[ 5|tI1F SD" AG[ K[P  VFD4 SD"GF\ A[ 5|SFZ K[4 V[S 5|tI1F VG[
ALH]PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSD"P
[5ZM1F]
;FDFgI ZLT[ JFSIDF\ ;J"GFD S[ jIlSTGF\ GFDM V[ 5ZM1F SD" AG[ K[4  VG[ HFlTJFRS GFD sVgI
GFD VYJF J:T]f V[ 5|tI1F SD" AG[ K[P
1
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GLR[ VF5[,F JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) He is a leader.
(2) I made him an officer.
5|YD JFSIDF\ 'He' V[ STF" K[4 HIFZ[ 'a leader' V[ complement K[P  H[G[ subject
complement SC[ K[P  ALHF JFSIDF\ 'him' V[ SD" K[4 VG[ 'an officer' V[ complement
K[P H[G[ object complement SC[JFI K[P  VFD4 complement V[ 5}ZS K[P  H[ STF"GF\ S[
SD"GF\ 5}ZS TZLS[ SFD SZ[ K[P  5}ZSGF\ A[ 5|SFZ K[4  H[DF\ subject complement
VG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
[object complement]
5}6" lS|IF5NM V[ STF"GF\ :J~54 JRG4 SF/ 5|DF6[ 5MTFGF\ :J~5DF\ O[ZOFZ SZ[ K[P  NFPTP
(1) He likes to go there.
(2) We went to play the game.
VFD4 5|YD JFSIDF\ likes V[ 5}6" lS|IF5N K[P  HIFZ[ ALHF JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ 5}6"
lS|IF5N K[P
[went]
5}6" lS|IF5NM V[ Number VG[ Person £FZF DIF"lNT K[P  VYF"TŸ 5}6"lS|IF5NM JRG VG[
STF"GF :J~5 5|DF6[ O[ZOFZ 5FD[ K[P 8}\SDF\4 H[ lS|IF5NM Indicative, Imperative VG[
Subjunctive Moods WZFJTF CMI TM T[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPlS|IF5NM U6FIP s5}6"4 V5}6"f
[5}6"]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Boys will set out for the journey when the sun rises.
(2) We love our country.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMDF\4 5|YD JFSI V[ A[ p5JFSIM sclausesf G]\ AG[,]\ K[P  H[DF\ ,L8L NMZ[,F EFU
V[ A[ p5JFSIM K[P  HIFZ[ ALHF JFSIDF\ DF+ V[S H p5JFSI K[ VG[ T[ JFSIGF\ ~5DF\ K[P VFD4
5|YD JFSIDF\ A[ p5JFSIM VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPp5JFSIGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P sV[S4 A[f
5
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[V[S]
V\U[|ÒDF\ clause sp5JFSIf V[ JFSIGM V[S EFU K[4 H[G[ p5JFSI SC[JFI K[P  H[DF\ subject
sSTF"f VG[ predicate slJW[I VYJF 5}6"lS|IF5N ;FY[GM EFUf GM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P  VFD4
p5JFSI TZLS[ (1) Principal / Main clause sD]bI p5JFSIf (2) Co-ordinate clause
s;\I]ST p5JFSIf VG[ (3) Subordinate clause sUF{6 p5JFSIf GM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
VFD4 clause G[ D]bItJ[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPEFUDF\ JC[\RL XSFI K[P s+64 RFZf
[+6]
GLR[ VF5[,F ;FNF JFSIM (simple sentences) GM VeIF; SZMP
(1) He likes that pen.
(2) Meera got the prize.
;FNF JFSIDF\ DF+ V[S Main / Principal clause CMI K[P  H[G[ V[S STF" VG[ V[S lJW[I5N
CMI K[P  VYF"TŸ V[S 5}6" lS|IF5N CMI K[P  H[DS[4 5|YD JFSIDF\ likes VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPP
V[ 5}6" lS|IF5NM K[P
[got]
;FNF JFSIGL ZRGF VF D]HA K[P
ZRGF o STF" ´  lS|IF5N ´ SD" q lS|IF5}ZS ´  lS|IF lJX[QF6S    V    O/C A
[got]
GLR[GF\ ;\I]ST JFSI (Compound sentence) GM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o  Mona came to the city but did not see anybody.
;\I]ST JFSIDF\ V[S Principal S[ Main clause sD]bI p5JFSIf VG[ V[S S[ V[S SZTF JW]
;\I]ST p5JFSIM (co-ordinate clauses) CMI K[P
VFD4 p5ZGF\ JFSIDF\ 56 V[SPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVG[ V[S co-ordinate clause VFJ[, K[P
9
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[Main clause]
;\I]ST JFSI (compound sentence) DF\ VFJ[, clauses V[ co-ordinating
conjunctions YL HM0FI[,F K[P  VFJF JFSIDF\ VFJTF XaNM4 H[JF S[4 and, but, or,
otherwise, but also, therefore, so, still, neither.....nor, either.......or, yet,
both........and JU[Z[G[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSC[JFI K[P [Co-ordinating conjunctions /
Interjections]
[Co-ordinating conjunctions]
;\I]ST JFSIDF\ VFJ[, NZ[S p5JFSI V[ STF" VG[ lJW[I (Predicate) ;FY[ VFJ[ K[P  J/L4 T[
:JT\+ CMI K[P  T[G[ VY"5}6" SZJF DF8[ ALHF p5JFSI 5Z VFWFZ ZFBJM 50TM GYLP  VFJF
JFSIMDF\ VFJ[,F p5JFSIM V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYL HM0FI[,F CMI K[P [Co-ordinating
conjunctions / verbs]
[Co-ordinating conjunctions]
;\I]ST JFSIGL ZRGF VF D]HA K[P
ZRGF o S + V + O/C + A    +  ;\IMHS  +   S + V + O/C + A
Main clause Co-ordinate  clause
GLR[ VF5[,F Hl8, JFSIM (Complex sentences) GM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) If you work hard, you will pass.
(subordinate clause) (Main clause)
(2) I don't know who has stolen my bicycle.
(Principal Clause)    (Subordinate clause)
Hl8, JFSIDF\ V[S principal clause VG[ V[S S[ V[S SZTF JW] subordinate clause GM
;DFJ[X YFI K[P  SM.56 Hl8, JFSIGL X~VFT D]bI p5JFSI (Principal Clause)
S[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP YL Y. XS[ K[P
13
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[UF{6 p5JFSI]
Hl8, JFSIDF\ subordinate clause VG[ principal clause GL 5Z:5ZGL DNNYL JFSIGM
VY"5}6" YFI K[P VYF"TŸ UF{6 p5JFSIG[ 5MTFGM VY" 5}6" SZJF DF8[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPp5JFSI 5Z
VFWFZ ZFBJM 50[ K[P sD]bI q UF{6f
[D]bI]
Hl8, JFSIGL ZRGF VF D]HA K[P
ZRGF o S + V + O/C + A    + ;\IMHS  +  S + V + O/C + A
Main clause Subordinate clause
Subordinate clause TZLS[ (1) Noun clause (2)  Adjective clause VG[ (3)
......................... clause GM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
[Adverb]
SM.56 JFSIG[ AZFAZ ZLT[ ;DHJF DF8[ Simple sentence s;FN]\ JFSIf4 Compound
sentence s;\I]ST JFSIf VG[ complex sentence sHl8, JFSIf GL ZRGF ;DHJL B}A
H H~ZL CMI K[P  VFD4 JFSIGF\ VFPPPPPPPPPPPPPP5|SFZ VG[ T[GL ZRgFF V\U[|Ò EFQFF XLBJF DF8[
B}AH p5IMUL K[P  s+6[I4 AgG[f
17
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[+6[I]
(1) God helps those who help themselves.
(2) Ratan will wait till she returns.
p5ZGF\ A\gG[ JFSIM V[ A[ p5JFSIMGF\ AG[,F K[P   5|YD JFSIDF\ 'God helps those' V[ D]bI
p5JFSI (Principal clause) K[P  HIFZ[ 'who help themselves' V[ UF{6 p5JFSI
(Subordinate clause) K[P V[JL H ZLT[ ALHF JFSIDF\ 'Ratan will wait' V[ D]bI
p5JFSI VG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ UF{6 p5JFSI K[P
[till she returns]
H[ p5JFSI :JT\+ ZLT[ VY" VF5[ S[ VY"5}6" CMI T[JF p5JFSIG[ Main / Principal  clause
sD]bI p5JFSIf SC[ K[P  H[ p5JFSIG[ 5MTFGM VY" 5}6" SZJF DF8[ ALHF p5JFSI 5Z VFWFZ
ZFBJM 50[ T[JF p5JFSIG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPSC[JFI K[P
[UF{6 p5JFSI v Subordinate clause]
GLR[GF\ AgG[ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) God made the country and man made the town.
(2) Man dies but mankind is eternal.
p5ZG]\ NZ[S ;\I]ST JFSI V[  A[ :JT\+ p5JFSIM ;FY[ VFJ[, K[P  NZ[S p5JFSI V[ :JT\+ K[P
V[SALHF 5Z VFWFlZT GYLP VF A\gG[ ;\I]ST JFSIMDF\ 5|YD JFSI V[ and YL VG[ ALH] JFSI
V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPpEIFgJIL 5NYL HM0FI[, K[P
[but]
GLR[ VF5[,F A\gG[ ;\I]ST JFSIM (compound sentences) GM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) He was late so he missed the bus.
(2) Kali is poor, yet he looks happy.
p5ZGF\ NZ[S JFSIDF\ A[ p5JFSIM VF5[,F K[P  H[DF\ V[S main clause VG[ ALH]\ co-ordinate
clause K[P Co-ordinate clause V[ co-ordinating conjunctions YL HM0FI[, CMI
K[P 5|YD JFSIV[ co-ordinating conjunction 'so' YL VG[ ALH]\ JFSI V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPYL
HM0FI[,]\ K[P
21
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[yet]
GLR[GF\ AgG[ JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) Mohan has a beautiful watch.
(2) Mohan has a watch is beautiful.
;FDFgI ZLT[ clause V[ V[S STF" VG[ V[S 5}6" lS|IF5N ;FY[ VFJ[ K[P  HIFZ[ phrase V[ DF+
XaNMGF ;D}CGF\ ~5DF\ VFJ[ K[P   J/L4 phrase V[ clause GL H[D :JT\+ VY" pEM SZL XSTF
GYLP  p5ZGF\ AgG[ JFSIMDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ phrase K[P
[a beautiful watch]
GLR[ VF5[, Hl8, JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) I don't know Where he has gone.
(2) What he says  is quite true.
p5ZGF\ NZ[S JFSIDF\ V[S Main clause VG[ ALH] Subordinate K[P 5|YD JFSIDF\ 'where
he has gone' V[ subordinate clause K[P  HIFZ[ ALHF JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ UF{6
p5JFSI K[P
[What he says]
Hl8, JFSI (complex sentence) DF\ subordinate clause sUF{6 p5JFSIf GL 56
lJlJW E}lDSF CMI K[P  SIFZ[S T[ Noun clause TZLS[ VFJ[ K[P SIFZ[S T[ Adjective
clause TZLS[ VFJ[ K[4  VG[ SIFZ[S T[ Adverb clause TZLS[ VFJ[ K[P  VFD4 clause GF\
D]bI +6 5|SFZ  K[P  H[DF\4 The Noun clause, The Adjective (Relative) clause
VG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPclause GM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
[Adverb]
GLR[ VF5[, Hl8, JFSIGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o  How Mohan has done the job was beyond my understanding.
p5ZGF\ JFSIDF\ ,L8L NMZ[, EFU V[ Noun clause GL E}lDSF NXF"J[ K[P  H[ lS|IF5N (was)GF\
STF" TZLS[ VYF"TŸ "as a subject to a verb" GL E}lDSF NXF"J[ K[P  'Noun clause as a
subject to a verb' V[ JFSIGLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPDF\ VFJ[ K[P sX~VFT4 V\Tf
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[X~VFT]
GLR[ VF5[, Hl8, JFSIGM VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o  He can not say when Reeta will come back.
p5ZGF\ JFSIDF\ ,L8L NMZ[, EFU V[ Noun clause GL E}lDSF NXF"J[ K[P H[ ;SD"S lS|IF5N
(say) GF SD" TZLS[ VYF"T 'as an object to the verb' TZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
GLR[GF\ Hl8, JFSIGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o  Bharat is opposed to whatever I say.
p5ZGF\ VF JFSIDF\ ,L8L NMZ[, EFU V[ Noun clause GL V[S E}lDSF ATFJ[ K[P  H[ GFDIMUL
VJIJ (to) GF SD" TZLS[ VYF"TŸ "as an object to a preposition" GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
VFD4 VF JFSIDF\ Noun clause V[ GFDIMUL VJIJGF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPTZLS[ VFJ[, K[P
[SD"]
GLR[GF\ Hl8, JFSIGM wIFGYL  VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o Knowing that the exams were drawing near he started
working hard.
p5ZGF\ JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZDF\ KF5[, EFU V[ S'N\T sknowingf GF\ SD" TZLS[ VYF"TŸ "as
an object to a participle" GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P VFD4 VF JFSIDF\ Noun clause V[
S'N\TGF\ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPTZLS[ VFJ[, K[P  sSTF"4 SD"f
[SD"]
VCL\ VF5[, Hl8, JFSIGM VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o  Rekha wanted to know where her brother had gone.
p5ZGF\ VF JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ Noun clause GL E}lDSF NXF"J[ K[P H[
Infinitive sto knowf GF\ SD" TZLS[ VYF"TŸ "as an object to an Infinitive" TZLS[GL
E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P VF JFSIDF\ Noun clause V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGF\ SD" TZLS[ SFI" SZ[ K[P
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[Infinitive]
GLR[ VF5[, Hl8, JFSIGM VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o The fact that he is a millionaire is known to all.
VF JFSIDF\ 3F8F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ Noun clause ATFJ[ K[P  H[ "Case in Apposition
to a Noun or Pronoun" TZLS[GL E}lDSFDF\ K[P
GLR[ VF5[, complex sentence GM wIFGYL VeiFF; SZMP
JFSI o The fact that he is a rogue.
VF JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ Noun clause GL  V[S BF; E}lDSF ATFJ[ K[P  H[
lS|IF5N (is) GF\ 5}ZS TZLS[ GL VYF"TŸ "as a complement to a verb" GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
VFD4 VF JFSIDF\ VFJ[, Noun clause V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPTZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
[Complement s5}ZSf]
GLR[ VF5[, Hl8, JFSIGM VeIF; SZMP
JFSI o  Heena was sad that she had lost her pen.
VF JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ lJX[QF6 (sad) GF 5}ZS TZLS[ VYF"TŸ "as a
complement to an  adjective" GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P  VFD4 VF JFSIDF\ VFJ[, Noun
clause V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPTZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
[Complement s5}ZSf]
GLR[ VF5[, Noun clause GF JFSIGM VeIF; SZMP
(1) What he says is quite true.
(2) That the chief minister is coming to this city is known to all.
p5ZGF\ AgG[ Hl8, JFSIMDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ Noun clause GF\ pNFCZ6 K[P
T[GL JFSIDF\ E}lDSF "Noun clause as the subject to verb" slS|IF5NGF\ STF"f TZLS[GL
K[P
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"Noun clause as the subject to a verb" V[ V[S 38S TZLS[ SFD SZT]\ CMJFYL T[
V[SJRGDF\ H VFJ[ K[P  VF clause GL X~VFT ;FDFgI ZLT[ why, what, how, where,
that JU[[Z[ ;\IMHSMYL YFI K[P VFD4 VF clause V[ C\D[XF Main clause GL 5}J"[
lS|IF5NGF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPTZLS[ H D}SFI K[P sSTF" q SD"f
[STF"]
GLR[ VF5[, Noun clause GF\ JFSIMG[ wIFGYL JF\RMP
(1) I do not know where he has gone.
(2) I say (that) I am sick.
p5ZGF\ AgG[ Hl8, JFSIMDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ "Noun clause-as an object
to a verb" slS|IF5NGF\ SD"f TZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P VF JFSIMDF\ that, what, if / whether,
where, who, when, why, how JU[Z[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM T[GF VY" 5|DF6[ p5IMU YFI K[P
s;\IMHSM q lS|IF5NMf
[;\IF[HSM]
GLR[GF\ AgG[ JFSIF[GF[ wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) I do not know where I should go today.
(2) I do not know where to go today.
5|YD JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[  Noun clause K[P ALHF JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[
KF5[, EFU phrase K[P VF A\gG[G[ V[SALHFDF\ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPXSFI K[P sAN,L4 G AN,Lf
[AN,L]
GLR[ VF5[, JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Meena objected to what I said.
(2) All depends on how you work.
p5ZGF\ Hl8, JFSIMDF\ ,L8L NMZ[,F p5JFSIM V[ "Noun clause as an object to a
preposition" sGFDIMUL VJIJGF\ SD"f TZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P  VF 5|SFZGL ZRGFDF\
Principal clause GF\ lS|IF5N 5KL SM. V[SPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVFJ[ K[P  sGFDIMUL VJIJ4 S'N\Tf
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[GFDIMUL VJIJ]
GLR[ VF5[, JFSIG[ JF\RM VG[ ;DHMP
JFSI o Seeing that he was face to face with a lion, he was
terror-struck.
VF Hl8, JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ Noun clause -object to the partici-
ple sS'N\TGF SD"f TZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P   VFD4 VF 5|SFZGL ZRGFDF\ Noun clause V[
SM. PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP G[ VG];Z[ K[P sS'N\T4 lS|IF5Nf
[S'N\T]
GLR[ VF5[, Hl8, JFSIDF\ ,L8L NMZ[, EFU V[ Noun clause-as an object to an
Infinitive TZLS[ SFI" SZ[ K[P
JFSI o  Rama wanted to know where her brother had gone.
VFD4 p5ZGF JFSIDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZDF\ KF5[, EFU V[ Infinitive sH[JF S[4 to know) GF SD"
TZLS[ VFJ[, K[P  T[DF\ Main clause GF\ lS|IF5N 5KLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVFJ[ K[P  VG[ tIFZAFN
Noun clause JF/]\ p5JFSI VFJ[ K[P (Infinitive, subject)
[Infinitive]
GLR[ VF5[, JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) The news that he was elected was true.
(2) It is certain that man will progress with science.
p5ZGF\ Hl8, JFSIMDF\ 3F8F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ subordinate clause (Noun clause)
GF\ pNFCZ6M K[P  H[GL JFSIDF\ E}lDSF "Noun clause in apposition to a Noun or
Pronoun" sV[8,[ S[ GFD S[ ;J"GFDGL ;DFG lJElSTf TZLS[ SFD SZ[ K[P  VFD4 X{,LGL
ãlQ8V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGL ZRGF 5|EFJXF/L K[P  (in apposition, participle)
[in apposition]
'Noun clause in apposition to a noun or pronoun' GL ZRGFDF\ 36LJFZ It V[
V[S VJ[Ò STF" TZLS[ SFD SZ[ K[P  VG[ T[G]\ lJJZ6 SZJF Noun clause D}SFI K[P
5]~QFJFRS ;J"GFD  'it' G]\ noun clause X~ SZJF DF8[ that, how, when, why JU[Z[
;\IMHSM J5ZFI K[P  5ZgT] HFlTJFRS GFD news, report JU[Z[G]\ lJJZ6 SZT]\ clause
OST ;\IMHSPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPJ0[ H X~ SZL XSFI K[P  (that, how)
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[that]
GLR[ VF5[, JFSIGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) The fact is that he is a rogue.
(2) A man becomes what he thinks.
p5ZGF\ AgG[ Hl8, JFSIMDF\ 3F8F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ "Noun clause as a complement
to the verb" TZLS[ SFI" SZ[ K[P VF 5|SFZGL ZRGFDF\ Main clause GF\ 5}6" lS|IF5N TZLS[
to be (am, are, is JU[Z[) S[ VgI lS|IF5NM 56 CMI XS[P  VFD4 5|YD JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[
'is' VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM p5IMU YIM K[4 H[GF 5}ZS TZLS[ VF
Noun clause VFJ[, K[P
[becomes]
VCL\ VF5[, JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Meena was sad that she had lost her pen.
(2) We are sure that nobody can defeat us.
p5ZGF\ AgG[ Hl8, JFSIMDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, p5JFSIM V[ "Noun clause as a
complement to the adjective" TZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P HIFZ[ Main / Principal
clause DF\ VFJ[, lJX[QF6GF\ 5}ZS TZLS[ H[ clause VFJ[ K[ tIFZ[ T[ VF 5|SFZGL E}lDSF EHJ[
K[P  p5ZGF\ 5|YD JFSIDF\ sad VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ lJX[QF6 TZLS[ SFI" SZ[ K[P
[sure]
GLR[GF\ JFSIGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) This is the house that my father built.
(2) God helps those who help themselves.
p5ZGF Hl8, JFSIMDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adjective (Relative) clause
TZLS[ SFI" SZ[ K[P  VF clause V[ Main clause DF\ VFJ[, GFD S[ ;J"GFDG[ qualify SZ[ K[P
H[DS[4 VF JFSIMDF\ VFJ[, adjective clause V[ VG]S|D[ house VG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPG[ qualify
SZ[ K[P
[those]
The adjective (Relative) clause V[ Principal clause DF\ VFJ[, GFD S[ ;J"GFDG[
qualify SZ[ K[P  VF GFD S[ ;J"GFDG[ 5}ZMUFDL "Antecedent" SC[ K[P Adjective clause
V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPclause TZLS[ 56 SFI" SZ[ K[P  (Relative / Noun clause)
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[Relative]
The adjective clause GL X~VFT Relative pronouns YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ that,
who, whom, whose, which, of which GM p5IMU YFI K[P  J/L VFJF clause GL
X~VFT Relative adverbs YL YTL CMI tIFZ[ when, why, how, where
H[JFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM p5IMU YTM CMI K[P  slS|IF5NM4 lS|IFlJX[QF6M4 ;\IMHSMf
[;\IMHSM]
;\IMHSM (Connectives) TZLS[ 'Relative adverbs' GM p5IMU YTM CMI T[JF pNFCZ6MGM
VeIF; SZMP
(1) This is the reason why he did not come.
(2) Youth is the time when the seeds of character are sown.
VFD4 5|YD JFSIDF\ ;\IMHS TZLS[ why GM p5IMU YIM K[P  HIFZ[ ALHF JFSIDF\ ;\IMHS
TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM 5|IMU YI[, K[P
[when]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) There was not a man present but wept to see such a horrible
sight. VYF"TŸ
(2) There was not a man present "who did not weep to see such a
horrible sight."
VF JFSIMGF\ VeIF; 5ZYL SCL XSFI S[4 36LJFZ 'but' V[ not ;FY[ Relative Pronoun GL
H[D J5ZFI K[P VG[ adjective clause TZLS[G]\ SFI" SZ[ K[P VFJ[ JBT[ but V[ relative
pronoun "who........not" GLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPS1FFG]\ CMI K[P s;DFG4 V;DFGf
[;DFG]
'Than' V[ 36LJFZ Relative (adjective) clause DF\ Relative Pronoun GL 5C[,F
GFDIMUL VJIJ (Preposition) TZLS[ J5ZFI K[P H[D S[4
JFSI o Most of the voters voted for Mohan than whom no better
candidate could be considered.
VFD4  p5ZGF JFSIDF\ than V[ Relative Pronoun ............. GL 5C[,FPPPPPPPPPPTZLS[
J5ZFI]\ K[P
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[whom, GFDIMUL VJIJ]
36LJFZ 'Infinitive' V[ adjective clause GL HuIFV[ J5ZFI K[P  H[DS[4
(1) I have much work which I must do.
(2) I have much work to do.
VFD4 p5ZGF\ JFSIMDF\ .gOLGL8LJ TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPVFJ[, K[P  H[ adjective clause GL
HuIF V[ J5ZFI]\ K[P
[to do]
36LJFZ Relative pronoun S[ Relative adverb V[ VwIFCFZ (implied) ZC[ K[P
H[DS[4
(1) This is all I have.
V[8,[ S[4 This is all which I have.
V[JL H ZLT[4 (2) The reason (why) he came late is well-known.
p5ZGF\ 5|YD JFSIDF\ Relative pronoun 'which' VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\ Relative
adverb.................V[ VwIFCFZ (implied) ZCIF K[P
[why]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) The book which you gave me is very interesting.
(2) Raj, who is my friend, is a loveable boy.
H[ clause 'Antecedent' s5}ZMUFDLf G[ jIFbIFlIT SZ[ K[4 T[G[ "Defining Relative
clause" SC[[ K[P HIFZ[ H[ clause 5}ZMUFDLG[ jIFbIFlIT G SZTF T[GF lJX[ additional
DFlCTL VF5[ K[ T[G[ "Non-defining Relative clause" SC[ K[P
VFD4 5|YD JFSI V[ Defining Relative clause K[ VG[ ALH] JFSI V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPK[P
[Non-defining Relative clause]
'who' VG[ 'that' l;JFIGF\ ;\IMHSM JFSIGF\ VY" D]HA 5MTFGL VFU/ GFDIMUL VJIJM ,[ K[P
NFPTP
(1) The child for whom I have bought this toy is my niece.
(2) The person in whose house we live is millionaire.
VFD4 5|YD JFSIDF\ ;\IMHS whom VFU/ For VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\ ;\IMHS whose VFU/
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPGFDIMUL VJIJGM p5IMU YIM K[P
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[in]
HIFZ[ Non-defining Relative clause V[ JFSIDF\ JrR[ VFJ[ tIFZ[ T[GL VFU/v5FK/
V<5 lJZFD D}SFI K[P  56 HIFZ[ T[ V\TDF\ VFJ[ tIFZ[ VFU/ V<5lJZFD VG[ 5FK/ 5}6" lJZFD
D}SFI K[P  NFPTP
JFSI o  My brother, who lives in Japan, sends me money every year.
VFD4 VF JFSIGF\ Non-defining Relative clause GL VFU/ VG[ 5FK/ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPD}SFI]
K[P sV<5 lJZFD4 5}6"lJZFDf
[V<5 lJZFD]
Such as VG[ the same as 56 Relative pronoun TZLS[ J5ZFI K[ VG[ T[  Relative
clause AGFJ[ K[P
NFPTP (1) It was such a sight as I had never seen before.
(2) It was the same kind of umbrella as she lost.
VFD4 5|YD JFSIDF\ 'as I had never seen before' V[ relative clause AG[ K[P  HIFZ[
ALHF JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ relative clause AG[ K[P
[as she lost]
JFSIDF\ VFJTF such S[ same lGzFISM (determiners) YL VG];ZFTF GFD 5KL 'as'
;\IMHSYL HM0F. H[ p5JFSI AG[ K[ T[4 T[ GFDGF\ VY"DF\ JWFZM SZGFZ] \ CMI K[P
H[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPp5JFSI TZLS[ VM/BFI K[P slJX[QF6 q ;J"GFDf
[lJX[QF6]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) I don't know why he is late.
(2) Put these keys where we can find.
(3) Can you tell me the time when I can see you ?
p5ZGF\ +6[I JFSIMDF\ SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adjective clause GF\ K[P  H[DF\ ;\IMHSM
TZLS[ relative adverbs GF[ 5|IF[U YIF[ K[P VF relative adverbs DF\ why, where
VG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
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[when]
GLR[GF\ AgG[ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Do it before you forget.
(2) They can stay where they are.
p5ZGF\ AgG[ Hl8, JFSIMGF\ pNFCZ6M K[P  5|YD JFSIDF\ SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb
clause of time VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\ SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause of place
TZLS[ K[P  VFD4 5|YD JFSIDF\ adverb clause V[ time VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
GL E}lDSF  NXF"J[ K[P (place, purpose)
[+6]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMG[ wIFGYL JF\RMP
(1) He spoke in such a low voice that few could hear him.
(2) Though I am poor, I am honest.
p5ZGF\ Hl8, JFSIMDF\4 3F8F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ VG]S|D[ adverb clause of result or
effect or consequence VG[ adverb clause of concession, contrast or
supposition GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P  VFD4 VF AgG[ JFSIMDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ 5MTFGL A[
lJlXQ8 E}lDSFDF\ ZH} YIF K[P
[place]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) Work hard so that you can get through.
(2) If it rains, we shall stay at home.
(3) I did it because I wanted to.
p5ZGF\ Hl8, JFSIMDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ VG]S|D[ adverb clause of purpose,
adverb clause of condition VG[ adverb clause of cause or reason ATFJ[ K[P
VFD4 p5ZGF\ JFSIMDF\ adverb clause V[ T[GLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPE}lDSFDF\ ZH} YIF K[P s+64
A[f
[adverb clause]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) He is older than he looks.
(2) Do as she likes.
Hl8, JFSIMGF\ VF pNFCZ6MDF\ JW] SF/F V1FZDF\ KF5[, p5JFSIM V[ VG]S|D[ adverb clause
of comparison of degree VG[ adverb clause of comparison of manner
TZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P  VFD4 VF AgG[ JFSIMDF\ adverb clause GLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP5|SFZGL
E}lDSF ZH} YI[, K[P sA[4 V[Sf
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[A[]
Hl8, JFSIDF\ adverb clause V[ adverb TZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P  H[ Main clause DF\
VFJ[, adjective, verb S[ adverb G[ modify SZ[ K[P  adverb clauses G[ T[GF SFIM"
D]HA H]NFvH]NFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP5|SFZDF\ JUL"S'T SZL XSFI K[P sVF94 NXf
[VF9]
adverb clause V[ JFSIDF\ lJlJW 5|SFZGL E}lDSFGF\ ~5DF\ ZH} YFI K[P  H[DS[4 adverb
clause of.........(1) time (2) place (3) purpose (4) comparison (degree &
manner) (5) condition (6) result or effect or consequence (7) cause or
reason VG[ (8)..........................GM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
[Concession, contrast, supposition]
GLR[ VF5[,F JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) As soon as the bell rang, the prayer began.
(2) Hardly/scarcely had the teachers entered the class when the
students stopped noising.
(3) No sooner did he sees us than he disappeared.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMDF\ SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause of time ATFJ[ K[P H[ D]bI
JFSIGF\ 5}6"lS|IF5N £FZF ;}RJFI[,L lS|IFGMPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPNXF"J[ K[P s;DI4 SD"f
[;DI]
Adverb clause of time G[ D]bI JFSI (main clause) GL ;FY[ when, whenever,
till, until, as, since, before, after, as long as, no sooner......than, so long
as, hardly/scarcely.......when, as soon as JU[Z[ H[JFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPS[ pEIFgJIL
5NM £FZF HM0JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P s;\IMHSM4 lS|IF5NMf
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[;\IMHSM]
;FDFgI ZLT[ A[ lS|IFVM V[SALHFG[ ,UM,U YTL CMI4 VG[ T[DF\ 5C[,L lS|IF 5}ZL Y. S[ G Y. tIF\
ALÒ lS|IF YTL CMI V[J]\ NXF"JJF "as soon as", "no sooner.......than" VG[ "Hardly/
Scarcely...........when" GM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
GLR[GL +6 5|SFZGL ZRGFVMGM VeIF; SZMP
sZRGF v 1) : as soon as + time clause + Main clause.  VYJF
Main clause + as soon as + time clause.
sZRGF v 2) :No sooner + ;CFISFZS lS|IF5N + STF" + lS|IF5N + VgI+  than + D]bI
p5JFSIP
sZRGF v 3) :Hardly / Scarcely + had + STF" + lS|IF5NG]\ E}TS'N\TG]\ ~5  + VgI +
when + D]bI p5JFSIP
VFD4 5|YD ZRGF V[ as  soon as DF8[GL K[P ALÒ ZRGF V[ No sooner.......than
DF8[GL4 VG[ +LÒ ZRGF V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPDF8[GL K[P
[Hardly / Scarcely.........when]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
(1) Where you go, I wil go.
(2) I shall follow you wherever you go.
VF JFSIMDF\ ,L8L NMZ[, EFU sp5JFSIMf V[ adverb clause of place TZLS[GL E}lDSF
EHJ[ K[P  VFD4 D]bI p5JFSI (Main clause) £FZF ZH} YI[,L lS|IFGF\ :Y/GL VM/B S[ T[
:Y/ lJX[ lJX[QF DFlCTL VF5JFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM p5IMU YFI K[P
[adverb clause of place]
DM8[ EFU[ 'where' VG[ 'wherever' V[ A\gG[ lS|IF lJX[QF6M adverb clause of place GL
ZRGF SZJF DF8[ ;\IMHSM TZLS[ J5ZFI K[P V[ p5ZF\T where as, whence, whither
JU[Z[ ;\IMHSM 56 J5ZFI K[P  8}\SDF\4 where S[ wherever WZFJT]\ adverb clause of
place V[ Main clause GL VFU/ S[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPD}SL XSFI K[P s5FK/4 JrRDF\f
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[5FK/]
VCL\ VF5[,F JFSIMG[ wIFGYL JF\RMP
(1) He walked quietly so that the child would'nt wake.
(2) He worked hard in order that he might pass the exam.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMDF\ ,L8L NMZ[,F p5JFSIM V[ adverb clause of purpose GL E}lDSF EHJ[
K[P H[ D]bI p5JFSI (main clause) GF\ 5}6"lS|IF5N £FZF ZH} YI[,L lS|IFGMPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPNXF"J[
K[P sC[T]4 EFJf
[C[T]
Adverb clause of purpose GL ZRGF AGFJJF DF8[ "so that", "lest", "in order
that", "that" H[JF ;\IMHSM J5ZFI K[P  VF lS|IF lJX[QF6 p5JFSIDF\ ;\IMHS 5KL STF"GL ;FY[
would, may, might, can, could, S[ should H[JFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPlS|IF5NM J5ZFI K[P
s;CFISFZS4 D]bIf
[;CFISFZS]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM VeIF; SZMP
(1) He is older than he looks.
(2) You may do as you please.
p5ZGF\ NZ[S JFSIMDF\ ,L8L NMZ[,F p5JFSIM V[ adverb clause of comparison GL
ZRGF WZFJ[ K[P  VF ZRGFGF\ A[ 5|SFZ K[4 (1) adverb clause of degree (2) adverb
clause of manner. VFD4 5|YD JFSI V[ adverb clause of comparison of degree
VG[ ALH] JFSI V[ adverb clause of comparison of...............G]\ pNFCZ6 K[P
[Manner]
Adverb clause of comparison of degree ATFJJF DF8[ ;\IMHS 'than' VG[ relative
adverb 'as' VYJF (as.........as) J5ZFI K[P  HIFZ[ adverb clause of comparison
of manner ATFJJF DF8[ relative adverb.........................J5ZFI K[P
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[as]
Adverb clause of comparison of degree G]\ lS|IF5N V[ DM8[EFU[ VwIFCFZ (implied/
understood) ZC[ K[P H[DS[4
(1) Few are better leaders than he (is).
(2) Nobody knows it better than I (do).
VFD4 5|YD JFSIGF\ adverb clause of comparison of degree JF/F p5JFSIDF\
lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'is' VwIFCFZ ZC[ K[P  HIFZ[ ALHF JFSIGF\ VF 5|SFZGF\ p5JFSIDF\ lS|IF5N
TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPV[ VwIFCFZ ZC[ K[P
[do]
36LJFZ adverb clause of extent S[ degree ATFJJF DF8[ 'as far as', 'so far as'
H[JF ;\IMHSM J5ZFI K[P SIFZ[S definite article 'the' GM p5IMU YFI K[P NFPTP
(1) The higher we go, the cooler it is.
(2) As far as I know, he is an honest man.
(3) The more one has, the more one wants.
VFD4 p5ZGF\ 5|YD JFSIDF\ article 'the' GM p5IMU YIM K[P  HIFZ[ ALHF JFSIDF\ ;\IMHS
TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM 5|IMU YIM K[P
[as far as]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) If you had gone to the rescue of the drowning child, latter's life
would have been saved.
(2) Unless she works hard, she will not pass the exam.
p5ZGF\ ,L8L NMZ[,F p5JFSIM V[ adverb clause of condition ATFJ[ K[P  VF clause V[
Main clause DF\ VFJ[, lS|IF5NGL lS|IF 5Z ,FN[, condition sl:YlTf GM p<,[B SZ[ K[P
VFD4 p5ZGF\ AgG[ JFSIMGL X~VFTPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYL YI[, K[P (Main clause, adverb clause
of condition)
[adverb clause of Condition]
Adverb clause of condition DF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[ if, in case, provided, whether,
unless JU[Z[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM p5IMU YFI K[P s;\IMHSM4 lJX[QF6Mf
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[;\IMHSM]
S[8,LSJFZ Antecedent s5}ZMUFDLf GL CFHZL JUZ relative pronoun, adjective S[
adverb £FZF Conditional clauses J5ZFI K[P NFPTP
JFSI o  whatever may happen, I shall not feel disturbed.
VFD4 p5ZGF\ JFSIDF\ ,L8L NMZ[, clause V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
[Conditional clause]
36LJFZ subordinating conjunctions s;\IMHSMf GL CFHZL JUZ S[8,FS conditional
clauses 5MTFGM VY"5}6" ZLT[ NXF"J[ K[P NFPTP
(1) Had he run faster he would have.......
(2) Were he brave he would not be afraid.
p5ZGF\ clauses DF\ ;\IMHSM TZLS[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGL CFHZL JUZ JFSIF[ VY"5}6" YFI K[P (if,
though)
[if]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM AZFAZ VeIF; SZMP
(1) Raju is so weak that he can not walk.
(2) The Romans built in such a way that their walls are still standing.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMDF\ SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, p5JFSIM V[ adverb clause of result or effect or
consequence TZLS[GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P  adverb clause of result V[ main clause
DFGF lS|IF5NGL lS|IFGL V;Z lJX[ RRF" SZT]\ clause K[P  ALHF XaNMDF\\4 subordinate
clause GL lS|IF V[ Main clause DFGFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGL lS|IFGL ;LWL V;Z S[ 5lZ6FD K[P
[lS|IF5N]
Adverb clause of result DF\ 'so.........that', 'such..........that', H[JF ;\IMHSMGM
p5IMU YFI K[P  H[DF\ 'so', VG[ 'such' V[ main clause DF\ VFJ[ K[P  HIFZ[ 'that' V[
subordinate clause (adverb clause of result) GLPPPPPPPPPPVFJ[ K[P sX~VFTDF\4 V\TDF\f
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[X~VFTDF\]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) He is so honest he can not cheat anybody.
(2) They are so poor they can not make both ends meet.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMDF\ SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, p5JFSIM V[ adverb clause of result NXF"J[ K[P  H[DF\4
subordinating conjunction TZLS[PPPPPPPPPV[ VwIFCFZ (implied) ZC[ K[P (that, therefore)
[that]
GLR[ VF5[,L RFZ 5|SFZGL ZRGFGM VeIF; SZMP
sZRGF v 1f o so + adjective + that
sZRGF v 2f o so + adverb + that
sZRGF v 3f o so + adjective + noun + that
sZRGF v 4f o such + adjective + noun + that
VFD4 p5ZGL ZRGF V[ Hl8, JFSIMGL K[P VF ZRGF V[ adverb clause ofPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGL
K[P  (result, time)
[result]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM AZFAZ ZLT[ VeIF; SZMP
1. Mala's songs were so sweet that the people became mad after her.
2. He tried so hard that he got success.
3. JRD TATA was so succeessful an industrialist that he became
the richest man.
4. Mangoes are such sweet fruits that people enjoy them.
p5ZGF\ RFZ[I V[ Hl8, JFSIMGL ZRGF WZFJ[ K[P  adverb clause of result GF\ VF
JFSIMDF\ 'so......that' VG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGL ZRGF HMJF D/[ K[P (such.....that, for....that)
[such.......that]
GLR[GF\ pNFCZ6MGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Because I like you, I shall help you.
(2) Since you are my friend, I shall stand by you through thick and
thin.
(3) I am glad that you like it.
p5ZGF\ Hl8, JFSIMDF\ SF/F V1FZ[ ,B[, EFU V[ adverb clause of cause or reason
ATFJ[ K[P  VFD4 Principal clause DF\GF\ lS|IF5NGL lS|IFG]\ SFZ6 NXF"JJF DF8[ adverb
clause of .....................GM p5IMU YFI K[P (reason, purpose)
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[reason]
Adverb clause of cause or reason DF\ because, as, since, that H[JF subor-
dinating conjunctions s;\IMHSMf J5ZFI K[P  ;FDFgI ZLT[ ;\IMHSM 'as' VG[ 'since'
J0[ AGT] \ reason clause T[GF \ Main clause GL VFU/ D}SFI K[P  H[YL
EFZ5}J"SPPPPPPPPPPPPPNXF"JL XSFI K[P sSFZ64 VY"f
[SFZ6]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Since she is illiterate, she can not get the job.
(2) Raju has remained absent as it is raining today.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMDF\ SF/F V1FZ[ KF5[, EFU V[ adverb clause of cause or reason ATFJ[
K[P H[DF\ 5|YD JFSI V[ SFZ6 5Z EFZ D}SJF J5ZFI]\ K[P HIFZ[ ALH] JFSI V[PPPPPPPPPPPPPP5Z EFZ
D}S[ K[P s5lZ6FD4 C[T]\f
[5lZ6FD]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) I would not do it even if you paid me.
(2) Although I forbade this, you have done it.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMDF\ ,L8L NMZ[, p5JFSIM V[ adverb clause of supposition or
concession or contrast GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P  VFD4 5MTFGF\ lS|IF5N S[ Principal
clause DFGF lS|IF5NGL lS|IFVM lJX[ supposition, concession or contrast ZH}
SZJF DF8[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM p5IMU YFI K[P
[adverb clause of supposition or contrast]
The adverb clause of concession, contrast or supposition DF\ 'though',
'although', 'even if', 'however', 'even though' H[JF subordinating ...............
J5ZFI K[P (conjunctions, verbs)
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[conjunctions]
Hl8, JFSIMDF\ adverb clause V[ p5JFSIG[ S[ VgI XaNG[ modify SZ[ K[P HIFZ[ adjective
clause V[ T[DG[ qualify SZ[ K[P
Synthesis VYF"TŸ A[ S[ T[YL JW] ;FNF JFSIMG[ VY" G AN,FI T[ ZLT[ V[S GJF JFSIDF\ O[ZJJFP
VF GJ] JFSI V[ ;FN] (Simple), ;\I]ST (Compound) VYJF TMPPPPPPPPPPPPPPJFSI CMI XS[ K[P
[Hl8, (complex)]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Reena is very weak.  She can not walk.
v Reena is too weak to walk.
(2) He listened to the music.  He was thrilled.
v On listening to the music he was thrilled.
p5ZGF\ AgG[ JFSIMDF\ A[vA[ ;FNF JFSIM VF5[,F K[P  T[ NZ[SG]\ V[[S ;FNF JFSIDF\ 'synthesis'
YI[, K[P  5|YD JFSIDF\ 'Infinitive' TYF ALHF JFSIDF\ S'N\T (Participle) GM p5IMU
SZLG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYI[, K[P (synthesis, co-ordination)
[synthesis]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) This is my brother.  His name is Paresh.
v This is my brother, Paresh.
(2) It was a fine day.  We decided to go out for a picnic.
v It being a fine day we decided to go out for a picnic.
p5ZGF\ NZ[SDF\ A[ ;FNF JFSIMG]\ V[S ;FNF JFSID\F synthesis YI[, K[P  5|YD JFSIDF\ 'Noun
or phrase in apposition' TYF ALHF JFSIDF\ 'the absolute construction
£FZFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYI[, K[P (synthesis, construction)
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[synthesis]
GLR[GF\ NZ[SDF\ A[ ;FNF JFSIMG]\ V[S ;FNF JFSIDF\ synthesis SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P  VF56[ T[GM
VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) It was noon.  They had not arrived.
v They had not arrived till noon.
(2) The child heard my voice.  It rushed to me.
v On hearing my voice, the child rushed to me.
p5ZGF\ JFSIMG]\ synthesis A[ ZLTYL YI]\ K[P  5|YD JFSIDF\ 'an adverb or an adver-
bial phrase' VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\ 'a preposition with a noun or gerund'
£FZFPPPPPPPPPPPPYI[, K[P
[synthesis]
A[ S[ T[YL JW] ;FNF JFSIMG[ V[S Compound sentence DF\ O[ZJL XSFI K[P  VF DF8[ S[8,FS
co-ordinating conjunctions GM p5IMU SZJFDF\\ VFJ[ K[P  VFPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP£FZF A[ S[ T[YL
JW] ;FNF JFSIMG[ V[S ;\I]ST JFSIDF\ O[ZJL XSFI K[P  s;\IMHSM4 lS|IF5NMf
[;\IMHSM]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) We went to school. We studied there.
v We went to school and studied there.
(2) Do not be a borrower. Do not be a lender.
v Neither a borrower nor a lender be.
p5ZGF\ NZ[SDF\ A[ ;FNF JFSIMG]\ V[S ;\I]ST JFSIDF\ 'synthesis' YI[, K[P  5|YD JFSIDF\
synthesis DF8[ and VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP;\IMHSMGM p5IMU YIM K[P
[Neither........nor]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) I know Mohan.  I don't know Ganesh.
v I know Mohan but not Ganesh.
(2) He was late.  He could not catch the train.
v He was late so he could not catch the train.
p5ZGF\ NZ[SDF\ A[ ;FNF JFSIMG]\ V[S ;\I]ST JFSIDF\ synthesis YI[, K[P  5|YD A\gG[ JFSIMGF\
synthesis DF8[ ;\IF[HS but VG[ ALHFDF\ VFJ[, JFSIM DF8[ ;\IF[HSPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPGM p5IMU
YI[, K[P
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[so]
A[ ;FNF JFSIMG]\ V[S ;\I]ST JFSIDF\ synthesis SZJF DF8[ cumulative co-ordinative
conjunctions sH[JFS[4 and, both-and), Alternative co-ordinative conjunctions
sH[JF S[ neither.........nor, nor), Adversative co-ordinative conjunctions sH[JF
S[ but,yet) VG[ illative co-ordinative conjunctions sH[JF S[4 so, for) GM p5IMU
YFI K[P VF PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP JFSIDF\ T[GF VY" 5|DF6[ J5ZFI K[P s;\IMHSM4 lJSQF"SMf
[;\IMHSM]
A[ S[ T[YL JW] ;FNF JFSIMG[ V[S Hl8, JFSIDF\ O[ZJL XSFI K[P  VF 5|lS|IF SZJF DF8[ subordinate
clause GM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  Subordinate clause GF\ ~5DF\ a noun clause,
an adjective clause VG[PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPclause GM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
[an adverb]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Why is he late ? Ask him.
v Ask him why he is late.
(2) This is a boy. He stood first in the exam.
v This is the boy who stood first in the exam.
(3) He is poor. He is honest.
v Although he is poor, he is honest.
p5ZGF\ NZ[SDF\ A[ ;FNF JFSIMG]\ V[S Hl8, JFSIDF\ synthesis YI[, K[P  5|YD JFSIGF\
synthesis DF8[ a noun clause, ALHF JFSIDF\ an adjective clause VG[ +LHF
JFSIDF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPclause GM p5IMU YIM K[P
[an adverb]
Transformation of sentences VYF"TŸ JFSI~5F\TZP JFSI ~5F\TZ V[ V[8,L DCtJGL
jIFSZ6 lJQFIS 5|lS|IF K[ S[ H[DF\ JFSIGM D}/ VY" HF/JL ZFBL JFSIGF\ V[S :J~5G[ ALHF
:J~5DF\ O[ZJL XSFI K[P  VFD4 JFSI ~5F\TZ SZJFGL ;FY[ T[GF\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPDF\ O[ZOFZ YTM GYLP
sVY"4 :J~5f
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[VY"]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMG[ V[S :J~5DF\YL ALHF :J~5DF\ O[ZJJFDF\ VFjIF K[P  VF56[ T[GM VeIF; SZLV[P
(1) The news is too good to be true.
v The news is so good that it can not be true.
(2) I am as strong as he.
v He is not stronger than I.
VFD4 5|YD JFSIG]\ ~5F\TZ 'too' G[ N}Z SZLG[ YI[, K[P  ALHF JFSIGF\ transformation DF8[
'changing the degree of comparison' GM p5IMU YIM K[P  VFD4 transformation
DF8[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPZLTGM 5|IMU YIM K[P s+64 A[f
[A[]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) He will make him a king.
v He will be made a king by him.
(2) You are more intelligent than I.
v I am not so intelligent as you.
VFD4 5|YD JFSIGF\ transformation DF8[ "Interchange of voice" GM 5|IMU YIM K[P
HIFZ[ ALHF JFSIDF\ "Interchange of Affirmative and Negative sentences"
£FZF JFSIG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYI[, K[P s~5F\TZ4 5lZJT"Gf
[~5F\TZ]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) How can you talk ill of him ?
v You can not talk ill of him.
(2) How beautiful the night is !
v The night is very beautiful.
p5ZGF\ AgG[ JFSIMDF\ A[ H]NLvH]NL ZLTYL JFSIMG\] transformation YI[, K[P  5|YD JFSIDF\
"Interchange of Assertive and Interrogative sentences" VG[ ALHF JFSIDF\ lJWFG
VG[ pNŸUFZ JFSIG[ 5Z:5Z AN,LG[ JFSIMG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPYI[, K[P (transformation, synthesis)
[transformation]
GLR[GF JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) Be careful about your health. (adjective)
v Care for your health. (verb)
(2) If you work hard, you will pass.
(3) Although he is poor, he is honest.
5|YD JFSIDF\ "Interchange of one part of speech for another" GM p5IMU SZLG[
adjective GL HuIFV[ verb D}SL JFSIG]\ ~5F\TZ YI[, K[P  HIFZ[ ALHF VG[ +LHF JFSIDF\
VG]S|D[ condition TYF contrast ATFJJFDF\ VFjIF K[P VYF"TŸ T[ £FZF 56PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
Y. XS[ K[P (transformation, construction)
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[transformation]
;FNF4 ;\I]ST TYF Hl8, JFSIMG]\ 56 5Z:5ZDF\ JFSI ~5F\TZ Y. XS[ K[P  H[DS[4
(1) She must come in time to avoid punishment.
v She must come in time otherwise she will be punished.
(2) We must eat, or we can not live.
v We must eat to live.
VFD4 transformation DF8[ 5|YD JFSIDF\ ;FNF JFSIG]\ ;\I]ST JFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ YI]\ K[P  HIFZ[
ALHF JFSIDF\ ;\I]ST JFSIG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPJFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ YI[, K[P
[;FNF]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) I love honest boys.
v I love the boys who are honest.
(2) This is the house where I was born.
v I was born in this house.
5|YD JFSI V[ ;FN] K[P H[G]\ transformation Hl8, JFSIDF\ YI]\ K[P  HIFZ[ ALH] JFSI V[
Hl8, K[P  H[G]\ transformation.......................JFSIDF\ YI[, K[P
[;FNF]
GLR[GF\ JFSIMGM AZFAZ wIFGYL VeIF; SZMP
(1) He is weak but courageous.
v Although he is weak, he is courageous.
(2) Walk carefully, lest you should fall.
v Walk carefully or you will fall.
VFD4 5|YD JFSIDF\ ;\I]ST JFSIG\] Hl8, JFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ YI[, K[P  HIFZ[ ALHF JFSIDF\ Hl8,
JFSIG]\PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPJFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P s;\I]ST4 ;FNFf
[;\I]ST]
;FNF4 ;\I]ST VG[ Hl8, JFSIMG[ 5Z:5ZDF\ VY" AN<IF JUZ H]NLvH]NL s,UEUf NX ZLTYL
~5F\TZ SZL XSFI K[P  H[D S[4 ;FNF JFSIMG]\ ;\I]ST JFSIDF\4 ;\I]ST JFSIG\] ;FNF JFSIDF\4 ;FNF
JFSIMG]\ Hl8, JFSIDF\ (Noun clause, adjective clause, adverb clauseDF\) Hl8,
JFSIM (Noun clause, adjective TYF adverb clause) G]\ ;FNF JFSIMDF\4 ;\I]ST JFSIG]\
Hl8, JFSIDF\ VG[ Hl8, JFSIG]\ ;\I]ST JFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ SZL XSFI K[P
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Appendix - 7
Unit Test on Tenses
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S;M8L 5+
WF[Z6 o V[SD o TENSES S], U]6 o 40
lJQFI o V\U|[Ò ;DI    o 45 lDlG8
5|` G o 1 SF{\;DF\ VF5[, lS|IF5NG]\ IF[uI :J~5 5;\N SZL GLR[GF\ JFSIF[DF\ VF5[,L BF,L
HuIF 5}ZF[P sSF[.56 NXf 10
(1) These letters .................................already.................................. (stamp)
(2) Reshma ..................................... the book everyday. (read)
(3) Are you ..................................cricket now ? (play)
(4) Ram ........................ been .................... a letter for two hours ? (have + write)
(5) Paresh .................................. the message yesterday. (get)
(6) Who was ............................... in the club when Sachin went out ? (dance)
(7) Raj .............................outside before the officer entered into the office. (go)
(8) Teacher had not been ...............................us for seven hours. (teach)
(9) Will you ..........................with me tomorrow ? (come)
(10) My daughter .................be ...................the exam next Saturday at 11.00 A.M.
(will + give)
(11) Mona will not ............................the game in the coming match. (have + play)
(12) Will Neha have been ............................. for us for five hours ? (wait)
5|` G o 2 GLR[GF lJWFGF[DF\ BZF lJWFGGL ;FD[        DF\        GL lGXFGL VG[ BF[8F lJWFG
;FD[      DF\ 2 GL lGXFGL SZMP  6
(1) Tense V[ ;DIGF[ p<,[B SZ[ K[P
(2) JT"DFGSF/GF\ 5[8F 5|SFZ RFZ K[P
(3) 5}6"E}TSF/DF\ lS|IF5N TZLS[ 'had+V-3' VFJ[ K[P
(4) lS|IF5NG]\ 's/es' JF/] ~5 V[ RF,] JT"DFGSF/DF\ J5ZFI K[P
(5) SF[.56 SF/GF 5|` GFY" JFSIGL X~VFT wh-JF/F XaNF[YL H SZJL 50[ K[P
(6) V\U|[ÒDF\ lS|IF5NMGF 5F\R :J~5F[ CF[I K[P
5|` G o 3 GLR[ clJEFUv A' DF\ SF/GF GFD VF5[,F K[P T[GL ;FD[ clJEFU B' DF\ T[ SF/GF
p5IF[UF[ NXF"J[, K[P IF[uI ZLT[ HF[0SF HF0F[P  5
lJEFUv A lJEFUv B
(1) 5}6"JT"DFGSF/   (A) E}TSF/DF\ SF[. lS|IF RF,] Y. CF[I VG[ AF[,TL JBT[ S[
JT"DFG ;DIDF\ 56 T[ lS|IF RF,] K[ T[ ATFJJFP
(2) ;FNF[ JT"DFGSF/   (B) SF[. lS|IF S[ 38GF E}TSF/DF\ AGL CF[I 5Z\T] T[GL V;Z
JT"DFG S[ AF[,TL JBT[ RF,] K[ T[J] ATFJJFP
(3) ;FNF[ E}TSF/   (C) ElJQIDF\ VD}S RF[SS; ;DI[ SF[. lS|IF RF,] CX[ T[
NXF"JJFP
(4) RF,] 5}6"JT"DFGSF/   (D) E}TSF/DF\ AG[, lS|IF S[ 38GFGF[ p<,[B SZJF DF8[P
(5) RF,] ElJQISF/   (E) NZZF[H AGTL 38GF NXF"JJFP
HJFA o  (1 -  ),  (2 -   ), (3 -    ), (4 -     ), (5 -   )
9
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5|` G o 4 (A)GLR[ VF5[, V\U|[Ò JFSIF[G]\ U]HZFTLDF\ EFQFF\TZ SZMP     6
(1) Krupa will have been dancing in the party for six hours.
........................................................................................................................
(2) The train will have left the station at 10 p.m.
........................................................................................................................
(3) How will Neha read your book ?
........................................................................................................................
(4) Kalaben had not been reading the Ramayana for ten days.
........................................................................................................................
(5) How many students had arrived at your class when I came there ?
........................................................................................................................
(6) I came back while you were playing the game.
........................................................................................................................
5|` G o 4 (B)GLR[ VF5[, U]HZFTL JFSIF[G]\ V\U|[ÒDF\ EFQFF\TZ SZMP    7
(1) TD[ NZZMH ;JFZDF\ X]\ SZM KM m
........................................................................................................................
(2) 5ZL1FFDF\ 5F; YJF DF8[ ;BT DC[GT SZMP
........................................................................................................................
(3) T[ S[8,] VNŸE}T ãxI K[ ¦
........................................................................................................................
(4) EUJFG TDFZ] E,] SZ[P
........................................................................................................................
(5) VtIFZ[ T[VF[ SIF\ H. ZCIF K[ m
........................................................................................................................
(6) D[\ CD6F\ H T[ JFCGG[ HF[I] K[P
........................................................................................................................
(7) T[VF[ SIFZYL VF SFI" SZL ZæF K[ m
........................................................................................................................
5|` G o 5 ;}RGF D]HA HJFA VF5F[P    6
(1) Mona took their toys. slS|IF5N GL GLR[ ,L8L NMZMPf
(2) They went to their village yesterday PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
sBF,L HuIFDF\ JFSIGF[ SF/ H6FJF[Pf
(3) We had done this job. s;CFISFZS  lS|IF5N GL GLR[ ,L8L NMZMPf
(4) V\U|[ÒDF\ SF/GF S], 5|SFZ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP sJFSI 5]~ SZMPf
(5) JFTRLTDF\ GF8IFtDSTFGF[ EFJ ,FJJF DF8[ J5ZFTF SF/G]\ GFD m PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
sBF,L HuIFDF\ SF/G]\ GFD ,BF[Pf
(6) PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPsRF,] E}TSF/GL CSFZ ZRGF  H6FJF[Pf
* * *
Appendix - 8
Unit Test on Active & Passive Voice
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xOYó@ÙOÑ fL
Aó@·o : 9 #@xOÞ : ACTIVE AND PASSIVE VOICE xÚè ÓÚo : 40
w_Æ} : #ÃÓV@u  YÞ} : 45 wÞwÉÙO
fVÔÉ : 1( A) xOó­>YÞóÃZÑ }ó@a} w_xO¼f fYÃpO xO·Ñ ÇóèÑQåa}ó f\·ó@. (4)
(1) xOEª|· fV}ó@ÓÞóÃ ÉÑ fVAóÉEó ÷ó@} ©å@. (xOEóª, xOÞª, ÉóÞ}ó@ÓÑ #_}_)
(2) "to see'ÉÚÃ Passive Voice  Zó}. (to be seen, be seen, to be see)
(3) "Voice'ÉóÃ  fVxOó· ©å@. (#@xO, µ@, Lo)
(4) _óxO}ÞóÃ Y_ªÉóÞ "I' xOÞªÉó ÍZóÉ@ QåEó  µÉ@ ©å@.  (you, us, me)
(B) ÉÑ{@ "Active Voice"ÉóÃ w_AóÉó@ f·ZÑ "Passive Voice" Éó w_AóÉó@ µÉó_@èó ©å@.
"Passive Voice" Éó w_AóÉó@ÞóÃ ·÷@èÑ ÇóèÑ Qåa}ó f\·ó@. (4)
(1) She does the work. (A.V)
The work is done by ———. (P.V.)
(2) Bharat did not take a book. (A.V.)
A book was not ——— by Bharat. (P.V.)
(3) They are laughing at the strangeman. (A.V.)
The strangeman is ——— laughed at by them. (P.V.)
(4) Complete the work. (A.V.)
Let the work ——— Completed. (P.V.)
fVÔÉ : 2 ÉÑ{@ "w_IóÓ A'ÞóÃ Active VoiceÉó _óxO}ó@ #óf@èó ©å@. #É@ E@Éó Passive
VoiceÉó _óxO}ó@ "w_IóÓ- B'ÞóÃ #óf@èó ©å@ E@ }ó@a} ·ÑE@ ð@ÛOó@. (4)
"w_IóÓ- A'   "w_IóÓ- B'
(Active VoiceÉó _óxO}ó@) (Passive VoiceÉó _óxO}ó@)
(1) The boy did not catch (#) When will the game be
the ball. played by boys ?
(2) Is Padma Painting a (µ) It was Time for the Chair
picture ? to be repaired.
(3) It was time to repaire (xO) Is a picture being painted
the chair. by Padma ?
(4) When will boys play (ÛO) The ball was not caught
the game ? by the boy
Qå_óµ : (1-  ) (2-  ) (3-  )  (4-  )
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fVÔÉ :3 ÉÑ{@Éó w_AóÉó@ Ç·ó ©å@ x@O Çó@ÙOó E@ Qåoó_ó@. Ç·ó w_AóÉ YóÞ@ {ó@·YÞóÃ 4 ÉÑ
wÉBóÉÑ #É@ Çó@ÙOó w_AóÉ ÞóÙ@O 8 ÉÑ |ÉBóÉÑ xO·ó@. (5)
(1) Qå@ _óxO}ÞóÃ xOÞª #ó[}ÚÃ ÷ó@} E@_ó fVÕ}@xO xOEª|· _óxO}ÉÚÃ xOÞªwoÞóÃ TOfóÃE· Zó} ©å@.
(2) µ@ xOÞª ÷ó@} E@_ó xOEª|· _óxO}É@ xOÞªwo fV}ó@ÓÞóÃ l@·_Ñ BxOó} É÷Ñ>.
(3) YópOó I\ExOó´ÉÚÃ "to be'ÉÚÃ TOf was/were ©å@.
(4) {óèÚ Iw_Å}xOó´Éó _óxO}É@ xOÞªwo fV}ó@ÓÞóÃ l@·_Ñ BxOó} ©å@.
(5) "can'É@ Y÷ó}xOó·xO |¸O}ófpO (Modal Auxiliary) xO÷@_ó}.
fVÔÉ 4 (A): ÉÑ{@Éó _óxO}ó@É@ Passive VoiceÞóÃ l@·_ó@.     (10)
(1) Do you want this book ?

(2) He has taken a pen.

(3) I may finish it.

(4) Why did you not tell me ?

(5) I had done the work in time.

(B) ÉÑ{@Éó _óxO}ó@É@ Active VoiceÞóÃ l@·_ó@. (8)
(1) The door will be closed by you.

(2) Books will have been bought by Rama.

(3) The examination is given by Rajesh

(4) Is the message being given by the writer ?

fVÔÉ : 5 Y\{Éó ÞÚQåµ Qå_óµ #ófó@. (5)
(1) Ram reads a book. (xOÞª  ÉÑ{@ èÑÙOÑ pOó@·ó@.)
(2) A banana is eaten by Shyam. (| O¸}ófp O ÉÑ{@ èÑÙOÑ pOó@·ó@.)
(3) Not a word was spoken by Latif.
(ÉóÞ}ó@ÓÑ #_}_  (preposition) ÉÑ{@ èÑÙOÑ pOó@·ó@.)
(4) I want to write the Letter.  ('Infinitive' ÉÑ{@ èÑÙOÑ pOó@·ó@.)
(5) She was reading the book.  (xOEóª  ÉÑ{@ èÑÙOÑ pOó@·ó@).
Appendix - 9
Unit Test on Clauses
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S;M8L 5+
WF[Z6 o V[SD o CLAUSES S], U]6 o 40
lJQFI o V\U|[Ò ;DI    o 45 lDlG8
5|` Go 1 SF{\;DF\YL IF[uI XaN 5;\N SZL GLR[GF JFSIF[DF\ ZC[,L BF,L HuIF 5}ZF[P
sSF[.56 5\FRf  5
1. The adjective clause GL ZRGFJF/F JFSIDF\ 'the same' VG[ 'such' 5KL ;\IF[HS
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP D}SL UF{6 p5JFSI AGFJFI K[P (as, that)
2. Conditional clause DF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP;\IF[HSGF[ p5IF[U YFI K[P (if, and)
3. ................ Vapi has many Industries, people go there in search of jobs.
(that, since)
4. 'The adverb clause of contrast' JF/F p5JFSIDF\ ;\IF[HS TZLS[ PPPPPPPPPPPPPP J5ZFI
K[P (though, if)
5. Mala's songs were ....................sweet that the people became mad after her.
(such, so)
6. He is older ............... he looks. (than, that)
7. God helps those ............help themselves. (who, which)
5|` Go 2 (A)'Noun clause' GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ HF[0F[P   4
(1) Do you want to know the reason ? I am late.
..........................................................................................................
(2) He was certain. Mohan would be there.
..........................................................................................................
(3) I am going to tell you something. Pay attention to it.
............................................................................................................
(4) He writes something. It seems to be incorrect.
.............................................................................................................
5|`G o 2 (B)'Adverb clause' GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF JFSIF[G[ HF[0F[P sSF{\;DF\ VF5[,
;\IF[HSF[GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[f           5
(1) The bell rang. The prayer began. (as soon as)
..........................................................................................................
(2) Children always like to go to the places. They find love there. (wherever)
.......................................................................................................
(3) I took a window seat. I could get fresh air. (so that)
........................................................................................................
9
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(4) The dog sees a stranger. Soon it starts barking. (Hardly / scarcely....when)
.........................................................................................................
(5) Mr. Gohil is an honest police officer. He never accepts bribe. (such...that)
..........................................................................................................
5|` Go 3 GLR[GF lJWFGMDF\ BZF lJWFGGL ;FD[          DF\       GL lGXFGL VG[ BF[8F lJWFG
GL ;FD[     DF\ 2 GL lGXFGL SZMP    6
(1) Clause V[ JFSIGF[ V[S EFU K[ S[ H[G[ p5JFSI SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
(2) ;FNF JFSIDF\ V[S main clause VG[ ALH]\ subordinate clause CF[I K[P
(3) ;\I]ST JFSIDF\ VFJ[,F clauses V[ co-ordinating conjunctions YL
HF[0FI[, CF[I K[P
(4) Hl8, JFSIGL ZRGF VYF"T 'main clause + ;\IMHS + subordinate clause.'
(5) H[ p5JFSIG[ 5F[TFGF[ VY"5}6" SZJF DF8[ ALHF p5JFSI 5Z VFWFZ ZFBJF[ 50[ K[ T[JF
p5JFSIG[ main clause SC[ K[P
(6) Synthesis VYF"T A[ S[ T[YL JW] ;FNF JFSIF[G[ V[S GJF H JFSIDF\ O[ZJJFP
5|` Go 4 (A)GLR[GF Hl8, JFSIF[DF\ subordinate clause GL GLR[ ,L8L NF[ZF[ VG[ AFH]DF\
VF5[, BF,L HuIFDF\ T[ clause GF 5|SFZ ,BF[P   4
(1) What he says is quite true. ...................................................
(2) This is the book that Rama gave me. ...................................................
(3) Do as she likes. ...................................................
(4) All depends  on how you work. ...................................................
5|`Go 4 (B)SF{\;DF\ VF5[,F ;\IF[HSF[GF[ p5IF[U SZLG[ GLR[GF A[ JFSIF[G[ HF[0L V[S JFSI
AGFJF[P   3
(1) The child is sleeping. Don't make noise. (before, while)
.........................................................................................................
(2) Mr. Patel lives near the Bank. I know this. (because, that)
..........................................................................................................
(3) The girl is crying. Her purse is stolen. (who, whose)
.........................................................................................................
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5|` G o 5 ;}RGF D]HA HJFA VF5F[P    13
(1) He is a leader. ('complement' GL GLR[ ,L8L NMZMPf
(2) We like to play this game. s5}6" lS|IF5NGL GLR[ ,L8L NMZMPf
(3) He has a good memory. spredicate GL GLR[ ,L8L NMZMPf
(4) We provided Mohan a big house. sSD"GL GLR[ ,L8L NMZMPf
(5) He was late so he missed the bus. s;\IF[HS GLR[ ,L8L NMZMPf
(6) Do you know him ? sHl8, JFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ SZMPf
.........................................................................................................................
(7) Although he is weak, he is courageous. s;\I]ST JFSIDF\ ~5F\TZ SZMPf
........................................................................................................................
(8) Be careful about your health. (Adjective GL HuIFV[ verb D}SL JFSI OZLYL ,BF[Pf
.........................................................................................................................
(9) How beautiful the night is ! spNUFZ JFSIG[ lJWFG JFSIDF\ O[ZJF[f
.........................................................................................................................
(10) Why is he late ? Ask him. sHl8, JFSIDF\ synthesis SZMPf
.........................................................................................................................
(11) He was late. He could not catch the train. s;\I]ST JFSIDF\ synthesis SZMPf
.........................................................................................................................
(12) It was noon. They had not arrived. s;FNF JFSIDF\ synthesis SZMPf
.........................................................................................................................
(13) Can you / the train will arrive /when / tell me ? sJFSIG[ IF[uI S|DDF\ UF[9JL OZLYL
,BF[Pf
........................................................................................................................
*  *  *
Appendix - 10
High Achieving Boys '
Achievement Scores (Exp.1)
Group - A (23 Boys)
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Tenses) (Active Passive       (Clauses)
 Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
Group - B (24 Boys)
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Clauses) (Tenses) (Active &
Passive Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
High achieving boys' achivement scores (Exp.1)
Group - C (25 Boys)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Active (Clauses) (Tenses)
 Passive Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
98
83
76
87
80
80
94
95
90
80
95
95
98
98
80
89
87
80
96
93
98
92
92
20
22
23
23
20
26
24
19
19
29
21
22
28
25
32
23
24
24
20
20
27
24
22
18
14
14
16
23
24
18
18
35
25
20
17
18
19
19
25
19
25
26
19
24
24
35
19
16
11
12
14
20
21
12
16
24
20
18
14
19
19
14
17
15
19
16
20
17
16
16
14
17
21
21
17
15
24
21
22
21
18
19
19
20
22
30
29
28
22
22
14
19
33
18
15
15
20
19
23
16
37
23
24
20
20
23
32
25
19
25
25
28
24
17
18
17
32
20
21
20
26
25
25
19
18
38
23
29
29
20
35
25
20
32
27
24
24
22
23
23
22
83
93
80
79
97
91
76
80
94
85
81
90
93
85
99
86
99
97
98
92
93
90
91
94
90
94
85
90
92
78
84
90
84
90
87
90
89
90
92
99
95
92
89
85
92
92
91
79
85
18
22
21
17
19
16
16
12
20
22
20
11
18
19
13
35
19
14
14
18
17
19
23
10
19
19
22
19
38
20
14
19
15
16
14
19
17
18
24
32
20
24
21
16
13
34
14
14
16
30
21
27
24
21
25
24
23
18
27
23
29
20
26
26
19
27
27
27
18
20
19
24
27
27
26
Where,
W.C. = Work Card Method, P.L. = Programmed learning Method, L.C. = Lecture Method
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Appendix - 11
Low Achieving Boys '
Achievement Scores (Exp.2)
Group - A (25 Boys)
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Tenses) (Active Passive       (Clauses)
 Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
Group - B (24 Boys)
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Clauses) (Tenses) (Active &
Passive Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
Low achieving boys' achivement scores (Exp.2)
Group - C (23 Boys)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Active (Clauses) (Tenses)
 Passive Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
75
35
72
47
40
41
72
55
38
50
50
70
75
60
60
58
74
74
62
75
70
62
40
70
74
28
17
16
12
13
17
24
15
18
17
17
16
20
21
19
20
20
18
18
20
19
19
16
21
20
22
16
14
12
15
15
17
14
14
20
16
17
17
20
18
16
18
21
21
24
17
19
20
22
20
15
14
12
15
14
16
16
12
12
12
13
18
19
17
17
14
14
17
17
16
19
25
13
24
23
15
11
21
28
20
17
20
22
27
25
21
21
16
22
21
20
11
14
17
14
10
25
22
12
12
11
17
13
15
22
19
20
26
21
24
18
17
16
11
16
20
18
24
17
19
14
23
19
16
18
19
19
16
17
19
20
22
15
24
19
19
18
19
22
35
17
25
20
26
26
20
33
40
68
65
60
30
73
60
72
60
35
72
74
71
74
68
62
65
65
50
55
50
49
74
35
57
75
70
55
56
75
75
45
54
66
59
63
50
50
59
50
55
59
45
71
62
64
45
18
11
17
12
14
29
13
22
18
14
15
20
14
14
19
18
19
15
14
14
17
30
19
17
17
15
19
18
18
17
18
19
19
19
21
15
16
20
18
17
13
19
18
15
16
17
16
16
21
21
25
18
26
23
12
20
28
23
24
20
20
19
20
16
21
20
23
19
18
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Appendix - 12
High Achieving Girls '
Achievement Scores (Exp.3)
Group - A (26 Girls)
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Tenses) (Active Passive       (Clauses)
 Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
Group - B (26 Girls)
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Clauses) (Tenses) (Active &
Passive Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
High achieving girls' achivement scores (Exp.3)
Group - C (24 Girls)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Active (Clauses) (Tenses)
 Passive Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
81
90
80
83
87
85
95
84
94
91
82
95
92
95
92
92
83
94
85
91
89
92
98
90
90
89
22
34
24
19
26
19
37
27
32
23
30
30
19
23
20
19
21
24
27
31
32
21
35
25
32
22
15
25
25
17
23
16
37
35
28
21
25
31
33
22
17
21
17
23
19
34
26
20
29
25
21
23
13
18
24
13
18
17
23
19
19
19
17
20
17
20
18
21
14
14
14
23
19
15
22
18
19
11
16
18
20
20
19
21
17
16
18
20
21
15
19
15
20
18
18
14
19
19
20
15
15
14
18
19
21
22
19
20
20
19
18
13
18
16
18
12
19
21
19
21
18
16
20
21
22
22
21
17
19
18
25
26
26
29
27
27
27
20
21
25
28
17
27
19
27
25
20
16
22
25
28
19
16
22
25
24
93
96
89
95
91
79
90
96
88
97
94
86
88
84
86
80
85
82
98
83
93
89
88
81
88
88
87
92
88
88
95
93
86
89
95
88
89
86
84
89
90
92
90
88
92
91
95
94
90
92
17
14
19
15
16
13
10
18
18
18
21
16
16
19
13
17
17
13
21
15
17
14
19
15
16
18
11
16
24
20
17
24
19
19
17
19
20
17
21
16
18
19
22
19
19
15
16
19
18
26
22
25
23
28
19
23
21
20
32
20
25
31
23
21
24
25
30
26
27
23
22
22
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Appendix - 13
Low Achieving Girls '
Achievement Scores (Exp.4)
Group - A (24 Girls)
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Tenses) (Active Passive       (Clauses)
 Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
Group - B (24 Girls)
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Clauses) (Tenses) (Active &
Passive Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
Low achieving girls' achivement scores (Exp.4)
Group - C (26 Girls)
  W.C. P.L. L.M.
 (Active (Clauses) (Tenses)
 Passive Voice)
Achievement scores on post tests
Marks of
Annual
Exam
(out of
100 marks)
40
60
42
65
75
48
74
75
35
38
60
60
43
60
70
74
56
75
37
75
62
55
72
50
21
22
20
22
19
20
19
23
19
17
17
22
17
24
17
19
22
30
16
20
21
18
24
16
24
21
26
20
16
19
16
18
22
17
16
15
25
18
15
16
20
27
16
21
25
17
23
19
15
15
18
19
15
20
15
14
15
19
19
18
19
19
20
18
18
20
15
19
16
13
18
16
12
12
17
16
14
13
12
17
14
17
16
15
15
19
18
15
19
15
16
16
17
14
19
19
16
10
19
19
12
15
09
11
14
14
11
12
22
18
11
15
15
17
24
19
15
23
15
18
15
16
18
22
20
16
16
21
19
19
15
17
21
26
23
21
18
17
20
16
18
17
18
24
70
40
74
69
74
40
35
40
75
68
35
63
62
73
60
70
58
71
45
60
40
73
40
74
68
72
55
45
74
74
62
52
58
60
43
70
62
64
60
65
70
64
40
40
40
35
59
64
74
70
13
14
16
12
14
17
10
16
15
16
14
18
17
07
09
16
16
17
24
15
19
14
17
20
17
22
14
14
18
15
12
15
15
16
14
18
15
19
19
17
15
16
16
21
14
20
18
16
18
16
16
24
24
17
24
21
29
24
17
21
18
19
21
21
21
20
17
16
16
15
13
19
19
15
17
19
23
29
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Appendix - 14
Students' achievement scores
on post test for establishing
reliability and validity
Marks of
Annual
Exam  (out of
100 marks)
Post Test on
'Active &  Passive Voice'
(out of 40 marks)
Test Re-Test
48
52
65
90
88
92
78
76
66
58
62
79
81
87
76
73
68
65
64
58
44
48
66
72
80
55
60
75
83
82
81
47
53
66
78
72
74
78
80
85
69
89
92
69
53
47
75
66
65
70
17
18
21
22
22
30
26
24
20
18
21
23
24
26
23
21
19
20
18
19
14
16
21
27
28
28
17
24
29
29
27
16
23
24
25
24
23
22
24
20
16
24
25
17
14
16
24
28
30
28
15
18
21
18
18
23
20
14
20
20
21
23
24
26
23
21
19
20
18
19
16
16
21
27
26
28
17
24
28
29
27
16
23
24
25
19
23
22
24
20
16
24
25
17
14
16
24
28
30
28
20
21
20
33
31
30
25
24
23
19
21
23
25
28
22
19
19
18
18
20
17
18
20
27
27
21
20
24
27
25
26
19
25
20
27
21
30
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25
23
18
23
28
19
17
19
24
23
25
29
17
20
21
30
28
25
20
25
24
20
20
16
23
20
21
18
17
20
15
19
16
22
24
23
24
20
18
20
25
24
23
20
21
20
24
20
27
24
23
24
17
20
25
17
14
14
18
20
17
20
19
17
20
34
28
30
27
24
25
21
28
27
30
35
20
20
19
20
23
24
20
16
18
32
28
25
17
24
28
30
25
16
20
23
30
19
26
24
28
25
20
21
27
18
18
16
30
30
32
25
22
16
21
33
30
25
26
20
24
20
29
28
25
25
18
17
14
19
20
19
17
14
15
27
20
20
18
21
25
24
20
17
18
15
24
15
24
20
18
23
19
18
24
20
17
14
23
18
27
23
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
No.
Students' Achivement Scores on post tests for establishing reliability and validity
Post Test on  'Tenses'
(out of 40 marks)
Test     Re-Test
Post Test on  'Clauses'
(out of 40 marks)
Test          Re-Test
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Appendix: 15 
A Copy of the Letter to Experts 
 
R.B. Sakhiya 
8/2 Vishvanagar, 
Patel Boarding Road, 
Rajkot-360004. 
 
Dear sir/Madam, 
 
 I have taken up a doctoral study on ‘effectiveness of Work-Card and 
Programmed learning as a self-learning technique with reference to teaching 
of English grammar’ under the guidance of Dr. D.A. Uchat, Prof. & Head, 
Department of Education, Saurashtra University, Rajkot. 
 Under the above title, I have selected three teaching units from the 
English grammar. These teaching units are namely, (1) Tenses, (2) Active & 
Passive voice, (3) Clauses. I want your valuable suggestions and comments 
on the following points (questions). 
(1) Are these teaching units equal at their difficulty level? 
(2) Do you think any of them unequal? 
If so what change do you suggest? 
 Kindly return this letter with your valuable suggestions and comments. 
  
 Thanking you, 
 Yours Truly, 
 R.B. Sakhiya 
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Appendix: 16 
A List of Experts & English teachers 
 
(1) Dr. Sandeep Ghetiya 
 Lecturer, 
 P.D. Malaviya B.Ed. College, 
 Rajkot. 
 
(2) Dr. Hasuben Barochiya 
 English teacher (Higher Secondary section), 
 G.T. Sheth High School, 
 Rajkot. 
 
(3) Dr. K.M. Donga 
 Principal Shree, 
 Kundaliya B.Ed. College, 
 Rajkot. 
 
(4) Dr. Rupalben Mankad (Interview) 
 Lecturer (English method) 
 Darbar Gopaldas Shikshan Maha Vidyalaya, 
 (B.Ed. College), Aliabada. 
 
(5) Sonalben Shah 
 English teacher & Principal, 
 Kadvibai Kanya Vidyalaya, 
 Rajkot. 
 
(6) Shree Rameshbhai Pachani 
 English Teacher, 
 Shree Prakash High School, 
 Rajkot. 
 
(7) Shree Keyur Bhatt 
 Teacher, 
 Brilliant Institute of English, 
 Rajkot. 
 
(8) Prof. Rahul M. Ravaliya (Lecturer of English) 
 Dhamsaniya Commerce College, 
 Rajkot. 
 
 
